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Abstract 
A growing body of empirical evidence has found inconsistencies in the Capital Asset-pricing 
Model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Black (1972) and Ross's (1976) 
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT). Numerous attempts to explore the validity of these theories 
of modern finance have led to the identification of various firm specific attributes that explain 
the cross-sectional variation of returns. These attributes have appropriately been termed 
'style anomalies '. 
This thesis investigates the existence and exploitability of style anomalies for the shares 
comprising the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) for the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. The investigation is divided into four areas of research. 
First, a methodology similar to Fama and Macbeth (1973) is used to explore the cross-
sectional relationships between some 904 firm-specific attributes and the unadjusted and risk 
adjusted monthly returns of equities constituting the S&P TSX Composite Index. A myriad of 
un correlated style anomalies are found to persist before and after controlling for systematic 
risk, and are categorized as either size, growth, momentum, value, liquidity and bankruptcy 
(risk) effects. The most significant attributes from each respective style group include: Price, 
eighteen month change in net tangible asset value, price change over twelve months, twelve 
month change in price to net tangible asset value, three month change in the absolute volume 
ratio and interest cover before tax. Multivariate testing confirms the ability of anomalies to 
explain excess returns. In and out sample cross sectional tests show inconsistent anomaly 
persistence, raising the question of whether they are perhaps perennial in nature. 
Second, the predictability of style payoffs is examined through the analysis of autocorrelation 
and six style timing models. Strong positive autocorrelation at lower orders for the majority 
of style payoffs suggests that the ability to time payoffs is possible. The six month moving 
average timing model shows the best forecasting skill, followed by twelve month and eighteen 
month moving average models. 
Third, the presence of firm specific attributes among three classified sectors namely: Basic 
materials, Cyclicals and Non-Cyclicals are compared. Risk, value and liquidity based 
anomalies dominate the Basic Materials shares. Liquidity effects stand out within the 
Cyclicals group, and the Non-Cyclicals sectors exhibit value and size effects. The ability to 
exploit all style-based anomalies after accounting for transaction costs is evaluated using a 
portfolio sorting methodology. The tests illustrate that increased exposure to the anomalies 
has delivered substantially higher returns with lower volatility than a buy and hold approach 
using an equally weighted all share benchmark. These abnormal returns are confirmed after 
ac!justing for systematic risk. Further testing shows that the attributes, rather than loading on 
those attributes, are better at explaining share returns. 
Finally, the seasonal nature of Canadian equity returns is investigated. A six month strategy 
of "Selling in June and going away till December" provides the most optimal returns. The 
calendar month tests find January, February and December to be the strongest months of the 
year. Attribute payoffs seem to show vague seasonal tendencies. 
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"Investing in a market where people believe in efficiency, is like playing bridge with 
someone who has been told it doesn't do any good to look at the cards. " 
- Warren Buffett (1997: 164:166) 
1.1. Introduction 
The pursuit for greater wealth has always been amongst us. Since early forms of 
securitized instruments were introduced, participants have relentlessly sought 
methods of extrapolating better returns on investment. From the early debt markets of 
Ancient Greece that provided tradable "bottomry loans" for maritime shipments to the 
Bosphorus, to the credit markets of Rome that yielded interest rates of 4% at the apex 
of the empire, the concepts of reward for risk have been contemplated and put into 
practice. 
This study is conducted with the same ad modicum: to explore the nature of the return 
generation structure assets and to inquire as to whether returns, outside of "modem 
financial pricing theory", are attainable. 
The latter half of the 21 st century saw the emergence of asset-pricing models that have 
somewhat universally been embraced as Modem Financial theory. The Capital Asset-
pricing Model (CAPM) developed by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Black 
(1972) were developed around the concepts of asset risk and return from which a 
mean-variance efficient portfolio can be derived. The central theme of the CAPM lies 
with the ability of the market portfolio to explain the variation of share returns. Ross's 
(1976) Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) provides a less stringent model that allows for 
more than one factor to influence share returns. Equity return variation is therefore 
explainable using macroeconomic or other factors that are postulated to influence 
valuations and dividend streams. These models rely on sets of assumptions regarding 
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investor rationality, market efficiency and the linear relationship between returns and 
prOXIes. 
Since their inception, frequent attempts to evaluate their validity have found that 
factors outside of the CAPM and APT framework appear to be related to the share 
return structure. Evidence for firm specific variables that were able to generate returns 
in excess of conventional asset-pricing models began to surface. Some of the earliest 
US findings include: the small size effect (Banz (1981) and Reinganum (1981)); the 
price to earnings (PIE) effect (Basu (1977)); the dividend yield effect (Blume (1980)); 
and the market-to-book (M/B) effect (Stattman (1980)). The aptly named 'style 
anomalies' found in empirical studies have been posited to represent risk factors such 
as liquidity, neglect and greater risk amongst others. The case for style anomalies, 
however, does not invalidate traditional asset-pricing models due to their assumptions 
regarding market efficiency. Fama's (1991) joint hypothesis problem correctly points 
out that if assets appear to be mispriced, either the market is not efficient, or the 
model is incorrect, or some combination of the two exists. 
Mounting academic evidence of anomaly persistence amongst both developed and 
developing markets continues to question the suitability of traditional financial theory, 
as well as open many doors to how assets should appropriately be priced. 
Furthermore, they have attracted the attention of financial practitioners looking to 
exploit these pockets of excess return or alpha. The range of different approaches to 
investing that allegedly produce greater returns is not new. Benjamin Graham, the 
mentor of the above quoted Warren Buffet, is regarded as the father of value 
investing. Other investing styles such as growth, momentum, quality, similarly focus 
their asset allocation towards different firm specific traits. 
This thesis aims to identify whether style anomalies have persisted on the Toronto 
Stock Exchange. The procedure to investigate this topic includes exploratory analysis 
and the construction of the traditional asset-pricing models. Exhaustive quantities of 
firm specific attributes are then regressed on both unadjusted and risk adjusted cross 
sectional returns. The methodology basically follows that of van Rensburg and 
Robertson (2003) and also incorporates other techniques used to evaluate seasonality, 
2 
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portfolio trading strategies, and style timing. All data are sourced from DataStream 
International, which is free from the reputed look ahead bias. Given the limitations of 
obtaining data relating to existing companies, this study is not immune to the biases 
surrounding survivorship. 
The remainder of this chapter is set out as follows: Section 1.2 discusses the 
contribution, and Section 1.3 outlines the structure of this thesis together with a brief 
overview of each chapter. 
1.2. Contribution 
This thesis contributes to the literature that investigates the robustness of traditional 
asset-pricing models, the presence of style anomalies, and the exploitability of such 
anomalies among Canadian equities. The categorization under which such empirical 
testing falls is best summarized by Fama's (1970; 1991) study on market efficiency. 
Fama (1970) divides his market efficiency tests under three headings: (1) Weak tests -
that aim to understand how well previous returns explain future returns, (2) Semi-
strong tests - that explore how quickly information is priced in, (3) Strong tests that 
investigate whether private information is reflected in share prices. Fama (1991) alters 
the three classifications somewhat. The first examines the predictability of returns, 
which include: asset-pricing, seasonality and style anomalies tests. The second 
scrutinizes price adjustments to public announcements. The third evaluates whether 
private information, not reflected in market prices, exists among investors. 
The core focus of this thesis fits under the first classification as it seeks to enquire the 
existence of returns beyond those suggested by 'modern finance'. This paper aims to 
take a more practical approach to the investigation of anomalies and looks to expand 
the knowledge set of the return generation process from which financial practitioners 
can benefit. 
The investigation of anomalies reqUlres the construction of asset-pricing models. 
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Traditional market models have received somewhat of a lukewarm reception among 
Canadian finance academics, as the empirical evidence does not award them much 
support. This study broadens the analysis of both the CAPM and APT models for 
Canada and evaluates their robustness and consistency. 
As mentioned earlier, a considerable number of studies have dedicated their research 
to the new universe of attributes that are related with outperformance (anomalies). 
The literature regarding Canadian anomalies has been fairly limited to a handful of 
anomaly investigations, of which some are conducted over short time frames. This 
study extends the research of anomaly appearance by adding several hundred new 
attributes to those already explored. An exhaustive list of firm specific attributes, 
ratios and technical data is extracted and in many cases constructed to broaden the 
scope of the univariate cross sectional regressions. 
The research into whether such strategies are exploitable after incurring the necessary 
transaction costs and risks, such as bid ask spreads, often receive less attention. The 
portfolio sorting methodologies employed are used to assess the borders of return 
generation from exposure to anomalies. This forms an important part of the study. 
Finally, other areas of focus are: style timing analysis and sector specific anomaly 
tests (both of which have not been explored in Canadian literature), multivariate 
analysis and seasonality among equities. 
1.3. Thesis Organisation 
Chapter Two provides a summary of the foundations of Modem Financial Theory and 
provides an understanding of the asset-pricing and valuation. The concept of the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) are discussed along with the Dividend Discount 
Model (DDM), CAPM and APT models. Various insights and implications about 
these models by both financial practitioners, such as George Soros, and academics are 
presented. The concept of style anomalies is introduced and aims to clarify their 
origins, as well as their role in the theoretical framework. 
4 
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Chapter three outlines the more prominent international evidence of style anomalies 
and the explanations provided for their presence. The evidence is compiled using van 
Rensburg's (2001) anomaly arguments classification that consists of: investor 
irrationality, investor rationality and methodical bias. The findings of empirical tests 
conducted on Canadian asset-pricing models are then presented. Thereafter, the 
literature review for Canadian style anomalies and seasonality follows. The review of 
empirical studies builds a platform to embark on exhaustive empirical tests on asset-
pricing and style based anomalies. 
Chapter Four discusses the nature of the data used throughout study. The share 
selection criteria is reviewed and is followed by discussions on the stock returns data 
firm specific attributes and data considerations. Procedures used for sorting and 
assembling data for further tests are discussed, and the descriptive statistics are 
presented. 
Chapter Five opens with an exploratory analysis of the Canadian economy, share 
returns throughout the years and the different sectors comprising the Toronto Stock 
Exchange. Cluster and principal components are conducted to provide an 
understanding of the return generation structure and to extract the necessary proxies to 
construct asset-pricing models. Using two sets of indices, the methodology of van 
Rensburg and Slaney (1997) is applied to construct an APT model. An evaluation of 
models then takes place to assess which should be used to conduct risk adjustment in 
further chapters. 
Chapter Six uses the methodology of Fama and Macbeth (1973) to conduct univariate 
cross sectional regressions for all the firm specific attributes. The analysis seeks to 
identify the anomalous attributes that are able to predict monthly stock returns before 
and after adjustments for systematic risk. The attributes are then examined for 
strength and consistency over the time series sample period. This Chapter provides 
the backbone of anomalies tests, on which further evaluation is conducted in later 
chapters. 
5 
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Chapter Seven explores whether the monthly payoffs, derived from the Chapter Six, 
would have been predicted using autocorrelation and a variety of style-timing models. 
Consistency, accuracy and variability of the models' ability to forecast future payoffs 
are used to weigh up their predictive strength. The ability to time the payoffs to the 
style attributes would enable investors to improve the performance of a style-based 
strategy. 
Chapter Eight investigates two aspects of style-based anomalies among Canadian 
equities. The first explores the presence of firm specific attributes among three 
classified sectors or industries. The second examines whether style-based anomalies 
can be exploited after accounting for transaction costs and risk adjustment. Portfolio 
sorts are also conducted to evaluate whether attributes, or their loadings, best explain 
share returns. 
Chapter Nine undertakes to assess seasonality and persistence of calendar effects 
amongst Canadian equity data. The objective of this chapter is to conduct seasonality 
analysis for six month effects, calendar month effects and finally whether style 
anomalies exhibit seasonal tendencies. 
Chapter Ten provides a summary of the results from Chapters Five to Nine. The final 




" ... market efficiency per se is not testable. It must be tested jOintly with some model of 
equilibrium, an asset-pricing model ... As a result, when we find anomalous evidence 
on the behavior of returns, the way it should be split between market inefficiency or a 
bad model of market equilibrium, is ambiguous. " 
- Fama (1991: 1575-1576) 
2.1. Introduction 
Finance as a branch of economics aims to maXImIse utility in a world of scarce 
resources. Asset management similarly aims to maximise returns of assets, given the 
universe of market securities available. The predictability of assets returns has thus 
become a critical area of investigation by academics and practitioners alike. 
Academics seek to understand the relationships between economic or firm specific 
variables, risk, and returns, while practitioners aim to maximise these returns on 
behalf of clients. 
Extensive research has been documented on the return generating process and the 
valuation of assets. This research has given rise to a number of theories that aim to 
explain the behaviour of assets returns. The most dominant theory in modem finance 
is market efficiency. The efficient market framework is built on the grounds of asset 
valuations reflecting available information to the market. Amongst the most cited 
studies that have been devoted to the market efficiency hypothesis is that of Fama 
(1970), who outlines three levels of market efficiency. These levels have become the 
formalized approach for categorizing the extent to which information is priced in 
securities. 
While market efficiency remains part of traditional theory, much research has 
uncovered the existence of 'market anomalies' within the efficient market framework. 
The very existence of the active asset management approach rests on the belief that 
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asset valuations are not necessarily correct and excess returns can be achieved by 
exploiting these deviations from fundamental value. 
Testing whether such deviations exist requires the use of an asset-pricing model. If the 
deviation from fundamental value exists, it is based on the assumption that the model 
is correct. Asset-pricing models however are designed using market data and 
historical valuations. It can therefore be argued that models designed on imperfect 
data, are by construction, inherently flawed. Discrepancies in asset-pricing models' 
values and market values imply that either the market is incorrect in valuing the 
security, or the asset-pricing model is incorrect, or a combination of both exists. 
The opemng quotation drawn from Fama's (1991) renowned study, effectively 
outlines that examinations of market efficiency cannot in fact be separated from the 
tests of asset-pricing models themselves. 
This chapter provides the overview of market efficiency and asset-pricing theories 
that underlie the empirical tests for anomaly existence in later chapters. The chapter is 
set out as follows: Section 2.2 provides a detailed look at the Market Efficiency 
Hypothesis, Section 2.3 introduces Asset-pricing theory and the CAPM, Section 2.4 
provides an overview of the Arbitrage pricing Theory model, Section 2.5 introduces 
Style based anomalies and finally Section 2.7 summarises and concludes. 
2.2. The Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The efficient market hypothesis refers to the notion that all available information is 
reflected in the prices of the securities available. Bachelier (1900) originally 
suggested that "past, present and even discounted future events are reflected in 
market price" in support of market efficiency. The concept of market efficiency and 
the extent to which publicly available information is included in price, has been 
broadened since Bachelier's time. 
Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) argue that investors will have the incentive to spend 
their time and resources finding information only if it is likely to result in generating 
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excess return. This suggests that the investors attempt to assess the benefit of the 
information gathering against the cost of obtaining it. Prices would therefore only 
reflect information to a degree where the gains from participating are matched by the 
cost of research and transacting. 
The random walk theory of share prices implies that successive returns are serially 
independent, implying that the last share price is the best prediction of the next 
period's share prices. The theory assumes that expectations of investors are unbiased 
and rational. The random walk theory also implies that each price change is based on 
new information provided to market participants. This information is equally likely to 
be positive or negative and enters the market in a random fashion. This thesis bares its 
opposition to the random walk theory upon the observation of asset value trends. If 
most stock markets have persistently trended up throughout history and traded assets 
have gained value, the probability of positive news (or its magnitude) is likely to have 
proved greater than negative news. The same trends appear to apply in all bull and 
bear markets for stocks, bonds, commodities and property. The random walk theory, 
however, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Fama (1970; 1991) postulates three forms of this market efficiency: weak form, semi-
strong form and strong form. The weak form of the efficient market hypothesis 
postulates that prices reflect all information that can be derived by examining 
historical data. The semi-strong form asserts that prices reflect all publicly available 
information regarding the firm's future prospects. Finally, the strong form of market 
efficiency declares that prices reflect all public and private information, including that 
of insiders of companies that are believed to possess superior information. 
A critical input to the market efficiency question and valuations is how asset values 
are calculated. Asset values are determined by discounting future cash flows at an 
appropriate rate. The Dividend discount model, as proposed by Gordon and Shapiro 
(1956), states that a share's current price is the present value of all future dividends 
paid out to the owners of the security. The price of the share (or any income bearing 
instrument in this case) is thus: 
p = E(D1J 
iO k ,-g, 
where: 
PiO = price of security i at time 0 
E(D1) = expected dividend at time 1 = Dio (l + g, ) 
k i = the appropriate discount rate of asset i = E(R,,) 
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gi = the expected growth rate of dividends of asset i assuming g, < ki 
Asset values should thus only fluctuate when the value of the next dividend, the 
discount rate or the growth rate are likely to change. If the dividend discount model 
holds, daily fluctuations of asset values are unlikely to vary unless new information 
regarding these variables is brought to the market. Schiller (1981) suggested that if a 
stock price is an estimated value of the discounted dividends, then market prices are 
too volatile in relation to the dividend expectations. Schiller's finding seems to 
suggest that daily price movements usually do not rationally depict long term 
valuations. 
Rational expectation theory holds that financial markets tend towards an equilibrium 
that accurately reflects the participant's expectations. Rationality implies that 
participants will act in their best interests, or in the case of investing, maximize profits 
whilst limiting risk. George Soros (2003 :35) points out that participants act not on the 
basis of their best interests, but on their perception of their best interests. The two, 
according to Soros, cannot be identical as the participants' understanding of the world 
is unlikely to correspond to the underlying facts. For these reasons, financial markets 
on the balance are inherently unstable and underlying biases in the form of trends are 
likely to persist. The markets' inherent instability can be displayed by bust and boom 
situations that occur periodically. He further proposes a theory of reflexivity that aims 
to explain the reasons for bust and boom (or bear and bull) phenomena. Soros 
suggests that markets are not efficient due to the 'participant perception' problem. He 
notes that the more people believe market efficiency exists, the less efficient markets 
are likely to become. 
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Aside from the "participant perception" problem, Soros (1994: I) expounds on how 
market valuations can in fact affect fundamentals. He states, "The generally accepted 
theory is that financial markets tend towards equilibrium, and on the whole, discount 
the future correctly. I operate using a different theory, according to which financial 
markets cannot possibly discount the future correctly because they do not merely 
discount the future; they help to shape it. In certain circumstances, financial markets 
can affect the so-called fundamentals which they are supposed to reflect. When that 
happens, markets enter into a state of dynamic disequilibrium and behave quite 
differently from what would be considered normal by the theory of efficient markets. 
Such boom/bust sequences do not arise very often, but when they do, they can be very 
disruptive, exactly because they affect the fundamentals of the economy." 
Soros (2003 :43) also sheds light on a variety of concepts used frequently in financial 
markets, which relate to market efficiency. One of these concepts is expectations and 
the role they play in what has come to be known as market equilibrium. Market 
efficiency concerns itself with the extent to which information is reflected in asset 
values. Market participants interpret information and develop expectations to which 
they accordingly make decisions. The future they are anticipating, however, is directly 
dependent on their decisions today. The decisions do not relate to something 
independently given. If participants believe that the price of gold for instance will rise 
to a certain level, it in essence means that the collective of market participants believe 
that the 'collective of market participants' will purchase sufficient gold to bring the 
price to that level. The movement of price itself, the perception of that movement, and 
the perception of other market participants can create 'reflexive' or self-affecting 
mechanisms. Ex Federal Chairman Alan Greenspan's warning of 'irrational 
exuberance' which invoked a fall in asset values in 1994 is stated as an example of 
such a self-affecting occurrence. 
If the possibility of "reflexivity" is adopted, it introduces uncertainty into asset-
pricing techniques and casts doubt over the validity of asset values reflecting available 
information. Concepts pertaining to market efficiency or asset price equlibria, 
therefore, appear to be unresolved. 
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2.3. Asset-pricing and the CAPM 
A fundamental tenet of Economics is to maXImIse the use of scarce resources. 
Similarly, modem financial theory aims to maximise returns within a universe of 
available assets. The return maximisation process for any asset requires weighing up 
returns against the risk. 
Markowitz (1952; 1959) laid the foundation for modem portfolio theory with his 
proposition for the risk reward relationship. The theory assumes that rational investors 
who are wealth maximisers optimize returns for risk incurred. The risk of an asset is 
considered to be the variance of the returns dispersed around a mean return. 
Markowitz went on to show that by diversifying into non-correlated assets, the risk of 
a portfolio could be reduced and the return maximised. This process results in the 
creation of mean-variance efficiency. Portfolios of assets are considered to be mean-
variance efficient if they offer the highest expected return given the level of risk. 
Once all possible combinations of the assets are mapped out, an efficient frontier is 
formed. The frontier starts with a minimum variance portfolio, which represents the 
combination of assets that allows the least amount of risk. Investors can move further 
up along the frontier to seek greater returns, although higher returns come at the 
expense of greater risk. The efficient frontier provides the rational investor with a set 
of choices with respect to risky assets portfolios. This allows investors to select assets 
based on their level of risk aversion. 
Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and Black (1972) built on Markowitz's (1952) model 
to develop the capital asset-pricing model (CAPM). This entails the use of a single-
index or market model where the return on each individual security is related to the 
return on the market index. The assumptions of the model include: (1) Investors are 
rational and are expected to diversify; (2) they are "Markowitz" efficient investors 
and intend to purchase along the efficient frontier; (3) they can borrow and lend at the 
nominal risk-free rate of return; (4) they have homogenous expectations; (5) they do 
not incur capital gains or dividend income taxes or transaction costs relating to buying 
or selling assets; (6) they hold the same one-period time investment horizon; and (7) 
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all investments are infinitely divisible. Finally, the model also assumes non-existent 
inflation or change in interest rates (or both are fully anticipated), and that capital 
markets are in equilibrium. 
Essentially, the CAPM derives beta as the only priced risk factor. Or to use the words 
of Fama and French (2002), "The central prediction of the model is that the market 
portfolio of invested wealth is mean-variance effiCient in the sense of Markowitz (J959). 
The effiCiency of the market portfolio implies that (a) expected returns on securities are a 
positive linear function of their market fl's (the slope in the regression of a security's 
return on the market's return) and (b) market fl's suffice to describe the cross-section of 
expected returns." All non-systematic (asset specific) risk is diversified away by 
investors, leaving the market risk factor as the only priced explanatory variable. The 
return generating process is represented by 
The asset's expected return is represented by E(r,) , the risk-free rate is ri,t, the 
market return is rm,t . The PI coefficient reflects the sensitivity of the security to the 
market portfolio's risk adjusted returns. This coefficient is calculated as follows: 
Cov 
fl - ;,m 
() m 
The presence of the PI coefficient has important implications. The fl, or the slope of 
the regression of the security's return to the market return is the only measure of risk 
necessary to explain return. The relationship between the security returns and market 
returns is therefore assumed to be linear. 
The beta coefficient of securities allows for the development of a security market line 
(SML), which represents the relationship between expected returns of all market 
securities to their betas. All tradable shares' expected returns can thus be derived by 
their beta values and the risk-free rate. In equilibrium, all assets and portfolios should 
fall on the SML. There is a positive expected premium for fl risk and the expected 
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returns for securities can be derived from past data. The amount of historical data to 
determine beta coefficients and expected returns is subjective in the hands of the 
researcher. 
While the CAPM provides an expected returns model, a risk adjusted regression will 
result in the creation of the alpha variable and residual or error term. This single-index 
model can be represented as follows 
(2.7) 
The CAPM suggests the a, will be zero for all correctly valued securities. The E:, 
term represents the error term of the equation. 
2.3.1. CAPM and the market portfolio 
The CAPM model requires the presence of a market portfolio and a risk-free rate in 
order to derive expected returns. The risk-free rate is often deemed to be the short 
term interest rate on government debt such as three month T bills. The market 
portfolio, as defined by the assumptions of the CAPM, should include all available 
assets investors can choose from. These would include bonds, listed and unlisted 
equities, property, commodities and exotic investments. Roll (1977) argues that unless 
the composition of the market portfolio is known with certainty, the CAPM cannot be 
tested. A market portfolio, including the myriad of investment options would be 
extremely difficult to put together. Roll, amongst others, resultantly concluded that 
the beta relationship suggested by CAPM is likely to be insignificant. The strict 
assumptions required by the CAPM model have further led to the development of less 
rigorous asset-pricing theories such as the Arbitrage pricing theory (APT). This model 
is explored in further detail in Section 2.3 
2.3.2. CAPM and country specific factors 
Stulz and Lang (1994) and Stulz and Karolyi (2002) shows that the CAPM model 
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fails to capture various risks in different countries for two reasons. Firstly, they argue 
that an expected returns derived from the CAPM is a function of the past. The authors 
note that this is unlikely due to changing consumer trends, technology and 
demographics. Secondly, they postulate that not all investors face the same 
opportunity set. 
Stulz and Lang (1994) suggest that the linear expected returns CAPM model does not 
account for increases in commodity prices and inflation, which are stochastic in 
nature. Furthermore, CAPM generally assumes the tastes of consumers to be the 
same. While this may be a plausible generalisation in the case of a single country, it is 
unlikely to be the case amongst different countries across the globe. Tastes and trends 
in consumer behaviour can also vary significantly over time. Real returns for a 
tradable asset may thus depend on the type of 'investor's perspective taken' as the 
past risk reward relationships may have no bearing on the future. 
Capital asset-pricing models assume all investors have the same opportunty sets. 
Transactions costs, taxes and restrictions to buying various securities differ across 
national income groups in their respective countries. This means that the distribution 
of feasible returns differs among investors and asset-pricing models cannot represent 
a 'generalised' set of feasible returns. 
The authors' criticism of the CAPM (and other asset-pricing models) are directed at 
their assumptions. More specifically, the existence of rational expectations based on 
the past and investor opportunity sets are brought into question. 
2.3.3. CAPM in the perspective of social sciences 
The CAPM asset-pricing model has somewhat been regarded as a foundation stone to 
modem financial theory. As a financial theory falls within the realm of social science 
and not a pure science, several considerations are deemed to be important. 
Asset valuations in a traded market are determined through the demand and supply of 
these assets among active market participants. These participants base their decisions 
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on their perception of the fundamental risk and reward characteristics of the asset. 
George Soros (1998:8-40) states that there are two fundamental differences between 
social sciences and natural sciences. Firstly, people acting on their perception of 
reality and not the actual underlying reality produces interference with the 
predictability of human behaviour. Secondly, theories about human behaviour can 
influence human behaviour itself. Social sciences are heavily reliant on the presence 
of thinking participants and their resultant actions, which can help shape the perceived 
reality. This reliance upon thinking participants produces a constant state of 
disequilibria within the system under scope. Their perception of reality shapes their 
actions, which in turn shapes the underlying reality. This state of indeterminacy is 
comparable, but differs to indeterminacy found in pure sciences such as Heisenburg's 
uncertainty principle. In a natural science, however, theories on a phenomenone do 
not change the phenomenone itself. In social sciences, the observer's (market 
participant's) understanding of the underlying behavior of the system can affect the 
system. Facts can be influenced by statements made about the facts. So with asset-
pricing, market prices (which empirical tests are seen as the 'facts'), can be influenced 
by statements made about the prices ('theories about the facts'). Soros goes on to say 
that if markets are believed to be efficient, they are likely to become less efficient, 
because as investors stop trying exploit mispricings, the number of mispricings are 
likely to widen. 
Finally, Soros also suggests that economic theories are premised on assumptions and 
have conclusions that follow deductive logic. For instance, the CAPM assumes all 
investors have homogenous expectations. If the assumption is held to be false, the 
conclusions derived from the CAPM remain unable to be disproved, as the 
assumption is a necessary premise. The assumptions of the CAPM (and other asset-
pricing models) also tend to be rigid and do not allow room for flexibility. The 
development APT model is partially a by-product of these mentioned complications. 
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2.4. The Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) 
The APT, as proposed by Ross (1976), follows less rigorous assumptions than that of 
the CAPM. The APT assumes: (1) capital markets are perfectly competitive, (2) 
investors prefer more wealth to less wealth, and (3) the stochastic process generating 
asset returns can be represented as a linear K -factor model. The APT thus allows the 
inclusion of a multitude of common factors that collectively explain the return 
generating process. The linear model can be represented as follows: 
where, 
K 
Rit = E(Rft) + I fJi/ kt + Cit 
k=1 
Rit = realised returns earned by asset i in time period t, where i = 1 ... Nand t 
= 1,2 ... T 
E(Rjt} = expected rate of return of asset i for period t at the beginning of period 
t. 
fkr = the J(h risk factor that impacts on asset i's returns at time t, where k = 
1,2 ... K. 
jJik = an OLS regression estimated coefficient that measures the sensitivity of 
RI/ to movements infia 
cit = a normally distributed random error term t which measures the 
unexplained residual return of asset i in period t, where E( Lit) = O. 
The systematic risk element (beta) is represented by the assets' sensitivity to the 
variation of the common risk factors. There are no limits to the number of risk factors 
or proxies included. 
The APT, unlike the CAPM, does not require the presence of the market portfolio 
variable. The APT thus allows for the inclusion of common risk factors that would 
systematically affect the returns of the security. The nature of the variable does not 
have to be known either. Asset-pricing theory is built upon the grounds that an asset's 
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value is detennined by the present value of expected future cash flows. The common 
factors should thus include pervasive economic factors that are likely to affect the 
future cash flows. Chen, Roll and Ross (1986), whose work related largely to APT, 
contend that economic variables that affect cash flows and affect perceptions of 
market participants should be included as common factors. In this way, multi factor 
APT models are more flexible and would appear more accurate in capturing the 
multitude of attributes that detennine share prices. 
The choice of common factors to be included can be derived through the calculation 
of correlation matrices and covariances. Promax and Varimax factor analytic 
techniques are generally used to derive factors that explain common variation. 
Random common factors may arise from these methodologies that result in the 
inclusion of variables that are mere statistical constructs. McElroy and Bunneister 
(1988) argue this to be a major weakness in factor analysis. Fama (1991) states that 
"multi factor models offer at best vague predictions about the variables that are 
important in returns and expected returns", and further warns that the relationship 
between returns and economic variables can be spurious in nature as a result of data 
mmmg. 
The APT model is presented as a statement about ex ante (expected) returns. When 
considering ex post returns the Multi-index model is used. 
(r,,I - rj,l) = a, + P/actorl,1 (rjactorl,l - rf,l) + P jactor2,1 (r/acrnr2,t - rj,l) + ... 
+ P/actorK,1 (r/actorK,I - rf,t) + CI,t 
The Asset-pricing Theory Model states that the expected value of a l is zero for all 
securities employed. The value of a l ex post should sum to zero using the Multi-
index model for diversified sets of returns. The sample a, values should also be 
serially independent. 
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2.5. Style based abnormal returns 
Since the inception of asset-pricing models, much research has been devoted to out 
performance strategies that yield higher realised returns to those suggested by the 
asset-pricing models. This section looks to explore the origins and implications of the 
different techniques used to research such strategies. 
Consistent outperformance by well-acclaimed market strategists has prompted studies 
by academics and practitioners alike. Attempts to empirically verify the source of 
outperformance revealed that a number of firm specific attributes appear to be 
historically responsible for returns in excess of those suggested by the asset-pricing 
models. These attributes were later termed 'financial anomalies' or 'anomalous 
variables'. Investment strategists aiming to exploit these relationships are deemed to 
adopt different investment styles based on the type of anomaly. Examples of such 
styles include: value, growth, liquidity, size and technical factors. The uncovering of 
such style based anomalies makes up the core of the research in this thesis. The terms 
'financial anomalies', 'style based anomalies', 'sty Ie based attributes', 'anomalous 
attributes' and 'firm specific attributes' are used interchangeably for the remainder of 
this study. 
Asset prices in the weak form of market efficiency, as postulated by Fama (1970), 
should reflect information that can be derived from historical trading data. Excess 
returns based on the past, without any foresight of the future, are by definition 
unattainable. The weak form of market efficiency thus implies that any attributes that 
may have resulted in outperformance do not have bearing on future returns, as they 
are already priced into the asset values. Findings of financial anomaly presence are 
therefore in contrast to the market efficiency hypothesis. A number of possible 
explanations follow. 
Some attributes may be randomly construed as a result of continuous data dredging 
and mining. Extensive statistical tests on large data sets are inevitably likely to yield 
spurious attributes that present themselves as good predictors. One of the most 
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infamous examples is that of David Leinweberl, a member at CalTech's economics 
department. Whilst searching, through a UN CD ROM for variables that held the 
strongest relationship to the United States stock markets, he found that butter 
production in Bangladesh had the highest correlation with the S&P 500. Persistent 
research on outperforming variables increases the probability of statistical constructs. 
Some of these may be random and may not have any clear economic rationale. 
Firm specific characteristics may serve as proxies for omitted risk variables. Basu 
(1983) and Roll (1977) contend that evidence against the CAPM and market 
efficiency may be caused by unrepresentative proxies. Studies such as Ball (1978) 
and more notably Fama and French (1992) suggest that anomalies may also represent 
risk factors (such as bankruptcy or size) unaccounted for in asset-pricing models. 
Most data sets used for empirical research are subject to the survivorship bias. The 
survivorship bias means that only firms that remain listed are included in data testing. 
Firms that de-listed for reasons such as bankruptcy or merger acquisition activity are 
typically excluded. Excess returns generated in statistical tests may thus erode after 
inclusion of the de-listed firms. 
Beta coefficient estimation for market or risk proxies in asset-pricing models may be 
inaccurate. The period used to measure beta is subjective to the practitioner, allowing 
for a natural variation in model results depending on the time frame used. Beta values 
should change over extensive time series of data as the firm moves through its 
lifecycle stages of initial high growth, maturity and decline. Sample periods adopted 
by researchers are therefore likely to influence model estimation and test results. 
Transaction costs incurred to exploit anomalous attributes are also expected to reduce 
and possibly nullify excess returns. And finally, the market may simply not be 
efficient. A persuasive case against the efficient market hypothesis can however be 
made if observable anomalous attributes have persistently rendered abnormal returns 
and continue to do so. 
I Sullivan, Timmermann and White (1998) 
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Other studies suggest that the anomalous nature of returns can be explained by 
investor's behavioural tendencies. Examples of such tendencies include: over-reaction 
to news and events, 'glamour stock' selection and 'safety with the herd' mentality. 
van Rensburg (2001) groups the explanations into three categories of arguments, (i) 
Methodological bias, (ii) Investor irrationality, and (iii) Investor rationality. These 
groupings provide a thorough framework of most of the anomalous literature and 
'style based' research discussed in Chapter Three. 
2.6. Summary and conclusion 
This chapter provides a foundation of theory on which the empirical tests of this thesis 
are built. Extensive research on the return generation of assets have led to a number of 
theories of asset valuation and pricing. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), the 
Capital Asset-pricing Model (CAPM), Arbitrage Pricing model (APT), and the 
Dividend Discount Model (DDM) are the predominant theories and have Since 
become part of the traditional understanding of how assets should be priced. 
An efficient capital market can be defined as one in which security prices adjust 
rapidly to the arrival of new information resulting in securities that reflect all 
available information. (Reilly and Brown, 2000). The assessment of an efficient 
market requires the an asset-pricing model that can measure whether deviations 
between market and model values exist. Asset-pricing models, however, are 
constructed using market values, which brings the validity of the model into question. 
The 'joint-hypothesis' problem (Fama, 1991) asserts that market efficiency cannot be 
evaluated without testing the validity of the asset-pricing model. 
The EMH, CAPM, APT and DDM are discussed in some detail. All models have 
experienced some degree of criticism by researchers, mostly as a result of their rigid 
assumptions. Other criticisms are drawn from the models' failure to consider the 
inherent flaws of market participants, and the ability of models to influence their own 
users which consequently influences their soundness. 
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Some firm specific attributes have shown to be remarkably persistent at explaining 
returns outside of asset-pricing models. These attributes are in contrast to both the 
efficient market hypothesis and asset-pricing models, as they have continued to persist 
despite being observable to market participants. This thesis aims to identify these 
'anomalous' attributes among firms listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange and explore 
their behaviour over the sample period. Further tests are conducted in Chapters Six to 
Eight which seek to explore the anomalies' nature and determine whether abnormal 
returns have been attainable. 
-3-
Literature Review 
3.1. Overview of International evidence 
(Anomalies) mean that the most interesting insights into the behaviour of stocks 
are being discovered by tedious and painstaking thorough examination of data. While 
it would be foolish to proclaim that 'theory is dead, ' the anomalies signal that, at 
least in studies of equity markets, empiricism is currently the king. " 
- Reinganum (1984:839-840) 
An abundance of international papers cite evidence of style anomaly pervasiveness 
among stock markets around the world. This section provides an overview of some of 
the more prominent findings, namely size and value effects. 
Banz (1981) documents that excess returns would have been realised by holding small 
companies over the period, 1936 to 1977. Banz's analysis also reveals that size is 
almost as statistically significant as the beta coefficient in explaining share returns. A 
substantial part of the size effect is witnessed in January months. Reinganum (1981 a; 
1981 b), Basu (1977) and Fama and French (1992) confirm the existence of size 
anomaly in the United States. Roll (1981 a) and Reinganum (1970) showed that beta 
estimates are downward biased for small companies as a result of thin trading. The 
lower beta estimate causes lower predicted returns using the CAPM model than actual 
returns. Consequently, actual returns from these shares prove to be higher than 
expected returns derived from asset-pricing models. Christie and Hertzel (1981) 
propose that companies that become smaller in size have changed their economic 
characteristics, which infers that their risk categorization has changed. Small 
companies are envisaged to be riskier as they are less likely to withstand economic 
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downturns. The beta estimate which is derived from their historical returns, when they 
were larger does not capture the new additional risk. 
Chan, Chen and Hseih (1985), using portfolios based on size, find that the difference 
in return between the largest and smallest portfolios is 1.5% and 1.15% using the APT 
and CAPM model respectively. They conclude that the size effect's outperformance 
disappears when a better asset-pricing model (APT) is used. Chen and Chan (1991) 
suggest that small companies have lower production efficiency and higher leverage. 
They argue that size is a proxy for other fundamental risk. 
Amihud and Mendelsohn (1991) find that small companies' stocks are less liquid and 
susceptible to thin trading. The lack of liquidity and comparatively higher transaction 
costs arguably result in most retail investors and analysts avoiding the stocks. The 
lack of investment interest in such shares and the lower prices assigned to them may 
explain their long run outperformance. They further suggest that the size effect is 
partly compensation for illiquidity. Roll, Blume and Stambaugh's (1983) reveal that 
the size effect's magnitude is cut in half if stocks are rebalanced annually. Their 
stance is in contrast to some authors who posit that this is the case if stocks are 
rebalanced daily. 
Fama and French (1992) explore value effects by examining the price to book value 
(PIB) anomaly. Twelve portfolios are formed and ranked according to PIB for the 
years 1963 to 1990. The lowest portfolio had an average monthly return of 1.83% 
while the highest yielded on average only 0.3%. While on average the returns for low 
PIB portfolios are higher, there are periods in which the they significantly 
underperform. Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991) find the presence of the market 
to book value (M/B) effect in Japan. Capaul, Rowley and Sharpe (1993) reveal that 
the market to book (inverse of P/B) effect is also present in a variety of developed 
countries. 
The earnings yield (E/P) or inverse price earnmgs (PIE) ratio has received much 
attention in empirical studies. Benjamin Graham's2 stock selection criteria suggested 
Oppenheimer and Schlarbaum (1981) 
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that the EIP ratio should be greater than twice the yield on AAA bonds. PIE ratios 
have been popular with value investors as they are can be used to compare company's 
values relative to their peers within the same industry or sector. Basu (1977) 
investigates the use of price to earnings ratios to forecast share returns. Studying 
shares over the 1956 to 1971 period, he observes that low PIE securities outperform 
high PIE shares by more than 7% per annum. He notes that the PIE anomaly persists 
after adjustment for the size effect. Reinganum (1981) finds that the EIP effect is 
highly correlated with the size affect. Fama and French (1989) argue that once size 
and M/B have been adjusted for, the PIE effect disappears. Damadoran (2004: 57-70) 
takes a sample of US stocks for the period 1951 to 2001 and segregates them into 10 
portfolios according to PIE ratio each year. The lowest PIE portfolio achieved returns 
of24.11% per annum while the highest PIE ratio scored 13.03% per annum. 
3.2. Explanations for the style-based anomalies 
van Rensburg (2001) categorizes the arguments for anomaly explanation into three 
groups, namely: (l) investor irrationality; (2) investor rationality; and (3) 
methodological bias. The same framework for discussing style based anomalies is 
followed. 
3.2.1. Arguments for investor irrationality 
De Bondt and Thaler (1985) explore the PIE effect and find that loser shares 
(performed poorly over a previous three to five year period) outperform the past 
winners in the next three to five years. Furthermore, it was found that the beta of the 
loser portfolio was lower than that of the winner portfolio and that the overreaction 
effect was not as a result of size. De Bondt and Thaler attribute this to overreaction 
by investors. Excessive pessimism brought about by a continuous string of poor 
results or market conditions can result in 'overselling' or 'shaking out'. Lakonishok, 
Shleifer, and Vishny (1994) echo similar findings for 'out-of-favour' stocks. 
Fama and French (1992) examine stock returns from 1941 to 1985 and find more 
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negative serial correlation in five year returns than in one year returns with stronger 
negative serial correlation among small size stocks. This provides strong evidence that 
extended periods of positive returns are followed by negative returns and that mean 
reversion of returns is witnessed amongst most shares. Alexander (1964) finds 
positive serial correlation in European markets over short term periods, suggesting 
that if returns have been positive for six months, the next six months should also be 
positive. Grindblatt, Titman and Wermers (1995) note that mutual funds are more 
likely to buy winner stocks and dump losers. This behaviour inevitably helps generate 
price momentum. Their findings appear to reinforce the notion that investors and 
financial practitioners prefer 'safety within the herd' over short term periods. While 
temporary price momentum appears to exist and seems to be reinforced by investor 
behavior, the exact timing required to exploit the anomaly remains immeasurable and 
likely to vary. 
Jagadesh and Titman (1993) find that price momentum does exist for winner and loser 
US stocks but timing is important. Using a sample period of 1941 to 1989, winner and 
loser portfolios are classified according to their return over the previous six months. 
Winners are found to be subject to positive earnings surprises while losers on the 
contrary experience negative surprises. Furthermore, positive momentum for winners 
continued for twelve months after portfolio formation and dropped thereafter. For the 
period 1941 to 1964, the loser portfolio begins to outperform the winner portfolio 
after 28 months. Again, for the period 1964 to 1989, losers start to outperform after 36 
months. The study provides evidence of the mean reversion of returns among stocks. 
George Soros's theory of reflexivity explains that within an up-trend's (bull market) 
early stages, the market usually anticipates a change in fundamentals before they 
surface and become available to the public. Once the awareness of the improved 
fundamentals increases, the action of market participants starts to support the trend's 
existence. The trend is likely to be tested on several occasions in its lifetime, and with 
every failure of breaking the trend becomes more strongly reinforced. Trend 
following traders become more conscious of price action. Strong price action supports 
their viewpoint and leads them to act on it by trading in favour of the trend's 
direction. Soros also suggests that the market participants may become more selective 
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in their interpretation of the fundamentals regarding the trend. As price changes tend 
to psychologically affect the market participants' sentiment towards the underlying 
asset, trends can often be given a greater longevity than fundamental rationale would 
suggest. Soros' arguments provide a plausible explanation for share price momentum. 
Lakonishock, Schleifer, and Vishny (1994) explore the merits of pursuing glamour 
stocks versus value stocks. Poor expectations of the firm's growth are usually 
associated with poor performance measures (ranked according to returns, cash flow, 
earnings and sales growth). Investors tend to rotate out of poor performing assets and 
into more attractive securities. This behavior leads to higher valuations for attractive 
securities, thus decreasing their expected returns. Shares that are overlooked are 
usually sold down and present better value prospects. Lakonishock et al agree with 
this proposition and observe that' out of favour' stocks, classified as value, are found 
to outperform glamour stocks. They also note that no evidence exists to attribute the 
value category's outperformance to higher risk. The risk measures include: 
consistency of returns, performance during bad periods, standard deviation of returns 
and beta. The findings suggest that investors are generally myopic with regards to 
their assessment of returns and pursue short term gains. Winner stocks therefore tend 
to overshoot while loser stocks are oversold. The earnings of the glamour stocks also 
tend to inevitably revert back to a more 'normalised' level. Lakonishock et al 
conclude, "Market participants appear to have consistently overestimated future 
growth rates of glamour stocks relative to value stocks 
The irrationality paradigm can be extended to both individual investors and fund 
managers and institutions. Lakonishock, Schleifer, and Vishny (1994) suggest that 
fund managers would find it easier to justify their holdings of more popular stocks to 
both their clients and sponsors. Institutions are often ranked and judged on a short 
term basis by both media and clients. Financial intuitions' pursuit of short term gains 
in order to 'window dress' their portfolios can arguably result in short term 
momentum effects among stocks. 
Crowd following or herd behaviour provides a possible explanation for anomalies. If 
investors do seem to 'feel safer in the herd' and prefer to invest according to the 
prevailing wisdom at the time, temporary overreactions cannot be ruled out. Key 
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turning points in bull and bear markets are commonly known to be accompanied by 
excessive optimism or pessimism by both analysts and retail investors alike. This 
seems to suggest that market trends may be somewhat reinforced by herd behaviour 
and appear to breakdown when the majority have pushed prices beyond their 
fundamental rationale. 
3.2.2. Arguments for investor rationality 
The presence of anomalies may possibly be attributed to risk premia not captured by 
the asset-pricing model. Anomalous findings among securities are arguably proxies 
for other risks such as illiquidity, financial risk during economic downturns, small 
size or lack of sufficient operation's disclosure. The nature of these risks may not be 
accounted for accurately by the beta coefficients of asset-pricing models. 
Fama and French (1992, 1993, 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1998) propose that the so called 
anomaly presence is consistent with market efficiency. They argue that anomalies 
result from misspecified asset-pricing models that do not fully account for the entire 
risk profile of individual securities. Size and book-to-market ratios (B/M) can 
arguably be regarded as proxies for 'unobserved' risk factors. They propose that 
similar size companies are likely to be sensitive to macroeconomic factors such as 
interest rate changes and growth rates in the same way. Fama and French (1993) 
further construct a three-factor model that uses market return, size, and the M/B ratio 
as risk proxies. Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1994) note that risk based 
explanations that rely on an unspecified multifactor model have little ground for 
disproof, as the attribute that explains share returns may be proxy for some 
unobservable risk factor. 
Ball (1978) argues that the anomalies existence contradicting the CAPM is likely to 
be caused by faults in the asset-pricing model rather than an inefficient market. Ball 
(1978) proposes that the PIE ratio absorbs risk factors left out of asset-pricing tests. 
The market consensus of a firm's overall risk profile is represented by the firm's PIE 
ratio. Higher risk requires higher expected returns, which translates into lower priced 
shares. Higher risk shares would therefore be characterised by lower PIE ratios. 
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Amihud and Mendelson (1986; 1991) find that thinly traded shares tend to outperform 
and earn higher risk adjusted returns. Their argument for higher returns is based on 
investors requiring a premium to hold less liquid assets that may also incur greater 
trading costs. Brennan and Subrahmanyan (1996) find a liquidity premium on low 
volume traded shares that persists after risk adjustment using the Fama and French 
(1992) three factor model. Brennan, Chordia and Subrahmanyan (1998) explore the 
liquidity premium after APT risk adjustment and confirm its presence. Roll (1981) 
suggests that the CAPM size anomaly is brought about by the downward biased beta 
resulting from serial autocorrelation in thin-traded shares. Thin traded shares tend to 
be most common among small companies. It appears that share liquidity may be 
jointly associated with the well documented size effect. 
Arbel (1985) finds that securities that lack adequate information are likely to be 
considered riskier and therefore require higher returns to compensate investors. Using 
the coefficient of variation for analysts' earnings forecasts, he finds the correlation 
between the coefficient of variation and total returns to be statistically significant. 
Companies with a lack of consistent disclosures and corporate information may be 
shunned by market participants in light of the additional risk. 
The investor rationality viewpoint offers arguments in favour of market participants 
investing on the basis of a logical risk reward paradigm. Furthermore, the arguments 
assert that asset-pricing models do not fully account for relevant risks not captured by 
the systematic beta coefficient. This bears similarity to the joint hypothesis problem 
of market efficiency where either the market is inefficient, or the model is 
misspecified, or a combination of both exists. 
3.2.3. Arguments for methodological bias 
The existence of anomalies may be purely random constructs or brought about by a 
number of methodological flaws incorporated in the testing process. This section 
reviews the literature discussing some of the different methodological biases and 
problems confronted. 
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The 'data snooping' bias refers to the finding of variables that portray significant 
explanatory power, but have meaningless rationale, and are purely a result of 
pervasive research into data sets. Continuous dredging of data increases the 
probability of such spurious variables. Lo and MacKinlay (1990), Black (1993) 
MacKinlay, (1995) find that if these variables are used to construct asset-pricing 
models, and further used in empirical tests on the same database, the results should 
favour the model. This process is the same as back fitting a model onto a set of history 
that it sets out to explain. Undoubtedly, the results will appear to fit well. 
There is a growing body of research assessing whether the same type of style based 
anomalies are recurrent among the world's financial markets. Haugen and Baker 
(1996) find PIE and MIB effects across five international financial markets. Fama and 
French (1998) and Rouwenhorst (1999) show that the common style attributes (size, 
value and momentum effects) that have been prevalent in developed countries are also 
present emerging countries. Serra (2003) finds that the most significant factors are 
widespread across some 21 emerging markets. She further reports that payoffs to 
these factors are not highly correlated. Anomalies therefore appear to persist, but vary 
in magnitude and consistency over time series data sets for different countries. The 
multitude of similar style effects across countries does however appear to refute the 
notion that these effects are mere statistical constructs. 
Becker and Ochman, (2004) find that significant style factors may differ between 
markets for reasons such as differences in capital structure, accounting systems, 
reporting policies, and homogeneity of the universe and not for data snooping. 
The 'look-ahead' bias occurs when data used in research reflects information not yet 
available to market participants. Banz and Breen (1986) highlighted the problem by 
explaining that accounting values may be applied retrospectively to data sets. Period 
end results are in almost all cases released after the period end date. A price earnings 
ratio, for example, that is constructed using earnings results that have not been 
released, is flawed as it is assumed that investors know outcome before it occurs. 
Banz and Breen (1986), state that the implications are that investors have the ability 
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"to forecast future reported earnings without error." 
The 'survivorship bias' arises when data sets used for research are incomplete as they 
only contain the securities that remain listed at the end of the sample period. Banz and 
Breen (1986), using bias free data, find a significant size effect and insignificant PIE 
effect. The 'unbiased' data set yields both significant size and PIE effects. Similarly, 
Davis (1994) finds that earnings yield, book to market, and cash flow to price effects 
occur in data samples void of the survivorship bias. Davis postulates that such 
relationships have been present for at least the past half century and are not a result of 
data snooping or survivorship bias. Kothari, Shanken and Sloan (1995) use data from 
the S&P bias free analyst's handbook, and note that the book to market effect is found 
to be somewhat weaker than the biased data. 
Berk (1995) argues that the size effect anomaly can be explained by the fact that 
riskier firms will have lower market values and thus by construction have higher 
expected returns. Berk (1995) concludes that if market value is used as the measure of 
size, it will predict return. 
3.3. Evidence on Canadian CAPM and APT models 
3.3.1. The CAP M model 
Morin (1980) applies the CAPM framework to Canadian and US data, but does not 
succeed in explaining returns, mainly because of measurement problems of data 
limitations. He notes that Canadian beta premiums are positive among equities, but 
are less so than their U.S. counterparts. 
Robinson (1993b) replicates the U.S. empirical studies conducted by Blume (1971) 
with Canadian data, and found less support for the validity of the CAPM in Canada 
than in the U.S. Using monthly compounded returns, he performs correlations tests of 
beta stability over time periods for US and the more thinly traded Canadian share 
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samples. He finds that the inter-temporal beta correlations are lower among Canadian 
shares. The results are unexpected as empirical evidence on thinly traded shares 
(Dimson and Marsh (1983)) suggests that thinly traded shares should have greater 
inter-temporal beta stability. A comparison of R squares, using the CAPM, shows that 
the Canadian model holds less explanatory power than the US CAPM. The findings 
are consistent with earlier literature with the market premium found to be 
indistinguishable from zero and in many cases negative. 
Calvet and Lefoll (1980) reach a similar conclusion and hypothesize that the effects of 
seasonality (patterns such as the January effect) and the failure to account for the firm 
size effect on returns, are responsible for the CAPM's lack of success in explaining 
returns. The early Canadian CAPM studies portray the model as one that is unable to 
describe market returns accurately. 
A possible reason for the poor performance of the CAPM with Canadian data is the 
greater incidence of thin trading in Canada compared to US samples (Fowler, Rorke, 
and Jog (1980)). Thinly traded stocks create statistical problems for measuring the 
difference between returns on the thinly traded stocks, and returns on the market 
index. This results in a weakening of statistical inferences from such tests. Fowler et 
al also demonstrate that estimates of Beta are downward biased and inconsistent when 
thin trading is present. Heteroscedasticity is found to be evident on the Toronto Stock 
Exchange (TSX), but can be reduced by the use of a logarithmic form of the CAPM 
model and also by reducing the number of thinly traded stocks in the sample. 
Bodie, Kane, Marcus, Perrakis, and Ryan (1993: 361) also conclude that previous 
attempts by Cal vet and Lefoll (1980) and Morin (1980), among others, to explain the 
expected returns of Canadian equities in a static framework, where the CAPM was not 
even tested with size-sorted portfolios, had generally failed. 
3.3.2. The APT Model 
The arbitrage prIcmg theory (APT) model is similar to, but less restrictive than 
(because of its underlying assumptions), the CAPM. Two approaches can be used to 
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test market efficiency using the APT. In the first approach, the data are sorted by 
statistical similarity (common factors), and the factors are tested to determine whether 
they help explain share returns. The second approach considers a number of 
macroeconomic factors (such as changes in GNP and interest rates) and examines 
whether and how they affect stock returns. Hughes (1984), Abeysekera and Mahajan 
(1987), and Smith (1993) find only weak support for the APT in Canada using the 
first procedure. Otuteye (1991) finds somewhat stronger empirical support for models 
working with the macroeconomic factors. The conflicting findings of Abeysekara and 
Mahasan (1987) and Hughes (1984), suggest that it is doubtful that a static 
(unconditional) APT can explain the expected returns of Canadian equities. 
Smith (1993) finds that the APT model provides little improvement to the market 
model. The most significant sector with explanatory power is gold mining. Most of 
the factor premiums are not significantly different from zero. Using monthly data, 
Abeysekera and Mahajan (1987) test the validity of the IAPT (International APT) 
model. Their tests do not find support for the model, showing similar conclusions to 
domestic APT studies. 
Kryzanoski and To (1983) use factor analysis to identify factors responsible for 
explaining US and Canadian share returns variation from 1962 to 1971. In the 
Canadian sample, they find that the first factor has comparatively worse explanatory 
power. They also note that up to 18 factors are found to be significant. The Scree plots 
implemented do however suggest a two factor approach captures the bulk of common 
variation. This leads the authors to agree with the US study by Roll and Ross (1980) 
that two factors emerge to sufficiently explain share returns. 
Koutoulas and Kryzanoski (1994) test which macroeconomic factors present the most 
concise explanation of Toronto Stock exchange share returns. Lagged industrial 
production and international components of differential between US and Canadian 
economic lead indicators are shown to influence Canadian returns. Otuteye (1989) 
explores whether the same economic variables apply to both Canadian and American 
share returns. The variables found to bear explanation include: industrial production, 
the ierm structure, risk premium, inflation and the market portfolio. He concludes that 
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the same factors can be used for both countries. 
Schmitz (1996) conducts a number of Canadian APT tests by regressing 38 years of 
quarterly macroeconomic factors on the market premium. He finds that the dividend 
yield, default spread, term spread, risk-free rate and industrial production growth rates 
explain 10% of the market premium's variation. Using annual data, the results 
improve to 41 %. The dividend yield is the best explanatory variable while the term 
spread shows the greatest prediction power. 
Freund and Larrain (1997) employ techniques that detect the presence of random and 
non-random behaviour in a time series for stocks on the Toronto Stock Exchange 
(TSX). They find that monthly returns of various stock indexes were more closely 
described by a random walk process while significant departures from a random walk 
model were found for a minority of individual stocks. 
3.4. Canadian style anomalies 
Momentum effects 
Kryzanowski and Zhang (1992) investigate the overreaction hypothesis for Canadian 
stocks over the period 1950-1988. Using the same approach as De Bondt and Thaler 
(1985), they find significant continuation of winner and loser portfolios for one and 
two year periods. Unlike De Bondt and Thaler, they fail to find reversals within the 
winner and loser portfolios for up to ten years. The authors conclude that the 
overreaction findings in the US are not applicable to Canada and are more likely to 
reflect stock price momentum 
Assoe and Sy (2004) assess the rewards of following a contrarian strategy of buying 
previous loser and selling winner stocks on a monthly basis from 1963 -1998. Using a 
portfolio sorting methodology, he obtains results similar to Jegadeesh's (1990) U.S. 
study. The loser portfolio significantly outperforms the winner portfolio. After 
adjustments for transaction costs, the strategy is only economically profitable for 
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small firms. The January effect also appears to be accentuated for the loser portfolio 
shares. Liquidity constraints and bid ask spread costs are not accounted for in the 
study. 
Foerster, Prihar and Schmitz (1994) attempt to identify portfolios of TSX-1 00 stocks 
that exhibit price momentum. Using two portfolios based on the best performers and 
the worst performers adjusted quarterly, they observe that the best performers do tend 
to continue outperforming the TSE-1 00 index. This is confirmed after adjustments are 
made for transaction costs. The best performing portfolio still produced superior 
performance when risk was controlled for by using Sharpe and Treynor measures. 
Cleary and Inglis (1998) investigate the profitability of momentum based strategies on 
the Toronto stock exchange from 1978 to 1990. Portfolios of shares are created based 
on the past four quarter's momentum ranking with more weighting on the most recent 
quarter. He finds that the top performing momentum portfolio continues to 
outperform lower portfolios over the sample period. The top portfolio returns have 
greater Sharpe and Treynor ratios than both the Market and lower momentum 
portfolios. He finds a portion of profitability represents appropriate compensation for 
risk and risk premiums that seem to vary through time. This strategy may not be 
exploitable by the retail investor due to the higher fraction of transactions costs likely 
to be incurred. He concludes that abnormal returns are arguably attainable by nimble 
traders with lower costs. 
Size effects 
Foerster and Porter (1992) examme the size effect among dual class shares after 
adjusting for market wide and trading related risks. Market wide and trading related 
risks are adjusted by choosing shares with the same dividend characteristics and 
liquidation risk and forming portfolios. The 'superior voting rights' shares are found 
to have lower market values compared to the higher market capitalisation 'restricted 
voting rights' shares. Small cap and large cap portfolios of stocks are formed for the 
test. Before adjustments for risk, a size effect is documented between the different 
classes of shares. After the adjustments are made, they find that the size effect is less 
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significant. 
Athanassakos (2002) explores the nature of the alleged January effect and whether 
Canadian shares participate in this well documented seasonal phenomenon. He finds 
that risky securities with high betas and low bond rating have a more pronounced 
January effect. Excess returns for the remainder of the year however, tend to be lower. 
Size is not considered to be an important determinant of the January effect. 
Athanassakos postulates that excess returns generated in January by small firm are 
more likely to be a result of firm specific risk and possibly illiquidity. 
Fowler, Rorke and Jog (1980) and Jog and Riding (1986) confirm that Canadian 
markets may suffer from thin or sporadic trading. Elfakhani and Bishara (1991) find 
evidence supporting the inverse relationship between risk-adjusted excess returns and 
firm size. They also find little support for an independent PIE effect and suggest that 
PIE often acts as a proxy for the size anomaly. Elfakhani (1993) observes that the size 
effect is significant after CAPM risk adjustment. EIfakhani, Lockwood and Zaher 
(1998) conduct tests for the size effect over a four year period from 1986 to 1990. 
They find a small size effect that is consistent during all months of the year and not 
just January. 
Value effects 
Bourgeois and Lussier (1994) examined the PIE effect for the period 1972 to 1988 by 
forming six portfolios of stocks ranked according to their PIE ratio. The lowest PIE 
portfolio generated higher returns than the TSE-300 while the highest PIE portfolio 
and the negative PIE portfolio yielded lower returns. The results are confirmed after 
risk adjustment. Furthermore, monthly excess returns of the portfolios are regressed 
against the market premium. The beta coefficients of the lower PIE portfolios are 
found to be significantly lower than those of the high and negative PIE portfolios. The 
PIE anomaly, however, proves to reverse as high PIE stocks outperformed low PIE 
stocks over the sample period 1977-1988. 
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Bartholdy (1998) observes that PIE ratios are able to predict future returns of 
Canadian shares. He finds that low PIE strategies produce higher returns and 
attributes this phenomenone to investor overreaction, especially with regards to 
earnings information. His tests show that abnormal returns can be generated by 
selecting the lowest PIE shares which have suffered the greatest reduction in PIE ratio 
change. The results are contrary to those of Kryzanowski and Zhang (1992). 
Filbeck and Visscher (2003) explore dividend yield strategies for stocks among the 
TSE 30 for the period 1987-1997. They select the 10 highest dividend yield stocks 
and rebalance yearly. Risk ratios such as Sharpe and Treynor measures are employed 
to evaluate results. The findings reveal that the high dividend paying stocks 
outperform the TSX 30 as well as the TSX 300 index with better risk ratios in both 
cases. 
Elfakhani, Lockwood and Zaher (1998) document a positive and slightly significant 
relationship between returns and book to market ratios over the 1975 to 1989 period. 
High book to market firms outperform low book-to-market firms after controlling for 
size effects amongst securities. The book to market effect, however, appears confined 
to the period between 1984 and 1989, a period corresponding to lower capital gains 
taxes in Canada. 
Combinations of effects 
An international study on 18 separate countries conducted by Arshanapalli, Doukas, 
Coggin and Shea (1998) reports a significant size and M/B effect in Canada. This is 
further confirmed by Bauman, Conover and Miller (1998). L'Her, Masmoudi and 
Suret (2002) using independent sorts, followed by an orthogonalization, examine the 
size, M/B, momentum anomalies as well as returns explained by the market premium. 
Portfolios were formed using the same methodology as Fama and French (1993) for 
Canadian stocks over the period 1960 to 2001. The average annual premiums are 
4.52%, 5.08%, 5.09% and 16.07% for market premium, size, M/B and momentum 
respectively. Furthermore, M/B effect is found to be more positive in down markets 
than up. The momentum effect is greater in up markets than down. In expansive 
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monetary periods, the size and M/B and momentum effect is significantly positive 
while the momentum effect is only slightly positive during a monetary contraction 
period. 
Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski (1997) explore attributes that appear to have 
the most explanatory power of abnormal returns from 1989 to 1993. Using a portfolio 
tilting methodology they find attributes of stocks that commonly have abnormal 
returns. The following attributes occur most frequently: relative earnings in past eight 
quarters, price momentum rank, unexpected quarterly earnings over the same quarter 
last year, price to book ratio, price to sales ratio, market capitalization, and change in 
quarterly earnings momentum. 
Kortas, L'her, and Plante (2004) examine the relation between future returns and four 
firm characteristics: the book-to-market ratio; the forward earnings-to-price ratio; 
price momentum; and analyst's earnings revisions; made over the 1988 to 2001 
period. Using the Fama-Macbeth two-step procedure, they find that the four variables 
help predict future returns of Canadian equities. The profitability of a long position in 
the stocks with the highest expected returns and short stocks with the lowest expected 
return, over different forecast horizons (one, three, and six months), is calculated. The 
best portfolio (three month) provides an average 2.53% monthly raw return and a 
2.51% risk-adjusted return over 1993-2001. 
Jog and Li (1995) explore whether risk adjusted returns are inversely related to a 
number of price related variables. The variables include stock price level (P), size 
(MC), price to sales ratio (PIS), PIE ratio, price to cash flow (PCR), price to post tax 
operating profits ratio (POER), price to book ratio (PBR) and price to debt (PR). The 
methodology employed considers the possibility of industry bias and is adjusted for 
using only 'industry standardized price related variables'. They find that the variables 
P, PER, PCR and POER exhibit the ability to generate abnormal risk adjusted returns. 
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3.5. Canadian seasonality in share returns 
The old adage "Sell in May and go away" or the "Halloween effect was coined in the 
early 20
th 
century by stockbrokers who noticed that the northern hemisphere's 
summer period is generally weak for the stock market. Traditional wisdom suggests 
that shares should be bought in early November and held to the end of April. During 
the May to October six month period, investors should remain in cash. 
Bouman and Jacobsen (2002) explore the persistence of the "Sell in May" effect 
among 37 global exchanges. They examine whether the returns during the May to 
October period are significantly different from zero. Strategies aiming to exploit the 
seasonal tendency are tested over most available exchange data for all 37 countries. 
They find that the "Sell in May" effect persists in 36 of the 37 countries and report 
highly significant results for European countries. The longest set of seasonal evidence 
can be traced to early UK share returns since 1694. Canadian shares are found to be 
prone to the same six month seasonal pattern with summer returns significantly 
different from those during winter. Furthermore, application of the six month seasonal 
strategy would have provided higher returns with less volatility than a buy and hold 
strategy of the market index. 
Athanassakos (2005) explores the persistence of seasonality on Canadian listed 
companies as well as government securities. His findings support Bouman and 
Jacobsen (2002) and the "sell in May" seasonal strategy. He reports that small 
companies commanded high excess returns during winter months and less so during 
the winter. This seasonal strategy has outperformed a regular buy and hold strategy 
significantly over the last 47 years. An average annual return of 20% was achieved by 
being long equities only during November to April and long treasury bills during May 
to October for the 47 year period. The strongest months in the year on average are 
found to be November, December and January, with the weakest being September and 
October. 
Tinic, Barone Adesi and West (1987) examine the January effect among companies 
with low marker capitalizations. They find the calendar month to exhibit a significant 
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size effect especially with thinly traded stocks. They partially attribute the January 
effect to the imposition of capital gains taxes and international listings which are 
subject to the January anomaly in their foreign market. 
3.6. Summary and conclusion 
A considerable amount of empirical testing finds the existence of anomalous effects 
among global exchanges, with the most frequently cited studies having been 
conducted on United States equities. The sheer magnitude of evidence favouring these 
effects has emerged as traditional asset-pricing models appear unable to provide 
explanation for the abnormal returns generated. 
Several attempts to explain style anomaly prevalence have yielded mixed results and 
brought about conflicting arguments. The various propositions for anomaly existence 
include investor irrationality and inefficiency of markets to price assets correctly. 
Statistical biases and methodology limitations are also pointed out to be potential 
sources. 
This chapter introduces the anomaly concept by reporting some of the earlier US 
studies that provided a framework for further research among other countries. The 
most common anomalous attributes are first discussed and further elaborated using 
van Rensburg' s (2001) anomaly arguments classification that consists of: investor 
irrationality, investor rationality and methodical bias. Empirical evidence of asset-
pricing models and financial anomalies throughout Canada is further presented. 
The literature reveals conflicting results for Canadian Asset-pricing models. Early 
studies surmise that traditional asset-pricing models such as the CAPM and APT 
appear inaccurate at explaining share returns. Later studies show that the APT model 
offers a moderately better alternative to the CAPM. Similar to other international 
studies, the Canadian equities market exhibits anomalies that have delivered abnormal 
returns. The most notable attributes include: price, price earnings ratio, market to 
book ratio (as well as book to market ratio), price momentum, dividend yield, price to 
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sales ratio and market value. The literature is divided over the consistency of the 
attributes over different sample periods. Within the spectrum of the market efficiency 
problem, sufficient evidence for seasonality is reported. The six monthly "Sell in May 
and go away till November" effect, derived from the market trading adage, is also 
documented. 
The evidence provides a concrete case for financial anomaly pervasiveness 
throughout the available data on Canadian equities, but fails to provide convincing 
rationale for their presence. While traditional asset-pricing theory has not been able to 
provide satisfactory explanations, they cannot be refuted, due to the joint hypothesis 
problem and the assumptions from which the models built. The literature discussed in 
this chapter does however build a platform to embark on exhaustive empirical tests on 
asset-pricing and style based anomalies. 
-4-
Data and Descriptive Statistics 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of the data to be used and analyzed in Chapters 
Five to Nine. The overview consists of three parts, namely: (1) To discuss the size and 
quality of the data in detail, (2) To present the methodology employed to make the 
necessary adjustments, followed by an inspection of the firm specific attributes; (3) 
To state the various considerations pertaining to the data so as to understand any 
possible shortcomings and biases inherent in the data sample. 
The share sample selected for analysis are the constituents of the Standard and Poor's 
Toronto Stock Exchange (S&P TSX) Composite Index as of the 31 July 2005. The 
data consists of a monthly stock returns, prices, accounting values and volume 
measures for the sample period: 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. Furthermore, 
various Canadian stock market indices and macroeconomic variables are also 
obtained for the construction of asset-pricing models. All data are downloaded from 
then DataStream International database at the University of Cape Town. 3 
The remainder of the chapter is set out as follows: Section 4.2 discusses the Toronto 
Stock exchange and the requirements for equities that comprise the S&P TSX 
Composite Index. Adjustments to the data set details of the exhaustive 904 firm 
specific attributes are explored, and the data considerations are stated. This section 
also presents the descriptive statistics of the attribute data set. Section 4.3 summarises 
and concludes. 
3 All data analyses and tests are performed in Econometrics Views (E-Views) statistical software 
package, ST A TISTICA software package and Microsoft Excel. 
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4.2. Data 
Motivation/or Index Selection 
The focus of this thesis is the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX), due to its well 
documented archive of financial data and its status as the dominant exchange within 
the country. More specifically, the shares included in S&P Composite index as of the 
31 July 2005 have been selected for research for the following reasons. 
• Data are readily available for the S&P TSX Composite Index. The index is 
well regarded as the proxy for the TSX, and exchange traded funds have 
chosen it as the benchmark portfolio for passive investing. 
• The S&P Composite Index has strict rules regarding the candidate selection. 
Certain market values and liquidity requirements, for instance, need to be met. 
Existing shares in the index must strictly adhere to compliance procedures to 
maintain their presence. 
• The accounting data available is more likely to be consistent and accurate. 
• The analyst coverage of the Index is significantly higher than other stocks. 
Included shares are also subject to stringent corporate governance 
requirements. 
• The stocks included in the S&P TSX Composite Index make up some 73% of 
the market value of the entire exchange as of the 31 July 2005. 
• The index excludes investment trusts and preference shares of which trade 
openly and in abundance on the TSX. 
An overview of the Canadian equity markets is provided in the exploratory analysis of 
Chapter 5.1.1. The requirements of the S&P TSX Composite Index have considerable 
influence on the nature of its share constituents and are discussed below. 
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4.2.1. Index Requirements and Stock returns data 
Some of the early Canadian literature on market efficiency and asset-pricing models 
suggests that thin trading (Fowler, Rorke, and Jog (1980)) and data limitations (Morin 
(1980)) significantly hinder the validity of empirical tests. The components of the 
S&P Composite Index, by virtue of their stringent requirements, appear to be void of 
these problems encountered. The Index is subject to quarterly review whereby shares 
may be added or removed. Prospective firms selected as candidates for the index must 
comply with the following requirements for inclusion: 
• Only one class of shares of the company is eligible for inclusion. 
• Trading volume, value and transactions of the security for the 12 months 
preceding its consideration as a candidate for inclusion in the Index must be at 
least 0.025% of the sum of all eligible securities trading volume, value and 
number of transactions, as determined by trading on TSX. 
• Once included, this value is reduced to 0.02% of the sum of all eligible 
securities' trading volume, value and number of transactions for the 12 months 
preceding the current month. 
• The security may have no more than 25 non-trading days in the past year to be 
included. After inclusion, a maximum of 50 days are allowed. 
In terms of size, the security must represent a minimum weight of 0.025% of the 
Index. The security must also have a minimum trade-weighted average price of CAD 
$1 over the previous three calendar months. All investment trusts and preference 
shares are not considered for inclusion in the S&P TSX Composite index. 
The efficient market hypothesis suggests that prices of securities reflect all the 
available information. Given the amount of coverage of the S&P TSX Composite 
Index and the necessary requirements for shares to be included, it would seem that 
these securities would at least fit the semi-strong form of efficiency. The analyst 
coverage and governance mechanisms of member firms also suggest that prices at 
least reflect all publicly available information. 
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The liquidity requirements of the S&P TSX Composite Index greatly reduce the risk 
of thin trading as sufficient volume exists for information to be absorbed into 
securities' prices. Dimson (1979) and Roll (1981) notes that infrequently traded 
shares have downward biased covariance which results in a downward biased beta. 
This is intuitive since if a share price does not change (as a result of thin trading) 
while the market proxy does; the covariance is likely to be lower than what it should 
be. Non-liquid shares also usually suffer from a large bid ask spread, which may 
result in more volatile share price movements when the share does trade. 
In order to ensure the integrity of the S&P TSX Composite Index data, each stock's 
turnover ratio (also known as the trading volume ratio) are examined to determine 
whether they are greater than 0.01% for any month. This cautionary procedure 
follows the same methodology as van Rensburg and Robertson (2003). All shares 
successfully fit the profile and no further analysis of thin trading is required. 
Monthly total returns and trading volume data for the 221 shares were collected for 
the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. Only 106 companies of the original 221 
were in existence at 31 January 1989 and increases 221 by the end of 31 July 2005. 
Figure 4.1 shows the number of companies included over the sixteen and a half year 
sample period. 
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A two step winsorisation technique is used to treat the influence of outliers for each of 
the firm specific attributes and the returns data. Step one entails calculating the mean 
and the standard deviation cross sectionally (across all shares) for each month. 
Observations greater than three standard deviations from the mean are considered to 
be outliers and are temporarily removed from the data set. Step two quantifies a new 
mean and standard deviation for the new data set after the removals. The observations 
excluded in step one are then reintroduced to the new data set with values limited to 
three standard deviations of the new (step two) data set mean. The winsorisation 
procedure ensures that extreme outliers are 'clipped' for each month. Substantially 
spurious returns for each share are accounted for by placing a cap and a floor on a 
single month's return at positive and negative 100%. 
4.2.3. Data Considerations 
The attributes selected for analysis in this thesis relate partially to the findings of prior 
studies on style characteristics. Other attributes are constructed on the basis of general 
accounting financial analysis. Several important issues are raised with respect to their 
inclusion. 
DataStream International obtains the accounting data from the Quoted Published 
Accounts of the companies. Consistency of the accounting data is ensured by 
adjusting and repositioning company accounts data for line items. DataStream 
International does not adjust for valuation differences as a result of changes in 
accounting policy. Consolidated year end results are included and interim results are 
only used in the certain cases as noted in appendix A.I. In the absence of consolidated 
results, the parent company's results are used. The accounting data is only included 
once the financial statements have publicly been released. This ensures that the there 
is no look ahead bias in the data. 
Canadian listed companies financial statements must comply with the standards set by 
the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA). Reporting standards and 
accounting policies evolved significantly over a near 17 year period. These changes 
differ across the TSX sectors. 
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The data itself are inherently susceptible to the inconsistencies of accounting policy. It 
is therefore deemed necessary that some attributes are also constructed using actual 
cash flow from operations to offset any errors derived from accounting changes in 
downloaded data. Numerous attributes are also constructed twice using different 
accounting data in order to ensure completeness and accuracy. Varying global 
accounting policies and standards infer that the findings of this study may not be 
directly comparable to those of other countries. 
Companies with mIssmg data points are not included in any analysis for that 
particular month. Companies that are not listed from the beginning of 1989 also have 
missing data points for the periods that are not yet listed. The 'changes in style' 
attributes may not exhibit several months worth of data points, due to their 
construction process. The fewest number of monthly observations for any time series 
regression is 162 months, which is equivalent to three years missing out of the entire 
sample. Further discussions on the methodological biases are presented in Chapter 
Six. 
4.2.4. Firm-specific attribute data 
Firm specific attributes refer to a range of accounting values, accounting ratios, 
technical or oscillator values, return and volume measurements. An exhaustive list of 
904 attributes is drawn up and can be derived from three specific sources. 
The first 205 attributes relate to raw financial and accounting ratio from the 
DataStream International database. These attributes are traditional ratios such as the 
"PE ratio", "dividend yield", "return on equity" and "market to book ratio". The raw 
accounting data is used to construct numerous permutations of ratios. Most of these 
ratios are believed to show some form of economic rational and may have been 
documented in previous literature, or they seem to be of interest to prospective 
investors trying to evaluate a firm's performance. Examples of these attributes 
include: price to net asset value, cash flow per share, cash conversion cycle and 
interest cover ratio. 
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The second type of attribute relates to monthly or yearly changes of the attribute. 
These are constructed using many of the first 205 attributes to make a new attribute. 
For example, the change in yearly earnings is constructed to reflect the percentage 
change of a firm's earnings over the past twelve months. Another example would be 
three month or six-month price momentum. Different time frames are applied the 
attributes depending on their conceived relevance. The time frames applied include: 
one month, three month, six month, twelve month, eighteen month and twenty four 
month changes. This second type of attribute dramatically expands the data set by 
adding another 633 attributes. 
The third type of attribute is similar to the first, but considers the use of the natural 
logarithm. The natural logarithm is applied to a select list of the first 205 attributes. 
An example in this case would be the natural logarithm of market value or price. 
Sixty-six type three attributes are added to the sample. 
The attributes are assigned acronyms for the ease of statistical programming. Most 
attributes are abbreviated in some form or another. The prefix "Ln" is assigned to the 
third type of attribute and relates to natural logarithm. Attributes of the second type 
are followed by the "_12M" suffix, with the number referring to the quantity of 
months used in the construction process. A detailed list of definitions for attribute 
constructs is listed in Appendix AI. 
The list of first type and third type attributes that are constructed directly from 
accounting, technical or volume values are presented in Table 4.1 The second type 
attributes are shown in appendix A3 and the methodology of construction for all three 
type of attributes are documented in Appendix A2. In all cases, the acronym and the 
attribute name are presented. Appendix AA. contains the descriptive statistics of the 
complete list of 904 attributes. 
The data set compiled is the largest anomaly database known to date for the 
components of the S&P TSX Composite index for this sample period. The testing 
conducted in Chapters Six to Eight is furthermore the largest anomaly investigation 
among Canadian equities. 
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Table 4.1. Firm-specific Attributes 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The attributes are either 
downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the downloaded data. None of 
the monthly changes are included in this table. 
A3llRN Assel TUIl'Il'YI!r Cl'TB<E._REPAY f:,shfbw le bo~ lI!payable 
AM <E.T_INT Am:u1ised ~ le, on Irmm! S taErn!lt Cl'TP Cas hfb.¥ b p,;"e 
APe PD:. ca>h ",ID Cl'TTOI_DEBT Cas hfb.¥ b debl 
APSH Asse!> per ,hale Of_CASH C~inCash 
BETA Beta CL C unerd liab iliIEs 
B<E._REPAY 1D11'DV~ repa)'Bh le in 12 m:m!hs CLPS Cunerd liab iliIEs per ,hu\, 
B<E.ROW_RATIO 1DJ:tCW~ raID COGS C",lofSales 
BTMV lDale b muket valE rnEDDAYS C lI!d:OOlS days 
CA C1ll1'O!ri As,ets rnEDTURN C lI!d:OOlS UnnM!r 
CAP_GI!ARINC Capital~ ClJR_RATIO CunerdraID 
CAPS Cuzreri As, ets pershale DEBT_DAYS Ddl lois da}5 
CASH_EPS Cash~per,hu\, DEBTCASHPS p;b I le cashpershare 
CASH_EQUIV Cash an:! C ashEquMlem DEBTNAV Ddllle relas,el,.w., 
CASHDIVCOVER Cash Divil.eni cOYer DEBTNTAV Ddl I le reI lard> le as,ol valle 
CASHINT CXJIJ CashlrlEres I cOYer DEPCN Depll!ciali:Jn 
CASHNAV Cash b N e! as,.1 valu! DI!PCNPS Dep",ciali:Jnper ,hale 
CASHNTAV Cash b N e! tarPle asselvalu! DI!PCNTNCA Dep",ciali:Jnle roncw:rerd .. sets 
CASHPS Cash pershale DI!PCNTTA Depll!ciali:Jnle lehlas,ot 
CASHl'BamEP Cash b b onowirgI "'payable DFL Dec:ree of fira.n:ialle",,"'f.'! 
CASHl'CA Cash b cw:reri as,O& DIV_PAID DMdeni pail 
CASHl'CL Cash b cw:reri liabilitios DIVCOVER DMdeni COYer 
CASHl'CRED Cash b ctodilors Da. D~ ofop.",tirg le",race 
CASHl'L<l-WCAP Cash b Ioancapitalll!payable DPS DMdeni pershale 
CASHl'NCA Cash b roncw:rerd as ,ets DTL Degree of Tatal U!verage 
CASHl'TD Cash b lehl deb I DY Dividond Yiold 
CCC Cash cortl<!lSm Cyde I!BIT Earnings before Interest and Tax 
CF Cashfbw I!BITDA EBIT dopreciation adjusted 
CF_MARC Cash fbw nmgjn I!BITDAINT OOV EBIT interest cover ratio 
CFMTP Cash fbw nmgjn le p,;"o I!BITL<l-W_CAP EBITle bancapital 
CFO Cash fbw ficmopo",ti:ms I!BITPS EBITpershare 
CF<IlORREP Cash fbw ficmope",ti:ms le b onowirgIlI!payable I!BITTCA EBITle cw:reri as,e& 
CFOC'ASHPS Cash fbw ficrnope",ti:ms b ca>h pershale I!BITTCL EBITle cw:rert as,et le CWlI!rd Ji,;DiIitio, 
CF<DIVOOVl!R Cash fbw ficmope",ti:ms b divileni co",r I!BITTNAV EBITle cw:rert as,et le Nel as,e! valle 
CFa.<l-W_CAP Cash fbw ficmopo",ti:ms b bancapilal I!BITTNTAV EBITle cw:rert as.e& le N 01 ~le ."et valE 
CF<l'lAV Cash fbw ficrnopo",ti:ms b N el as,. I valu! I!BITTTD EBITle cw:rert as,e& le lolaldebl 
CF<l'lTAV Cash fbw ficrnop''''ti:ms b N 01 targ/J le as,ol ,.w., I!PS ~per,haIe 
CF<FS Cash fbw ficmop."'ti:ms per ,hale I!QU_RES Equily am Re, ....... , 
CFOICL Cash fbw ficmopeJati:ms b Qll'lI!rd liabilities I!QUfTD Equily am Res ....... , b btalddll 
CFOITD Cash fbw ficmopeJati:ms b btal ddl I I!Y ~YEH 
CFTLC Cashfbw le bancapil.al GROWl Sustam.b le f!J:CJi'fih ",121 
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Table 4.1. Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The attributes are either 
downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the downloaded data. None of 
the monthly changes are included in this table. 
CROW2 Sustamable elOHth ralE!2 LNNO_EE N alumlloc runiler of em.pioyI!.s 
INT_OOVER_Bf InIE!lI!st C"""" b.rn tax LNNPMTP N aIu mlloc profit m.argin to pric. 
INVTURN lmentory lunD""r LNNS Nalumlloc runilerof sholl!s 
LCPS Loan capital per share LNNfA N aIu ralloc net tangible as, ets 
LNCA N aturalloc =rd as.el:! LN<P _marr_ADJ N alumlloc operating profit 
LNCAPS N aturalloc cash assel:! per sholl! LNaMTP N alumlloc operating profit mar;in to price 
LNCASIU!QUlV N aturalloc cash equivalents LNP N alumlloc price 
LNCCC N aturalloc cash CartVl!l'Sian cyt: Ie LNPCASHPS N alumlloc cash per sholl! 
LNCF N aturalloc cash flow LNPE N alumlloc PE ratio 
LNCFMTP N aturalloc cash flow mar;in to price LNPECI N aluralloc pee ",tio 
LNCFO N aturalloc cash flow flam ope",tians LNPEQ N alumlloc per; !atio 
LNCFTP N aturalloc cash flow to price LNlNAV N alumlloc price to net ass et value 
LNCL N aturalloc =rd liabilities LNmTAV N alumlloc price to net tancible ass.t value 
LNCLPS N aturalloc =rd liabilities per ,hare LNmTAVR<E Naluralloc price to NTAV" ROE 
LNCOCS N aturalloc cost of r;aod> .old LNmEP_CAP N alumlloc pt..f'.II!",e share capital 
LNCREIDAYS N aturalloc credilm! da;ys LNPSALES N aIu mlloc price to sali!s 
LNCREDrURN N aturalloc credilm! iumJ""r LNPICA N aluralloc price to llirrerd ass ets 
LNCUR_RATIO N aturalloc CUlII!rd ratio LNRECDAYS N aluralloc II!ceivable da;ys 
LNDEPCN N aturalloc depll!ci.ation LNRECfURN N alumlloc II!ceivable iumJ""r 
LNDIVOOVER N aturalloc dividerd c"""" LNHI N alumlloc iotalll!ium 
LNDY N aturalloc dividerd yield LNSCASHPS N alumlloc sali!s to cash per share 
LNEmT N aturalloc Ebit LNSNAV N alumlloc sali!s to net asset value 
LNEmTrn. N aturalloc Ebitda LNSTTD N aIu ralloc sali!s to total debt 
LNEmTPS N aturalloc .bit pershare LNTA_EMA..OY N alumlloc sali!s to ~ible as,.1> 
LNEPS Naturalloc e~ pershare LNT Of _ASSET S N alumlloc sali!s to total assel:! 
LNEY Naturalloc e~ yield LNTOf_CE N alumlloc sali!s to capitalemploy<!d 
LNINT_IXP N aturalloc in1en!st expense LNTOf_CRED N alumlloc sali!s to total clI!ditolS daJ'5 
LNINTANC_BS N aturalloc intangibles on balan:e ,heet LNTOf_IEBHItS N alumlloc sali!s to total debtolS 
LNINV_WIP N aturalloc in""rdary LNT Of _SALE S N aIu mlloc sali!s to total s.ili!s 
LNMTBV N a turalloc mar la!t to book value LNTOfAL_DIBf N aIu ralloc sali!s to total debt 
LNMV N aturalloc marla!t value LO/UCCAP Loan capital 
LNNCA N aturalloc nan CUlII!rd as sel:! MA_12 Movinr; A ""rar;. 12 Months 
LNNlT_ASSETS N aturalloc net as.el:! MA_2 Movinr; A ""rar;e 2 Mardhs 
LNNlT_DEBT N aturalloc net debt MA_3 Movinr; A ""rar;e 3 Mardhs 
LNNlT CASHl'LOW N aturalloc net cas h flo.v MA_o Movinr; A ""rar;e Ii Mardhs 
LNN1_0RDSH N aturalloc net in:ame to ordinary sholl!h:llder MA_8 Movinr;A""rar;. B Mardhs 
LNNIATI N aturalloc net in:ame afl2r tax MAl8 Movinr; A ""rar;e 12 Months 
LNNIAT2 N aturalloc net in:ame afl2r tax c~ MA24 Movinr; A ""lar;. A4 Months 
LNNINAV N aturalloc net in:ame to net as •• t value MAlO Movinr;A""Iar;e]) Months 
LNNlPS Natural h!: net in:am.o 1lf!1 shall! MAlo Moviru!: A ""I"". 36 Months 
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Table 4.1. Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The attributes are either 
downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the downloaded data. None of 
the monthly changes are included in this table. 
MAS Movirt; A "'rage 8 months OBOSlMMA OVl!rb~ oVl!]SoH3 rmnths 
MTBV Marl!.t 10 b oak ..we OBOSIiMMA O""rb~ o"""oH 6 rmnths 
MV Marl!et V abe oP_IROm_ADJ 0p.Jam.: profit 
MVTRADE Marl!et Vabe traded OP_IROI'MARG 0p.Jam.: profit nwgin 
MVTRADEMV Marl!ot Vabe traded b nmla!t vabe OP _IROI'MARGIN2 Op ... m.: profit nwgin 2 
NAV N.t A>,.tvabe OR'dTP Op.",m.: profit nwgin 10 pri::. 
NCA Non CurJ1!nI '" '01> ORD_DIV_GROSS GlOSS divW!nl 
NCAPS NonCurJ1!nI ""01> pershm! P Pri:o 
NCATl!~ NonCunenl ",sol> b oquity PCASHPS Pri:o cash por shale 
NET_ASSETS Not A>sotvabe onBalan:o Shoot PCASHPSR CI! Pri:. cashporshale" ROE 
NET_DEBI N.tDebt PE Pri:e EazrtirQ Jafu 
NETCASHFLO\V NotCashfbw PEGI Pe,l>lfu 
NETCASHPS Not cashpor,hare PEG2 Pe,Jafu 
NET CA5lITEmT Not cashlo EBIT PNAV Pri:01o Not ""otvalle 
NET CA5lITNlAT Not cash 10 N.t !reome afi!r lax PNAVRCI! Pri:. 10 lI!! as,.t vabe .. ROE 
NET CA5lITTA N.t cash 10 btal ass.1> PNTAV Pri:o 10 N.t 1iI.rf;D e '" ,.t valle 
NETCA5lITTD Not cashpouhare 10 btaldebt PNTAV_1M Pri:01o N.t 1iI.rf;De "".tvabe c~ 3 months 
NI_ORDSH Not in:ome b ordinary shale roHo]S PNTAVjiM Pri:01o Net 1iI.rf;De .. ,etvabe c~ 0 months 
NIAll N.t In::Olt!! a&r tox PNTAVRCI! Pri:o 10 N.t 1iI.rf;D e '" ,ot valle '"ROE 
NIAl2 Net !reOlt!! o",,~ deilll!d lax PNT A VRCI!_lM PNT A YROE 3 months 
NIAlTCA N.t In::Olt!! 10 =nI as ,ols PNT A VRCI!_6M PNT A YROE 6 months 
NIAlTCL Net In::Olt!! 10 =nlliabilitie, PWf PayoutratiJ 
NIAlTNAV Net In::Olt!! 10 N .t as,.t vabe PREP_CAP Freiren::o ,hare capital 
NIAlTTD Not In::Olt!! 10 lotal debt PRNG H~ t pri::o JDr pr2vWs 12 rrordhs 
NIAlTTTA Net !reOlt!! 10 10tal assel> PSALES Pri:. 
NICASHPS ",t in:Olt!! 10 cash por shale PICA Pri:e 10 CUrll!nI as,el> 
NINAV Net In::Olt!! 10 N .t as,.t vabe PINCA Pri:. 10 ron cw:rerl as,ol> 
NINTAV Notln::oltl! loNet~e as,etvabe QUICK Qui:k rafu 
NIPS Not In::Olt!! po"hale RECDAYS R.ec.iYabes day> 
NITNO_EE N.t In::Olt!! per orrpDY"e RECfURN R.ecoiYabes twro""r 
NO_EE Nwriler afenpDY"'" RETEN R.etErlDnJafu 
NOSH Nwrilor af ,halelD:lien RI Totalretwn 
NP_MARG Net profit nwgin RND_IS R.e,e"",h.an! deVl!!aprrenl onln::ome S iaEll1!nI 
NHIT N.t profit b w", tax RNDT SALE 5 RND 10 10tal 'us 
NHlTP<FMAR G Not Pro6t belD", tox nwgin RNDTTA RND 10 1otalas,01> 
NHlTPS Not Pro6t belD", tox nwgin per shale ROCE R.etwn on C apital ~bl"!d 
NHITTNAV Net Pro6t belD", tox nwgin 10 Net as,et vabe ROC<NE~1 Retwn on commnequily I 
NR'dTP N _t Pro6t belD", tox nwgin 10 pri::. ROC<NE~ Retwn on commnequily2 
NS Nwril.r af,hale, in ;"U! RCI! Retwn on .quity 
NTA N _t T.arV>le Ass_I> ROfel Retwn on 10tal capital! 
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Table 4.1. Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The attributes are either 
downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the downloaded data. None of 
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Total de btars 
TOT_SALES Totalstlts 
TO TAL_D EB T Total debt 
TV lItd i'.: w In:r.e uti:! 
W Absobte tndilgw luLe 
W L TTRAD DAYS Voln:r.e trtd~ dtyS 
4.3. Summary and conclusion 
This chapter explores the nature of the share returns and firm-specific attribute data. 
The S&P TSX Composite Index is a fair reflection of the shares of the TSX index and 
also takes the form of a tradable ETF. The shares are frequently traded and provide a 
good market proxy for Canada, as they contain securities across all major industries. 
The Canadian equities selected for this study are the components of the S&P TSX 
Composite Index as of the 31 July 2005. The stringent requirements and review 
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mechanisms for the index dramatically reduce the likelihood of thin trading, which 
has inundated previous Canadian studies. Analyst coverage, corporate governance and 
disclosure requirements provided by the member firms of the Composite Index point 
towards a stronger form of market efficiency among these shares. 
Some 904 attributes are obtained or constructed using accounting, financial, volume 
and technical values. Both returns and attributes data sets are winsorised using a two 
step process, which effectively removes outlier presence. The data is subject to the 
survivorship bias as shares that de-listed over the period of 1989 to 2005 are omitted 
from the dataset. 
A large number of firm-specific attributes are assembled for cross-sectional testing 
and other anomaly evaluation techniques in Chapters Six to Eight. The sheer size of 
the dataset makes this thesis the largest anomaly study to date for Canada. 
-5-
Market Risk Decomposition 
5.1. Introduction 
The chapter aims to provide an overview of the decomposition of the Toronto Stock 
Exchange and provide an economic interpretation of the return generating process of 
listed shares. Furthermore, the multi factor framework of Canadian share returns is 
examined using factor analytic techniques. An APT and single-index market model 
are constructed and tested for accuracy over the sample period. If the models prove to 
be robust and explain sufficient variation of Canadian returns, they will be adopted for 
the risk adjustment procedures in Chapter Six, Seven and Eight. 
The Toronto Stock exchange is the world's eighth largest exchange, and is well 
renowned for its abundance of mining and resource but also hosts a broad range of 
sectors. Factor analysis is conducted among both Standard and Poor's (S&P) and 
DataStream International sectors indices to explore the variation of Canadian equities. 
Cluster analysis sets out to understand the degree of association among the variables 
and confirm the factor analytic results. 
The most correlated market sectors to the factors identified are assembled in an APT 
model. A single-index model is also created using the appropriate market proxy. 
Models are tested for goodness of fit and significance. Residuals of both the single 
and Multi-index model are regressed on each other to assess the source of 
unexplained variation. 
Both DataStream and S&P indices for in and out sample periods are tested in each 
case. This allows for comparability of models to be scrutinized and the stationarity of 
APT factors to be observed. Models that prove to be sufficiently robust are to be used 
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for risk adjustment in Chapter Six to Eight. 
The rest of this chapter is set out as follows: Section 5.2 discusses the data for 
analysis and provides and overview of the Canadian economy, Section 5.3 states the 
methodology employed, Section 5.4 reports the results, and Section 5.5 summarises 
and concludes. 
5.2. Canadian Economy Overview 
Canada is host to a number of exchanges that operate throughout the country. The 
Toronto Stock Exchange, situated in the financial heart of the country. Other 
exchanges in Canada are the Montreal, Alberta, Winnipeg and Vancouver exchanges. 
A wealth of financial data exists for the country and at 31 August 2005, some 4712 
listed equities are traded in Canada and have financial data available on the 
DataStream International database. 
Organized share trading in Canada began in Montreal in 1832 in the Exchange Coffee 
House. During 1874, it was renamed the Montreal Stock Exchange (Hatch and 
Robinson 1989, 229). The Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) began in 1852, mostly 
using informal methods of securities trading, and was incorporated in 1878. In 1934, 
the TSX merged with the Standard Stock and Mining Exchange, which grew out of a 
merger with the Toronto Mining and Industrial Exchange. Both exchanges' initial 
focus was to specialize in the trading of mining stocks. 
The Canadian economy has historically been based on agriculture, manufacturing and 
resource extraction. Since World War II the Canadian economic structure has 
diversified with services accounting for approximately two thirds of GDP, and 
primary sectors accounting for less than 10%. Primary sector contributions are linked 
to commodity price fluctuations. Trade with the United States remains the 
predominant driver of the economy which absorbs up to 80% of total exports from 
Canada. Manufacturing and construction accounts for about 26% of GDP and 
employs roughly 25% of the population. Primary sector goods such as Energy 
products, forestry, minerals and agriculture account for 25% of exports. Canada is the 
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world's brgesl ~xport~r ofNickcl, /inc amI l;ranium and in recent yc,lrs mtur<11 gas, 
coal ,lnd oil have 'tarted 10 p<lrticipaw more 'lIbs13.ntially among exports. 
Figure 5.1. Compo,ilion of the T "Wnto Stock Exch,"g~ 
r ho 1"'-' ehm ,,,,l,'m th" ""'''I''''' '''''' '}[ ,he TSX '" nf the 31 IJ<:ccmocf 2001. The 'H'lp,h" of cl~. " .. ,to" 
",-,. c.lc,,],wd ,",ccml"'g 'he "'".,,' .·.1", "' a 1'<1'(0""1:" of to"I ",·"tet ,-,k" 11", I"" eh'" "", u'~.".·d 
fmm th,· TS X Gtoup w,h"l<. 
Toronto Stock Exchange 
'" :::'-'''~>----
1100% - U5$1.27 Trillion 
fi ... n~i.! 
$<."'i~s 
,,~ 
With a market capitalisation of USD$ 1.27 lrill1on, lhe TSX is Ihe g'" largest stock 
exchange in the \\orld after the DeLlbche Rorse, anJ is Ihe 3" l,lfges t in North 
America after the N<lsJaq. Tk TSX i, made up of 1421 li sted issucrs of which m"IlY 
are ,'ery liquid. V"hoc IraJeJ on the TSX for 2004 was USDS 649 hillinn. F*lIrc 5.1 
presents (he Ji fferent market sectors as ,I pcrcenl<lg~ llf'lh~ 10w.1 market 
Figure 5.2 toelow pro,' ides of some of the largesl sedllrs in lerms of'markc! value. 'J11e 
rise in mmket value of' lhe rcsour~~' i nt..lcx is represenlali ve of the current commooily 
_______________ c'"l"~rkcl [)ccomposilion 5 _ ~ 
bo'-'ill. Uanks and other l'inandal firms ha\'~ wiln~ssed the most considerable gro\\1h 
in the las\ 17 )'ear> Tfl.;: formation orlhe IT bubble thllt peaked in 20(}() and 2001 tan 
be s<.'en in the IllfllTTnaliun Technology sector's rapid rise and steep dcclmc. Cyclical, 
nOn cyclical S~ C\llrs and olh<;r basic industries have grown at a stead} pace, prohably 
remini~cenll\f GOP growth. 
Figure 5.2. Size ofSe,~n D.<laSlteam 'nkmalional Inukn 
thrk« 0'1',,,1»"00'" of ",''' , DmS""",, In,«""",,o,1 TSX ,u\ .·.,,];,,« (W(" 'lw r ... n(~1 31 J>ou",y 1 ')i:I~ to 
31 J.,I,. 2005. The data were ext1>ctcd hom D",stlc,m j"rcnllnoual, " ,.ilihl< "' tho Uni .. "" y of C.p< 
Town, '11,< l),ra >.IT pm.cntcd 011. ,Gjl)" ocak 
4~·X>C<J 
"- I , o·8·X<X) 
I • 2~'X<X) i\ , nx<x , 
" , 
:i 1 5·X>O(l , 
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The roronto Stock exch;mge. like other commodity prooLlcing cllun tn e~' exchanges. 
has historically atlraClcd resouree and primllry s~etor listillgs. Over till)<;, th~ eCllnomy 
has ulldergone tfllilsition lind shifted to wards mor~ indu>triaL finaocial and higher 
end ~ervi ce r~l ated companks_ 
Figure 5.3 pwvides 1I breakdo""n of the financiaL industrilll, re50urc~ and inftlTmalion 
teclUlo logy sectors' market vall.lC~ u~ a r""re~ntag~ or lh~ lotal markd vall.lC_ Roth 
finllncial, and resourc~s allocations of lotaf market value haw increased significantly 
in the Imter end of the ncar 17 year pt'rilxi. The Industrial murhl \alu~s have 
--- --------
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."m3m~-J ,lead) over lilt" sample pnio.,t \,h il .... lit" mfom,a!lOn Icchnoiog} sector's 
share of lhe lotal market value h,d been \ u\alllc h3\';" £ l1mkrgonc Ihe IT boom bust. 
1\ app<:ar, that whi lst Canada has shifkd low~rds il more developed !oC r. ice Orien\ill~d 
~COl)mlly< the I'SX it~lf holds il IIlrgc w.:i!lhting toward, nn!UW! rCSl\\1r~<!s ,md 
primary St.' ctor.. Thi ~ is possibly d\l~ tQ lIS his lo,), or 3nr~hn£ s"hslnntinl foreign 
resource {"()n1p<ln) li'linp. I lit'" rrlllm~ uf Ihe TSX U1:lrk". iruJex thus sccm [0 ~ 
p,,:domin.1mJr mnucl1U"d b} lilt fuur ;,bol c-mcn\iou('d S('"Cl0rs. 1 he ChlSlCT and faciO' 
arm! )'is uch ~, illlo lhe inJlut"flws and rciJlion,lnp' in more dt:l:l ii 
,llrt..1 ""I . """''''"'' <of the L1o....,;'"', .... r",~ ...... ,."':ol I.,,,,,,i.l~ lJ,,1C [o<k",,"«. Itt ... ,,,,,,, ,.'" !T .".:r", 
"KiIC= <-"I'''''..,j ., . 1'<"""'11" of 11.. ,0,,1 ", ... 10"" "il"" "'"(Of the pcaooJ II I",,,,,,, 1m to JI JuI,-.'.OOS 
uung monthly "",." .... , H", J.t~ ,,=, ~ lrom t)J'~"""'" In'er ... ,,,,,,,,,i .,..Lob .... tOC l'nn";"''', or 
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Fi.,lIfC SA slwws Ihe mlrkcl values Qr \h~ rna.!'" ,uh-indices \,i \h io \~ r",ourcc 
St'clor. The ' '''snore<' St'ClOr ill Cat}:Ill.l i., dommated by oi l atlll &:h, mining ~nd olhl."r 
p=iolls 1~lo l~ COnlfl'mi"'K C:ln:loeb has larSI." nailiral ga.~ aM " tl <c~r\·l."s ~nd Ih", TSX 
(both main board and venlure Cllpi l~ 1 e)l~ hanl:1"') i, home 10 Ih~ l:lryest numlx.,. (41J) 
of mineral and gas exploration <:ompanlc, in the wllrld. As HI" 1 hmmy 2005. the 
IOml market \'~l\ll." I.lf Ihe Oil aM natura l Coos sectllf was ow. CADS 2119 hilliDll. 
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The mining: sec\or ~nd other minemls sector is made lip 01' some 1100 listed 
coml'~ni~s (including venture c<tplt<tl bo~n! li stings) <till! h<>d <t m<trket value CADS 
]49 billion <tt the ~g:inning: 01' 2005. The TSX ho,ts the l<trge,t number of junior 
mining: ~~ploralion li,tings (e~clllding en~rgy) In the "orld, Gold mining m~kes up 
th~ largest l'\lrlion or Ill.; mining sector. Other mi ner<tls , ec tor 1:' comp",~d 0 I' \liekd. 
coal, ur~nium, /-inc. sil ,,~r. uiamond and plalinum eompani~s. Figure 5..-1 shows the 
m~rkd \'al ue, 0 I' the En~rg:j' . ]I. 1ini ng ~nd Other 'vi iner~ls ,~ctor" 
Figure 5.4. Markel ,'atues of tl>e Oil arid Gas, Mining and Other Mi"er~ls s"b-sectors 
\10"", ''"'''' of tl,O th,,,,, m"I'" ",b_'oct"'. ,,,tl,Ul ilio (0""'""" ><'([01' "'0 ,hOlm Dol , monthly ,,,,,lo 0\-01 
tho ""ood of 31 J,mmy 19~9 to J I July 2Of15 'm" elm ",'re ,,,tc,,,red from l.l"t,sm'. m l"t"",,,t' o,,,1. 
,,-,d,bk' ," <1", Un"",',,,w of C.[", 1'0,,",", 11", ",d",,,, "",J '"'' c',hb lod b:. D""S"">,,, I"",~"""""I 
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The market values of the s\lb-sector indices g:l\'~ an muication of the gro\\1h of certain 
indllmie, in C~nada ewer !h~ last 17 ,cars, Tabk 5.1 below shows the hig:hest ~nd 
lowcst gro\\1h industries according to market value owr the period, The markd 
\alu ~s thcm,elves serve merely as an ind ic ~tion or growth, rulh~r than a nominal 
g:<t\Ig:e. It i, l'\lssihle thaI th~ market \'a]u~ of lh~ index it,elfmay have increased ,,'ilh 
th~ inclu,ion of new companies into the index, Software development. oil <tnd 
insurance serv ices have experienc~d subst<tnti<tl market ,,<tlue growth on the TSX 
while general indl.lstrials, forestry and lDbac~o haw seen link Dr negativc gI'Dv.1h. 
Tabte 5.1. High.s, and jnwest gmwth sect"" "n the TSX 
']),c p,,,,,cnc'gc gw,,1], of I k .. "'<K, "" c·ok,,,l,, .d "'"'\~ ,b, beguu,;<>g .nJ .nrung ",,,,k" ,-,]"", m'or ,]'" 31 
Jon",,), 19R9 In 31 July 2e.)S. lh, ct,,,, ,,:ero ox'""oJ [wm D ",,s,,c,m in,cm , uoaa] "',il,b/, ,,' 'he 
\;,m·,,&i'? of Cape To",,, 11", jndicc. u"d >IO e,lc"h,cct b~ I l". S1ro>m ]a'('!a,uQ"'] 
High Growlh SeelON! Low Growth Sectors 
%Growth Sector name %Growth Sector name 
16250 COMPUTER SERVICE -0.59 TOBACCO 
159 09 OIL SERVICES -039 BEVt:RAGES 
1:)621 HOUSEHOLD GOODS & TEXTILES ~" SUPPORT SERVICES 
117 27 LIFE ASSURANCt: -0.08 PAPER 
10522 OTHER INSURANCE 0.28 FORESTRY&PAPER 
92 51 COMPUTERS '" INSURANCt:,NON LIFE 
5201 SOnWARE '" TELECOM EQUIPMENT 
6022 OTHER CONSTRUCTION '" GENERAL INDUSTRIALS 
4699 CHEMICALS & COMMODITY '" ~ORESTRY 
38.73 CYCLICAL CONSUMER GOODS '" IT HARDWARE 
The S&P TSX Compo,ite (ubo rderred to a-; S&P Toronlo Composite) is re~ogniscd 
as the bcnchmark for th~ TSX. It is ~lso commonly l.sed for passive invcstment and 
can bc tradcd as an Ex~hange traded fund. Over the penod 31 Jammry 19~Y to 31 July 
21)()), the S&P TSX rod six yeurs of neg~ti\'e relum, and len ycars of po,itive returns. 
The risk-fr~e rme"s d~clinc over lhe 16 year p~riod reflects Ihe bull market for long 
tcrm dcbt in both Canada and lk Uniled Slales compllmented with the significunt 
curbing of intlmion in th~ carll' 1980's. The en;;u;ng '-Jorth Amcrican bull market of 
II..., I Y90 's \".imess~d high returns for alnKlSl ~ll equilY assct classes and was followed 
by a two yeur economic contraclion Irom I~le 2011 I 1020113 , The last four years of the 
,umple J"'riod (2001 lo 201lS) cxperimced signilicant commodity price appreciation 
of which Camda"s primary sedor w,,, ~ major bendicE~ry . The S&P TSX Composite 
Index resultantly outperlomled US markct indicc, during this po;:riod. Figure 5.5 
bdow pro\'idcs an indication of the toml mUlual relurns on the S&P TSX, S&P us 
and the banker, uccepwnce rate (proxy for lhe risk-free r3te_ The declinc of the US 
dollar ag~inst the C~nadian doll ~r from 20112 to 200S has furth~r bolsl~r~d the t"al 
______________________ ,'"[~,c,k","'~D_cco~?si t ion 5: 8 
returns of Canadian equ iti es. 
F igu,e 5.5. Tot~1 ,-\nl1u ~1 Return , of 'he Ri, k free , ate and Canadian al1d ( J S m arket proxie. 
TIl(' tori! ,nnu,: ["rum, fa< ,he l.m,," , n ri .. fft'e 'ate, ~&l' I'~X " xl S&1' t~ QL1' yc'"I". ,dc' . 'j h (' mk liTe 
r.to " "'P'",,'''''cd l~i th< B",k" :l "".,tl, ""''''P '''''''-' r,"'. TIle J,d' """" "";",,,<J r" . " D".S ,,,,.,,, 
]nternar>on.l, "v"ihbk "' tl" t;,u'"";t) of e,I''' 'I'm",. 11>< u>die" u!ed ,re ciikuh"'",1 bl' D"aStr<, m 
l,,'emar>oml 
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Th" high rc turn~ of both cquity indices up unti l 2000 rence! the bull lTIurkel in the 
L'nitcd State, from which C'anau<l Wd, a ocnc iactDr. I'h .. low interesi mle ellv irnmncnl 
\hul pro\' i d~d ~limlLlus for the equity buorn i~ al~o ~hown by the gradual intercs t ratc 
ded1llc irom thc high inflationnry periud o r th~ early 1990's. l'nblc 5.2 below ~how, 
the actual ~nnual return, thcmselvcs. The peri od~ of n~gati \'c mnrkct I'C1UfIl~ for both 
the CJn~didn nnd US cxchnnges have been h i ghlight~d, 
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Table 5.2. Total Annual Returns of the Risk free rate and Canadian and US market proxies 
The total annual returns for the Canadian risk-free rate, S&P TSX and S&P US on a yearly scale in table 
format. The risk-free rate is represented by the Banker's three month acceptance rate. The bold cells represent 
bear market years where the annual return was negative. The data were extracted from DataStream 
International, available at the University of Cape Town. The indices used are calculated by DataStream 
In terna tiona!. 
Year RISK FREE RA TE S&PTORONTO S&PUS 
1990 11.66% -14.80% -3.10% 
1991 7.48% 12.02% 30.47% 
1992 7.08% -1.43% 7.62% 
1993 3.91% 32.55% 10.08% 
1994 7.29% -0.18% 1.32% 
1995 5.75% 14.53% 37.58% 
1996 3.11% 28.35% 22.96% 
1997 4.79% 14.98% 33.36% 
1998 5.00% -1.58% 28.58% 
1999 5.18% 31.71% 21.04% 
2000 5.73% 7.41% -9.10% 
2001 2.08% -12.57% -11.89% 
2002 2.83% -12.44% -22.10% 
2003 2.63% 26.72% 28.68% 
2004 2.56% 14.48% 10.88% 
2005 2.66% 13.84% 2.88% 
The well documented sector indices available on from the TSX provide a conCIse 
collection of data that can be analyzed for commonalities using factor analysis. 
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5.3. Data and Methodology 
5.3.1. Exploratory analysis and Index selection 
The monthly total returns on the various sector indices and sub-indices of the TSX are 
collected for the period 31 January 1989 to 31 December 2005. Both the S&P indices 
and DataStream International TSX indices are used for cluster and factor analysis. 
The two data sets are chosen for the purpose of comparison and to seek out the most 
robust model for risk adjustment in later chapters. 
A total of 198 monthly returns for each Canadian S&P and DataStream index, 
comprising both capital gains and dividend yield (total returns), is collected for the 
analysis. Both indices have similar inclusion requirements and calculation methods. 
The cluster and factor analysis is not subject to the survivorship bias as the returns are 
based on the shares that made up the indices at prior dates. Construction of asset-
pricing models based on survivorship are likely to present a strong set of models as 
the models are developed using the equities that make up the systematic proxies. The 
explanatory power of the single and multi factor models for the individual shares for 
this study is likely to be weaker, as the composition of these indices vary over time. 
A large number of the S&P and DataStream indices have only come into existence 
since 1989 resulting in an incomplete data set. Indices and sub-indices (to be 
collectively referred to as 'indices ') are excluded from the data set if any of the 198 
monthly returns are absent. No 'dead' indices are included. Fifty-four S&P indices of 
the one hundred collected are kept and forty-one indices are deleted due to a lack of 
data. None of the ninety-one DataStream indices are excluded. Appendix B.l and B.2 
tabulates both sets of indices. 
Most of the indices data sets exhibit high correlation. A correlation filter program is 
run on both the S&P and DataStream data sets to eliminate indices that show 
extremely similarities. The filtration methodology first calculates correlation matrices 
for the data sets and prunes out indices that are highly correlated and of a lower index 
level. Indices branch out the market index (level one) and splits up into sectors and 
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sub-sectors. The most refined and specialized sector classification occurs in level six. 
See appendices 8.3, B.4 and B.5 for a detailed breakdown of the levels and sector 
constituents. Indices of a higher level take preference over lower levels in the 
filtration process. The index with lower classification is thus eliminated, allowing 
indices with greater "economic meaning" to survive. When indices have the same 
hierarchical classification, a subjective decision is made in order to decide which 
index to include. The correlation statistic used is the Pearson (1896) product moment 
correlation statistic (referred to as "correlation" for the remainder of the chapter) and 
is calculated as: 
n 
I (j, - ])(k, - k) 
(5.1 ) 
where i, and k, are the total monthly returns for the indices in month t for any two 
indices. j and k are the mean monthly returns of those indices, and n is the number 
of months. 
The final list of condensed indices to be used in factor analysis is presented in table 
5.3 below. 
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Table 5.3. Canadian Stock Exchange Sector and Sub-sector Indices 
The table displays the Canadian Stock Exchange (TSX) sector and sub-sector indices included in the 
cluster and factor Analysis. A correlation filter program prunes out indices that are highly correlated and 
are given preference to selecting those of a lower index hierarchical level. See appendix B.3 to B.5 for the 
hierarchical levels applicable to Canada. 
Included S&P Indices Included Datastream Indices 
BUILDING PRODUCTION AIRLINES & AIRPORTS 
ENERGY ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS 
FOOD PRODUCERS GENERAL INDUSTRIALS 
FOOD DISTRIBUTOR IT 
GENERAL RETAIL OTHER FINANCIALS 
HEALTH CARE MINING 
HEALTH FACILITIES NON-FERROUS METALS 
INSURANCE OIL INTEGRATED 
IT OTHER INSURANCE 
METALS & MINING PAPER 
REAL ESTATE PHARMACEUllCALS 
RETAILING RESOURCES 
SOFT DRINKS RETAILERS 
STEEL SOFTWARE 





5.3.2. Cluster Analysis 
Cluster Analysis involves the grouping of the indices into different categories in order 
to organize them into meaningful structures. Cluster analysis itself is an exploratory 
tool that sorts variables in a data set so that the degree of association between two 
variables is maximised. The analysis investigates similarities in the data set, without 
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necessarily drawing any economic inferences to why the variables are part of the 
same group. 
Ward's method uses an analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach to evaluate the 
distances between clusters. This approach attempts to minimize the sum of squares of 
any two clusters that can be formed at each step. At inception, the clusters number the 
same quantity of individual variables (in this case the variables relate to the indices). 
Variables are compared in terms of their correlation (Pearson's (1896) product 
moment correlation statistic) with each other and merged to form a cluster if they are 
highly similar. Each iteration produces fewer clusters through the 'amalgamation' of 
increasingly dissimilar elements of the data set. Finally, a vertical tree diagram is 
created in order to visually inspect the clustering process. The number of clusters to 
be extracted is decided by using an arbitrary cut-off line. 
The indices (and sub-indices) are the variables. Each cluster represents indices that 
show similarity in terms of their return generating structure. Therefore, two highly 
correlated indices will have a short distance that will result in amalgamation to create 
a new cluster. Certain sub-indices that are exposed to economic conditions, which 
affect their underlying asset values in a similar way, are expected to be grouped 
together. 
The cluster analysis per se is not a statistical means of identifying different factors 
that explain the variation common amongst variables in a set of data. The cluster 
analysis, however, does provide an indication of the variables that do behave similarly 
in the data set. 
5.3.3. Principal components analysis 
Factor analysis is the procedure used to identify elements that collectively explain 
variation within a data set. Prespecified variable selection entails testing the 
sensitivity of share returns to a set of selected variables. Principal components 
analysis defines common underlying dimensions in a data set (known as factors) by 
using an interdependence technique that simultaneously considers all variables. Factor 
analytic techniques are believed to be more appropriate for the purposes of this study. 
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Criticisms of factor analysis include: (i) the determination of how many factors to 
include. The number of factors extracted may also be influenced by the number of 
observations and number of shares in the sample, (ii) the lack of guaranteed factor 
consistency across shares and portfolios, (iii) the factors derived may be mere 
statistical constructs and are not necessarily observable, (iv) the factors themselves 
may not have economic rationale (McElroy and Burmeister,(1998)), (v) the variables 
selected for the analysis may be subject to data snooping, and (vi) economic 
relationships represented by factors may be subject to change over time. 
van Rensburg and Slanely (1997) and van Rensburg and Zhu (2000) find that the 
financial-industrial and resource indices may be employed as observable proxies for 
the factor analytically extracted factors on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). 
The returns of the large resource companies, financials and industrials are driven by 
differing economic conditions, and parsimoniously explain most of the JSE variation. 
The Toronto Stock exchange similarly exhibits a wide variety of companies, most of 
which can be categorised as resource, financial and industrial and IT. The factor 
analytical approach thus follows the above mentioned authors' methodology. 
The principal components analysis used in this paper forms part of the a 
correspondence analysis which aims to explore and describe the structural dimensions 
of a data set as opposed to confirm them. The purpose of the tests are to discover 
factors which provide explanatory power to the underlying data set in order to aid the 
construction of a multi factor market model as well as to possibly provide economic 
rationale for these factors. 
Principal components analysis is essentially a data reduction technique that aims to 
create factors by linear combinations of variables in the data set. The extraction 
process of principal components amounts to a variance maximizing (varimax) rotation 
of the variable space. This allows the maximisation of the variability of the new factor 
and minimising the variability around that factor. After the first factor has been 
extracted, the analysis creates another factor that maximises the remaining variance 
unaccounted for by the first factor. Consecutive factors are independent or otherwise 
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known as orthagonal. Variables can only be assigned to one factor. Factors thus 
represent a group of indices that 'behave' similarly. The correlation between variables 
and factors are referred to as loadings. 
Normalized vanmax rotation is used in order to create the factors. The rotation 
procedure ensures variance maximisation on each new axis. The factor loadings are 
then inspected to assess which indices are most related to each factor. 
The number of factors to be extracted can be determined in a number of ways. The 
Kaiser criterion suggests using factors with eigenvalues greater than one. The scree 
test which plots the eigenvalues, indicates how much explanatory power every factor 
adds. The factor before which the scree plot starts to flatten out can be used (Cattel 
and Jaspers, 1967) or the factor at which it flattens out (Hair, Anderson, Tathom and 
Black, 1999) is regarded as the cut off point. Finally, the percentage of variance 
criterion suggests that a subjective target of cumulative percentage of variance should 
be determined. The purpose of principal component extraction is data reduction and 
therefore the trade-off exists between the inclusion of many factors that explain the 
entire data set, and a few factors that explain the majority of variation. 
As reflected in the earlier charts, weightings of indices (based on market value) on the 
TSX, differ over time as underlying economic trends change. This 'nonstationarity' is 
likely impact the relevance of extracted factors as time progresses. Factor analysis is 
conducted on the entire study period 1989 to 2005. An in sample period (1989 to 
2000) and out sample period (2001 to 2005), is further conducted for comparability 
and to inspect the effects of the nonstationarity. 
5.3.4. Construction of an APT model 
The methodology of van Rensburg and Slaney (1997) and van Rensburg and Zhu 
(2000) is used in the construction of the APT model. The indices with the highest 
loading to the extracted factors from the principle components analysis and 
subsequent rotation procedures are used as proxies for the APT factors. This gives the 
proxies of the APT model greater economic rationale than the extracted factors 
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themselves. 
5.3.5. Testing the Single and Multi-index models 
Equity monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 (total 
sample) are obtained for the 221 companies that comprise the S&P Composite Index. 
The returns are not adjusted for outliers in this chapter. 
The testing of the single-index model requires a suitable market proxy and risk-free 
rate. The market proxies chosen are the S&P Composite Index and the DataStream 
International market index. A correlations coefficient for the two indices amounts to 
0.99 and reveals that the two indices' return generating process is almost identical. 
The same correlation test was performed for each index with that of the S&P United 
States index. The DataStream International and S&P TSX Composite Index record 
correlations of 0.9484 and 0.9555 respectively. This relationship illustrates the 
influence of the United States on the Canadian economy as a major importer and 
business partner. 
The Banker's three month acceptance rate is selected as the risk-free rate proxy due to 
its data availability and its high correlation with treasury bills and other short term 
government paper issued in recent years. 
The testing of the single-index model aims to assess the explanatory power of the 
model against the time series of individual company's returns. Excess monthly share 
returns are regressed against the market proxies excess return (risk premium) using 
the Ordinary Least Squares method. The returns follow a time series format. The 
equation used is: 
where: 
r,,1 = realised return on share i for month t 
a, = constant intercept term 
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p, = slope coefficient estimated from the regression 
rm,l = realised return on the market for month t 
rj,l = risk-free rate for month t 
£,,1 = residual error 
The Multifactor model testing followed the same regreSSIOn procedure with the 
following equation. 
(~,I - rf,l) = a, + Plndex]" (~ndex],1 - r/,I) + P 1ndex2" (~ndeX2,1 - rf,l)" 
+/3 (r -r )+£ II1dexK,l II1dexK,I j,l ',I 
The r,,I and rf,l terms are the realised share return for share i and the risk-free rate 
respectively. The ~ndex,1 terms are the returns for the K indices over the period t. 
For both the single and multi factor model regressions, the coefficient, coefficient t-
statistics and p values are collected. Furthermore, the R2, an R2-adjusted, F test p 
value and a time-series of residuals are gathered. 
Once agam, both DataStream International and the S&P factors are separately 
regressed against all excess returns for comparability. In sample and the out sample 
regressions are preformed to assess the robustness of factors in both periods, as well 
as to analyze the possible effects of nonstationarity. 
The models can be evaluated according to their goodness of fit (R2 and R2-adjusted) 
and compared amongst each other. Furthermore, the residuals of the single-index 
model are regressed against that of the multifactor model (and vice versa) to test 
whether any variation unexplained by one model filters through to the other. The R2, 
an R2 -adjusted, F test p value are used to evaluate this residuals test. 
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5.4. Results 
5.4.1. Cluster analysis 
Figure 5.6. Vertical Tree Diagram of Cluster Analysis Results for DataStream Indices 
Yertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of total monthly returns of 19 DataStream 
International sector and sub-sector indices for the Toronto Stock Exchange (fSX) over the period, 31 
January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted using DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. Clusters are extracted based on Ward's linkage rule. The smaller the linkage 
distance, the more "similar" the indices are in nature. Refer to Table 5.3 for the full names of the indices. 
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Figure 5.7. Vertical Tree Diagram of Cluster Analysis Results for S&P Indices 
Vertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of total monthly returns of 15 S&P 
International sector and sub-sector indices for the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) over the period, 31 
January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted using DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. Clusters are extracted based on \X'ard's linkage rule. The smaller the linkage 
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The results of the cluster analysis for the DataStream international indices are 
illustrated in Figure 5.6 The y-axis to the graph represents the Linkage distance 
between the different clusters. The size of the link reflects the degree of association of 
one cluster with another. A large linkage distance thus infers greater dissimilarity. 
Cluster formation begins at the bottom, on the base of the x-axis and move upwards. 
From initial inspection, two distinct clusters appear to form in the diagram. These 
clusters are represented by general sub-indices: (i) General industries, Telecom 
Wireless and IT; and (ii) resources, mining and financials. 
The S&P indices tree clustering is shown in Figure 5.7. Initial inspection reveals two 
similar clusters pertaining to (i) Healthcare, retail and oil; and (ii) Mining and real 
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estate. The clustering of S&P sectors appears to be more vague in this case. The 
clusters do however appear to reinforce the notion of a primary and secondary sector 
dichotomy. 
In and out sample cluster analyses for DataStream and S&P Indices are presented in 
Appendices B.6 to B.9. The in and out sample diagrams present a similar picture as 
the total sample. Indices tend towards two common factors within the data set. This is 
in agreement with the findings of Kryzanoski and To (1983) who find that two factors 
sufficiently explain the bulk of sector variation. The results also start to show the 
beginning of a third cluster formation, namely, Information Technology (IT). This 
new cluster is arguably a product of the IT boom bust of the late 1990' s and saw IT 
shares returns depart from fundamental valuations with extreme values on both the up 
and the down side. 
The cluster analysis presented is merely a preliminary test to visually assess the 
similarities and dissimilarities of the sub-indices in the data sets. Factor analysis will 
prove to provide further insight to which indices have the greatest factor loadings to 
the return generation dichotomy witnessed. 
5.4.2. Principal components analysis 
The following results and analysis refer to the S&P data set. 
The Kaiser's criterion suggests that an Eigen value greater than one should be used to 
determine the number of factors to be extracted for the S&P dataset. Four factors lie 
above the one value and are identified for extraction. The scree plot in figure 5.8 
shows the Eigenvalues on the y-axis. The plot begins to flatten out after a fifth factor 
is added. Four factors are thus extracted in accordance with Cattell and Jaspers (1967) 
and the Kaiser criterion. Table 5.4 portrays the eigenvalues and the percentage of 
cumulative variation explained by the factors. After the inclusion of 4 factors, almost 
86% of the total variation in the data set is explained. 
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Figure 5.B, Scree Plot of Eigenvalues for 5&1' Indjc~s 
1bc Scree ph p<c>cn[l d>< Lig<1l\',lu" of th, facIO" d,~, <d f, ... n p~nc'p"1 coml"' ''''''' "",I",,, "''"g ,h" 
'0 " [ mon,hly ,,'nom, of 15 S&l' >oc<o" and , ub !Cetc< inruc<1 O'"Of the pcnod 31 Janml', 1989 10.11 Jul), 
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,I", <,~w,lu« hog''' [0 n, ,, ,,,, "li' (C." ,ll ,,><1 ),,'1"'" (1 %"1 ) 
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Table 5.4. Eigen"alu~s and l'efC~ntage Variation I ':"'l'lained by tbe Four S&P TSX Facio" 
-]he t:.hle , I"",,, ,h{",,-. 'h" ,,,, ,,I,, o f pcin'-'I",I coml, ,, "'n" "" Ill)"i, {H' [1,< lol lll nlomhl)' rerun" of 15 
S"",I",,I "od p{W'" Tom"'o SLock E,d'""!;l' (S&cP TSXj ,W01"OO , uil ·><clo! url>c" o,'c! dlC pcnod,}1 
J"'\""'y 19~9 [0 31 J<!l), 2'Xl_,- n l< d", w<r< ,~t",([<d fmm D,,,S<rcam Inte,,,,,,,on, ], ,,',I1H: :0' th<' 
U1llv",nv of e,f'< Town Of the ~u".1 100 include,1 in<iicc" ~S :ore exdu<kd ,klC k> "",I,1<,;"II;,,,,, n,y 
F~ ctOT E i ge n~a l "" '!, Tolal Variance Cumu l ati~e Eigenvalue Cumu l ati~e % 
, 5.99 399' 599 3991 , 
'" 1 8 1 5 8 .71 58.00 0 2.30 1532 1101 73.3B , 1.86 12 39 12 57 8577 
V~rimax wtation i, used to maximi,c the f~~tor", abllily to explain the 10lal varialion, 
The 1\\0 dimcnsional factor loading plot prescnted In l\ppcndix 13 ,10 gives an 
indicalion of where each index lies in relation to these factors , Th~ plot shov,-,; which 
index is the most closely associakd v,'-ith ea~h ra~wr. Th~ m~rkc\ llld~x falls almOSI 
diredly between the lwo fadors and verifies the dichotomous market structure. 
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Correlations between indices and factors (factor loadings) arc shown In i\ppcndix 
B, 11 . 1 able ) ,5 displays 1hc indices with the highest factor loading. 
Tab'" 5.5. V ~rim~x_"'tatcd F"""" Dc,~'ipti"n" 
'The tabl, .be,' • • ho ,-". the ,,,ul,, of I'ru"';I'. 1 coonp<m, n" "".Iy'" On 11" " ".1 ,no,,,bl), ,,'.lum , "r 1" 
S"nd",d .ad Poon TOIOnto SI OCK Excl"'n~. (S&P TSX) "',,0< . nd mb_",-, w' ",du:., ( N " ,I", l",ri(.J, , I 
J,m,,'Y 1 ~8~ 10 31 ) \\ly 20\15. I he d, u '-"m'. cW,,",1('d fWIll D' 1>Str<>m lmcrn,oofl>i, ,v;ubblc " the 
Umv",",,)' of C"f'C T ""'n or II~' in",,1 II •.• "",I",lod ,",ilO"'. ~S "'" ('., ,,hlod ,h~' to I' " ,mu roU,,,,,,, >TC 
"" d ."J ,b. !nd<, ""I, ,b. lugh. " k ... di'lg 10 ,,,,,I, fa"", i, di.'PI.y.d 111,odic(" h,,,,d below h.d .. b " " 
Ioadi,,? of D.8f!J on ,h,u " ' p<c",', bcto! 
Factor Aclltalllldc~ factor DescriptioH cmreiation 
Fadm I Energy Index Natmal ga~ & oil ~ompanies 0.92 
Faclor Z IT IT and Sol\ware 0.81 
Fador 3 Metals & l\hnerab Mming 0.84 
Fador 4 RCl<lihnS C OnSumCr rclail ing '" 
The first factor's highest loadings consisted oj energy and oil Industries, general 
merchant slore, and ~on dunks, The .<;ccond fa~tor was most closely associatcd with 
n, softwnre ~nd. oddly enough, healthcare. The third and lomth factor's highcst 
loading:~ consisted 01 l\1et~ls & l\l incrals and RClailcrs respcctivcly. The indices 
provide a greuler economi~ motivalion for thc four factors and arc thus selected ~s 
rbk proxies inlhc S&P API mrxlcl cOllstruction. 
Thc lollowillg rcsltlts and mmlysis pertain to thc DataStremn lntemution~l d~ta set. 
jhc Screc plot is prc,ented ill figure 5,9 ~nd flutten.s out ~ner 4 r~~tors. The Callell 
nnd J a,pers (1967) nnd the Kni,er criterion fae lor extmctions te~hni 'lues ug~m <;uggest 
that cilhcr threc or four ractols should be selected, The 4th faclor lies JU~( below 
Eigenvaluc olle. but is included a' the plot flatten, out uller its irx:lusion. The firsl 
r~~tor ~c~{)lml'; lor 5S'YO 01 the lOlal \arialion and aftcr the 4" foclo r. almost 89"10 of 
lhe \'ariation in the data sct is explnincd, I he firsl factor in the DataStream 
lntemution~l d~ta ~et ha~ notiLe~bly more explanutory power lhan lhal of the S&P 
lndi~es, Tubles 5.6 di'plays the eigenvalllCs and cumulali\c pcrcenlagcs while table 
5.7 shows the indiccs with the highest factor loadings to the extruct~d fudor~, 
I 
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F;gut~ 5. 9. Scf~~ Plot of Ejgcnv~lll~' rut DataStrcarn lnllic~. 
'j", Ox",,· r'''' P'"''"''' ,h e hg,m·.l,,,,, of the f'01on; J" nv,d from pn"or.1 wmrOfX"nl> .n.ly", ""ng th(· 
,,,,,1 m""thly ,eluno ' of 19 D", SI">m ""' ''~ , ,"d ,"b·,ee l," ""h, ,, mer ,I~, pe~,~lll J""""i' 19,"9 to :11 
Jyj~ 2{)i';. 11>< dua w,,, ex [!>c"d f,om Thru S" ,"m Illt"""",,,,.I. ,,·>.ihbl< " II", 1 :"" ""') of ['1'< T",,,, 
Of the Ulin,l 91 in<luded uxIKe •• 72 .Ie cxcklded due to mulocoUinconty, l'oUI beroI' e,n be extr>eted once 
the "'Rm'~h~', IxWn to tlal1en u,,' ,:C.",d l and Ja'r'" (1 '!6 7) ) 
" 










Table 5,6. E ig.nv:>lu.s and P"rc~nt~g" V",iation Expbined hy the I'i", [ Four DataSltc~m 
Internation~1 f~clo", 
Th(' ",bic ,1"",(, ,1",,,,, th,· ,,',ulb of pM c1 p,I co mp"n"H' .nalp"'< on tho to,,1 monthly rcttum of 19 
u."St<,",m ",'1", >" d ,ub_",c'o' ,,,,11<<< 0"" the p"n:x\ 31 Jan"",,. 1~8'! to 31 Jlll>' 20:>5 The ,h" ,,,.[(. 
''' '''''ted from o,,,aStream IntcIruloon,L >,·"bbie " tl", l.'my,,,,,,)' uf C'p< '1'0,,"". Of Ihe In,,,al 91 I1klud<d 
,,,dKC!, 72 ,Ie excllKkd J uc to m<llocollin' ... ",y 
Factor Eigenvalu e % Total V3ri~nce ClJ1l1ulati.& Eigen.alue Cumul.tive ~ .• 
, 11 .03 5808 11 .03 5808 , 3 ,12 16 42 14.16 ,,~ , 1.72 905 1587 8355 , 
'" 5.12 1685 8867 
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Table 5.7. Varimax-rotated Factor Descriptions 
The table above shows the results of principal components analysis on the total monthly returns 19 
DataStream sector and sub-sector indices over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Of the initial 91 included 
indices, 72 are excluded due to multicollinearity. Varimax rotations are used and the index with the highest 
loading to each factor is displayed. 
Factor Actual index factor Description correlation 
Factor 1 Oil integrated Index Natural gas & oil companies 0.95 
Factor 2 Engineering contractors Engineering 0.81 
Factor 3 IT IT and Software 0.83 
Factor 4 Mining Mining 0.87 
The factor analysis on the DataStream International indices provides somewhat 
similar results to those of the S&P Indices. Factor 1 is closely associated with the Oil 
industry, Resources, Financials and Retailers. Factor 1 appears to represent a far 
larger portion of the total market's variation. Factor 2 is characterized by Engineering, 
other insurance and general industrials. The two factors cumulatively explain almost 
75% of total market variation. Factor 3 and 4 show close association to the IT and 
mining sectors respectively. 
The factor analysis appears to show some signs of a dichotomy of commodity related 
companies and others existing on the TSX. This dichotomy is by no means clear, as 
resource related companies returns (especially Oil) do appear to follow the 
movements as financials and retailers or vice versa. The factor plot in Appendix B.12. 
shows that the market index for DataStream International lies somewhere in the 
middle of the first two factor loadings reinforcing the market dichotomy proposition. 
The factor loadings are presented in Appendix B.13. 
Indices such as Oil and Gas (derived from Factor 1) seem to carry significant 
explanatory power for the entire data set. The Retail and the broad Financial sectors 
show a surprisingly high correlation to Factor 1 (The Oil and Gas proxy) . It seems 
unlikely that a causal relationship should exist between the return structure of the Oil 
sector and Financials or vice versa and it appears that it may be spurious. A potential 
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economic argument for this relationship is that a commodity producing country's 
prosperity is arguably linked to the price of commodities. If the Oil and Gas industry 
benefits from higher prices, the country is likely to benefit from export revenues, tax 
revenues, foreign investment and the like. Figure 5.3 shows that the two sectors have 
grown at a similar pace over the near 17 year period. 
The four indices most closely associated with the four derived factors are applied in 
the DataStream APT model construction. 
5.4.3. Construction of an APT model 
A four-factor APT model is constructed using the same methodology of van Rensburg 
and Slaney (1997). The use of indices as proxies and not the factors themselves aims 
to provide better economic rationale to the APT as the indices are directly observable. 
Both in and out sample APT models are created for both the DataStream indices and 
S&P indices. This allows for non-stationarity assessment of the proxies in different 
time periods. The in sample period is from 31 January 1989 to 31 December 2000. 
The out sample period is the remaining period of data between 31 January 2001 and 
31 July 2005. 
The S&P APT model uses the following indices as proxies: (1) Energy; (2) IT; (3) 
Metals & Minerals; and (4) Retailing. The DataStream APT model's proxies consist 
of the (1) Oil Integrated; (2) Engineering contractors; (3) IT; and (4) Mining. 
5.4.4. Evaluation of the Single and Multi-Index models 
Single and multi-index models are constructed for DataStream and S&P Data sets. 
Total, In and out sample periods are further examined for each. Twelve sets of 
evaluation tests are thus conducted. 
The Single-index model is tested by running the time series regression of each share's 
monthly excess returns against the monthly market premium. The monthly market 
premium refers to market proxy (S&P TSX Composite Index or DataStream Market 
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Index) less the three month bankers acceptance rates monthly return. 
Similarly, the Multi-index model results refer to the time series regression of the each 
shares' excess monthly returns against the four indices excess return. The respective 
indices for both S&P and DataStream data sets are discussed in section 5.3.1. 
In each case, results are documented in table format. Both Single and Multi-index 
results are reported on the same table. The Multi-index model's residuals are 
regressed against the single-index model and vice versa. The residuals regressions 
explore which asset-pricing model explains the portion of returns that the other was 
not able to. 
The means or averages of the R2, R2 -adjusted, and p-values across all 221 shares are 
shown in the first three columns of the table. The number of regressions significant at 
the 5% level (p <0.05) as a percentage of the total number of regressions is displayed 
in the last table column. 
Tables 5.8 and Table 5.9 display the results of the S&P and DataStream data set 
respectively. The model tests conducted on in and out sample periods are presented in 
Appendices B.14 to B.1 7. 
Table 5.8. S&P Single and Multi-index Models tests for the Total sample period 
The table displays the mean of R2, R2-adjusted and p-values for the time series regressions across the 
companies. Excess returns for single and multi factor models are calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-
free return from the raw unadjusted share return. The market premium and ,\PT factor excess returns are 
calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-free return from the single-index model's proxy and the APT 
indices raw return. The three month Bankers acceptance rate is used as the risk-free rate and the single-index 
model's proxy is the S&P TSX Composite Index. The APT factor indices used are (1) Energy; (2) IT; (3) 
l\fetals & l\finerals; and (4) Retailing 
REGRESSION MEAN MEAN MEAN PVALUE % REGRESSIONs 
R2 ADJUSTED R2 OF SIGNIFICANT AT 
REGRESSION 5% 
Single-index Model 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.83 
Multi-index 0.01 -0.002 0.48 0.05 
residuals on single-
index model 
Multi-index model 0.21 0.17 0.05 0.79 
Single-index 0.13 0.08 0.17 0.53 
residuals on Multi-
index model 
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The multi-index model's (from here on referred to as the APT model) mean R2 and 
adjusted R2 for the total period are higher than that of the single-index model 
suggesting that the APT model is better at explaining the return generating process 
over the total sample period. This is confirmed by the APT model's ability to explain 
a comparatively larger portion of the single-index models residuals. The single-index 
model's mean p value and number of significant regressions are marginally better 
than those of the APT. Both models, however, provide evidence of sufficient 
explanatory power. 
The outcomes of the in and out sample tests are tabulated in Appendices B.14 to B.17. 
Both single and multi-index models perform better in the in sample period with higher 
R2's but witness a minor reduction in regressions significant at 5%. The APT model 
appears to explain more of the single-index model's residuals. 
In terms of R2's, the single-index models seems to fare worse in the out sample period 
while the APT model shows marginally improved performance. Both models have 
fewer regressions significant at 5% which indicates that less of the shares' return 
structure, over the last 5 Y2 years, is explained by the models. The APT model 
explains more of the single-index models residuals in both the in and out sample when 
compared to the total period. Furthermore, the APT model's out sample explanatory 
power rises as the single-index models falls. These observations imply that the APT 
model captures variation that the market model is unable to. 
The out sample period consisted of 2 Y2 years of bear market followed by 3 years of 
bull market. The in sample period, which relates to the 1990's consisted mostly of 
bull market for the United States and Canada. Given the strongly diversified nature of 
the markets and the proxies used, the sharp downturn may have affected certain shares 
(such as IT) comparatively more than the market indcx. This may justify why the 
APT (which contains and IT factor) is a more robust model and is able to explain the 
single-index's residuals. 
The percentage of regressions significant at 5% declines for both models in the out 
sample period. This may suggest that the explanatory power of the asset-pricing 
models erode somewhat and possibly indicates nonstationarity. Table 5.9. reports the 
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DataStream sample results. 
Table 5.9. DataStream Single and Multi-index Models tests for the Total sample period 
The table displays the mean of R2, R2-adjusted and p-values for the time series regressions across the 
companies. Excess returns for single and multi factor models are calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-
free return from the raw unadjusted share return. The market premium and APT factor excess returns are 
calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-free return from the single-index model's proxy and the 11.PT 
indices raw return. The three month Bankers acceptance rate is used as the risk-free rate and the single-index 
model's proxy is the DataStream Market Index. The .\PT factor indices used are (1) Oil Integrated; (2) 
Engineering contractors; (3) IT; and (4) ;\1ining. 
REGRESSION MEAN MEAN MEAN P VALUE % REGRESSIONs 
R2 ADJUSTED OF REGRESSION SIGNIFICANT AT 
R2 5% 
Single-index Model 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.80 
Multi-index residuals 0.01 0.005 0.36 0.17 
on single-index 
model 
Multi-index model 0.19 0.15 0.06 0.78 
Single-index 0.12 0.07 0.20 0.47 
residuals on Multi-
index model 
The DataStream data set results show distinct similarities to those of the S&P data set. 
The APT models shows better explanatory power than that of the single-index models 
in terms of R2's and the trends discussed for the S&P data set are repeated. The 
DataStream models however do seem to show poorer explanatory power than the 
S&P models. 
The multi-index model throughout all the tests shows higher R2's and adjusted R2's 
than that of the single-index model. The adjusted R2's are calculated after the removal 
of degrees of freedom and allow for better model evaluation when more independent 
variables are added. The single-index- model exhibits lower mean p values and higher 
number of regressions significant at 5% for both total and in sample periods. 
The multi-index model shows greater out sample significance. The multi-index model 
explains significantly more of the residuals of the single-index model. The APT 
results confirm those of the S&P and provide a strong case for its preference to the 
market model. 
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The regressIOn results conducted are in contrast to the early CAPM findings in 
Canadian literature. The time series regression results disagree with those of Morin 
(1980), Robinson (1993b) and Calvet and Lefoll (1980). The authors do note that data 
limitations and thin trading problems were experienced in their testing, all of which, 
are unlikely to affect the S&P and DataStream samples. 
Hughes (1984), Abeysekera and Mahaj an (1987), and Smith (1993) find only weak 
support for the APT in Canada using proxies derived from factor analytic techniques 
and Otuteye (1991) finds somewhat stronger empirical support for models working 
with the macroeconomic factors. Kryzanoski and To (1983) find that the scree plot 
suggests two factors are able to explain the bulk of sector variation over 1962 to 1971. 
This study finds that factor analytic techniques are successful at identifying four 
factors using two data sets. The APT model constructed using four of the most 
correlated sectors provides sufficiently robust results. The findings of this study 
therefore differ from previous studies. The contents of the data sets, methodologies 
employed and sample periods used in this study do, however, vary to those of the 
literature. 
It must be noted that the means of the results displayed in the tables refer to a market 
that is equally weighted in share participation. The proxies for single-index model are 
indices based on a market capitalisation weighting. 
While it appears that both single and multi-index models are adequate for asset-
pricing (given the mean p values < 0.1 % for the total period), the choice of data set 
for further risk adjusted an analysis must be made. The multi-index model of both 
data sets are regressed against their respective market indices. The DataStream data 
set yields a R2 of O. 69 and a R2 adjusted of 0.69. The S&P data set yields a R2 of 
0.76 and a R2 adjusted 0.75. These results and those tabulated earlier suggest that the 
S&P data set should be used for asset-pricing. 
5.5. Summary and conclusion 
This chapter investigates the overall structure of the Canadian market using monthly 
total returns data of the DataStream International share indices and sub-indices over 
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the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The Toronto stock exchange is the 8th 
largest in the world and consists of a broad variety of securities. 
Cluster and factor analysis on both S&P and DataStream International indices 
suggests that the sectors that explain most of the variation on the S&P TSX composite 
are: (1) Energy (Oil and natural gas), (2) Information Technology, (3) Mining, (4) 
Retailing, and (5) Engineering. These indices provide economic rationale to the 
behaviour of returns on the Toronto Stock Exchange. 
The multi factor structure of the S&P TSX Composite Index returns is confirmed 
using scree plot eigenvalues under the extraction rule of Cattel and Jaspars (1967). 
For both S&P and DataStream International indices, four factors are extracted. The 
factors cumulatively explain 86% and 89% of the variation respectively. 
APT model for both the S&P and DataStream International indices are constructed 
using the four indices most closely associated with each of the factors as proxies. A 
single-index model using the market index is also constructed. 
In order to assess the asset models' ability to explain the time series variation, the 
single-index model is compared to the APT model. The APT models for both the S&P 
and DataStream International data sets prove to perform better as they display a 
higher average R2 and adjusted R2 -adjusted values for more companies than the 
Single-index model. The APT models effectively explain significant amounts of 
variation among the residuals of the single-index model. Both in and out sample asset-
pricing tests are also conducted to provide insight into the presence of non-
stationarity. It appears that all the asset-pricing models lose explanatory power over 
time pointing to the possibility of non-stationarity. 
The S&P model on the whole appears to provide marginally more explanatory power 
than the DataStream models. The S&P asset-pricing models are therefore carried 
forward to Chapters Six, Seven and Eight where it is applied in the risk adjustment 
procedures. 
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Univariate and Multivariate Cross-Sectional Style Analysis 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter investigates the cross-sectional relationships between firm-specific 
attributes and share returns following the methodology of Fama and Macbeth (1973). 
Most of the literature discussed in Chapter three focuses on isolated anomalous 
attributes. This chapter aims to explore the potential anomalous nature of an 
exhaustive list of 904 attributes among the S&P TSX Composite Index equities using 
unadjusted and both CAPM and APT risk adjusted returns. 
Univariate cross-sectional analysis is used to uncover the attributes that are able to 
explain total and non-systematic returns over the entire sample period. In and out 
sample tests are carried out to assess whether the attributes are sample specific or not. 
Various performance measures are employed to evaluate the cross sectional 
regression results. These include correlation coefficients and Students t-statistic on the 
derived time series of coefficients (payoffs). Attributes are conceived to represent 
commonly identified investment styles such as value, growth and momentum. Cluster 
Analysis is performed on all attributes to reflect any style commonalities and 
groupings. Consistency tests are also conducted on the payoffs to determine which 
attributes provide the most consistent time series of payoffs. 
Finally, a stepwise multivariate regression is undertaken using all the attributes shown 
to be significant in order to identify the group of style anomalies that best explain the 
returns structure of the shares that constitute the S&P TSX Composite index. 
The remainder of the chapter is set out as follows: Section 6.2 discusses the data and 
methodology, Section 6.3 reports the results, and Section 6.4 summarises and 
concludes. 
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6.2. Data and Methodology 
The winsorised monthly returns and attribute data for the 221 shares listed on the S&P 
TSX Composite index as described in Chapter 4 are used for the univariate tests. Data 
for the sample period 31 January 1989 to 31 December 2000 make up the in sample 
and data for the remaining period (31 January 2001 till 31 July 2005) make up the out 
sample. Both sample periods inherently suffer from the survivorship bias as the shares 
selected are drawn from the constituents of the S&P TSX Composite index as of 31 
July 2005. 
6.2.1. Returns 
The Return Index (RI) supplied by DataStream International represents the total 
return of shares as it includes dividend information (dividends are reinvested to buy 
more shares) and controls for capital events such as stock splits, capitalisation issues 
and share dividends. Share returns for the month ending at time t are calculated as: 
(Rlr- Rlr_!) / Rlt_!. Outliers are adjusted using the winsorisation technique described in 
Chapter 4 in order to control for possible data errors and the effect of outliers on the 
regression results. The monthly return of any share is limited to 100%. Shares not yet 
listed during the sample period do not have data observations. Data points void of 
observations are not included in the analysis. 
6.2.2. Attributes 
The complete list of winsorised attributes listed in Appendix A.4 in Chapter 4 are all 
included in the monthly analyses as the independent variable. The monthly cross 
section of each attribute is standardised by subtracting the cross sectional mean and 
dividing by the cross sectional standard deviation. The standardisation procedure 
yields a cross sectional mean of zero and a standard deviation of one for every month 
for each attribute. This allows for the cross sectional regression coefficients to be 
compared with each other and used for further testing. The standardisation 
methodology follows that of van Rensburg and Robertson (2003). They show that the 
standardisation procedure does not significantly affect the regression slope 
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coefficient's t-statistics. A confirmatory test using Students t-test is performed to 
compare standardised regression coefficients against non-standardized coefficients. 
The test shows that the t-statistic, is in almost all cases, not influenced by the 
standardisation procedure. Appendix C.2 displays the full results of the test. 
Haugen and Baker (1996) replace missing attribute values with the mean attribute 
value for the month. For the purposes of this study, missing monthly data 
observations and their corresponding returns value (independent variable) are 
excluded from the data set. 
The independent variables or attributes are grouped into different categories: value, 
growth, size, momentum, risk and liquidity based on subjective style interpretation. 
Due to the substantial amount of attributes employed in the analysis, groupings of 
only significant attributes are shown in the results. 
6.2.3. Data limitations 
A number of limitations or constructs inherent in data sets have notoriously biased 
results of statistical analysis regarding anomalies. The most noteworthy biases such as 
the survivorship, look ahead bias and data snooping are discussed and the 
precautionary actions to eradicate or minimise their effects are presented. 
Survivorship bias 
The survivorship bias theory suggests average returns in sample periods are misstated 
because only companies that have not de-listed as a result of bankruptcy or other are 
included in the sample. The average returns generated by data analysis are therefore 
likely to have an upward bias, as firms delisting due to financial distress would reduce 
the actual returns of the all-inclusive sample. 
Chan, Jagadeesh and Lakoniskok (1995) find that shares removed from data sets are 
not often embroiled in financial distress and their removals are rather more frequently 
related to mergers, acquisitions and suspensions due to non-compliance with 
exchange regulations. They estimate that of the 9.6% of CRSP company years 
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missing Compustat data for the period 1968 to 1992, only 3.1 % relate to financial 
distress. They conclude that the survivorship bias is unlikely to affect anomaly 
persistence among returns. 
Davis (1994) finds that the book-to-market, earnings yield and cash -flow to price 
anomalies still have explanatory power using a data set free of the survivorship bias 
for United States stocks over the 1940-1963 period. This implies the firm specific 
attributes still have a role to play within samples that contain equities that may not 
maintain their listings in the future. 
The entire sample set used in this thesis is subject to the survivorship bias. Shares de-
listed or removed from the S&P TSX Composite index between 31 January 1989 and 
31 July 2005 are not included in the data set. 
Look ahead bias 
The look ahead bias relates to the use of accounting or other information as a 
predictor or explanatory variable when the information has already been incorporated 
into the dependent variable. The predictive power of the accounting information may 
thus appear highly significant. Berk (1995) finds that attributes using prices in their 
construction are a priori related to returns as price changes affect returns. 
Conventional wisdom habitually expresses that markets tends to anticipate events. If 
this statement holds to be true, an attribute using price through its construction (for 
example the PE ratio) is likely to rise (fall) in anticipation of good (bad) news 
therefore distorting the ratio prior to the event. The question of within what time 
frame the market anticipate is able to anticipate the event needs to be attended to. 
This thesis is not exposed to the look ahead bias for two reasons. Firstly, DataStream 
International's data is void of the look ahead bias as accounting information is 
provided only once it is publicly available. Secondly, the thesis follows the van 
Rensburg and Robertson (2003) methodology of regressing end of month returns with 
beginning of month attributes which is more likely to ensure that the data is publicly 
available. This lead time period of one month further negates or at least minimises the 
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possibility of the market's ability to anticipate financial, technical or other 
information. 
Data Snooping 
Lo and Mckinlay (1995) contend that the use of an extremely large set of independent 
variables in the search of predictors of returns will inevitably produce spurious 
relationships. This in tum may improve the lifespan of some of these relationships 
until eventually they fail to work. Similarly, popular trading strategies developed 
through the optimisation of trading models often have exemplary historical records, 
but may not have any certainty of working in the present. 
Lucas, van Dijk and Kloek (2001) using US data from 1984 to 1999 reveal that 
attribute's payoffs vary significantly over time. It is proposed that consistency of 
payoffs over time should be gauged before drawing conclusions on anomaly 
persistence. 
Haugen and Baker (1996) find a multitude of style characteristics that are persistent 
across exchanges in five different countries. Payoffs of these factors have low 
correlations across the different countries inferring that style based approaches across 
countries tend to vary. 
This thesis tests 904 firm specific attributes. The sheer size of sample attributes 
increases the probability of spurious relationships occurring. However, spurious 
attributes are likely to be identified or eliminated for the following reasons. The data 
set consists of in and out sample periods which allow for the comparison of 
significant attributes. The univariate tests aim to identify the presence of anomalous 
relationships for unadjusted returns, CAPM adjusted returns and APT adjusted 
returns. Exhaustive performance and consistency tests are carried out on significant 
attributes and are likely to uncover spurious elements. Furthermore, economic 
rationale is provided for most of the attributes. 
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6.2.4. Methodology 
The cross sectional regression tests follow a similar methodology to that of Fama and 
Macbeth (1973) and van Rensburg and Robertson (2003). All attributes values are 
lagged by one month in order to conservatively avoid the look ahead bias. The 
monthly attribute values for each share are then regressed against a return value for 
each share. The cross sectional monthly regressions and the return values are 
discussed in detail in section 6.2.4.1 to 6.2.4.3. for the unadjusted, CAPM adjusted 
and APT adjusted tests. 
All 904 attributes are tested using the unadjusted methodology discussed in Section 
6.2.4.1. The coefficients of the 904 of attributes, of which some are highly correlated, 
are subjected to a correlation filter using the Pearson (1896) product moment 
correlation statistic (referred to as "correlation" for the remainder of the chapter) and 
is calculated as: 
n 





Iu, - })2I(k, _k)2 
'=1 '=1 
Where i, and k, are the payoffs for any two characteristics in month t, } and k are 
the mean payoffs to those characteristics, and n is the number of months. 
When two attributes that are highly correlated list (high correlation is defined as being 
greater than 0.8 or less than -0.8), the attribute with the higher Students t-statistic 
from the time series of monthly payoffs is kept and the attribute with the lower t-
statistic is removed. Some 175 attributes of the 211 significant attributes are removed 
during the filtration process for the unadjusted sample. The correlation filter ensures 
that only the most significant attributes are preserved in the results. 
The time series of slope coefficients and constants (alpha) from the cross sectional 
monthly regressions of the preserved attributes are presented and subjected to the 
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performance measures discussed in table 6.1 
6.2.4.1. Unadjusted tests 
The unadjusted tests mm to explores the explanatory power of the individual 
attributes. Cross sectional regressions using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) are 
performed for each month against the raw or unadjusted returns of the shares. The 
methodology follows that of Fama and Macbeth (1973) and van Rensburg and 
Robertson (2003). The regression takes the form: 
(6.1) 
where: 
r = realized return on share i for month t + 1 
1,1+1 
YO,l+1 = constant intercept term 
YI,t+1 = cross-sectional slope coefficient estimated from the regression 
At = standardised value of the attribute of the share at end of each month t 
c; = residual error 1,1+1 
Each attribute at the beginning of a month is regressed against the shares' returns 
generated over that month. This helps to negate the look ahead bias. 
A time series of slopes which represent the monthly payoffs are derived from the 
cross sectional regression of the dependent variable (returns) and the independent 
variable (attribute). Both the slope and the alpha coefficient from the regression 
generated for each month are likely to hold some predictive power for the raw return. 
The unadjusted tests are run for the total, in and out sample periods. 
The mean slope coefficient over the sample period for each attribute is tested for 
significance using Student's t-test which takes the form: 
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6.2.4.2. Risk-adjusted returns: CAPM 
The second test examines the ability of the attributes to explain the variation of 
returns after CAPM risk adjustment. Once again, the methodology follows that of van 
Rensburg and Robertson (2003). The CAPM model splits share returns into a risk-free 
factor (represented by a constant), a risk factor for taking on systematic risk 
(represented by a coefficient, Beta) and an unexplained factor (residual). The Beta 
coefficient measures the shares exposure to the systematic risk and the non-systematic 
risk element is assumed to be eliminated through diversification. The breakdown of 
the types of returns drawn from the CAPM model is shown below. 
Here r,,1 and rm,l are the realised returns on share i and the market proxy for month t 
respectively. The rf,l term represents the risk-free rate and /3, is the covariance 
between r, and rm divided by the variance of rm • The [;,,1 term represents a random 
error term. 
The purpose of the risk adjusted CAPM returns test is to extract the characteristics 
which still persist after risk adjustment and thus are not proxies for systematic risk. 
The risk adjusted return for each share is extracted from the model using the 
following procedure. 
A time series regression for each share is performed using market premium (market 
proxy's return minus the risk-free rate) and the share's returns adjusted for the risk-
free return. The market proxy used is the S&P TSX Composite index and three month 
Bankers Acceptance Rate comprises the risk-free rate. This Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS) regression for each share is specified as follows: 
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(ri,l - rf,l) = a, + fJ, (rm,l - rf,l) + &,,1 (6.2) 
The constant a, , refers to a part of the return either greater or lower than the return 
predicted by the CAPM. If the CAPM were to hold, the constant term would be zero 
and the error term &,,1' would be normally distributed. The excess return, used as the 
independent variable in equation 6.2. is now split into the risk factor coefficient fJ, 
and a portion of return unexplained by the CAPM model namely: a, + &,,1' 
The univariate regressions are now conducted to assess the attributes' explanatory 
power of these unexplained (risk adjusted) returns in a cross sectional form: 
(a, + &',1+1) = YO,l+1 + YI,i+IA, + e"I+1 
The constant a, and error term &',1+1 is estimated from the time-series regressions, The 
constant YO,l+1 and error term e,,1+1 are values generated in the univariate cross 
sectional regression. The value hl+l is the coefficient of attribute value A" The means 
of the resulting time-series of slope coefficients are again tested for significance using 
Students t-test. The risk adjusted CAPM tests are run for total, in and out sample 
periods. 
6.2.4.3. Risk-adjusted returns: APT 
The third univariate test examines the explanatory power of the attributes after APT 
risk adjustments. The APT model, similar to the CAPM, segregates share returns into 
three sources: the risk-free rate, systematic risk (represented by the coefficients of the 
factors of the APT model) and the error term: 
As with the CAPM adjustment, a time-series regression for each share is run over the 
period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 and takes the form: 
f,,1 = rf,l + fJjac/Orl" (rjilc;/orl,1 - rf,l) + fJj aclor2" (rfaclor2,1 - rj,l) + ... 
+ fJf ac/Or4" (rfac/Or4,1 - rf,l) + &,,1 (6.3) 
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The r,,1 and rj,/ terms again represent the realised share return for share i and the 
risk-free rate respectively. The rjoclor,1 terms are the returns of Factors one to four for 
the period t. The APT proxies, as derived in Chapter Five, include the total returns of 
the following S&P indices: (1) Energy; (2) IT; (3) Metals & Minerals; and (4) 
Retailing. The Canadian three month Bankers Acceptance rate is again used as the 
risk-free rate. The [Jlaclor,; terms indicate the relationship between the variation of 
share return and that of the factor's return. 
As with the CAPM model, the ordinary least squares regressions are conducted for all 
shares returns less the risk-free return against the excess returns of the APT factors. 
Both the constant and error terms represent the return unexplained by the APT model 
and are used in the univariate tests following the CAPM risk adjusted returns 
methodology: 
(a, + C,,/+I) = rO,/+1 + rl,t+IAI + e,,/+I (6.4) 
Again, c"I+1 is estimated from the time-series regressions, while e,,/+I is the residual 
error from this regression. The means of the resulting time-series of slope coefficients 
are again tested for significance. 
Any evidence of unrelenting anomalous characteristics should be found in the CAPM 
and APT univariate tests as they eliminate systematic risk. The case for style based 
effects is further strengthened if attributes are found to be significant in all three 
returns samples. APT risk adjusted tests are conducted for the total, in and out sample 
periods. 
6.2.4.4. Performance Measures for the cross sectional tests 
The t-statistics for the slopes of the characteristics derived using unadjusted returns 
are visually comparable to those derived using risk adjustment with CAPM and APT 
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models. The correlation coefficient between attributes and returns, and the mean 
payoffs calculated in the tests are also included. The performance measures are 
summarised in table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. Summary of Performance Measures 








Student's t-test is 
conducted to test whether 
the time series monthly 
coefficients are different 
from zero. 
The monthly cross 
sectional correlation 
between the attribute's 
return and the total return 
is measured. 
The correlation statistic 




where r; is the mean of the time 
series of monthly coefficients from 
the cross sectional regression, (Jyl 
is the standard deviation and n is 
the number of observations. 
n 
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The monthly payoffs of the significant characteristics are clustered applying Ward's 
Method (see Chapter 5.l.3.1) enabling divisions between any significant attributes to 
be observed. Ward's method uses an analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach to 
evaluate the distances between clusters. This approach attempts to minimize the sum 
of squares of any two clusters that can be formed at each step. Cluster analysis is 
conducted on the payoffs for the total, in and out sample for the unadjusted sample 
and is presented in a tree diagram format with style grouping labels. 
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Style Consistency 
The consistency of the monthly payoffs' direction is evaluated using four measures: 
(1) the percentage of times the payoff is positive (negative); (2) the frequency of the 
payoff change expressed as a percentage over total number of months; (3) the 
Binomial sign test that tests whether the payoffs follow a binomial distribution with 
p= 0.5; and (4) the Wilcoxon signed rank test that tests whether the sample median is 
different from zero. Measures (3) and (4) are both non-parametric tests and are 
therefore not constrained by the normal distribution assumption set out in the Students 
t-statistic. 
The probability associated with the number of positive and negative payoffs observed 
is calculated using the non-parametric Binomial Sign test. The null hypothesis states 
that the payoffs follow a binomial distribution with p= 0.5. The Binomial sign test is 
conducted to test whether the probability (one in which only two outcomes are 
possible) of the sample proportion above and below the true median should be one-
half. The test relies solely on the direction (and not the size) of the payoffs. The 
probability mass function is given by: 
Pte) ~ (~)o.5'(l-O.5)"-' (6.5) 
where 
(e
N] represents N! 
e!(N-e)! 
where N is the total number of months and e is the number of positive (negative) 
payoff months. The null is rejected if the cumulative probability associated with the 
number of positive (negative) payoffs is greater than (1- p) where p is the level of 
significance. The null hypothesis is rejected at the 5% significance level. 
The Wilcoxon Rank signed test computes the absolute value of the difference between 
each observation and the median, and then ranks the observations from high to low. 
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The Wilcoxon test, which does not account the payoff size, is based on the idea that 
the sum of the ranks for the samples above and below the median should be similar. 
6.2.4.5. Multivariate cross-sectional Regression 
A multivariate model is constructed to evaluate which groups of the univariately 
significant attributes are able to explain the time series of returns most concisely. The 
multi factor model is created by cross-sectionally regressing the most significant 
characteristic (added in order of significance) on the one monthly forward returns. A 
second most significant attribute is added, and once again a multivariate regression 
including the two independent variables is carried out. The monthly regression is of 
the form: 
where Au and A2 ,1 are the two standardised candidate attributes for period t, YU+I 
and hr+1 represent the respective cross-sectional coefficients, and r"r+1 the realised 
return on share i for month t + 1. The Y0,1+1 and &/,1+1 represent, the constant intercept 
term and the residual error respectively. 
Two measures are employed to extrapolate the core attributes and eliminate redundant 
ones. The measures include Student's t-test of the slope coefficients and the adjusted 
R squared value. 
The mean values of the time-series of cross-sectional slope coefficients YJ,r+1 and 
hl+1 are subjected to Student's t-test to identify whether the attributes' slopes are 
significantly different from zero. Attributes with slopes found to be insignificant at 
the 10% level are removed from the regression. The adjusted R squared of the 
regression is compared each time attributes are added to assess the goodness of fit. 
The adjusted R squared also reduces the impact of added attributes that can 
overestimate the regression. Newly added attributes that lower the adjusted R squared 
are consequently dropped from the model. 
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The stepwise multivariate regression model continues to add and drop attributes until 
the list of significant attributes is exhausted. The multivariate cross sectional 
regression tests are conducted on the unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk 
adjusted samples. 
6.3. Results 
6.3.1. Univariate cross sectional tests 
The results of the univariate cross-sectional regressions for the unadjusted and risk 
adjusted tests are displayed in Tables 6.2 and Appendix C.6 and C.7 respectively. For 
each attribute, the style grouping and the mean of the time series slope are displayed 
along with the corresponding t-statistic. The correlation coefficient discussed in table 
6.1 is also presented. Attributes are ordered in descending order of the absolute values 
of the t-statistics. 
Several popular attributes that have often been associated with excess returns have 
been included in the lower boxes (highlighted and in italics) of the tables 6.2 and 
appendices C.6 and C.7. These attributes include: price to earnings ratio (PE), 
dividend yield (DY), price to sales ratio (PSALES), Price to cash per share 
(PCASHPS), book to market value (BTMV), six month change in earnings per share 
(EPS _ 6M), twelve month change in earnings per share (EPS _12M), six month 
momentum (RI_6M), twelve month momentum (RI_12M) eighteen month 
momentum (RI_18M) and twenty four month momentum (RI_24M). 
In almost all cases, with the exception of RC18M and BTMV, these attributes are 
found to be either insignificant or highly correlated with other attributes. They have 
been presented for comparability and discussions regarding findings obtained from 
previous empirical studies relating to Canadian anomalies. 
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Attribute Grouping , Mean 
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The cross sectional regression analysis yields thirty-four, nineteen and nineteen 
significant uncorrelated attributes for the unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT 
risk adjusted returns respectively. The number of attributes that statistically generate 
anomalous returns declines after taking into account systematic risk. The most 
prominent style effects are, in order of significance, size followed by value, growth, 
risk, momentum and liquidity. 
The attributes in tables 6.2 and Appendices C.6 and C.7 have been ranked in 
descending order in terms of their absolute t value. The order of significance among 
attributes is also ranked according to their absolute mean beta return divided by their 
standard deviation. This ratio, similar to the Sharpe ratio (expected return minus risk-
free returns divided by standard deviation), shows the 'reward per unit of risk' of 
bearing exposure to an attribute. The ranking of attributes according to this ratio did 
not differ from the ranking according to absolute t value. This infers that the order of 
the lists represent an order of 'best candidates' for excess return generation. Note that 
attributes with negative mean betas and t-statistics are indicative of an inverse 
relationship with returns. All size related anomalies retain such relationships. 
Discussion on previous findings 
The lower boxes on tables 6.2 and Appendix C.6 and C.7 provide a list of italicized 
common attributes that have frequently been tested in empirical studies and been 
argued to exhibit abnormal return generating ability. Whilst practically all of these 
attributes are not found to be significant in this study, they are worthy of discussion 
due to the plethora of prior research. The methodologies used in the studies mostly 
incorporate portfolio sorting and ranking techniques. Most of the methodologies 
employed in the literature differ from the cross sectional tests and therefore may not 
be comparable to those mentioned below and in the literature review of Chapter 
Three. 
Cleary (1998) uses a portfolio of shares ranked by one years momentum with a double 
weighting on the prior three months to test the profitability of momentum strategies. 
He finds that the top performing momentum portfolio continues to outperform lower 
portfolios over the 13 year period of the study. The top portfolio returns have greater 
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Sharpe and Treynor ratios than the Market portfolio and lower momentum portfolio's. 
The findings of this study confirm the presence of momentum before systematic risk 
adjustement. Six, twelve and eighteen month momentum are found to be significant 
for unadjusted returns tests. After risk adjustment however, no momentum measures 
are significant. Cleary concludes that momentum strategies on the Toronto stock 
exchange may be exploitable for nimble traders with low costs. The results tabled 
above agree with Cleary's findings on an unadjusted returns basis, but suggest that 
after risk adjustment, excess returns are unlikely to be generated through exposure to 
momentum. 
Bourgeois and Lussier (1994), Bartholdy (1998) and Jog and Li (1995) find low PE 
shares exhibit significant outperformance. Bourgeois and Lussier (1994) sample data 
falls outside the sample period of this study. Elfakhani and Bishara (1991) document 
little support for an independent PE effect. This study agrees with Elfakhani and 
Bishara as the PE ratio is not a significant attribute for both unadjusted and risk 
adjusted samples between 1989 and 2005. 
Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski (1997), Elfakhani, Lockwood and Zaher 
(1998), Kortas, L'her and Plante (2004) and Jog and Li (1995) find the market to 
book ratio (inverse of book to market ratio) to exhibit explanatory power to abnormal 
returns over different sample periods. The findings of this study confirm the 
significance of the book to market ratio (BTMV) and the 18 month change in the ratio 
(BTMV _18M) for unadjusted returns. Only the BTMV _18M remains significant after 
risk adjustments 
Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski (1997) finds quarterly earnmgs changes 
(EPS 3M) as a significant attribute in explaining abnormal returns from 1989-1993. 
This study agrees with these findings for the period of 1989 and 2005 for unadjusted, 
CAPM risk adjusted, but not APT risk adjusted returns. Six month (EPS _ 6M) and 
twelve month (EPS _12M) changes in earnings are not found to be significant either. 
Susmaga et al also document the price to sales (PSALES) ratio as a significant 
attribute. This study'S PSALES results are in contrast to Susmaga et al. 
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Filbeck and Visser (2003) explore dividend yield strategies on the top 30 Canadian 
shares over 1987-1997. Highest dividend yielding shares are found to outperform 
others. This study does not find dividend yield (DY) to be a significant attribute. 
Table 6.3 presents the final list of the attributes found to be significant for unadjusted, 
CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk adjusted returns. Figure 6.1 presents a tree cluster 
diagram of the unadjusted monthly payoffs. 
Table 6.3. Significant Attributes Summary: Unadjusted and Risk Adjusted Returns 
The table displays the name, attribute grouping and t-statistics for both standardised unadjusted and risk 
adjusted attributes found significant at the 5% level using Student's (1908) t-test. The attributes are ordered by 
their style groupings in descending order of the absolute value of the t-statistics for the unadjusted returns. 
The values in bold display the significant attributes, This summary serves as the final list of all significant 
uncorrelated attributes, Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the fmn-specific attributes. 
Attribute Name Grouping 
Unadjusted CAPM APT 
t-statistic t-statistic t-statistic 
PNAV 12M Price to Net asset value [1 year change] Value 6.08 3.31 2.52 
PNAV IBM Price to Net asset value [18 Month change] Value 3.87 1,73 1,50 
PSALES 6M Price to sales [6 Month change] Value 3.63 1,16 0,80 
PSALES 3M Price to sales [3 Month change] ~Iue 3.00 2.05 1.62 
PNAV 6M Price to Net asset value16 Month cha~~ Value 2.94 0,25 0,69 
BTMV IBM Book to market value [18 Month cha~ Value 2.80 3.26 3.18 
PNTAV Price to Net tangible asset value Value -2.66 -2.18 -1.45 
PTCA Price to current assets Value 2.28 1,63 2.01 
BTMV Book to market value Value 2.18 1.37 1,32 
PCASHPS Price to cash per share i'{alue 1.40 1,32 0,55 
P Price Size -7.44 -6.19 -5.94 
LNCAPS Natural log current assets per share Size -6.37 -6.24 -6.89 
EPS Earnings per share Size -5.19 -4.91 -5.75 
LNMV Natural log Market value Size -4.80 -4.27 -3.98 
MV Market Value Size -4.26 -5.56 -5.37 
CASHPS Cash per share Size -3.24 -2.50 -2.58 
LCPS Loan capital per share Size -2.78 -2.85 -2.75 
CFOPS Cash flow from operations per share Size -2.11 -2.35 -2.83 
INTCOVER BT I nterest cover before tax Risk 3.00 1,76 1,90 
DEBTNTAV Debt to net tangible asset value Risk -2.73 -2.76 -1,73 
TLCTA Loan capital to assets Risk -2.39 -1,76 -2.09 
BORROW RATIO Borrowing ratio Risk -2.07 -1.91 -1,77 
STCL Borrowing ratio Risk -1.99 -1.92 -2.16 
TDTTA Total debt to Total assets Risk -1,65 -1,88 -2.50 
STTD Sales to total debt Risk 1,59 1,13 3.03 
P 12M Price [1 year change] Momentum 4.47 1.35 0,77 
P IBM Price [18 Month change] Momentum 2.56 0,35 0,21 
P 6M Price [6 Month change] Momentum 2.22 -006 -0,28 
IVO 3M Absolute trading volume [3 Month change] Liquidity 4.38 3.69 3.81 
TV 3M Trading volume ratio [3 Month change] Liquidity 3.89 4.13 4.23 
TV 1M Trading volume ratio change 1M Liquidik 2.66 3.21 3.50 
TV Trading volume ratio Liguidik 1,36 118 2.15 
NTAV 24M Net Tangible Asset Value [2 Year change] Growth 5.02 4.45 3.07 
NTAV IBM Net Tangible Asset Value [18 Month changE Growth 6.28 5.11 3.58 
POUT Payout ratio Growth -5.08 -5.29 -4.93 
EPS 3m Earnings per share [3 Month change] Growth 2.39 2.00 1.67 
NPBT IBM Net profit before tax [18 Month chang~ Growth 2.32 1,89 1.60 
DPS 12M Dividend per share [1 year cha~ Growth 2.08 2.55 2,16 
DPS IBM Dividend per share [18 Month change] Growth 2.02 2.17 1.72 
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6.3.2. Cluster Analysis 
Figure 6.1. Tree Diagram of Clusters of Monthly Payoffs: Unadjusted Returns 
The vertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of monthly coefficients to standardised 
firm-specific attributes as calculated from univariate cross-sectional regressions on unadjusted total monthly 
returns data over the period January 1989 to July 2005. Only attributes with an average of monthly 
coefficients significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test are included. The data were extracted from 
DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Ward's method is used for clustering. 
Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
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The significant attributes for the total sample period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005, 
have been grouped according to size, liquidity, growth, momentum, value and risk. 
The cluster analysis in figure 6.1 displays the commonalities among attributes within 
these style groupings. While not all style attributes form their own individual cluster, 
many display a common type of variation and form smaller clusters of the same 
grouping. The clustering of sales to current liabilities (STCL), interest cover before 
tax (INTCOVER_BT) and debt to net tangible asset value (DEBTNTAV) for example 
show common linkages within the "risk" grouping, Similarly, the natural log of 
market value (LNMV), earnings per share (EPS) and natural log of current assets per 
share (LNCAPS) are size attributes that cluster together. 
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The cluster analysis diagrams of the in and out sample periods for the unadjusted and 
risk adjusted returns are displayed in Appendices C.2. to C.S. The style attribute 
groupings are more visually apparent for the risk adjusted payoffs. 
6.3.3. Style Attribute Discussion 
Figures 6.2 to 6.7 display the cumulative monthly payoffs over the total sample 
period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005, for the most significant attributes of the six 
styles identified. The cross sectional monthly regressions coefficients are derived 
from regression analysis that assumes an equally weighted market portfolio. 
Similarly, the cumulative monthly payoffs displayed are subject to this assumption. 
The cumulative payoffs represent 'extra' return generated from holding exposure to a 
specific attribute. The final cumulative payoff at the end of the period represents the 
dollar increase that the attribute generated. For example the book to market's 
(BTMV) final cumulative payoff is 2.97. This suggests that $1 worth of exposure to 
BTMV would have resulted a 297% return over the 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 
period. 
Some of the attributes (for example, any 'size' related attributes such as market value) 
exhibit cumulative payoffs that tend to zero. This suggests that market value and all 
other size effects display an inverse relationship to returns and surmises that small 
companies are likely to produce higher risk adjusted returns than larger companies. 
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Figure 6.2. Cumulative Monthly Payoffs: Size 
The cumulative monthly payoffs of the attributes that fall into the Size style group. In and out sample periods 
are labelled on the charts. The monthly payoffs are obtained from univariate cross-sectional regressions on 
standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The 
average payoffs to the attributes displayed are significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test. The data 
were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The graphs start at 
the value 1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. i\ table of 
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Size Effect attributes 
Unadjusted T statistic CAPM T statistic APT T statistic 
-7.44 -6.19 -5.94 
-6.37 -6.24 -6.89 
-5.19 -4.91 -5.75 
-4.80 -4.27 -3.98 
-4.26 -5.56 -5.37 
-3.24 -2.50 -2.58 
-2.78 -2.85 -2.75 
-2.11 -2.35 -2.83 
Price (P), natural log of market value (LNMV) and natural log of current assets per 
share are the most obvious size effects in Figure 6.2 All size characteristics show an 
inverse relationship and are found to be significant for the unadjusted and risk 
adjusted tests. 
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The findings support those of Foerster and Porter (1992), Fowler, Rorke and Jog 
(1980), Jog and Riding (1986), L'Her, Masmoudi and Suret (2002), Assoe (2004), 
Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski (1997) and Jog and Li (1995). All the above 
mentioned studies use market value (MV) as a size proxy with only the latter using 
both MV and P. 
Price (P) itself is not necessarily related to size as it is purely a measure of market 
value divided by shares in issue. Low priced shares, by virtue of mathematical 
construction, experience greater return changes when prices fluctuate and hence the 
much touted attraction (repulsion) of penny stock investing. Low priced shares are 
however common among smaller firms rather than their higher priced and more 
established counterparts. It is therefore important to consider the Size and 
mathematical elements that are both likely to contribute to the return component. 
Similarly, the LNCAPS, EPS, CASHPS, LCPS and CFOPS attributes are 
constructions derived from accounting values and number of shares in issue. While 
they may not be directly be related to size, companies that display low values for 
these attributes tend to be smaller and vice versa. The attributes' clear inverse 
relationships to returns suggest that they are similar to other size attributes. For the 
purpose of this paper, they have been selected as size attributes, although caution 
should be exercised in their interpretation. 
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Figure 6.3. Cumulative Monthly Payoffs: Growth 
The cumulative monthly payoffs of the attributes that fall into the Growth style group. In and out sample 
periods are labelled on the charts. The monthly payoffs are obtained from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. The average payoffs to the attributes displayed are significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test. 
The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The 
graphs start at the value 1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
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Growth Effect attributes 



























The Growth attributes presented in figure 6.3 include the changes in dividends 
(DPS_12M and DPS_18M) and changes in earnings per share (EPS_3M). The twenty 
four and eighteen month change in net tangible asset value (NT A V _ 24 M) reflects 
changes in the actual assets of the company. The payout ratio (POUT) is inversely 
related, as companies with low dividend payout ratios (reinvesting profits) are likely 
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to have higher growth rates as they have more profitable projects to pursue. 
Companies with high yearly (and 18 month) dividend increases also appear to 
generate excess returns, and are somewhat in contradiction to the low dividend 
anomaly argument. 
The findings are supportive of Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski (1997), who 
document quarterly earnings changes (EPS_3M) as a significant attribute in 
explaining abnormal returns using a sample period of 1989 to 1993 for Canadian 
equities. 
Figure 6.4. Cumulative Monthly Payoffs: Momentum 
The cumulative monthly payoffs of the attributes that fall into the ~fomentum style group. In and out sample 
periods are labelled on the charts. The monthly payoffs are obtained from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. The average payoffs to the attributes displayed are significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test. 
The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The 
graphs start at the value 1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
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Momentum Effect attributes 
Attribute Unadjusted T statistic CAPM T statistic APT T statistic 
P 12M 4.47 1.35 0.77 
P IBM 2.56 0.35 0.21 
P 6M 2.22 -0.06 -0.28 
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The significant momentum attributes among the unadjusted returns sample include 
price change over twelve months (P 12_ M), price change over six months and the total 
return change over eighteen months (RI _18M). The price change over twelve months 
is the most significant attribute and produces the highest cumulative payoff. None of 
these characteristics are significant after risk adjustment. 
While this study focuses only on monthly evidence, it does to some extent corroborate 
the findings of Kryzanowski and Zhang (1992) who note that winner portfolios 
ranked by momentum continue to outperform on a one to two year period. L'Her, 
Masmoudi and Suret (2002), Cleary (1998), Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski 
(1997), Kortas, L'her, and Plante (2004) and Foerster, Prihar and Schmidt (1994) 
document similar findings. The results in this thesis are in contrast to Assoe (2004) 
who finds monthly loser portfolios significantly outperform winner portfolios for the 
1963 to 1998 period. 
Figure 6.5. Cumulative Monthly Payoffs: Value 
The cumulative monthly payoffs of the attributes that fall into the Value style group. In and out sample 
periods are labelled on the charts. The monthly payoffs are obtained from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. The average payoffs to the attributes displayed are significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test. 
The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The 
graphs start at the value 1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
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Value Effect attributes 
Attribute Unadjusted T statistic CAPM T statistic APT T statistic 
PNAV 12M 6.08 3.31 2.52 
PNAV IBM 3.87 1.73 1.50 
PSALES 6M 3.63 1.16 0.80 
PSALES 3M 3.00 2.05 1.62 
PNAV 6M 2.94 0.25 0.69 
BTMV IBM 2.80 3.26 3.18 
PNTAV -2.66 -2.18 -1.45 
PTCA 2.28 1.63 2.01 
BTMV 2.18 1.37 1.32 
PCASHPS 1.40 1.32 0.55 
The twelve month change in price to net tangible asset value (PTNAV _12M) is the 
most significant attribute of the value group with the highest t-statistic and cumulative 
payoff of 465% over the entire period. The value effect candidates shown in Figure 
6.5 appear to display remarkable consistency and appear to be stronger than the other 
style based effects. 
Susmaga, Michalowski and Slowinski (1997) find the pnce to sales ratio have 
explanatory power of abnormal returns while Jog and Li (1995) do not. This study 
only finds the six month change in the price to sales ratio (PSALES _ 6M) to be 
significant for unadjusted returns. 
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Figure 6.6. Cumulative Monthly Payoffs: Liquidity 
The cwnulative monthly payoffs of the attributes that fall into the Liquidity style group. In and out sample 
periods are labelled on the charts. The monthly payoffs are obtained from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. The average payoffs to the attributes displayed are significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test. 
The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The 
graphs start at the value 1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
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Liquidity Effect attributes 
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Unadjusted T statistic CAPM T statistic APT T statistic 
4.38 3.69 3.81 
3.89 4.13 4.23 
2.66 3.21 3.50 
1.36 1.18 2.15 
Short term changes in the trading volume ratio (TV_1M and TV_3M) and the three 
month change in the absolute volume ratio (VO _3M) are found to be significant. 
Visually, the attributes do not appear to be consistent. Trading volumes usually rise in 
bull markets (much of the 1990's) and decline during bear markets (as can be 
witnessed during from 2000-2003). The volume measures seem to portray aspects of 
both growth and size affects as firm's volumes increase as they become larger and 
attract more institutional ownership. 
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Figure 6.7. Cumulative Monthly Payoffs: Risk 
The cumulative monthly payoffs of the attributes that fall into the Risk style group. In and out sample periods 
are labelled on the charts. The monthly payoffs are obtained from univariate cross-sectional regressions on 
standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The 
average payoffs to the attributes displayed are significant at the 5% level in a Student's (1908) t-test. The data 
were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The graphs start at 
the value 1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 1\ table of 
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Risk Effect attributes 
Unadjusted T statistic CAPM T statistic APT T statistic 
3.00 1.76 1.90 
-2.73 -2.76 -1.73 
-2.39 -1.76 -2.09 
-2.07 -1.91 ·1.77 
-1.99 -1.92 -2.16 
-1.65 -1.88 -2.50 
1.59 1.13 3.03 
The risk factors include interest cover before tax (lNTCOVER _ BT), debt to net 
tangible assets (DEBTNTA V), the borrowing ratio (BORROW _RATIO) or debt to 
equity ratio, and sales to current liabilities (STCL). The inverse attributes suggest that 
companies holding less debt tend to generate higher excess returns. The interest cover 
ratio's cumulative payoffs are positively related to returns as the market appears to 
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value compames more that can readily finance their interest payments. This is 
particularly noticeable during bear market periods. The risk factors are less significant 
than the other style attributes and arguably more volatile in nature 
In and out sample periods 
The in and out sample period tests are carried out to compare the stationarity of the 
characteristics. Both unadjusted and risk adjusted results are presented in Appendices 
C.8 to C.14. The in sample period (31 January 1989 to 31 December 2000) displays 
some 43 attributes as opposed to the 11 attributes of the out sample period (January 
2000 to July 2005). The in sample period shows a large number of size, growth and 
value styled attributes. The size and value style appear to dominate the other styles 
types throughout the out sample period. 
It can be argued that the disparate results can be attributed to the different sizes of the 
sample periods. It is also possible that some of the factors lose significance over time 
as the anomalies are subject to exploitation, abating their persistence. The latter 
suggestion is seemingly less likely as the most obvious (and most recognizable) 
anomalous attributes such as P, PTNAV _12, LNMV and EPS remain highly 
significant even during the out sample period. The inconsistency between the two 
sample periods does raise questions to why many of the anomalies are not recurrent or 
whether they are perhaps perennial in nature. Non-stationary or perennially style 
based effects over time casts doubt over their exploitability. The noticeable trends 
discussed above are also consistent among the risk adjusted and sample specific tests. 
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Figure 6.R provides a pictmc or ~ach Ch~n\~l~rislic 's consislen~y by representing the 
number of po,itiw or ncgati,~ payofIs as;\ f't'r~enlag~ o['th~ lOlal payom" Regular 
pos iti, ~ or n~gativ~ payons indic;\(~ lh~ r~ k\lionship betw~en ultribule> ~nd returns, 
Freljllent p;\yoff direction (~ither po~itiv~ or negl\liv ~) shows relutionship ~onsistcn~y 
;md ;\ bel\er lhe likelihood or gener~ting abnoml\\l rdllm>, Nol~ lhut consis lency tests 
merely eonsid~r dired ion and nottl", quunllly oft)1<;e P;\yol1: 
The percentage of the numocr of times the payoff is negative is sho\\in by the dark 
bar, while the light bars r~present the ratio of the number of times the pajoff is 
positive. Inverse attributes e,g. P, show more frequent negative payofIs than 
positi,-ely related attributes such as Hl\lV . Appendix C16 charts the frequency of 
the changes in payoffs as a percentage of the total payoffs. 
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The size, risk attributes (excluding INTCOVER_BT) and POUT display inverse 
payoff direction while the remainder of the attributes show positive direction. The 
most consistent attributes include: P, LNCAPS, NTAV _18M, PNAV _12M, EPS, 
POUT, NTAV_24M, LNMV, P_12M, PNAV_6M, MV, LCPS, CASHPS and 
PSALES _ 6M. The size and value effects therefore have the appearance of being the 
most consistent. 
The attributes showing the least amount of sign changes over the sample period are 
practically those mentioned above. This set of the most consistent attributes concurs 
with the list of attributes found to be most significant in the cross sectional tests. 
The Binomial sign and the Wilcoxon rank signed tests show that only the three month 
change in earnings (EPS_3M), trading volume ratio (TV) and sales to current 
liabilities (STCL) are likely to have a median equal to zero. For the remainder of the 
attributes, the null hypothesis can be rejected at a 5% level confirming style 
consistency. The results of these two tests are displayed in appendix C.15 for 
unadjusted and risk adjusted attributes. The percentage of positive (negative) payoffs 
and the frequency charts for the in and out sample appear in appendices C.17 to C.20. 
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6.3.5. Multivariate Cross sectional Regression 
Table 6.4. Results of Multivariate Cross-Sectional Regressions 
z..lultivariate cross-sectional regressions of the significant standardised wUvariate attributes on unadjusted total 
monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005, are performed The multivariate 
regressions start with the most significant univariate attribute, and thereafter attributes are added in the 
regressions (in order of wUvariate significance). The time series of independent variables' slopes are subjected 
to a t-test (using Student's (1908) t-test at the 10% level) and the adjusted r squared of the regression is also 
taken. Variables are removed if the time series of slopes are not significant or if the attribute does not 
improve the adjusted r squared value. The procedure produces a multifactor model in which the attributes, as 
independent variables, are wUvariately and multivariately significant. The results of the regression, as 
conducted in E-Views is shown below. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at 
the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
attributes. 
Dependent Variable: RflWRETURN 
Method: Least Squares 
Date: 01 !1 0JU7 Time: 18:32 
Sample (adjusted): 530543752 
I nd uded observati ons 1521 8 alter adjustm ents 
Variable CoBficiert std. Error t.statistic Prub. 
Comtant 0.019591 0.000908 21.57044 0.0000 
P -0.007256 0.001228 -5.907372 0.0000 
lJIlCAPS -0.006828 0.001279 -5.340192 00000 
PNAV_12M 0.009111 0.00102 8.930331 00000 
EPS 0.004463 0001268 3.521281 0.0004 
NlAV_24M 0.005869 0.000912 6.433686 0.0000 
BlMV 0.0088 0.001277 6.892177 0.0000 
R-squared 0.018636 Mean dependent var 0.015557 
Adjusted R -squared 0.018249 SD. dependent var 0.102789 
S.E . of regreooion 0.101847 .AJ(aike info crrterion -1.730226 
Sum squared re!:id 157.7815 Sch'yIBrz crrteri on -1.726111 
Log I ik eli hood 13172 .29 F -stati sti c 48.14201 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.665486 P rob(F -stat istic) 0 
The regression results for the unadjusted sample are tabulated above. 
The multivariate regression conducted for the unadjusted sample shows an adjusted R 
squared of 0.0186 . The following attributes are found to be significant independent 
variables: Price (P), natural log of current assets per share (LNCAPS), twelve month 
change in price to net asset value (PNAV _12M), earnings per share (EPS), twenty 
four month change in net tangible asset value (NT A V_24M) and book to market 
value (BTMV). 
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The CAPM risk adjusted sample yields an adjusted R squared of 0.0081 and finds the 
following significant attributes: Price (P), Payout ratio (POUT), eighteen month 
change in net tangible asset value (NT A V_18M), one month change in trading 
volume (TV_1M) and twenty four month change in borrowings (80RR_REPAY_24). 
Similarly, the APT risk adjusted sample yields an adjusted R squared of 0.04 and 
finds the following significant attributes: natural log of current assets per share 
(LNCAPS), Payout ratio (POUT), one month change in trading volume (TV_1M), 
twelve month change in price to net asset value (PNA V _12M) and twelve month 
change in dividends per share (DPS_12M). 
The results of the CAPM and APT regressions are tabled in appendices C.22 and 
C.23. 
The regressions suggest that size effects (P, LNCAPS and EPS) and value effects 
(8 TMV, NT A V _ 24 M, NT A V _18M and PN A V_12M) dominate the independent 
variables. The growth (POUT and DPS_12M) and liquidity (TV_1M) effects are less 
prominent. The adjusted R squared values show considerable decline after taking into 
account systematic risk, which implies that the anomalies become less persistent after 
factoring in the appropriate market proxies. The multivariate regression results do 
confirm that the most prominent attributes as measured by the univariate t-statistics, 
correlations and consistency collectively provide a somewhat account of return 
generation. 
6.4. Summary 
This chapter explores which key firm specific attributes exhibit explanatory power 
over a cross sectional returns data set of companies that make up the S&P TSX 
Composite index. The exploration is carried out for all listed companies in the total 
sample period (31 January 1989 - 31 July 2005), in sample (31 January 1989 - 31 
December 2000) and out sample period (January 2000 - 31 July 2005). The one 
month forward share price returns of 221 companies are regressed on some 904 
attributes. Implementing the methodology of Fama and Macbeth (1973), the derived 
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time series regression coefficients are tested for significance using Students t test. A 
multivariate cross sectional regression analysis is also conducted. All cross sectional 
regressions are conducted using unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk 
adjusted returns. 
The coefficients of the 904 of attributes, of which some are highly correlated, are 
subjected a correlation filter using the Pearson (1896) product moment correlation 
statistic. A final list of significant attributes is derived and classified according to six 
sty Ie interpretation groups, namely: (1) size, (2) liquidity, (3) growth, (4) momentum, 
(5) value and (6) risk. Cluster analysis performed on attribute payoffs finds some 
commonality in how the various style based effects group together. 
Performance measures for the significant attributes include Students t-test of the time 
series of the cross sectional coefficients and the correlation between attributes and 
returns. Attributes are also ranked according to their mean beta divided by the 
standard deviation of the betas to present a reward to risk ratio for attribute exposure. 
The results find that 'size effect' and 'value effect' attributes continue to be 
significant in total, in and out sample periods. This in consistent with most Canadian 
literature that is orientated around anomaly exploration. In and out sample tests reveal 
that few common anomalies are recurrent in both periods and brings into question 
their exploitability. Some of the attributes previously found to be associated with 
abnormal returns such as price to sales, price to earnings, book to market, momentum 
and earnings momentum ratios are found to be either insignificant or less significant 
after risk adjusted returns are tested. 
Cumulative payoffs of attributes within the style groups are displayed to show the 
positive or negative relationship of attributes over the total sample period. The final 
cumulative payoff amount shows the dollar amount earned for holding exposure to a 
specific attribute. The payoffs generally follow a consistent direction but do exhibit 
periods where the payoffs direction appears to reverse. This raises doubt as to 
whether exposure to a styled attribute is exploitable or whether its direction is 
predictable. 
Style consistency tests are conducted on the payoffs to determine which attributes 
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provide the most consistent time series of payoffs. Median tests are also conducted on 
the payoffs to determine if the medians of the payoffs are different from zero. The 
most significant attributes identified by the univariate studies are found to exhibit 
greater style consistency. 
The univariate analysis is somewhat limited in it's assessment of finding attributes 
that generate abnormal returns. A univariate framework fails to consider the other 
firm specific attributes that occur concurrently. This is especially the case for less 
significant attributes. Multivariate cross sectional regression analysis suggests the 
persistence of size and value effects within all unadjusted and risk adjusted samples. 
The analysis implies that unadjusted and risk adjusted returns are best explained by 
attributes such as P, LNCAPS, PNTAV _12M, NTAV _18M, TV_1M and POUT. 
These attributes appear to have the best combined ability to produce abnormal returns. 
The sample size period of almost 17 years may not be enough to fully understand the 
consistency of attribute performance. The reduction of significant attributes within the 
out sample group casts doubt to the stationarity and consistency of the anomalous 
attributes. Finally, the survivorship bias cannot be ignored. The context of 
survivorship must be considered in light of numerous size effects amongst the 
findings that may be construed as proxies for illiquidity and bankruptcy. 
This chapter uncovers a number of attributes that are associated with abnormal returns 
among the shares that constitute the S&P TSX Composite Index. These attributes and 
their corresponding payoffs are used for further testing and manipulation in Chapters 




This chapter assesses the nature of the time series of attributes' payoffs derived in 
Chapter Six and the ability to forecast future payoffs. The style consistency tests 
conducted in Chapter Six show great variability among the direction of the time series 
of coefficients from the univariate cross sectional regressions. The significance of the 
final attributes derived in the previous chapter imply that abnormal returns are 
obtainable through exposure to those attributes, but are somewhat hindered by the 
variation and inconsistencies of the payoffs. The aim of this chapter is thus to 
determine whether the performance of the significant characteristics can be improved 
through the use of a style timing model which predicts monthly payoffs. 
The payoffs of the significant attributes for both unadjusted and risk adjusted tests are 
first tested for autocorrelation by examining the relationship of each payoff series 
with its own lagged payoffs. The same series are also tested for stationarity by 
establishing whether a unit root exists. Six style timing models are then created and 
their ability to forecast payoffs is measured using the following performance criteria: 
(1) the correlation between the forecast payoffs and the actual payoffs; (2) the 
percentage of times the payoff direction is correctly forecast to total forecasts (tested 
for probability using the nonparametric Sign Test); (3) the absolute value of the alpha 
and the beta coefficients obtained from the regression between forecasted and actual 
payoffs, and (4) Theil's (1958) Inequality Coefficient (referred to as "U -statistic" for 
the remainder of the chapter). 
The remainder of the chapter is set out as follows: Section 7.2 provides an overview 
of the data and methodology, Section 7.3 reports the results, and Section 7.4 
summarises and concludes. 
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7.2. Data and methodology 
7.2.1. Autocorrelation and stationarity tests 
The total data set consists of approximately 198 monthly payoffs (depending on any 
monthly changes) to the final significant attributes of the unadjusted and risk adjusted 
tests for the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 as calculated in Chapter Six. 
Autocorrelation is tested usmg the following three methods. (1) A twelve-lag 
correlogram is calculated for each style characteristic and shows the autocorrelations 
between style's monthly payoffs and the twelve lags of those payoffs. Twelve lags are 
used to capture any possibility of monthly seasonal affects within the data set. 
The autocorrelation Tk of each attribute's monthly payoffs at lag k is estimated by 
the following equation: 
N 
I (Y, - Y)(Y,-k - Y) 
T - ,---t~,,-k+,-,-I -:-:-____ _ k - N 
I(y,_y)2 
t~1 
where Y, is the observed payoff in month t, Y is the sample mean, and N is the 
number of monthly payoffs. The calculation bears much similarity to Pearson's 
(1892) correlation coefficient and provides the correlation coefficient for values of the 
monthly payoff series that are k months apart. A nonzero r; value denotes serial 
autocorrelation for the first order. 
(2) Partial-autocorrelations for lag k are given by the regression coefficient on Y,-k 
calculated when Y, is regressed on a constant, Y,-I"" Y,-k' The correlation from the 
intervening lags is removed to yield a partial-correlation that measures the correlation 
for values of the monthly payoff series that are k periods apart. If the pattern of 
autocorrelation can be captured by an autoregression of order less than k , the partial 
autocorrelation at lag k will be close to zero. Once again, twelve lags are utilized. 
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Both autocorrelations and partial-autocorrelations, for lags k = 1 to 12, are subjected 
to Student's t-test with the following the test-statistic: 
rEI 
Pohs = Pk'~~' 
where T-2 represents the degrees of freedom and T is the number of comparisons 
being made (months). 
(3) Ljung-Box (1978) Q -statistics are employed to test the null hypothesis that no 
autocorrelation exists for up to k lags. The Q -statistic at lag k is calculated as 
follows: 
k 2 
Qobs = T(T +2)~ ~J 
where T
J 
is the j-th autocorrelation, T is the number of months and k is the maximum 
number of lags included in the test. Q obs is asymptotically distributed using a chi-
squared (X 2 ) distribution with k degrees of freedom. The twelve lags are also 
maintained for the Q statistics tests. 
All time series of slopes (payoffs) of style based attributes are tested for the presence 
of a unit root using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. A unit root presence 
suggests that the time series is non-stationary. The ADF tests are performed as 
confirmation of stationarity within the time series. Failure thereof would invalidate 
the style timing models. The ADF test consists of running a regression of the first 
difference of the series against the series lagged once. The null hypothesis is that a 
unit root exists and indicates that the series of payoffs is non-stationery. For each 
attribute payoff (Yit), ADF tests that the ~ coefficients in the equation below are not 
significantly different from zero: 
V 
~YII = a,o + fJ,OYII-I + I b,v~Yir-V + £11 where £11 ~ IID(O,cr2) 
v=1 
The inclusion of a constant term (a ,o ) allows for a random walk where the mean is 
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not zero, and no time trend is included in the ADF test equation. The Dickey-Fuller 
test rejects the null hypothesis if the value of the t-statistic for each ~ coefficient lies 
to the left of the Mackinnone critical value, (Ho : ~o = 0). The number of lagged 
difference terms is set at 12. This should be sufficient to account for any present serial 
autocorrelation and to withstand the possibility of seasonality among payoffs. 
7.2.2. Style Timing Models 
The six style timing techniques employed to forecast future payoffs are summarised in 
table 7.1 below. 
Table 7.1. Summary of Monthly Payoff Style-timing Models 
The table displays the models constructed to forecast the monthly payoffs of the standardised f=-specific 
attributes. The actual monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on unadjusted 
total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The number of forecasts made by 
the models is dependent on the model type as well as the number of payoffs in each time series. The data 









One-month Moving Average Model 
Forecast is equal to the previous month's payoff 
Six-month Moving Average Model 
Forecast is equal to the six month trailing moving average 
Twelve-month Moving Average Model 
Forecast is equal to the twelve month trailing moving average 
Eighteen-month Moving Average Model 
Forecast is equal to the eighteen month trailing moving average 
Historic Mean Model 
Forecast is equal to the trailing historic mean estimated retrospectively using an expanding window 
Twelve lag Autoregressive model 
Forecast is made using the regression equation consisting of a constant term and the first 12 lagged 
style payoffs. Coefficients of the model are estimated retrospectively using an expanding window. 
Six timing models are created. The first uses the previous-month's payoff (lM) as an 
estimate of the next month's payoff. The model implies that future payoffs follow a 
random walk where the best estimate of a value is the most recent available value. 
The next three models are constructed with trailing moving averages that forecast the 
following month's payoff. The first uses the six-month moving average (6M), the 
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second uses the twelve-month moving average (12M), and the third uses the eighteen-
month moving average (18M). The fifth model incorporates a trailing historic mean as 
an estimate of the next month's payoff. The mean is calculated on all payoffs prior to 
the month being forecast. 
The final model is an autoregressive model that uses twelve lags (AR12). For each 
month, intercept and lag coefficients for the lagged variables are calculated from 
running the autoregression on the payoffs before that month. The forecast for that 
month is made using the regression equation estimated from the past months. The data 
set of payoffs increases as time progresses, enabling more forecasts, and is thus aptly 
termed an "expanding window" procedure. It is arguably a better method than using 
the entire sample, which would expose the tests to the look-ahead bias. The model is 
expected to improve its accuracy over time. For each attribute, the 12 lag 
autoregression equation (labeled AR12), is estimated as follows, 
where: 
12 
YII = a, + I P,kYII-k + £'1 
k=1 
Ye.II,1 = the estimated payoff in month t 
at = the intercept from the autoregression on the sample unique to month t 
Pt,k = the slope of the lagged monthly payoff from the auto-regression on the 
sample unique to month t 
Yt-k = the actual payoff for month t - k 
£11 = the error term 
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Performance Measures for the style timing models 
Table 7.2. Summary of Performance Measures 







Sum of absolute 
value of the t-
statistics of the 





(referred to as "U -
statistic") 
Description 
Correlation between the 
attri bute' s forecasted and actual 
payoffs 
The t-test is conducted to test the 
correlations for significance. 
The nonparametric Sign Test is 
used to test the null hypothesis 
that the models predict the 
correct sign less than 50% of the 
time. 
A regression between the actual 
payoffs and the forecasted 
payoffs is conducted. The t-
statistics of the resulting 
intercept and beta coefficient of 




with T-2 degrees of freedom 
pre) ~ (~)0.5' (1- O.5)N-' 
where 
(CN)=~N! c!(N-c)! 
Where It B I is the absolute value of 
the slope coefficient t- statistic and 
Ital is the absolute value of the 
intercept coefficient t- statistic. 
where y and y represent forecast 
and realised payoffs at time t and h 
represents the number of forecasts 
made. 
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The forecasting power of the six timing models is evaluated using four criteria: (1) the 
correlation between the forecast payoffs and the actual payoffs; (2) the percentage of 
times the payoff direction is correctly forecast to total forecasts (tested for probability 
using the nonparametric Sign Test); (3) the absolute value of the alpha and the beta 
coefficients obtained from the regression between forecasted and actual payoffs, and 
(4) Theil's (1958) Inequality Coefficient (referred to as "U -statistic" for the 
remainder of the chapter). Table 7.2 above provides the summary of these criteria. 
The correlation between actual and forecasted payoffs is similar to the Information 
Coefficient (IC) of Grinold (1989) which tests the correlation between forecasts and 
realized share returns. The significance of the correlations is assessed using the t-test 
displayed in table 7.2. Positive correlations indicate a working model while negative 
correlations imply the opposite. 
The non-parametric sign tests are the same as those used in Chapter 6 and test the null 
hypothesis that the models predict the correct sign less than 50% of the time. 
The sign test gauges the strength of direction predictability and does not consider 
payoff magnitudes when the direction predictions are either correct or incorrect. 
Models may therefore still hold predictive value, even if the null hypothesis IS 
accepted. This occurs if the magnitudes of the payoffs are large enough to outweigh 
the volatility of direction in the time series of payoffs. 
Further forecasting evaluation is conducted using the Theil's Inequality Coefficient 
(referred to as "U -statistic"). Its specification is as follows: 
U = -;=====------;=== 
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7.3. Results 
Table 7.3. Attributes used in the Style Timing Tests 
The following attributes are used throughout the analyses conducted in this chapter. The table includes the 
name of each attribute and its corresponding Style grouping. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the 
definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Name Grouping 
P Price Size 
LNCAPS Natural log current assets per share Size 
NTAV IBM Net Tangible Asset Value [18 Month change] Growth 
PNAV 12M Price to Net asset value L1 ~ear chan gel Value 
EPS Earnings per share Size 
POUT Payout ratio Growth 
NTAV 24M Net Tangible Asset Value [2 Year change] Growth 
LNMV Natural log Market value Size 
P 12M Price [1 year change] Momentum 
VO 3M Absolute trading volume [3 Month change] Liquidity 
MV Market Value Size 
TV 3M Trading volume ratio [3 Month change] Liquidity 
PNAV IBM Price to Net asset value [18 Month change] Value 
PSALES 6M Price to sales [6 Month change] Value 
CASHPS Cash per share Size 
INTCOVER BT Interest cover before tax Risk 
PSALES 3M Price to sales [3 Month change] Value 
PNAV 6M Price to Net asset value [6 Month change] Value 
BTMV IBM Book to market value [18 Month change] Value 
LCPS Loan capital per share Size 
DEBTNTAV Debt to net tangible asset value Risk 
TV 1M Trading volume ratio change 1 M Liquidity 
PNTAV Price to Net tangible asset value Value 
P IBM Price [18 Month change] Momentum 
TLCTA Loan capital to assets Risk 
EPS 3m Earnings per share [3 Month change] Growth 
NPBT IBM Net profit before tax [18 Month change] Growth 
PTCA Price to current assets Value 
P 6M Price [6 Month change] Momentum 
BTMV Book to market value Value 
CFOPS Cash flow from operations per share Size 
DPS 12M Dividend per share [1 year change] Growth 
BORROW RATIO Borrowing ratio Risk 
DPS IBM Dividend per share [18 Month change] Growth 
STCL Borrowing ratio Risk 
TDTTA Total debt to Total assets Risk 
STTD Sales to total debt Risk 
PCASHPS Price to cash per share Value 
TV Trading volume ratio Liquidity 
Table 7.3 above displays the names, descriptions and style groupmgs of the 
significant attributes used in the style timing tests in this chapter. 
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Firs\ onkr lIu\l><;oTTl'lal ion is round to be signific3nt for the lItlribute,: rri~e (1'), 
puyout ratio (POIJ"l). nalurallogJrithm of mark~t va lllC (LNMV), 111f~e monlh chang~ 
111 "boolule , ,,ilLrnc' rah" (YU 3.\1). market ,alue (MV). eIghteen month changc' 111 
pTlce to net a,3d vall>!..' (PKAV 18M). cash pcr ,h"re (CASITPS), 101ln ~api lal pc'r 
"har~ (LCPS), dghk~l1 month momentUIll (RT_I SM) lind pri~c' 10 cworml assels 
(PTCA), The po~i \i ve first and S<;~Ol1d ordc'r aUlocorrdmion for some of the size 
elkel'> slL~h a, P, MY, CASHPS, LCl-'S and other cllecl> ~uch ", l' I CA, RI 18\1 and 
YO 3M suggest thlll the IMA moJd rna;.' have' a n..a<,ol1ablc' predictive jXJ,\,er for 
fUlure p~yofls, 
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Similarly, the risk adjusted results, displayed in appendices D.l. to D.S. show 
autocorrelation for LCPS, eighteen month change in book to market value 
(BTMV _18M) and price to net tangible assets (PNTA V). Attributes such as POUT, 
PNA V _18M, CASHPS, LCPS and PTCA are unlikely to show significant variation 
over short lags as their numerators or denominators within the ratio contain an 
accounting value, which is only subject to change on the release of financial results. 
This inherent rigidity among these attribute values explains their serial 
autocorrelation. With the exception of CASHPS, all autocorrelation and partial-
autocorrelation cease to exist after three lags. 
LNCAPS, eighteen month change in net tangible asset value (NT A V_18M), 
PNAV _12M, LCPS and RI_18M exhibit second order partial-autocorrelation after 
controlling for the remaining lags. Once again, the serial correlation appears to recede 
after three lags. The risk adjusted results show a much larger decline in 
autocorrelations and partial-autocorrelation with only LCPS and NT A V_18M found 
to be significant for the second order. The decline occurs despite the presence of the 
same attributes among the risk adjusted payoffs data set. 
The Q statistics exhibit significant serial correlation for eight or more lags for 
attribute payoffs: NTAV _18M, VO_3M, MV, CASHPS, LCPS and cash flow per 
share (CFOPS). The time series of these attributes display lack of independence and 
therefore due care should be expressed in the interpretation of their results. The 
attributes are kept in the sample for further tests, mostly for purposes of completeness 
and comparability. The Q statistics, which are often used to test for white noise in a 
series, find autocorrelation for at least 4 lags among attributes P, LNMV, PNA V _18M 
and RI _18M. The number of lags with significant autocorrelation does however 
fluctuate and does not show a consistent trend. The risk adjusted tests confirm serial 
correlation for LCPS, NTA V _18M, CFOPS and NT A V_24M. 
The short term autocorrelation structure of attributes P, LNMV and MV provide some 
evidence to the random walk debate whereby the best estimate of future prices and 
market values are the most recent ones. The longer term autocorrelation structure of 
attributes such as CASHPS, LCPS, NT A V _18M and CFOPS can be explained by 
their construction process and the use of more rigid accounting values. Caution should 
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be applied to attributes that demonstrate more uniform autocorrelation over shorter 
intervals. Finally, the unit root tests conducted on all payoffs (see appendix D.8) do 
not provide any evidence of stationarity among the payoffs. 
7.3.2. Performance of Style Timing Models 
Table 7.6. Correlation t-statistics of Forecasts and Realised Payoffs 
The correlations t-statistics between the forecast and realised payoffs are calculated for each standardised style 
characteristic for each model. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. Correlations significant at the 5% level are displayed in bold. The more significant the correlation, the 
better the style-timing model. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
attributes. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. 
The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 2.47 6.57 5.70 3.76 2.31 0.63 
LNCAPS Size 1.68 5.90 4.76 2.73 2.21 11.60 
NTAV_18M Value 1.75 7.72 5.71 3.97 3.65 -4.94 
PNAV_12M Value 1.74 6.40 4.29 3.17 2.01 -2.80 
EPS Size 1.38 5.70 4.85 2.91 2.68 -4.62 
POUT Growth 2.62 6.82 4.52 2.30 1.91 -13.18 
NTAV_24M Value 2.07 5.98 5.55 3.88 2.55 -4.95 
LNMV Size 2.09 7.21 5.13 3.56 2.03 11.68 
P_12M Momentum 1.48 4.97 3.55 2.64 2.18 -4.58 
VO_3M Liquidity 3.16 5.45 3.52 2.63 2.41 14.39 
MV Size 3.33 7.57 5.62 4.23 2.05 16.50 
TV_3M Liquidity 1.27 5.49 2.92 3.30 2.48 20.79 
PNAV_18M Value 3.08 6.36 4.10 3.52 1.90 -1.50 
PSALES_6M Value -0.54 5.82 4.94 2.78 2.05 5.73 
CASHPS Size 5.90 8.57 8.01 4.95 8.60 -0.67 
INTCOVER_BT Risk 1.14 5.93 4.10 3.56 2.44 1.44 
PSALES_3M Value 0.31 4.73 4.19 2.33 2.28 0.27 
PNAV_6M Value 0.20 6.11 4.33 2.76 2.35 -4.45 
BTMV_18M Value 0.58 6.59 3.10 2.40 2.08 0.03 
LCPS Size 5.92 8.24 5.67 3.64 5.53 0.14 
DEBTNTAV Risk 0.63 6.00 4.24 2.44 3.27 -2.52 
TV_1M Liquidity 0.92 5.85 3.45 3.53 3.07 24.54 
RU8M Momentum 2.60 4.93 3.33 3.11 2.21 0.10 
TLCTA Risk 0.47 5.73 3.87 2.36 2.36 12.40 
EPS_3M Growth -0.77 5.44 2.82 3.91 2.15 18.99 
NPBT_18M Growth -0.06 6.45 3.90 2.75 2.49 3.67 
PTCA Value 2.70 5.78 4.48 2.56 2.17 -6.87 
P_6M Momentum 0.73 4.64 4.03 2.36 2.18 -3.03 
BTMV Value 0.75 6.73 4.23 2.97 2.04 9.27 
CFOPS Size 1.47 3.50 3.04 2.66 3.89 -2.54 
DPS_12M Growth -0.39 6.50 3.70 3.04 2.87 5.16 
BORROW_RATIO Risk 0.40 6.82 4.79 2.55 3.48 -6.80 
DPS_18M Growth -0.09 6.66 3.76 3.44 2.41 -3.17 
STCL Risk 1.29 7.70 3.51 1.94 1.99 -2.82 
Mean 1.54 6.20 4.34 3.08 2.71 2.58 
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The results from the unadjusted correlation tests are set out in table 7.6 above and the 
risk adjusted tests results are found in appendices 0.9 and 0.10. The correlations t-
statistics between forecasted and actual payoffs among the different models reveals 
that the six month moving average model appears to yield the best results with a mean 
t-statistic of 6.20 across all attributes. The remaining models perform reasonably well 
with the exception of the random walk model (lMA) and the AR12 model which both 
exhibit higher volatility and inconsistency. 
Table 7.7. Direction Ratios Comparing Forecast to Realised Payoffs 
Direction ratios display the number of times the payoff directions to each attribute is correctly forecast as a 
percentage of total forecasts. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The 
greater the direction ratio, the better the style-timing model. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping 11MA Model Type 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 0.61 0.70 0.69 0.68 0.67 0.67 
LNCAPS Size 0.60 0.68 0.64 0.66 0.66 0.66 
NTAV_18M Value 0.56 0.68 0.65 0.63 0.64 0.63 
PNAV_12M Value 0.63 0.75 0.71 0.68 0.68 0.68 
EPS Size 0.56 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.64 0.64 
POUT Growth 0.60 0.69 0.68 0.65 0.67 0.67 
NTAV_24M Value 0.57 0.70 0.66 0.62 0.65 0.60 
LNMV Size 0.53 0.67 0.60 0.62 0.62 0.61 
P_12M Momentum 0.55 0.62 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.61 
Va_3M Liquidity 0.53 0.64 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.63 
MV Size 0.59 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.72 
TV_3M Liquidity 0.53 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 
PNAV_18M Value 0.57 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.61 
PSALES_6M Value 0.55 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.67 
CASHPS Size 0.55 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.65 0.64 
INTCOVER_BT Risk 0.54 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.66 
PSALES_3M Value 0.61 0.69 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.65 
PNAV_6M Value 0.58 0.69 0.62 0.67 0.64 0.65 
BTMV_18M Value 0.56 0.69 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.56 
LCPS Size 0.58 0.70 0.67 0.64 0.65 0.63 
DEBTNTAV Risk 0.53 0.61 0.60 0.57 0.58 0.56 
TV_1M Liquidity 0.56 0.68 0.63 0.59 0.61 0.82 
RI_18M Momentum 0.57 0.63 0.62 0.59 0.56 0.55 
TLCTA Risk 0.53 0.67 0.57 0.60 0.61 0.60 
EPS_3M Growth 0.42 0.62 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.60 
NPBT_18M Growth 0.52 0.63 0.65 0.58 0.59 0.58 
PTCA Value 0.56 0.64 0.61 0.55 0.58 0.51 
P_6M Momentum 0.52 0.59 0.62 0.58 0.60 0.60 
BTMV Value 0.60 0.68 0.62 0.59 0.59 0.60 
CFOPS Size 0.51 0.63 0.59 0.57 0.63 0.59 
DPS_12M Growth 0.49 0.70 0.65 0.57 0.57 0.58 
BORROW_RA TIO Risk 0.51 0.67 0.61 0.54 0.58 0.54 
DPS_18M Growth 0.49 0.68 0.59 0.62 0.57 0.49 
STCL Risk 0.51 0.64 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.46 
Mean 0.55 0.66 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.61 
Standard deviation 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.07 
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Thc direction ratios for the tLnadju~ted ~al11pk are displayed in Tahle 7.7 and I·igure 
7,1 with the ~orre~pondillg risk adjlLsted ratios documented in appendices D,11 ,md 
n, 12 The dired",n ratios (correct forecasts as a perccntage of total forecasts) aeross 
attriblLte~ wow how IreqlLent ly the model is ahlc to forecast the direction of the 
payon;; correct ly. The 6:>IA model provides the most uniform forecasts a<:ro~s 
attriblLtes foll'med by the 12MA_ 18MA, Historic mean, ARI2 and 1MA Th.: 6MA 
and l2MA models are the best direction forecasting modds and provide Ihe l,,,,est 
vo latility. The re~lLlt~ are the same amongst the CAPl\! and AI' l' risk adjlLstcd models. 
The stvlc consistency tests .:mploying tll<: nonparam.:trk Si gn Te~t are Jispla)eJ In 
appendix D, I3 , to D,15, The re%!l t~ ~h()w that all attribtLte~reject th~ null hypothesis 
that the m,xle l ~ predict the correct sign less than 50'%' of the time. 
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Table 7.8. Sum of Absolute t-statistics for the regression coefficients 
Displays the sum of the absolute t-statistics of the intercept and beta coefficients from regressions performed 
with the payoffs to each attribute as the dependent variable and the forecasted values as the independent 
variable. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised 
unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The best timing model 
has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping 11MA Model Type 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 8.00 7.23 6.14 4.19 3.46 1.97 
LNCAPS Size 6.77 6.19 5.50 301 3.31 21.02 
NTAV_18M Value 6.50 7.71 5.98 4.70 4.38 11.74 
PNAV_12M Value 6.49 6.58 4.65 3.67 2.90 7.64 
EPS Size 5.85 6.08 5.35 3.34 4.00 10.50 
POUT Growth 6.54 7.14 4.71 3.21 2.60 27.68 
NTAV_24M Value 5.81 6.13 5.54 3.90 309 11.13 
LNMV Size 6.00 7.50 5.22 4.24 2.09 18.02 
P_12M Momentum 5.15 5.44 3.63 2.96 2.76 10.78 
VO_3M Liquidity 6.50 6.29 4.10 3.22 2.90 24.08 
MV Size 6.52 7.98 5.74 4.80 2.23 22.68 
TV_3M Liquidity 4.71 5.94 3.37 4.08 3.97 36.45 
PNAV_18M Value 5.90 6.76 4.73 3.68 2.19 4.76 
PSALES_6M Value 4.14 5.99 5.23 3.44 2.73 9.52 
CASHPS Size 8.02 8.98 8.40 5.08 12.95 3.40 
INTCOVER_BT Risk 3.75 6.15 4.21 3.68 3.37 1.55 
PSALES_3M Value 3.18 5.23 4.59 2.64 3.86 0.96 
PNAV_6M Value 2.96 6.26 4.57 3.48 3.56 9.53 
BTMV_18M Value 3.29 7.06 3.30 2.75 2.58 2.18 
LCPS Size 7.77 8.44 5.70 3.86 8.57 2.09 
DEBTNTAV Risk 3.19 6.20 4.45 2.63 4.90 5.63 
TV_1M Liquidity 3.29 6.13 3.71 3.52 4.86 25.25 
RU8M Momentum 4.31 5.45 3.93 3.23 2.32 1.88 
TLCTA Risk 2.78 5.79 4.20 2.45 3.40 21.78 
EPS_3M Growth 3.20 5.57 2.93 4.55 3.27 30.33 
NPBT_18M Growth 2.27 6.62 4.02 2.86 4.00 5.69 
PTCA Value 4.46 6.16 4.56 3.11 3.33 13.87 
P_6M Momentum 2.71 5.01 4.32 2.75 3.04 6.66 
BTMV Value 2.82 6.74 4.29 3.21 2.74 13.30 
CFOPS Size 3.44 4.21 3.67 3.22 5.44 5.38 
DPS_12M Growth 2.49 7.09 3.69 2.90 4.40 7.82 
BORROW_RA TIO Risk 2.32 6.88 5.14 2.63 4.74 12.16 
DPS_18M Growth 2.15 6.77 3.55 3.20 2.89 6.23 
STCL Risk 306 7.79 3.68 2.43 2.46 6.27 
Mean 4.60 6.51 4.61 3.43 3.80 11.76 
Standard deviation 1.84 0.99 107 0.69 2.03 9.31 
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Table 7.9. Average Theil Inequality Coefficient for Style-timing Models 
Theil (1958) Inequality Coefficients are calculated for each standardised style characteristic for each style-
timing model. The Theil Inequality Coefficient lies between zero and one. The realised monthly payoffs are 
derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data 
over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The lower the coefficient, the better the style-timing model. Values 
below 0.6 are displayed on bold. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 0.58 0.50 0.52 0.55 0.59 0.59 
LNCAPS Size 0.63 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.63 0.40 
NTAV_18M Value 0.63 0.49 0.54 0.59 0.59 0.57 
PNAV_12M Value 0.64 0.52 0.57 0.60 0.63 0.61 
EPS Size 0.68 0.58 0.61 0.65 0.66 0.60 
POUT Growth 0.67 0.55 0.62 0.68 0.68 0.38 
NTAV_24M Value 0.67 0.56 0.58 0.64 0.66 0.60 
LNMV Size 0.69 0.54 0.60 0.64 0.69 0.41 
P_12M Momentum 0.71 0.61 0.65 0.66 0.69 0.63 
VO_3M Liquidity 0.68 0.60 0.66 0.68 0.70 0.36 
MV Size 0.68 0.54 0.60 0.64 0.72 0.33 
TV_3M Liquidity 0.75 0.62 0.70 0.68 0.72 0.28 
PNAV_18M Value 0.70 0.57 0.64 0.67 0.73 0.73 
PSALES_6M Value 0.77 0.61 0.64 0.71 0.74 0.61 
CASHPS Size 0.62 0.53 0.55 0.67 0.53 0.75 
INTCOVER_BT Risk 0.80 0.63 0.70 0.72 0.76 0.83 
PSALES_3M Value 0.81 0.67 0.69 0.76 0.76 0.81 
PNAV_6M Value 0.81 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.76 0.67 
BTMV_18M Value 0.80 0.59 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.81 
LCPS Size 0.63 0.55 0.64 0.73 0.65 0.75 
DEBTNTAV Risk 0.82 0.63 0.70 0.79 0.74 0.79 
TV_1M Liquidity 0.82 0.63 0.72 0.71 0.75 0.24 
RU8M Momentum 0.78 0.66 0.71 0.72 0.78 0.84 
TLCTA Risk 0.84 0.64 0.72 0.79 0.79 0.43 
EPS_3M Growth 0.84 0.65 0.77 0.72 0.79 0.31 
NPBT_18M Growth 0.84 0.61 0.71 0.77 0.77 0.73 
PTCA Value 0.78 0.64 0.70 0.78 0.80 0.59 
P_6M Momentum 0.85 0.68 0.71 0.78 0.80 0.76 
BTMV Value 0.85 0.61 0.70 0.76 0.81 0.51 
CFOPS Size 0.82 0.74 0.77 0.73 0.72 0.80 
DPS_12M Growth 0.86 0.61 0.74 0.77 0.78 0.67 
BORROW_RATIO Risk 0.86 0.61 0.70 0.81 0.75 0.61 
DPS_18M Growth 0.86 0.60 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.75 
STCL Risk 0.85 0.58 0.75 0.82 0.82 0.77 
Mean 0.75 0.60 0.67 0.71 0.72 0.00 
Standard deviation 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.18 
The regressions between payoffs and their forecasted values and the Theil Inequality 
Coefficients confirm the findings of the correlation and consistency tests. The six 
month moving average model (6MA) again proves to be the most accurate and 
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~on~dellt model holdillg the most predictive power for aetlill] p"y()fj~, It als() 
dem()nstrates the Ie".t \'obtility when compared to the other,l. rhe 12MA "nd the 
18~IA "re the Il ext best models. The IMA, historic mean and AIU2 m()d~l~ provide 
les~ a~~untte fore':a~t~ ,md variation begins to escalate. The attribule, thaI tli.lplayetl 
sl~ni Ik,mt poslti\'e "lIlocorrel"tion show better 1 ~ IA results than ()tocr attributes, Th~ 
re~\llb of the ~olTespondillg CAPM and APT risk adjusted modd tests a~ id~nticall() 
the findings above ,md are displayed in appendices D,]6to D,]\!, J-igure 7.2 displays 
the " ventge Theil ~oe l'Ii~ iellts alld standard devimions of the classified models. 
Fig:lItc 7.2, A,'crag:c Thcilinc'l"alh)' Cocffidcnl for Sl)'bliming /II"c!d. 
'Ild (l'!.,H} 1'~"1" , , 11I) C,~''-licil'n'' ,'n' "hl.,,,d fo' l',d. ",,,~I,,d,,;d "yl,' d"r,,:1(''','''' ;or ""h "),0' 
",,,i"g ",,~H TIl<' ligh' b", "'l""""" ,)~ , "'" " TI\";I h~,q,,,)il)' G"-ff,,-i,,,," (>c~'" ,)~, " ,,-j!""l"; rOT """h 
"",;] ,1, "'}([ 'h , d",k I"" J"I'Lt) 'h , """d;.ro de,i'WK\. TI" n"il [ne~u".!H)' Codf,,-~" lie, "' ",~en zero 
and ()flC, '11" rcalis-cd m""~lly p"yo{f, arc ""fr.-cct trom un""ci>tc em" ="'-'ml rcgrc"iom on """I",d,,,,d 
C~ 1'.\1 '01,1 m"",hl1 f( 'n,m, d"" U"I'< ,h" ""<1<.><1 3 I J-mu,,,y I YH'! 10 ,1 ' J ul)' 211 h. " hl' d,,, "W" l',",crl'd 
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All pcrfonnance measures used to test the six liming models advocate" ~ix or twe lve 
month moving avcrage m()delt() expl()it ahnormal return~ and forecast future payoffs, 
Practitioners seeking to take ad\'antage of anomalies should also consider the 
illdividlwl ~ty Ie limi Ilg q ualilies 0 r e,H:h aUri h\lte. 
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A multitude of attributes have a more robust directional bias over the sample period. 
These attributes are discussed in Section 6.3 of chapter six. A trading strategy based 
on purchasing securities that are skewed towards the appropriate firm specific 
characteristic, when the payoff direction deviates from its biased direction, may prove 
to outperform over the longer term. This may well offer an alternate strategy to the six 
month moving average approach for strongly biased attributes. 
7.4. Summary and conclusion 
This chapter assesses the nature of the time series of attribute's payoffs derived in 
Chapter six and the ability to forecast future payoffs. Thorough analysis of the nature, 
consistency and forecasting power of models provides a framework for base trading 
strategies to exploit abnormal returns. All tests are conducted on unadjusted (raw 
return), CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk adjusted samples. 
Autocorrelation and stationarity tests are carried out to investigate the nature of all 
unadjusted and risk adjusted payoffs. Six style timing models that forecast future 
payoffs are created. These models are tested using a variety of performance measures 
to analyze the accuracy of forecasted payoffs and the consistency of forecasts. 
The autocorrelation tests show that several attributes do show significant 
autocorrelation for up to three lags, after which it tends to disappear. The serial 
correlation among attributes is reasonably well dispersed and appears inconsistent. 
The more pervasive autocorrelation among attributes such as CASHPS, LCPS, 
NTA V_18M and CFOPS, can be explained by their construction process which uses 
fairly rigid accounting values. The unit root tests conducted on all payoffs do not 
provide any evidence of stationarity among the payoffs. 
The performance measures used to rank the style timing models present a similar 
picture across all tests. Consistency, accuracy and variability of the models' ability to 
forecast future payoffs are used to assess their predictive strength. The six month 
moving average model fairs the best followed by the twelve month moving average 
and eighteen month moving average. The historic mean, one month model (which 
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uses the previous month's payoff) and the twelve-lag autoregressive model show the 
weakest results. 
The ability to time the payoffs to the style attributes enables the investor to improve 
the performance of a style-based strategy. The payoff size and payoff direction of 
attributes are not predictable and the more significant attributes such as Price (P), 
payout ratio (POUT) and changes in net tangible assets (e.g. NT A V _18M) show 
better results and predictability than the less signifIcant attributes. This suggests that 
their payoffs may not necessarily be more predictable, but rather have a more 
consistent direction bias than the other attributes. 
While the six month movmg average model yields the best performance when 
compared to the other models, a trading strategy based on accumulating securities 
when the payoff direction deviates from its biased direction, may well prove to 
outperform over the long term. 
The findings of this chapter do suggest that the performance of the significant 
attributes can, to some extent, be improved by using the six or twelve month moving 
average of the cross sectional payoffs to forecast the next month's payoff. 
Chapter eight provides a closer look at strategies that aim to exploit the anomalous 
attribute's directional biases witnessed in the last two chapters. 
-8-
Industry Specific and Portfolio Sorting Analysis 
8.1. Introduction 
This chapter investigates two important aspects of style-based anomalies among 
Canadian equities, namely: (l) The presence of firm specific attributes among three 
classified sectors or industries, and (2) The ability to exploit style-based anomalies 
after accounting for transaction costs. 
There are two main objectives of this chapter: (1) To conduct industry specific 
analysis. This entails splitting Canadian equities into three related sectors and 
identifying the anomalous attributes specific to each; (2) To conduct portfolio sorting 
using the style-based anomalies in this study. The portfolio sorts explore three facets. 
Firstly, the returns to risk of trading strategies are examined. This employs a portfolio 
sorting methodology that tests the pervasiveness of anomaly returns after accounting 
for transaction costs. Secondly, risk adjusted tests are carried out using a long short 
returns portfolio. Thirdly, the ability of attributes and their loadings, to explain share 
returns are assessed. 
The tests are conducted using unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk adjusted 
monthly returns. 
The remainder of the chapter is set out as follows: Section 8.2 discusses the data and 
methodologies employed, Section 8.3 reports the results, and Section 8.4 summarises 
and concludes. 
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8.2. Data and methodology 
8.2.1. Industry specific Analysis 
So far, all tests conducted for anomalous attributes throughout this study use the entire 
data set which contains all the securities that form the S&P TSX Composite index. All 
significant attributes found in Chapter Six therefore represent a 'generalised' presence 
of anomalies across the entire data set. This section aims to investigate whether 
significant attributes are specific to similar firm types or sectors. It also explores 
whether they display a stronger or weaker presence amongst these sectors. 
The monthly returns and attributes data of all shares are subdivided into the ten 
separate industries that are classified by the DataStream International data service. 
The DataStream International industries consist of: (l) Utilities, (2) Information 
Technology, (3) Cyclical goods, (4) Cyclical services, (5) Resource firms, (6) Basic 
materials firms, (7) General Industries, (8) Non-cyclical goods, (9) Non-cyclical 
services and (10) Financials. 
The ten industries are concatenated into three broad sectors, namely: Basic Materials, 
Cyclicals and Non-Cyclicals. Basic Materials are comprised of resource and basic 
materials firms. Cyclicals are made up with firms from cyclical goods and services, 
financials and general industries. Non-Cyclicals contain equities from utilities, 
information technology and non-cyclical goods and services. 
Cross sectional regressions using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) are performed for 
each month against the unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk adjusted 
returns of the shares. The methodology is the same regression methodology 
implemented in Chapter Six and follows that of Fama and Macbeth (1973) and van 
Rensburg and Robinson (2003). The mean slope coefficient for each attribute over the 
sample period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005, is tested for significance using 
Student's t-test. 
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8.2.2. Portfolio Sorting Analysis 
8.2.2.1. Return to Risk Analysis 
The results from the tests conducted in Chapter Six and Seven confirm the existence 
of anomalous attributes among the shares that form the S&P TSX Composite index. 
While much literature has been devoted to the exploration of financial anomalies on 
listed securities around the world, the question of whether such anomalies can be 
exploited using trading strategies, with consideration for transactions costs, often 
remains unanswered. This section investigates the profitability of trading strategies 
using the anomalous attributes uncovered in Chapter Six of this study. 
A portfolio sorting methodology usmg an equal weighting for all equities IS 
implemented to test the viability of portfolio trading strategy for each significant 
attribute. All the samples' share returns earned for a particular month are sorted and 
ranked according to the attribute (e.g. 'market value') at the beginning of that month 
so as to negate the look ahead bias. This creates a list of shares ranked by their market 
value with a corresponding return earned over that month. The shares' earned returns, 
ranked according to the attribute (in this case market value), are then divided into 
portfolios. The number of portfolios plays a critical role in 'leveraging' the anomaly. 
A greater number of portfolios reduces the number of equities in each, ensuring that 
the highest and lowest portfolio hold more extreme and divergent exposures to the 
style based anomaly. By increasing the magnitude of portfolios, the disparity in 
returns can be compared and examined. Permutations of two to fifty portfolios are 
executed. For ease of explanation, five portfolios or quintiles will be discussed from 
here on. 
Each month, as the shares' attribute rank changes, each quintile is likely to contain 
new shares. To complete the trading strategy, a 'purchased' or 'sold' share incurs a 
transaction cost of 1 % in each case. The transaction costs are deducted from the share 
returns for the month. Therefore, a roundtrip transaction (buying and selling) amounts 
to 2% for each share. 
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The returns of the bottom quintile and top quintile, which contain shares with the 
lowest and highest market values respectively, are calculated and stored. A mean for 
the two quintiles is then calculated for that month assuming an equal weighting to the 
quintile's shares. This monthly sorting procedure is repeated for all the months over 
the entire sample period: 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. 
A mean monthly return and annual average return is calculated from the total return of 
the post transaction costs trading strategy. The monthly standard deviation of returns 
is divided by the mean monthly returns to formulate an altered version of the Sharpe 
ratio (Mean less the risk-free rate divided by standard deviation). This ratio provides 
insight into the 'reward' generated per unit of risk for each trading strategy. In order 
to assess the viability of the strategy a benchmark annual average return and Sharpe 
ratio for the equally weighted market portfolio is devised. The benchmark assumes a 
buy and hold strategy of the equally weighted market portfolio of all shares from 31 
January 1989 to 31 July 2005. 
Trading strategies tests are carried out using the unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and 
APT risk adjusted returns of the shares. Risk adjusted tests are conducted to evaluate 
the trading strategies after removing systematic risk. The corresponding benchmarks 
for these strategies are created. 
The numerous permutations of portfolio tests for each attribute show the returns and 
the risk of raising exposure to financial anomalies. The differences between the 
highest and lowest portfolio for each attribute signify the abnormal returns that can be 
generated by skewing the equity weightings towards anomalous attributes. Such 
differences are likely to vary based on the extremity of exposure to an attribute. For 
instance, a portfolio holding say five of the smallest companies (ranked according to 
the market value attribute) is likely to have even higher returns than a portfolio 
holding one hundred of the smallest companies if the hypothesized size effect proves 
to hold. 
While higher returns are likely to be obtained through higher exposure, the extent of 
the risk taken up should be considered. Here, the Sharpe ratio plays its role of 
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evaluating the reward to risk relationship. The importance of this ratio stems from the 
primary role of finance (under the umbrella of economics), which aims to maximize 
gains from the scarce resources available whilst considering the risk. 
8.2.2.2. Risk adjusted evaluation 
In addition to the returns to risk analysis, risk adjusted portfolio evaluation is carried 
out using a highest portfolio less lowest portfolio returns set. The returns set is 
equivalent to a long-short portfolio using the two most extreme portfolios extracted 
from the returns to risk analysis. 
Risk adjustment is conducted on the long short portfolio using the traditional CAPM 
and APT model derived in the Chapter 4. The specifications for the two models 
respectively are: 
(8.1 ) 
(,",,I - rf,l) = a, + /3lndex!" (,",ndex!,1 - r j ,[) + /3lndex2" (,",ndex2,1 - rf,l ) .. (8.2) 
+ /3tndexK" (,",ndeXK,I - rf,l) + £,,[ 
For (8.1): 
,",,I = realised return for the style portfolio i for month t 
a, = constant intercept term 
/3, = slope coefficient estimated from the regression 
rm,l = realised return on the market for month t 
rf,l = risk-free rate for month t 
£,,1 = residual error 
and (8.2): 
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r"t = realised return for the style portfolio i for month t 
rj,t = risk-free rate for month t 
a[ = constant intercept term 
r,ndex,t = returns for the K indices over the period t, 
£[,1 = residual error term for the regression 
The various intercept coefficients and their corresponding t-statistics and the R square 
of the regressions are reported in all cases with exception to the APT's independent 
variable slopes, The results provide insight into the persistence of the attributes after 
removing systematic risk 
8.2.2.3. One way stock sort procedure 
The van Rensburg and Robertson (2003) sort methodology, a variation of Daniel and 
Titman (1997), is employed to establish whether the attributes themselves or the 
factor loading on the attributes explain share returns. Fama and French (1993), using 
US data demonstrate that firm size and the book to market ratio are proxies for risk 
from which (loadings) coefficients can be derived. They further show that the 
loadings are able to explain the excess returns of book to market and size portfolios. 
Daniel and Titman (1997) use a two sorting methodology and reveal that US share 
returns are best explained by the attributes themselves rather than the attribute 
loadings. Conducting the same tests on Japanese shares, Daniel and Titman (2001) 
again find support for the attributes' ability to explain returns. 
Factor loadings are estimated by regressing the monthly share returns on the long 
short portfolio: 
The r,,t represents the actual return for stock i for month t, a[ is the intercept term, 
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fJHML is the slope coefficient or attribute loading, rHML,I is the return of the High 
mmus low (long short) portfolio for month t and £,,1 is the residual error. The 
attribute loadings for each share, for each month, are calculated using a rolling 
window estimation procedure, whereby the first 12 months are used to estimate the 
first loading, after which every additional month is added to the regression. A time 
series of loadings, for each of the 39 attributes, for each share is thus created resulting 
in greatly extended data set. 
To examme whether share returns are related to the attributes or their respective 
loadings, the van Rensburg and Robertson (2003) sort methodology is employed. 
Similar to the returns to risk analysis, the loadings are sorted in each month by 
ranking the loadings from highest to lowest, and dividing into quintiles. The 
corresponding share returns for the highest and lowest quintiles are stored and 
averaged for each month. For a negatively related attribute, e.g. Market value, the 
lowest portfolio for the attribute should outperform the highest one. The highest factor 
loading portfolio, however, is expected to outperform lower loadings if the proposed 
loading is able to explain share returns. 
For both attribute and loading, their respective highest and the lowest portfolios time 
series returns are tested to assess whether they are different. Students t test is 
employed. If the loadings' high and low returns are not different from each other, 
while the attributes' returns are, the case for attributes explaining share returns will be 
supported. 
Finally, the correlation between the attribute and its respective loading is calculated 
for a rolling window 16 year period. This tests the relationship between loadings and 
attributes. The relationship should be inverse. 
All above mentioned portfolio tests aim to provide an understanding of how active 
financial practitioners can tilt their portfolios and improve the reward to risk ratios of 
their assets managed. Finally, they also stand to either confirm or refute the findings 
of all the research conducted thus far in this study. 
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Table 8.1 below exhibits the style attributes used for both Industry specific and 
Portfolio sorting tests. 
Table 8.1. Attributes used in the Industry Specific and Portfolio Sorting Analysis 
The following attributes are used throughout the analyses conducted in this chapter. The table includes the 
name of each attribute and its corresponding Style grouping. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the 
definitions of the firm~specific attributes. 
Attribute Name Grouping 
P Price Size 
LNCAPS Natural log current assets per share Size 
NTAV IBM Net Tangible Asset Value [18 Month change] Growth 
PNAV 12M Price to Net asset value [1 year change] Value 
EPS Earnings per share Size 
POUT Payout ratio Growth 
NTAV 24M Net Tangible Asset Value [2 Year change] Growth 
LNMV Natural log Market value Size 
P 12M Price [1 year change] Momentum 
VO 3M Absolute trading volume [3 Month change] Liquidity 
MV Market Value Size 
TV 3M Trading volume ratio [3 Month change] Liquidity 
PNAV IBM Price to Net asset value [18 Month change] Value 
PSALES 6M Price to sales [6 Month change] Value 
CASHPS Cash per share Size 
INTCOVER BT Interest cover before tax Risk 
PSALES 3M Price to sales [3 Month change] Value 
PNAV 6M Price to Net asset value [6 Month change] Value 
BTMV IBM Book to market value [18 Month change] Value 
LCPS Loan capital per share Size 
DEBTNTAV Debt to net tangible asset value Risk 
TV 1M Trading volume ratio change 1 M Liquidity 
PNTAV Price to Net tangible asset value Value 
P IBM Price [18 Month change] Momentum 
TLCTA Loan capital to assets Risk 
EPS 3m Earnings per share [3 Month change] Growth 
NPBT IBM Net profit before tax [18 Month change] Growth 
PTCA Price to current assets Value 
P 6M Price [6 Month change] Momentum 
BTMV Book to market value Value 
CFOPS Cash flow from operations per share Size 
DPS 12M Dividend per share [1 year change] Growth 
BORROW RATIO Borrowing ratio Risk 
DPS IBM Dividend per share [18 Month change] Growth 
STCL Borrowing ratio Risk 
TDTTA Total debt to Total assets Risk 
STTD Sales to total debt Risk 
PCASHPS Price to cash per share Value 
TV Trading volume ratio Liquidity 
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8.3. Results 
8.3. 1. I ndu~tr)' S"ccific .. nM lp i_ 
Table 8.2. Sigmfi eant .... mibutes specific to thr •• iMnti fl .d seeto ... 
Uru",,"'c Oroll ,cetJofi,j rogre,,,,,,,, "I """;]-",I,,c<l ljnn 'lX'Clr,C ,,,riW 1l" on un.Jj,, "oJ Lou l ,""",1,1\, 
mum, J"" OVl'I 'hc I"."n<.><] J"m","! 1%9 Lo Juiy x:m "" 1".",[0",,,,,] ""J 1>"-< ,,>< ", • ,.",.",,;.,, o[ 
'l'l'."'wion ,[u!'" """,[1<.,,"" f"" "c!, c!,., .. ,,,",,;.,,_ 11" ,,,'"' d"pb~-, ,leo ."~h"' o, ';g.,;fi"", ., d", 'i'i, b,.1 
''''''g Slud,n' \ (I9<JS) '_I<" '" ."<nJ'n~ ,.",]« of 'W,;[""",<- lhsic ~br<liJ.!, at< compm'd of ,.,>o<"c, anj 
h"i, ",."m], ""'''_ C)cl!(l[' '" ,md, up '"'ltll finn> from o)-c1,,1 good, ",.0 >OITIC<', tinan,,,], ,ad Hcmr>l 
",<lmtne., NOll Cyclic-i.!, "" wnll'<I""d of "nIH1l", Info'm,"io~ wel"."'g:! -"" d Mn·cych,,1 g"'''Hh "xl 
"""XC, Th(' <I,,,, 'H' LT c"~,,'e<l 1m," D,,-,S, ,-C'''" J ," em-,ri.,, 1, ,,',,;bhk -,' rh. rni,·,, ~')' o[ C.pe Tn".c 
[( ,fn to ' I ,bl" 4.1 '" (l,,,p,,,, F,."" f.,,· ,I", J."[ln;",,m 0['1" finn -'l""ili< ,,,,;h", <, 
Attri but. , ; Non Cyol ic, lo 
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Table 8.2 aoove pre >ent~ the signilicant attritJUte, in the unadjusted cros, sectional 
regressions of the Basic materials, Cyclicals and Non cyclical sedor portfolio" n"" 
detailed te,t results are tabulated in appendices E,l to EA, 
The te,t, yield noticeably less anomalous characteristics than the Chapter Six tcst~, 
which include all >h.are~ within the sample. A common thread of size, gro\\1h and 
value effects exist among the three groups. The attributes: eighteen month ~hang~ in 
net tangible a,sc t value (NTAV_ 18M), payout ratio (POUT), price (1') and n<ltural 
logarithm of current assel, per share (LNCAPS) <lrc the mo,l ,ignili~<lnl HI <Ill thn;,c 
specified groups. Plausihle econom ic rationale for ,Ome of lhe remaining allri bute> III 
each sector is provided below. 
The Basic materials share grouping contains a myriad of 'husiness ri sk" and "valuc"" 
and liquidity orientated characteristics. namely: deht to net tangihle asset valuc 
(OElJn,,'TA V), oorrowing ratio (!-lORROW)v\ TIO), three ami six month change in 
price to sales mtio (PSALES, 3,\1 and PSAL]"S 6/1,1), eighteen month change in price 
to ne t a%el v<llue (PKAV _ 18/1,1), trading volmnc wlio (TV), three month change in 
lr"ding vol\une ralio (TV _3M) and lhrce loonlh change in ab811lute volume wtio 
(VO_3M). The ~e attribule> mo>t probably reflect investor ' s comideration l'or 
hunkruptcy. bu~ine>s risk and trading liquidity. These ri~b appear to be endemic to 
Ihe resource sector o,ving to the volati le nature of re,ource companies" profit, which 
stem from conuoodity prices fluctuations. Companies with low debt levels and better 
twd<lhility (ceteris paribis ) are lnore attractive amongst primary sector im'estors and 
are "c~ordingly aW<lJ"der.I beltn retUnl>. 
Cycii,;als ,hares show four ,ignilic"m hquidil)' dJ;lJ""ctcrislic~: VO _3M. TV. TV _I M 
and TV 3M, Invcslors apl""ar ,,·illing to plJ~c a liquidity premium on Jirms expo,ed 
to husiness and inJustrial cycle flu~tuations morc so than with ~on qcli~al 
~oumerp<lrt'. This ,ecms intlntive J.8 bll8ines~ cyde ~ r.Iowntums lcnd 10 be 8llmewh<l1 
unpredictahle and abrupt. Thinly traded cyclical ,harcs hold gn;,ater risk to sell-offs as 
shareholders c<lnnot reduce their equity holdings without adverscly affecting the price. 
A premium is lherefore placed on ~hure> that boast trading liquidity. Equities 
comprising the Non-Cyclic<ll, sector appear to be domin<ltcd by >lZe, v"h"" and 
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momcntum cII~ds. 
I'he firm specific t~st5 se~m 10 unlock a nllmber of anomalks thm arc pr~dominant 
among ccnain types of shares or se~lors. In doing so. the lests provid~ a grea t ~r 
llnd~rstanding of the facets that concisely explain equity returns. 
tf.3.2. Portfolio Trading Analysis 
8.3.2.1. Return.' to Risk ,\lIalysis 
'J'~hle ~ .. , . Re,ul" from the Portfulio tr ~diog .tr~tegy u.iog Quintile, 
'Ih" "hk ""pia,., ,he' ,nnn,1 ,yt"'ogc "","fl .,xl Sh,'1'c ,,'" (,,' ("",,'1, ",";I""c" hlgh('" ".11",,",-., ~"""il,, 
I",,'(obo, n,.n~ u".J~,,[eJ mnnrhly ,,' ,"'''_ 11 ..... "''' "','"""., f,w 'h, "~n'''y w"'gh,,,l """h'l)()"fotio 
(lx",.d"""k) m d .cwa«d on th< bot<om fO"-. -Ibe ,h .. , "rill11< "e <,"'tcd monthl;.- :>ccordJilf, to ,:oeh 
attnbute and "'-0 port'ooo, are cre"cd cun"ining the h'ghm ",J I"";",, return, 'llUllob "f cl", ",onthly 
,1,,,. F"d, """,,1,, ,,,,,,,,..,>On c",,, "r 1% I", "hU~''"i "xl "(·lllng' .,,, ,pp];('.! ,<> ""U'ly ""~""(',l ",d 
'""""',J l)()"rol;" .h,,,,,_ ,\[[nO<H'" ,h., ,hou lugl"" """",,1 ,"H",,, ,,' "' 10",,, n.' ,Iun 'he ;"',,,,1.,,,,, "" 
In bold. "111< POH'OOO' pre',"&' "\"fht ;>1<0 ,h, yilbility of crililR """PJ" "'""1 cl>< !lpJllficant ,tyle b.s.cd 
attnbute, ocLl""d '~)m 'he "run,;"te te'" "I Clupt("! :;IX. ' Ihc d", \\T1T c"" ncd fmm U.,""C>CIl 
In lcm.,~>",I, ,Y>1hhk " thc UruY,""Hy "f ('I'" T'''''TI. K('fet '0 'l'"hk 4.1 Ifl eh'pl<' F,,,,, f", ,II(' J('fini,i,"" 
ufthe ~[m 'P"<lli<; "1LlI~"c, 
7 67% 0.16 40.20% 0.46 
38.77 ',{, 0.55 1 1 g% 0.05 
38.47% 0.51 5.44% o 10 
34,07 ';' 0_50 4.~3% 0.09 
13.55% ";0 38.54% 0.43 
44 .81 % 0,53 1027% 0.15 
31,63 ';' 0.46 15.85% " '" 1357% 030 38.32% 0.43
27,97% 0.45 15.94% 0.30 
32.58% 0.44 10 12% "'" 2965% 0.43 10.75% 017 
8.0~% 0.16 31.40% 0.48 
32,25% 0.53 _2.86% -001 
30_68% 0.45 12.94% 0.20 
31 ,79% 0.42 1030% "'" 9.44% 0.2 ' 32.54% 0.44 
25_77 % 0.42 1744% 0.32 
37.16% 0.45 17.~8% "" 37.46 ';' 0.47 H.96% 0.21 
" 
21_85 ',{ 0.41 " .85% 0.41 
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lhc existence of anomalies and lindings of eh"pter Six "re ~on1inned, Table 8.3 
abovc display s the results of atttibuies thai OUI perform and h"ve " higher Sharpe r"ilO 
Ihan the equally weighted market portfolio when shares are split up into quinliies, The 
table is segregated inlo the I\\(O portfolios (lowes\ and highe~l quin\ile) that contained 
shares with the lowest and highest anomaly mnking, for example, Ihe 10,'C:;t qU\n\ile 
lor ylarket Value (MV), which includes lhe smallesl companies. earn~ an average 
3X.32% per annum compared to the 13.57% thai the lal'gest shares quinlile would 
have delivered. In almost all cases. a subs\anlial diiTeren~e exists hetween the return:; 
and risk of the two portfolios, The noteworlhy differences pro,ide per~u,,:;ive 
evidence for both the existence of linancial anomalies <IIld lhe ability 10 exploit them. 
Thc best lJuimilc (valucs shown in bold) demonstrates thai inveslors who tilietl 
exposW"c to a ccrtain anomaly would have carned excess returns at lower risk thun u 
huy anti hold approach cven after transaction COSIS. The created ben~hmurt for the 
huy and hold stratcgy is conservativc with l'egards to annual reIUl'llS, An equally 
weighted market portfolio, hy ,inue of ils construction, earn:; higher rctUTl1:; than a 
markct weightcd pol1folio as the trend for smaller ~omp<lllies lo lllitper/ornl their 
larger counterparts appeal's to he robusl o\'er lime, 
ll.mionak for each anomaly's perilmnan('e and ~tyl~ ela~sification furthermore 
becomes e\idenl. Small ~ompunies tend to grow lJllickcr and olltpcrform large ones, 
firms "ith high"l' inlel'est cover outperform ri~ky firms with poorer abilities to pay 
their debt. Companies with high book to murket ratio:; arC arguably ovcrsold and 
present value when their market values are ('lo~c to thelT ac('ollnting a~s.ct value, '!11e 
shares with the highest price momentum ranking~ continliC to delivcr highcr rcturns 
over time, Compunies wilh the highe~t growth ratc~ in real net tangible assds perfOI'll 
heller Ihan a\el'age companie~ "dh con>lderably lc~ s risk. ,\nd so on and so fonh, 
Only live of the anomalies listed ahove (P. 1"_12/1.-1, rJiM. BTMV anti r-IV) have 
been documenled in the liter,lIure re lating to "bnornlai retllTn, among Canadian 
equitic~. The remainocr providc c~idcnce that other firm specific attributes ~xist .md 
have been able to deliwr excess returns 10 investors, furthelmor .. , retllTl1~ are 
generated at a lower ri.lk than the benchmark after transaction costs are accounte<:l fol'. 
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Figure 8.1 pw~id e>; a loga[j thmj ~ plut or lh~ clmlulutive rcturn~ earned Over tilT\~ by 
investing iu the mo~t profit<lble quin lile (highest or lowe~l depending nn pinned 
attribulcs), The plot indudes attributes ranging acro~ the dirferenl ~tyle group" 
Figure 8.1. Cumulatiw <emm" no m tb e Ponfollo trading .tr ~teb'Y ming Q uinlile, 
TIle dll11 di'pb)" tlle (U1TI"htiv(' ,,'t\lm, ",md O"l'r t~(· po,"""d 31.1,"""'')' 1%9 <" ,1 1 .1u~' lr,,-'i 11' I"" "g 
10"em'll i" tI", 1"" ~"in Lik po_"'f,~i" f", e..ole "f ,le. helow o»,,,,,i0,,,,J ",tibu,,,., TILt qUl"tob,,-o fonned" 
f"lJ">, .. ,, Sb"" ,-,.' u'n; . '" "".,ed ",,,,,,hI,' ,""n!Ju'f, to o"h mnbutt .oLd two P011fooo, . '" c""",'d 
<o.,.uning ,b" hir)"'M "old In ... "" qUlntolc! 0( tho fllotldlly cUt>. beh month, tr.n",'oon co'" "f 1% fur 
'buying' "nd 'lOlling' >I, appocd [0 ncwly ""'lULtcd .nd 'efll"v('ll potr,,,lio , h"e" Th l' l,~""llv Wl',lgbtcd m:"-",, 
portfooo Ixm'nm:"k" p"""kd ", ,,,,nl',m,,,,., '11", .;.,,, w"", .""wed from D,,,S,,..,"m I"tet1l"'x",.J, 
"""1"1,,,,, Ll", Un.",''''')' ut ['I '" Tnw" Ret<! In T",., 4.1 in (h"p'" Fou< fm ,lIe ddin.Loom oftk linn 
' I'<,';f.: ""nI~,,,, , . 
1000,00 
100,00 -p 12M 
- va 3M 
10.00 -INTcaVER 
- BTMV 
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The complete result~ ur lhe unadju~led, C.-'lPM and ,\PT risk adjusted tests are 
displayed iu Jppendices F.5 to F.7, The n,k ,ldjll~ted ponf()lios, in ~ssenc~, compare 
the alpha retum~ or the uUribllle, t() th~ equal weight benchmark alpha, The trading 
slrategies shuw the S<lllle re~ul l~ even alter adjusting rctluns t(,r markd risk and the 
taclM risk u~ing th~ .-'lPT mod~l Th~ common attributes, for unadjusted ilnd ri~k 
adjusted tests, tim yield higher relurn' und l()wer than market risk ar~ prcsenkd in 
Appendix F.8, The be,t purl!,)Ij() I'm ea~h attribute represents either the highest or the 
lnwest port)"o li () that delivers the best returns, Size attributes for instance exhibit 
gr~atcr returns in the "lowest' pDrtfolio JS the smallest companie' report sup~rior 
pcrrurmaocc, Vil lue, momentum. growth_ liqllidily <lnd ri ~k portfoli() dehver hcner 
----____ ~J""-J-"-st-'cycS,,,"',d-""C,-"",J"'p<,,-rt-r"<J-w«Cs-,,"rt_'",8" ,A,,,",,,J),""'" o8c' ,J4. 
relllrn, in the 'highest" portfolios, 
lixposure to the identified anomalies is increased by dividing each month's ~har~ 
return, into more portrolios whieh reduees the number of shares in each portlollO_ 
Portfolios rang~ rrom quintil~~ (liv~ sepaTat~ pnrtlohos with an a'~Tag~ or 4() shares 
in ~ach) 10 50 portfolios that contain an average of four shar~s_ Th~ same p~rfonTIanc~ 
measures aT~ I.Is~d to ~valuat e the post tran~aetion eost trading stralen' for eaeh of 
the~~ portfolio" Due to munernu, permutations, the results for the unadjusted sample 
for only tt..;, 2() portfolios and 40 portlolios strategy are discussed, lable 8.4 shows 
the re~ult~ of a strategy hosting 2() portfolios and includes only attribute, that sww 
gr~akr returns al lower nsk than the benehmark portfolio, 
Table 8,4. Results from (he I'ortfolio ,,.,ding strategy using 20 portfolio. 
'n,,, "N" J"pi.)" Ihe """ual """"ge retunl , nd Slurp< ",nu fo< Cloch "nrib","" h>g)~'>1 ,,,J [o,"e>l ~) 
l"",t[oI!o. using luml",,,,,d monthl), return,_ -jhc "me ""''''''''' f()r llit- e~u.));- ","'gh«d m.tk« 1'0"[000 
(b<"chn",k) >rc caicuJ.rcd on the iXHwm ww, 'n", ,),." , telu'''' "Ie rotted mo"th~- >cconll11H '" c>ch 
>ttnbulc >ad "'.-u l'o"fco)~" "''' c"."d eo"t •• Ling th, )ughC>1 ,,><1 m'c" return! of th,' munthly .hI. 'plt< 
lIlW ::(1 g"-"'r ' he!' '''''nth, ,",",,,,ctioo, "''"'' of 1':':, for 'ooy1ll~' ",><1 ',dbng' "" 'PI'ocd f,,, n,',,1)' ulClud<J 
,,,J """,veJ ,),,""_ • ,,,ribute, ~'" ')'0"-' llighcr 'nm'~ 'eMn, .. , k",," ,,,. lh'n Ih, bend",,,,,k "-,, .bo,,'<1 
'" hoIJ, 'n"" 1''-'''[000. I",,,,ioc ir"'!\ht in,u 'h" ;,.l~ljty co' ,,,,Ju>g "~'''gt" u'irlg~" oigruocant "yk b.!-Cd 
.rrnbute. ocnvcd tJum the \In''-,n,,,' "'," of rb'p'er SIx, TIl< d.", ,,:erc cx'r:>et<.,d lrum lJ.",S",,,,,n 
Intcrmtxx,, !, ,v,,,I,l,lc.1 I b" 1: n,"""")' 0' \..pe Town, &fcr to -r,bk 4, t in Ch,pt<." Fom L'" ,be defuuuo"" 
01 tbe firm 'l"'l'j fie ""ib"'e' 
Unadjusted 
, 
1 11 'h D (14 59_29'1. •. ~ 
46 ,96'1. 0,46 -9 "S 'h -Q 05 
62,71 % .'" -4 SU 'h {i01 +\,02% 0,43 (13(1'10 Q05 
1lH1% "n S2_28'~ 0,42 
S5,15'!. 0,51 11 70'~ (I. 14 
52,7~,. 0,46 1~62~'. (1.23 
1(1 ~H, 0.22 63.24% 0,41 
3952"/. 0,45 1904% (I."" 
48,54% 0,45 -0.40% (UI~ 
2~6% (UI? 42.60% 0,42 
28,26'" 0,41 -6,73'/, (l.iXI 
48,75% 0,42 0,B8% (I.i)!] 
39.77% 0,3~ 31,07% (I."~ 




0,41 21.a5'. 0,41 
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The result~ are remarbble and shov" th,d 17 of the 23 allributes in Table 8.3 deliver 
even higher retUTll~ '\lith ltl\\le'r volatility than a buy and hold strategy, The best 
portfolio's value~ are shovv'll in bold, With Ji:wer shares in each portfolio, the 
difference in retmm IS accentua ted. Trading strategies employing long short 
Lechnigu ... s would ap pear to be viable among the anomalous attributes, The most 
important finding rdating to the identified anomalies rests in the va lucs of the Sharpe 
ratios for each characteristic, Oncc again, the portf() lios d~monstrale thm while higher 
returns arc ohtained. they do not come at the expense of greater risk_ This suggests 
that financial practitioners who tilted their equities to wards thesc anomalous 
characteristics would ha,e eanll."d ~u b~tantially higher returns. withoul tlll." volatility_ 
Figure 8.2 displays a log"'rilhmk pi ot of Ihe ~umul"'live re\UTll~ earned over lime by 
investing in the most profitable of the twenty portfolios. Nol ... the con~istency or ~hare 
returns through bo th bull ~nd be~r markels, wilh the exception of the 199R Asi~n 
crisis, The atlribuk~ <ire Ihe S<1Jne "'~ Figure 8, I ",nd produ<:e higher <;u lllublive returns 
al les~ lh~n m~rke\ risk. 
Figurc 8,2. Cumulalivc rclum, [tum (ho j'un[uHu (UdUlg ' (talo g), using 20 ponfo]io. 
1"0 ohm d"l'l,y! 10(', cum""t1v< "'""" ",m,J ""« ,)'" P,,,,,").\1 .1''''''-'1' t%9 10 3t July 2()}5 by OC"'~ 
""'o",J i" tb" 1.,,, "f Ihe '",en1)' ]~"'f"oc.. f", c:ocll of 11", below mcn"oDed "«cib""" 1bc poHfoho. He 
fo"ned " foDow.: Sh", ",'urns . '" loncd moncl~v ",cordl1lg to ('>ch "'nb",,' ,nd , lugbe" "",Ilo""e" 
po<1foilO" CfC'"",1 ,Itt', 'l'h,,,"S lOC- n>o",h "'to twe"l), 1>""'1", F..ch ",,",(h, ",,,,,.,,,i,,,, w,,, "f 1','. f", 
~"'PH~' .",1 ',,'.lhn ~' ,.-e 'l'l'li<d ,,, ,,,,,,~, "yui!<J ,n.] "n~"d i",,,[olio ,I""", 11", ocnchmark ''luaUy 
" -"'p)"ed n""k<t po<1fooo u pmYld,d " " comp,ri,O<l, 11", d"" W'IT extmct,d from !),,,Stre,m 
In<cn,,,non,l, av,il,bic " tbe t 01"" '''1 )' of C.pe 'i'own Ret", '0 'L.hk- 4_1 in Ch.]~" F"UT em (h< J"fi""~,,,. 
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Th<' Shurpe r ... (io~ 01' the T~ble 8.-1 ~h(}"v that equities with anomalous chamctcristics 
~ngendcr a bener reward (0 n~k raclor in Cllnlparison to the bellChm~rk, Visual 
ln~peclion or Flgnre 8.2 may prompt que~lions to the down5id~ risk of th~ modds, In 
order to a~certain Iil<' magnllude or down~wiog~, the annll<ll average return of "down 
monlh~" for lhe mark<'\ i8 compared to that of the best portfo li05 during thosc months. 
(her lllC 8ix(e<,n and 'I hull' year I><Imple period, 60 'd\1\\11 momhs' (fiv~ yc~rs) ~nd 
138 'up monlhs' (de\-en und a half years) are observed. A parametric ,\NOVA tcst 
leSl8 jhe null hypothesi~ lwt the populmion means of 1he monthly r~turn5 for tm, 
market and mtribute portfolio arc identica l. j'~blc 8.5 and 8.6 displals the annual 
average returns and probability valu~ (p-\'alu~) for th~ 'do\\n' and 'up' months 
respectively. 
T abte 8.S. Amib",.', ,"tums during 'do" n' month, klr the 20'. portfo~o .ort 
The ".blt- d"I~'Y' tb< ,nmul "'CF.lge re'um lor <1", (O<TIm"" ,ttnb",o,' be>! po<tfooo, , mo"ll the ll" ,dimu:-d 
umpl, f", 'J"",,,' ,""n,I". '11" "",,".1 .ver'g' '''''''''' f", ,h e <'qu,liy ""'I!'hl(,d ,""k", I~,,,f,"i,,, 
(bcnch"'-',k) '" dcubted "" ,he bo)oom ,,,,,"'. 'On",,,' """ub, !efeI ,,, m",lIh, in which ,he 1,,,xll<n'Ik 
delivered, llegauvc reMu. Tho portl',lio tncthodolof'Y" dis.cu,.ro in Seen",\ 8.2. ,,-.1 the ,,,,,"'-lte, de(lwJ 
f'Om t"'-, un'Hn,w' ",," of Ch'l'tor Si •. 'j1>< I",,,nctoc .-\I'U\'.-\ ,,·It '0>1> the "uti bVPO~l("lS ~"t 'h,' 
j>opul,,")n me".., of til< n",n,hl), re'um, '-m ,be "",'e ' ""J .11~hu'e j>Otlf"lio "te iJe",i •• !. nle J". we« 
extmeted hom Da"StIC;.m.l"tom"oon.l, ,v;ubb!e "' ,be em"e"il), of Cape Town. ReC" <0 T,lN. 4.1 III 
Ch'p 'er Four tor the detirul»n> of ,he fum 'p<'Ci!ic "mibut" The ,tt,ibuto return, fI""cr th"" ~,o 
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Annual returns for the unadjusted equally weighted market portfolio during down 
months amounts to -31. 18%. Almost all al1ribm~'s annual awmf!.e returns during 
down months are ktwr than th~ markets with th~ exception of price (P). eighteen 
month momelllum (RC 18M), eighteen mOlllh change in net tangible asset value 
~TAV 18/1,1) and both market \ 'alue attributes (LN\IV and \ 'IV).ln all cases the null 
hypolhesis for the means lest holds. implying that the relUrns ar~ oot different from 
the bendmlark. Both the returns and the ANOV A tests confirm the proposition that 
anomalous atlributes' relurns are the same as 01' better than thm of the benchmark 
during downswings. Table 8.5 bdov" presents the 'up' loonths. 
T ~ble 8.6. AUribulc'. return, during 'up' tnunlh. for the 20', pmtfo]j() .ort 
1110 table dto.pl,y' the annual aH""R" mum 'Of the coonmon ,nribo.ltcs' belt ponfolJo, ,mong the ll"i<limfed 
",mpl, for 'do",",' fl)onth 'Jhc ''"'''"',1 '''"OI''9,e fenlm, for th" "'I"'ilJ' w(19)ltcd market portfOOo' 
'!",nchm,,,k) "'" ",hl',,,d on ,he bottom 'ow' 'tl' mo<"h, reb '0 mon,h, '" "'"leh ,I,.. l>enchm"k 
Joli"""d 'I""";'" ,"'um 11" 1"",[,,1", """IHod"I" .. ;" Ji;"u". J ,n """,.", R_2, ,nJ ,I", . 1L,''''' e' J'rlveJ 
from the l",,,,,,;,,e test, 0' Chap'" 51>:, The paflfl>O'lX .~NOV.-\' te" "os" cl .. mlil h)')Xlth.c,;, thar tho 
pop"J,no<1 fl"'"," of the fl)Q"cllJ:,' rc1um , [01 the "",kc, ,nd :lttribut<, portfooo '",e ~lcnn",1 The d,,, were 
l'""",,,d fTom ])"""""", in'em-,hon,], :"";I',hle ,, tl-...' U"M">l'Y 01 ("I'" 'j'own, I("f", to '[',,1,10 -1,[ tn 
C",I''''' Fuu, f", ,I", Jeli,,,,,,.,, "f lJ..e f"'''-'I''''''[''' "",Im"" 11" , IIrib",. ""un" ",",.,., ,10,,, ,he 
kn"r.n,,-k a!~ I~gbl!f.h"d "xl ,r.m,,, in bold 
Attril>utc 
ttU1"JL 000 
14' ...... 0 00 
"" .. O,CC t •. f .... O.CC , ..... o ,X 
' 1 .... "" 000 
111...,.,. Q,CC ..... o 01 
11",,,,,, o ,X .... , 0,01 ..... 0, 1 ~ 




The outperforman~e of anomaloLl' illliibutes prov~s to be ~onsid~rabk during 'up' 
mvnths_ In ea<:h ,ase, ~~cepllvr Interest cover lxlor~ ta~ (lNTCOVER_1H), none of 
the rulOmalous attributes show rctums similar to the lxnchmark. Furthermvr~, II", 
~IT1<:' I~SIS <Ire ,vndu,leu on tr.lding ~trat~gies utiJi/jng 40 pvrtlvlios (holding on 
a\eragc 5 shares)_ The results arc the same as those for the 2() portfolios (holding on 
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ayewgc 11 sh;lres). and are dl""um~nled 111 Appendi~~s 1'..9 and E, I I), I'h~ onl;-' 
noticcable differences ~re \h~l (he atlribllks; MV, L \lMV, CASHPS, inkre.l\ ~owr 
beforc tax (lKTCOVER BT), PNAV_6:vt, Rl_1 8M and P 6M start (0 lose lh~i r 
return generating strength and ~xhibit gr~ater volali lily, 
Th~ ksts ~ondllded on lh~ 'up' and 'd(mn' month.1 corroboratc thc proposition that 
higher relums ha\'~ t><;,en al1a1l1able to i nv~stors al a (ower lhan markct ri sk. It appears 
that anoTrnlly exposure somewhal provid~s ~ lI,;h i oning or (imiwd downsidc during 
poorer market months and substan ti al perfoTTl1an;.:e when lh~ eljultie.1 on a\'cragc 
perform \'id l. Table 8.6_ pr~s<:n ls a ~ummary of (iml .If";:~i(jc attrjbutc~ that ha\c 
historically provided su~h r~ t um s, Figllrc 8.3 display.1 thc logarithmic plO! of the 
~umli l ati\'e returns earned ov~r lime by invcsting in thc most profi table of the forty 
portfolios. 
Figure S.3. Cumul.l.i\'C return ' fwrn the Portfolio trading , (talcg,. using 40 portfo~o, 
TIl< ch,rt di'phy, thc cllLm~,nw ,"'um, .. me<! ""« ,10" 1"''''.1 11 J"""".r 1%9 '0 _ll July l[0 5 by k~lg 
,",-<>,,,1 '" 1he I"", "f ,).., ,wen')' I",rdolio< fo< e>eh 01 thc' below me"tioned "miJuw" '11" PO" f"i", "e 
fo,"",ed " fol/o,,'" Sh",,< "nu". >r< ",,,cd mQml~" >ccordlng '0 ",,,,h ,"ahu'e "KI • high"" "xl ).,we>' 
po<t[ol>o "crwed ,ttcr ' plittiLlg toc' mon'" toto [,><1)" ST'"'I'" F,,,," "",,,,10, r"",,,,,,;,,,, co'" of 1% tiH' 
'oclYIng' ,nd ',,-'iling' m' 'ppUcd '0 n,"""')Y "~m"d ""d " ,nov ,d I",,,foli,, . h"", n", knchLrurk cgll"lIy 
"..,glued ,""k", ,"",.,ll" " I'to,iJod " > comp.ri>Ofl, n", dau werc c>tr"',,,,1 fm," n.,,..,,,-,,.," 
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8.3.2.2. Risk Adjusted Analysis 
Table 8.7. Risk adjusted performance evaluation Quintiles 
The table displays intercept coefficients, slope coefficients, the corresponding t-statistics and the R square of 
the regressions of the risk adjusted tests conducted on the long short portfolio. The long short portfolio 
consists of the highest quintile returns less the lowest one. The share returns are sorted monthly according to 
each attribute and two portfolios are created containing the highest and lowest quintiles of the monthly data. 
Each month, transaction costs of 1 % for 'buying' and 'selling' are applied to newly acquired and removed 
portfolio shares. The t-statistics that are significant at their 5% level are in bold. The results provide insight 
Into the persistence of the attributes after removing systematic risk. The data were extracted from DataStream 
InternatlOnal, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions 
of the firm-specific attributes. 
CAPM APT 
Attribute 
a (t-statistic IJ IJ (t-statistic) R Square a (t-statistic) R Square a a 
P -0.03 -8.01 0.02 0.20 0.00 -0.03 -8.71 0.21 
LNCAPS -003 -6.77 -0.06 -0.57 0.00 -003 -7.26 0.27 
NTAV_1BM 0.02 6.67 -0.03 -0.42 0.00 0.02 6.36 O.OB 
PNAV_12M 0.02 4.61 -0.11 -1.21 0.01 0.02 4.29 0.06 
EPS -0.02 -5.72 -0.21 -2.89 0.04 -002 -5.69 0.21 
POUT -0.02 -5.08 -0.46 -5.74 014 -0.02 -5.32 0.27 
NTAV_24M 0.02 4.60 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.02 4.48 0.10 
LNMV -0.02 -5.52 -0.13 -1.32 0.01 -0.02 -5.81 0.11 
P _12M 0.02 3.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 3.44 0.04 
VO_3M 0.01 2.28 0.04 0.57 0.00 0.01 2.33 0.03 
MV -0.02 -5.49 -0.13 -1.29 001 -0.02 -5.76 0.11 
TV_3M 0.00 1.57 0.05 0.B5 0.00 0.00 1.67 0.01 
PNAV_1BM 0.01 2.67 -0.09 -0.95 0.01 0.01 2.47 0.06 
PSALES_6M 0.01 2.30 -0.16 -1.79 0.02 0.01 1.B9 0.10 
CASHPS -0.02 -6.89 0.11 1.4B 0.01 -0.02 -7.19 0.24 
INTCOVER_BT 0.02 6.07 -0.19 -2.38 0.03 0.02 5.79 0.1B 
PSALES_3M 0.01 2.13 -0.17 -1.99 0.02 0.01 1.77 0.07 
PNAV_6M 0.01 2.59 -0.10 -1.05 0.01 0.01 2.17 O.OB 
BTMV_1BM 0.00 0.B6 -0.01 -0.14 0.00 0.00 1.0B 0.06 
LCPS -0.02 -6.42 -0.25 -3.21 0.05 -0.02 -6.55 0.19 
DEBTNTAV -0.01 -3.99 -0.34 -4.91 0.11 -0.01 -4.35 0.26 
TV_1M 0.00 0.5B -0.04 -0.79 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.03 
PNTAV -0.02 -4.40 O.OB 0.93 0.00 -0.02 -5.50 0.21 
RUBM 0.01 1.70 0.04 0.37 0.00 0.01 1.50 0.05 
TLCTA -0.01 -2.81 -0.23 -4.23 O.OB -0.01 -3.16 0.21 
EPS_3M 0.00 1.02 -0.11 -1.69 0.01 0.00 0.B9 0.01 
NPBT_1BM 0.00 1.62 -0.14 -2.39 003 0.00 1.04 0.10 
PTCA 0.00 0.39 0.09 1.00 0.01 0.00 -0.3B 0.14 
P_6M 0.01 2.18 -0.15 -1.37 001 0.01 1.75 0.09 
BTMV 0.01 2.01 -0.22 -2.47 0.03 0.01 2.79 0.20 
CFOPS -0.02 -2.12 -0.21 -0.93 0.00 -0.02 -1.B6 O.OB 
DPS_12M 0.00 1.17 -0.17 -3.68 0.07 0.00 0.95 0.20 
BORROW_RATIO -0.01 -1.76 -0.20 -2.79 0.04 0.00 -1.66 0.22 
DPS_1BM 0.00 1.31 -0.16 -3.00 0.05 0.00 1.06 0.13 
STCL -0.01 -3.02 -0.22 -3.69 0.06 -001 -3.04 0.17 
BOR_REPAY _24r. -0.01 -3.06 O.OB 1.41 0.01 -0.01 -2.85 0.04 
TDTIA 0.00 -1.62 -0.22 -3.69 0.06 0.00 -1.79 0.19 
STID 0.00 -0.05 0.07 1.12 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.29 
TV 0.00 -0.72 0.50 7.68 0.23 0.00 -0.30 0.35 
The risk adjusted tests in Table 8.7 confirm that the returns of the long short portfolio 
are poorly explained by the conventional asset-pricing models. In the CAPM model, 
the alpha coefficients are highly positive in most cases. The slope coefficient appears 
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10 II<:" ~il!n i lican t Ib l only II few au ri t...l>:s, mo~1 or " hich arc the \\'Cak ~'T uoomalotls 
allrihlli"~ The .-'t.P r Dloed pro~'es 10 prtI\"id ... a benef ""planalion of Ih" share rcmllls.. 
I:xhibili" l! higher R squarc ~a l tlc ill ~..,ml""ison 10 the CAr~1. Thi~ cOllfim,s IIX' 
supposilioll lhm IOC AI' I lIIodd has beUeT ,\tc~rt~ io rChl1'!l~ C~rl~1~1 Ii oll. I he 
lI"llcrccpt I~rms. howevcr. remUln higilly positi'", un<.! in mOSl cases SllggCSI lh.ll 
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Table 8.8 displays the one-way sort that ascertains whether the attribute or its loading 
best explains share returns. Inspection of the loadings reveals that the relationship 
with share returns is consistent. Size characteristics' highest loadings outperform 
while the remaining styles' (except for risk) lowest loadings outperform. The 
attributes themselves display the opposite relationship to their loadings, as mentioned 
in the returns to risk section. The difference between monthly average returns for each 
portfolio can also be examined. 
The correlations between attributes and their loadings are shown in Appendices E.ll 
and E.12. The correlations show the persistent inverse relationship and are 
comparatively more negative over the short term. In all cases, the correlation is weak, 
which concurs with the results of Daniel and Titman (1997) and van Rensburg and 
Robinson (2003). 
The question of whether the attributes or loadings explain share returns becomes clear 
on inspection of the t-statistics of the Highest - Lowest (long short) portfolio. The t-
statistic next to the high minus low (HML) loading shows that in all cases, except 
price, the loadings' high and low quintile returns are not different. On the contrary, all 
the strongest anomalous attributes' t-statistics, shown in the upper half of the table, 
are significant and suggest that the returns of high and low portfolios are different. 
The results are in agreement with Daniel and Titman (1997) and van Rensburg and 
Robinson (2003), who find no decisive relationship between share returns and 
loadings can be extracted. Furthermore, the evidence presented in table 8.7, indicates 
that the attribute itself shows a stronger ability to explain the share returns structure. 
The inverse relationships, average monthly returns and average t-statistics for the one-
way sort can be observed in figure 8.4. 
The one-way share sort procedure is also carried out on portfolios consisting of 11 
shares (each month is split into 20 portfolios). The results provide a stronger case for 
the attributes, which are mostly significant and better at explaining share returns. The 
loadings in all cases are shown to be insignificant. These results can be viewed in 
Appendices E.13. 
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Cross sectional regression analysis, employing the same methodologies of Fama and 
Macbeth (1973) and that used in Chapter Six reveals the following. The most 
significant attributes found in Chapter Six are commonly prevalent among all three 
sectors. Risk, value and liquidity based anomalies dominate the Basic Materials 
shares. Liquidity effects stand out within the Cyclicals group and the Non-Cyclicals 
sector exhibits Value and Size effects. 
The returns to risk portfolio sort assess the viability of trading strategies based on the 
significant attributes found throughout this study. Portfolios are formed by sorting 
monthly returns according to the attributes and transactions costs are applied to 
simulate an active trading strategy. Annual average returns and a Sharpe ratio (mean 
return divided by the standard deviation) of the portfolios are calculated and weighed 
up against those of an equally weighted market portfolio. The results confirm the 
existence of the anomalies and provide evidence that such anomalies are exploitable. 
The results also suggest that such trading strategies are able to deliver substantially 
higher returns with lower volatility than a buy and hold approach using the 
appropriate benchmark. The portfolio sorting tests find that investors are likely to earn 
even higher returns by selecting shares with the highest anomalous characteristics, 
without taking up greater risk than the benchmark. 
In addition to the returns to risk analysis, risk adjusted portfolio evaluation is carried 
out using a highest portfolio less lowest portfolio returns set. The alpha coefficients 
are highly positive for both CAPM and APT models in most cases. This suggests that 
abnormal returns are being generated outside of traditional asset-pricing models. The 
APT model proves to provide a better explanation of the share returns, exhibiting 
higher R square value in comparison to the CAPM, and infers that it is a better model. 
The van Rensburg and Robertson (2003) one-way sort methodology, a variation of 
Daniel and Titman (1997), is employed to establish whether the attributes themselves 
or the factor loadings on the attributes explain share returns. The results confirm the 
findings of the two above-mentioned authors and provide evidence that the attributes 
themselves are better at explaining share returns. The highest and lowest attribute 
portfolios show significantly different returns and a greater ability to generate 
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abnonnal returns. 
The evidence uncovered in this chapter is twofold. Shares belonging to certain sectors 
seem to show a persistence of certain style based anomalies that others do not. Style 
based anomalies among S&P TSX Composite Index equities have been exploitable 
after accounting for transaction costs and provide a case for financial practitioners to 




This chapter investigates the nature of seasonality and persistence of calendar effects 
and their role in the return generation structure of shares. 
Empirical research on Canadian seasonality documents two major seasonal tendencies 
among Canadian equities, namely: The 'Sell in May and go away till November' 
effect and the calendar month effects in the months of November, December and 
January (see Chapter Three section 3.6.). The research is somewhat limited to testing 
hypothesized seasonal time periods and possible seasonality effects for style-based 
anomalies. 
The objective of this chapter is to conduct seasonality analysis using three tests. The 
first tests six month seasonal periods and finds the most optimal time frame. The 
second tests calendar month effects and the third aims to find which style-based 
attributes exhibit seasonal tendencies. 
All tests are conducted using unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk adjusted 
monthly returns. 
The remainder of the chapter is set out as follows: Section 9.2 discusses the data and 
methodologies employed, Section 9.3 reports the results, and Section 9.4 summarises 
and concludes. 
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9.2. Data and methodology 
"The Stock Exchange world is in a sort a/twilight state at the moment. The potential 
buyers seem to have "sold in May and gone away" ... ,,4 
The returns data consists of the unadjusted, CAPM risk adjusted and APT risk 
adjusted monthly returns of all shares included in the entire data set ranging over the 
period of 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The monthly payoffs to all the significant 
attributes as determined during the cross-sectional regressions in Chapter Six are 
compiled into one list and are used for seasonality assessment. Three sets of seasonal 
tests are conducted. 
The first test sets out to explore the presence of a six month seasonal effect from 
which the old trading adage, "Sell in May and go away till November" is derived. 
Visual inspection of the average monthly returns of all securities for each month over 
the sixteen and a half year sample period provides a case for testing seasonality. 
Figure 9.1 below displays the average monthly returns of an equally weighted 
portfolio of all Canadian securities in the sample. The months of December, January, 
February and May appear to exhibit higher returns than the rest of the months. The 
risk adjusted monthly returns appear to confirm the presence of such seasonality. 
4 Financial Times, Saturday, May 30, 1964, page 2 
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at the start of June (end of April) and buys back on the first of December (end of 
November). The "Sell in June" methodology is discussed below and is applied to 
both six month tests. 
The "Sell in June" test entails splitting all monthly returns into two portfolios. The 
first portfolio contains monthly returns for the calendar period December to May. The 
second portfolio holds the remaining months of June to November. All portfolios in 
the seasonality tests assume an equal weighted market portfolio, in which the smallest 
share according to market capitalisation is given the same weighting as the largest. 
The nonparametric test Kruskal-Wallis H test (will be referred to as K W from here 
on) and the parametric ANOV A test are used for all seasonality analysis in this 
chapter. Both KW and ANOVA test the null hypothesis that the population means of 
the monthly returns for the two portfolios are identical. A description of the KW and 
ANOVA tests follows after the discussion of the three tests. 
The second test investigates whether specific months show seasonality. While much 
of the Canadian seasonality literature has been dedicated to determining the existence 
of a "January effect", this study examines all the months of the year for both 
unadjusted and risk adjusted returns. Monthly share returns are divided into twenty 
four portfolios. Each month has its own portfolio of returns and is matched with a 
portfolio which contains the share returns of the remaining calendar months in the 
sample period. The KW and ANOV A tests are conducted to test the null hypothesis 
that the population means of the monthly returns for the two matched portfolios are 
the same 
The third test calculates which of the attributes from Chapter Six display seasonal 
tendencies using their cross sectional monthly payoffs. For each payoff, two 
portfolios are formed. The first contains the monthly payoffs generated in the months 
December to May and the second holds the payoffs for the remaining months of the 
calendar year. The same methodology as the first and second test is used with a null 
hypothesis that the population means of the monthly payoffs for the two portfolios are 
identical. 
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KW and ANOV A tests 
The Kruskal-Wallis H test (developed by Kruskal and Wallis [1952]) tests the 
hypothesis that independent samples drawn from populations have identical 
population distributions. The null hypothesis has been adapted to test for mean 
equality. The means of the monthly calendar returns and payoffs of the two portfolios 
are used in the three seasonal tests. Rejection of the null hypothesis postulates that the 
returns or payoffs of the two identified periods are different. This implies that 
seasonality is prevalent for the specified calendar periods. 
For each portfolio, either the monthly returns or payoffs are ranked or each 
observation is substituted by its rank. The KW H -statistic is calculated as: 
H= 12 [t R;]-3(N+1) 
N(N + 1) m=l nm 
where 
N = the total number of observations in the complete portfolios data set 
Rm = the sum of the ranks in portfolio m 
nm = the number of observations in portfolio m 
r = the number of portfolios 
Rejection of the null hypothesis requires an H value greater than or equal to the table 
value of H (upper-tailed rejection region is used). When the null hypothesis holds, 
the H -statistic is approximated using a chi square (X 2 ) distribution with (r -1) 
degrees of freedom (van den Honert, 1999). 
The nonparametric KW test requires less stringent assumptions than the ANOVA 
tests as it does not require the populations to be normally distributed nor have similar 
vanances. 
ANOV A tests are used to examine the null hypothesis that the population means of 
monthly returns or payoffs for the two portfolios and that the samples (represented by 
portfolios) are drawn from the same population. The test is based on the idea that if 
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the portfolios have the same mean, then the variability between the sample means 
(between portfolios) should be the same as the variability within the portfolios. 
An F -statistic is calculated using the calendar month portfolios. The ratio of variation 




I nm(y'" - F)2 
with MSTR = -",-m~=I ____ _ 
12 -1 
r nm 
I I (Y"m - y"')2 
and MSE = =m-'=IC-!'---'=I'-----___ _ 
N-r 
where 
Ym = the mean of the observations in portfolio m 
Y = the mean of all of the observations 
Y"m = the i th observation in portfolio m 
nm = the number of observations in portfolio m 
N = the total number of observations 
r = the number of portfolios 
The ratio of the vanances follows the F-distribution with the numerator and 
denominator having (r -1) and (N - r) degrees of freedom respectively. If the two 
variance estimates are equal or similar, the F -statistic should be close to a value of one 
(van den Honert, 1999). The null hypothesis can be rejected when the variation 
between the portfolios is significantly larger than the variation within the portfolios. 
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9.3. Results 
In the first test, the "Sell in June and go away till November" six month effect is 
found to persist. Table 9.1. exhibits the results from the KW and ANOV A tests 
conducted on the two portfolios which individually hold the share returns for the 
December to May and the June to November periods. 
Table 9.1. Kruskal-Wallis and ANOVA Tests Results for 'Sell in June till November' 
The monthly returns on all Canadian equities that make up the S&P TSX Composite Index at 31 July 2005 
are divided into December to May and the June to November periods and then subjected to the Kruskal and 
Wallis (1952) and ANOV A tests to assess whether the mean returns of these periods are different from each 
other. The sample period is from 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The Kruskal-\"'{'allis test-statistic follows a 
chi-squared distribution, and the AN OVA. test-statistic follows an F-distribution. Significant values at the 5% 
level are shown in bold. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of 
Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Unadjusted returns CAPM risk adjusted returns APT risk adjusted returns 
F statistic 11.04 10.69 9.77 
Chi squared approximation 9.49 9.93 6.20 
The results from the KW and ANOVA tests reject the null hypothesis that the means 
of the monthly returns for the December to May and the June to November samples 
are identical. This implies that returns within these six month periods show seasonal 
tendencies, which appear to be exploitable even after risk adjustment. The 
significance of the seasonality is however somewhat reduced after accounting for 
systematic risk. 
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Table 9.2 Kruskal-Wallis and ANOVA Tests Results for 'Sell in May till October' 
The monthly returns on all Canadian equities that make up the S&P TSX Composite Index at 31 July 2005 
are divided into November to A.pril and the lYrar to October periods and then subjected to the Kruskal and 
Wallis (1952) and .\NO\'A tests to assess whether the mean returns of these periods are different from each 
other. The sample period is from 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The Kruskal-\'\'allis test-statistic follows a 
chi-squared distribution, and the ,\NOV A test-statistic follows an F-distribution. Significant values at the 5% 
level are shown in bold. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of 
Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Unadjusted returns CAPM risk adjusted returns APT risk adjusted returns 
F statistic 3.79 4.52 5.61 
Chi squared approximatior 3.06 4.63 5.65 
The KW and ANOV A tests are additionally used to test the "Sell in May and go away 
till November" strategy. The results are shown in Table 9.2. above. 
The findings agree concur with Athanassakos (2005) and Bouman and Jacobsen 
(2002) who both find exploitable seasonality among Canadian equities during the two 
six month periods. This confirms the trading adage, "Sell in May and come back in 
November". The results are significant, albeit weaker, than the "Sell in June" strategy. 
The findings of this study therefore propose that seasonality is best exploited using a 
strategy that acquires equity securities at the beginning of December, sells in late June 
and remains invested in risk-free instruments for the remaining six months. 
The mean monthly returns for the two portfolios are displayed in Figure 9.2 and 
Figure 9.3. The December to May months appear to have more positive periods in 
comparison to the June to November months. Moreover, months that exhibit negative 
returns show smaller magnitude declines during the 'better' six month period. 
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thesc calcndJr month effects for the sample period, The unadjusted sample displajs a 
II/by el'k~t Jnu the CAPl\- I smnple shows II July and Seplemher calendar mOllth elre~l. 
'Ih", resul t~ agre", "ith th'" t1nui ng~ o r a January dl:cct hy Tini c, Bamne Ad",~i and 
WeSl (l9~7) and Athanassakos (2002) and OOOS}, Tinie ct al no!", lilatthinly trJded 
Canadian silllres have historically generllted abnormal returns during the month 01 
January_ Athana~~ako~ (2002) p0~lll lat "'~ that n~ky secun li e~, with hlgh hela~ and k'" 
bond ratings. hlll'C a more pronounc'ed Janum) effect. 'Ihcir excess returns for the 
r",mairnl"'r orthe year ho" ever l",nd 10 be lower. Simibrlv. Athmla~~ako~ (2iJ{15), in a 
study spanning OVCI' <+7 years. finds that small companies commanded high exccss 
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r~turns during the Nurthern hemisphere winter m()nths th~n during the summer, Ilis 
findings I"urtller identities the munths ul' November. December and Janu~ry as the 
strongest ul" the year. 
The resul ts or tile calcndar month tcst, are ol'the samC view as AthanassakllS (211115) 
and confi rm thc cxistence of a January. Fdmmr} and Dceemocr ca lendar month ctTcet 
ovcr the sixtcen and a half }car sample period. Thesc month ly ctTects concur with thc 
first test ' s fmdings that Canadian winter months are morc pronc 10 cxcess returns than 
thc snmmer, Thc three significant individual months also fall into the best six month 
periud. December tu June, Figure 9.4 prcscnts the F st~tistics from the calendar month 
tests . 
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'Ihc third and final scasonal test dctcrmincs whi~h aUn huks show any sea~ ollal 
tcndencies intlx: two periods Deccmocr to ro.,laj' and lh~ June to "<ovemb.;,r, Tahle 9.4 
displays tlx: rcsults from the KW ar>J ANOVA. kst~_ 
11", jHyo cr< ,,, " 'nbu", "'" di .. i<I<,] u" " T-'<",,,Iwt 10 /,!,,,' ",,,I tl~, J u"., '0 N"",mo..', p, .. "",i> :o"d thm 
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Seasonality of payoffs 
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Three size related attributes: price (P), naturallogarithrn of market value (LNMV) and 
market value (MV) show stronger returns during December to May that are 
statistically different to those of the June to November period. The payout ratio 
(POUT), one month change in trading volume ratio (TV_3M) and eighteen month 
change in book to market value (BTMV _18M) also exhibit the same seasonal pattern. 
Only these attributes are found to show significant abnormal seasonal returns outside 
of the general monthly variation of the market. 
Both the ANOV A and Kruskal-Wallis tests assume independence of payoffs between 
and within portfolios. The autocorrelation tests conducted in Chapter Seven, Section 
7.3. finds extensive autocorrelation for the attributes P, LNMV and MV. This violates 
the independence assumption and accordingly the seasonality of these attributes' 
payoffs should be disregarded. The remaining attributes POUT, TV_3M and 
BTMV _18M, seem capable of producing some noteworthy seasonal returns. 
9.4. Summary and conclusion 
This chapter investigates the nature of seasonality and persistence of calendar effects 
and their role in the return generation structure of shares. 
Seasonality appears to be persistent throughout Canadian equity returns. The 
parametric ANOV A tests and nonparametric Kruskal Wallis H test (1952) tests are 
used for all seasonality assessment. The commonly known adage "Sell in May and go 
away till November" seems to hold truth for Canada. However, an adapted "Sell in 
June and go away till December" effect however has better results. 
The calendar month tests indicate that January, February and December are the 
strongest months of the year. The findings partially support those of Athanassakos 
(2005) who identifies the months of November, December and January as the 
strongest. The findings of this study confirm the January effect, and are in agreement 
with Tinic, Barone Adesi and West (1987) and Athanassakos (2002) and (2005). 
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Finally, only six attributes' payoffs display returns that are different during the 
December to May and June to November periods. Three are size related attributes (P, 
LNMV and MV) and others are POUT, TV_1M and BTMV _18M. First order 
autocorrelation for P, POUT, LNMV and MV (see Chapter Seven, section 7.3.1) 
violates the independence assumptions of the ANOVA and Kruskal Wallis H tests, 
and the seasonality of their payoffs should be disregarded. 
The evidence uncovered in this chapter suggests that seasonal tendencies in the return 
structure of shares appear to exist for Canadian returns of the S&P TSX Composite 
Index. The most notable patterns are the two six month periods of the year and three 
individual calendar months. 
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10.1. Summary of results 
Exploratory Analysis 
The 221 Canadian equities chosen in this study are the constituents of the S&P TSX 
Composite Index as of the 31 July 2005. The inclusion criteria for member firms of 
the Index negate the likelihood of thin trading and arguably the weak form of market 
efficiency. The data set includes share returns and 904 firm specific attributes which 
are obtained or constructed using accounting, financial, volume or technical values, 
for the 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 sample period. The sheer size of the dataset 
makes this thesis the largest anomaly study to date of the Composite Index. An in 
sample period of 31 January 1989 to 31 December 2000 and out sample period 
ranging from 31 January 2001 to 31 July 2005 is selected. Both returns and attributes 
data sets are winsorised using a two step process which effectively removes outliers 
from the sample. Data considerations include the varying reporting standards and 
accounting policies that have evolved significantly over the near 17 year period, and 
the survivorship bias that is prevalent throughout this study. 
The Toronto stock exchange is the 8th largest in the world and consists of a broad 
variety of securities from different market sectors. The returns of Canadian equities 
are highly correlated to their United States counterparts. Cluster and factor analysis on 
both S&P and DataStream International indices suggest that the sectors that explain 
most of the variation on the S&P TSX Composite Index are: (l) Energy (Oil and 
natural gas); (2) Information Technology; (3) Mining; (4) Retailing and (5) 
Engineering. These indices provide economic rationale for the behaviour of returns on 
the Toronto Stock Exchange as Canada has an abundance of Oil and resource related 
firms, a buoyant manufacturing segment and well endorsed IT industry. 
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The multi factor structure of S&P TSX Composite Index returns is confirmed using 
scree plot eigenvalues under the extraction rule of Cattel and Jaspars (1967). For both 
S&P and DataStream International indices, four factors are extracted. The factors 
cumulatively explain 86% and 89% of the variation respectively. 
APT model for both the S&P and DataStream International indices are constructed 
using the four indices most closely associated with each of the factors. A single-index 
model using the market index is also constructed. The APT models for both the S&P 
and DataStream International data sets perform better as they display a higher average 
R2 and adjusted R2 -adjusted values for more companies than the Single-index model. 
In the same light, the APT models explain significant amounts of variation among the 
residuals of the single-index model. In and out sample tests point to the possibility of 
non-stationarity and the models appear to lose explanatory power over time. The 
CAPM and APT derived from S&P data is selected for risk adjustment procedures. 
Univariate and Multivariate tests 
The Univariate cross sectional regressions following the methodology of Fama and 
Macbeth (1973) yield 211 statistically significant firm specific attributes. The 
coefficients of all 904 of attributes, of which some are highly correlated, are subjected 
to a correlation filter using the Pearson (1896) product moment correlation statistic. 
The filter reduces the significant attribute list down by 175 to 36. This final list of 
significant attributes is classified according to six style interpretation groups, namely: 
(1) size, (2) liquidity, (3) growth, (4) momentum, (5) value and (6) risk. Cluster 
analysis performed on attribute payoffs finds some commonality in how the various 
style based effects group together. The inconsistency between in and out sample 
period anomaly results casts doubt their persistence and questions whether they are 
perhaps perennial in nature. 
A number of attributes from all style groups make up the final uncorrelated list and 
represent anomalous style effects. Size, value and growth effects appear to be the 
most prominent. Some of the attributes previously found to be associated with 
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abnormal returns such as price to sales, price to earnings, book to market, momentum 
and earnings momentum ratios are found to be either insignificant or less significant 
after risk adjusted returns are tested. The most significant attributes identified by the 
univariate studies exhibit greater style consistency. 
Multivariate cross sectional regression analysis suggests the persistence of size and 
value effects within all unadjusted and risk adjusted samples. The analysis indicates 
that unadjusted and risk adjusted returns are best explained by the following 
attributes: Price (P), natural log of current assets per share (LNCAPS), twelve month 
change in price to net asset value (PNA V_12M), eighteen month change in net 
tangible asset value (NT A V _18M), one month change in trading volume (TV _1 M) 
and the payout ratio (POUT). 
Style Timing 
Several attributes do show significant autocorrelation for up to three lags which 
thereafter dissipates. The more pervasive autocorrelation amon g certain attributes 
such as cash per share (CASHPS), and eighteen month change in net tangible asset 
value (NT A V _18M), is likely to be a result of their construction process which uses 
fairly rigid accounting values. Payoffs are shown to be stationary after unit root 
testing. 
The six month moving average model is unanimously the best, followed by the twelve 
month moving average and eighteen month moving average. The historic mean, one 
month model (which uses the previous month's payoff) and the twelve-lag 
autoregressive model show the weakest results. Certain attributes exhibit a greater 
direction bias than the other. The trading strategy based on accumulating securities 
when the payoff direction deviates from its biased direction is postulated to provide 
similar, and arguably better long term results in comparison to the six month moving 
average model. 
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Portfolio Sorting and industry specific analysis 
Industry specific analysis splits shares into three broad sectors or industries, namely: 
Basic materials, Cyclicals and Non-Cyclicals. The most significant attributes found in 
the univariate tests are commonly prevalent among all three sectors. Risk, value and 
liquidity based anomalies dominate the Basic Materials shares. Liquidity effects stand 
out within the Cyclicals group and the Non-Cyclicals sectors exhibit value and size 
effects. 
The returns to risk portfolio sort evaluates the viability of trading strategies based on 
the significant attributes found throughout this study. The results confirm the 
existence of anomalies and show that such anomalies have been exploitable after 
transaction costs. Portfolios skewed towards anomalies deliver substantially higher 
returns with lower volatility than buying and holding an equally weighted market 
portfolio. In most cases downside risk of these portfolios are equal to the market 
while the upside is considerably superior to the market. Risk adjusted portfolio 
evaluation suggests that anomaly returns are alpha driven and beyond those of CAPM 
and APT. 
The van Rensburg and Robertson (2003) one-way sort methodology determines 
whether the attributes themselves or the factor loadings on the attributes explain share 
returns. The attributes themselves are better at explaining share returns. A long short 
portfolio based on anomalous attributes generates greater abnormal returns. 
Seasonality 
Strategies based on the adage: "Sell in May and go away till November" hold for 
Canada and would have generated excess returns. An adapted "Sell in June and go 
away till December" is more statistically significant and provides better returns. The 
calendar month tests yield January, February and December as the strongest months 
of the year. The payoffs of attributes show vague seasonal tendencies. 
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10.2. Final conclusion 
This thesis has set out to provide a better understanding of the return generation 
structure of the Toronto Stock Exchange. Contrary to documented Canadian asset-
pricing evidence, the market model and four factor APT show an impressive ability to 
explain the bulk of share returns. 
Style anomalies are uncovered amongst shares of the TSX usmg comprehensive 
univariate cross sectional and consistency testing, before and after CAPM and APT 
risk adjustment. Multivariate cross sectional tests find, on average, that four style 
anomalies are best combined to explain excess returns. The monthly payoffs of all 
anomalies are best timed with the use of a six month moving average style timing 
model. 
The style anomalies are found to vary in strength and consistency, but overall appear 
to be exploitable. This is supported by portfolio sorting tests that generate 
considerable returns after transactions costs, when shares are selected based on their 
firm specific characteristics. Greater abnormal returns seem to be attainable by 
aggressively tilting asset exposure towards shares that exhibit anomalous traits. The 
evidence in this thesis, within the realms of its limitations, provides a persuasive case 
for anomaly existence and the ability to achieve superior returns. 
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Appendix A 
A.I. Definitions of DataStream International Items 
Definitions of DataStream International items used to construct the firm-specific attributes tested in this 
paper. The DataStream International code is listed in brackets after the item. The definitions are based on the 
DataStream International online definitions. 
DataStream International Definitions 
Amortisation of Intangibles (975) 
The non-movement of funds as shown in the Cashflow I Sources and Uses Statement 
and relating to the intangible assets. 
Assets Index (AI) 
The assets index is calculated by expressing each latest year-end net tangible asset per 
share as a percentage of the net tangible asset per share obtained from the first 
accounts, adjusted for capital factors. For sectors, total net tangible assets is used. 
Assets per Share (APSH) 
A company accounts item. This is also referred to as the book value or net tangible 
assets per share. This is defined as net tangible assets (shareholder's equity minus 
intangibles) divided by the year-end number of shares. For reduced formats countries 
and Worldscope sourced emerging markets, intangibles have not been deducted from 
shareholder's equity. It is calculated from company account items 305 (shareholder's 
equity) and 344 (intangible assets). 
Book Value per Share (1308) 
Calculated on an issue basis, using that portion of share capital and reserves 
(excluding preference capital) minus intangibles attributable to the issue, divided by 
the year-end number of shares in that issue. It is adjusted for subsequent rights and 
scnp Issues. 
Borrowing Ratio (733) 
Total debt divided by equity capital and reserves minus total intangibles. 
Appendices A: 2 
Borrowings Repayable Within 1 Year (309) 
Bank overdrafts, loans and other short-term borrowing. The current portion of long-
term loans is included. 
Capital Gearing (731) 
Preference capital plus total debt, divided by total capital employed plus short term 
borrowings minus total intangibles minus future income tax benefits. 
Capital Ratio (772) 
Total share capital and reserves plus minority interests less intangible assets divided 
by total creditors and equivalent plus borrowings repayable in less than 1 year and 
provisions for liabilities in less than 1 year. (%) 
Cash Earnings per Share (792) 
Earned for ordinary plus deferred tax and operating provisions, divided by the number 
of shares in issue. 
Cash Flow Margin (719) 
Cash earnings as a percentage of sales. 
Change in Cash and Equivalent (450) 
This shows the increase or decrease in cash, bank balances, short-term loans, deposits 
and short-term investments. 
Depreciation (136) 
This includes provisions for amounts written off, and depreciation of tangible fixed 
assets. Amortisation of intangible assets is included only if a separate breakdown is 
not disclosed in the annual report. 
Discount Par (DISP) 
This value represents the percentage discount of the current share price to its net asset 
value at par. The bigger the negative, the bigger the discount. A positive value implies 
a premIUm. 
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Dividend Cover (DCV) 
The dividend cover is the maximum dividend that a company could payout of 
earnings divided by the actual dividend paid. 
Dividend Yield (DY) 
The dividend per share as a percentage of the share price. The underlying dividend is 
based on an anticipated annual dividend over the following twelve months and for 
that reason may be calculated on a rolling twelve-month basis, or as the "indicated" 
annual amount, or it may be a forecast. The dividend yield is based on gross dividends 
(including tax credits) where available. Special or once-off dividends are generally 
excluded. 
Dividends Paid (434) 
Ordinary and preference dividends paid during the period, often representing the 
previous year's final and current year's interim dividends. 
Dividends per Share (DPS) 
Dividend per share on a twelve-month rolling basis, taking interim dividends into 
account. 
Earnings per Share (EPS) 
The latest annualised rate that may reflect the last financial year or be derived from an 
aggregation of interim period earnings. Where the interim announcements are 
irregular or lacking in detail, the current earnings per share (EPS) may be a forecast 
provided by local sources. 
Equity Capital and Reserves (305) 
The equity share capital and reserves of the company. Preference capital is not 
included. 
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Standard adjustments include: 
• goodwill shown against reserves is transferred to total intangibles 
• capital and other grants shown as deferred liabilities are transferred to reserves 
• proposed dividends are deducted if the balance sheet is shown before 
appropriations 
• hybrid capital and other non-equity capital may have been excluded 
Free Resources Ratio (774) 
Total share capital and reserves plus minority interests plus total loan capital less 
tangible fixed assets, intangible assets ,investments and other non-current assets 
divided by total creditors and equivalent plus borrowings repayable in less than 1 year 
plus provisions for liabilities less than 1 year. (%) 
Gross profit on sales (603) 
Total sales less cost of sales. 
Historical 5 Year Growth (YRSGTH) 
Historical five year growth. The rate of change in reported earnings per share over 
the five year time intervals terminating on the date of the last fiscal period for which 
EPS have been announced 
Industry Classification (INDC) 
DataStream classifies each company by industry (that is, its primary activity only). 
Equities with the same industrial classification are grouped into sectors. DataStream 
industrial classifications exist at three levels: 
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level 1 Market Data 
level 2 N on-F inan cials 
N on-F inan cials exclud ing R esou rces 
Resources 
Financials 
level 3 Sa sic I ndu stries 
Cyclical Consumer Goods 
C ycl ica I Serv ice s 
G en era I I nd ustrials 
I nformati on Techno logy 
N on-cye! ical C onsum er Goo ds 




Interest Cover Before Tax (ICBT) 
Earnings before interest and tax (adjusted operating profit plus total non-operating 
income) divided by interest paid. 
Market Value (MV) 
The share price multiplied by the number of ordinary shares in issue. The amount in 
issue is updated whenever new tranches of stock are issued or after a capital change. 
For companies with more than one class of equity capital, the market value is 
expressed according to the individual issue. Market value is displayed in millions of 
units oflocal currency. 
Market Value to Book Value (MTBV) 
The market value to book value (also called discount to net asset value) divides the 
market value by the net book value. 
Net cashflow (1048) 
Changes in net cash before the impact of exchange adjustments and reflects cash 
inflow after financing. 
Net Profit Margin (717) 
Profits after tax (adjusted) divided by total sales. 
Number of Shares (NS) 
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The number of shares used in the calculation of earnings per share. The year-end 
number of shares is used. 
Number of Trades (NT) 
This is the total number of times shares were traded in the day, as recorded by SEAQ 
(the London Stock Exchange Automated Quotation system). 
Operating Profit Margin (713) 
Operating profit (adjusted for exceptional items) divided by total sales. 
Payout Ratio (POUT) 
The ratio of dividends per share to the net earnings per share (adjusted) for the last 
financial period. 
Price (P) 
The latest price available to DataStream International from the appropriate market in 
primary units of currency. It is the previous day's closing price from the default 
exchange. The 'current' prices taken at the close of market are stored each day. These 
stored prices are adjusted for subsequent capital actions, and this adjusted figure then 
becomes the default price. Prices are generally based on 'last trade' or an official 
price fixing. For stocks which are listed on more than one exchange within the 
country, default prices are taken from the primary exchange of that country (note that 
this is not necessarily the 'home' exchange of the stock). 
Pre-tax profit margin (%) (716) 
Pre-tax profit (excluding associates) divided by total sales. (%) 
Pre-tax profits (154) 
The pre-tax profit for the financial period as reported by the company. This includes 
any dividends received from associated companies. 
Price/Cashflow Ratio (PC) 
Current price divided by cash earnings per share for the appropriate financial year, 
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adjusted for capital changes. 
PricelEarnings ratio (PE) 
This is the price divided by the earnings rate per share at the required date. 
Price to Book (PTBV) 
This is the price dividend by the book value or net tangible assets per share for the 
appropriate financial year end, adjusted for capital changes. 
Quick Assets Ratio (742) 
Total current assets minus total stock and work in progress, divided by total current 
liabilities. 
Research and Development (119) 
This figure includes regular write-offs to the profit and loss account of research and 
development capitalised in the balance sheet. Also included are disclosed amounts of 
expenditure in the year which are not capitalised. 
Return Index (RI) 
Theoretical growth in value of a share holding over a specified period, assuming that 
dividends are re-invested to purchase additional units of an equity at the closing price 
applicable on the ex-dividend date. 
Return on Capital Employed (707) 
Pre-tax profit (excluding associates) adjusted for exceptional items plus total interest 
charges, divided by total capital employed plus borrowings repayable within one year 
minus total intangibles. 
Return on shareholders equity (%) (701) 
Adjusted Earned for Ordinary divided by Equity capital and reserves less intangibles 
plus deferred tax. (%) 
Return on Equity (Published) (1506) 
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Earned for ordinary, divided by equity capital and reserves minus total intangibles. 
Return on capital employed (%) (707) 
Earnings before interest and tax divided by total capital employed plus short term 
borrowings minus total intangibles. 
Total Assets (392) 
The sum of tangible fixed assets, intangible assets, investments (including associates), 
other assets, total stocks & work in progress, total debtors & equivalent and cash & 
cash equivalents. 
Common adjustments: 
• deferred tax, if shown as an asset, is offset against deferred tax liability 
• goodwill carried in reserves is transferred to intangible assets 
• advances on work in progress, if disclosed as a liability by the company, has 
been offset against stocks and work in progress 
Total Cash and Equivalent (375) 
For industrials, this includes cash, bank balances, short-term loans and deposits, and 
investments shown under current assets. For banks and finance companies, it includes 
cash and balances with other banks, money at call and short notice, treasury bills and 
term deposits maturing under one month. Placements with banks are excluded. 
Total Current Assets (376) 
Includes stocks, work in progress, trade and other debtors, cash and equivalent, and 
any other current assets. Trade accounts receivable after one year are included. 
Total Current Liabilities (389) 
Includes current provisions, trade and other creditors, borrowings repayable within 
one year, and any other current liabilities. Trade accounts payable after one year are 
included. Where the balance sheet is stated before profit appropriation, the as reported 
figure for current liabilities is increased by the amount of proposed dividends 
outstanding at balance sheet date. 
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Total Debt (1301) 
The total of all long and short term borrowings, including any subordinate debt and 
'debt-like' hybrid finance instruments. 
Total Debtors and Equivalent (370) 
The total of balances outstanding which are due to the organisation in the normal 
course of trading. Accounts receivable after one year are included in this item. 
Total Intangibles (344) 
This includes research and development, goodwill, patents, trade marks, deferred 
charges, formation expenses and concessions. The figure may differ from that 
reported due to the fact that deferred charges may have been shown as part of 'other 
assets' and goodwill on acquisition may have been deducted from share capital and 
reserves. 
Total Loan Capital (321) 
The total loan capital repayable after one year. It includes debentures, bonds, 
convertibles, notes, leasing finance, and 'debt-like' hybrid financial instruments. 
Total Number of Employees (219) 
The average number of employees as disclosed by the company. The year end number 
is used if the average number is not disclosed 
Total Sales (104) 
The amount of sales of goods and services to third parties relating to the normal 
industrial activities of the company. It is net of sales related taxes and excludes any 
royalty income, rental income, and other operating income. 
Total Stock and Work In Progress (364) 
This includes finished goods, raw materials, work in progress less any advances paid, 
and any other stocks. It is stated net of any provisions for obsolete stocks. The most 
common adjustment applied to the as disclosed figure is the inclusion of advances on 
work in progress if shown as a liability. 
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Turnover by Volume (VO) 
The number of shares traded for a stock for a particular month. The figure is always 
expressed in thousands. For stocks which are traded on more than one exchange 
within the country, default volumes are taken from the primary exchange of that 
country (note that this is not necessarily the 'home' exchange of the stock). 
Working Capital Ratio (741) 
Total current assets divided by total current liabilities. 
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A.2. Construction of Firm-specific Attributes from DataStream International Data 
The table shows the construction of the firm-specific attributes using data from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Some attributes are taken directly from DataStream 
International. Characteristics while other are constructed. The definitions of the attributes' components are 
included in Appendix 1\.1. 
iA.TURN [Total Sales] I [Total Assets] 
iA pC [Price] I [Cash Earnings per share] 
iApSH [total assets I number of shares] 
BETA Beta 
BORROW RATIO [Total Loan Capital] I ([Total Equity Capital and Resenes] - [Total Intangibles]) 
BTMV II [Market to Book Value] 
!cAP GEARING [Capital Gearing Ratio] 
CAPS [Current Assets] I [Number of Shares] 
!cASH EPS [Cash Earnings] I [Number of Shares] 
!cASHDlVCOVER [Cash Earnings I Current Dividend] 
!cASHINTCOV [Cash Earnings I Interest Expense] 
~ASHNAV [Cash Earnings I Net Asset Value] 
!cASHNTAV [Cash Earnings I Net Tangible Assets] 
!cASHPS [Bank Cash I Number of Shares] 
~ASHTBORREP [Bank Cash I Borrowings Repayable] 
!cASHTCA [Bank Cash I Current Assets] 
!cASHTCL [Bank Cash I Current Assets] 
CASHTCRED [Bank cash I creditors] 
CASHTLOANCAP [Bank cash I loan capital repayable] 
CASHTNCA [Bank cash I non current assets] 
CASHTTD [Bank cash I total debt] 
i<XC [Debtors days + Invent(T)' days - creditors days] 
!cF MARG [Cash flow margin] 
CFMTP [Cash flow margin I price] 
CFOBORREP [Cash flow from operations I borrowings repayable] 
CFOCASHPS [Cash flow from operations I cash per share] 
CFODlVCOVER [Cash flow from operations I Dividend cover] 
~FOLOAN CAP [Cash flow from operations I loan capital] 
!cFONAV [Cash flow from operations I Net asset value] 
CFONTAV [Cash flow from operations I Net tangible asset value] 
CFOPS [Cash flow from operations I number of shares] 
CFOTCL [Cash flow from operations I current liabilities] 
CFOTTD [Cash flow from operations I total debt] 
CFT [Cash flow I loan capital] 
CFTBOR_REPAY [cash flow I borrowings repayable] 
CFTP l Cash flow I price] 
CFTTOT_DEBT [Cash flow I debt] 
CH CASH [Change in Cash J 
CLPS [Current liabilities I number of shares] 
CREDDAYS [365 I Creditors turnover 
CREDTURN [Cost of sales IlnventOlY 
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A.2. Construction of Firm-specific Attributes from DataStream International Data cont .. 
The table shows the construction of the firm-specific attributes using data from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Some attributes are taken directly from DataStream 
International. Characteristics while other are constructed. The definitions of the attributes' components are 
included in Appendix A 1. 
CREDDAYS [365 I Creditors turnover 
CREDTURN [Cost of sales I Inventory 
CUR RATIO [Current ratio] 
DEBT DAYS [Debtors days] 
DEBTCASHPS [debt to cash I number of shares] 
DEBTNAV [Debt I net asset value] 
DEBTNTAV [Debt I net tangible asset value] 
DEPCNPS [Depreciation I number of shares] 
DEPCNTNCA [Depreciation I non current assets] 
DEPCNTTA [Depreciation I total assets] 
DFL [%change in EPS I % change in EBIT] 
DIV PAID [Dividend paid] 
DIVCOVER [Dividend cover] 
DOL [%change in EBIT I % change in Sales] 
DPS [Dividend I number of shares] 
DTL [%change in EPS I % change in Sales] 
DY [Dividend Yield] 
EBITDAINTCDV EBITDA I interest expense] 
EBITLOAN CAP [EBIT I loan capital] 
EBITPS [EBIT I number of shares] 
EBITTCA EBIT I Current liabilitie; 
EBITTCL [EBIT I current liabilities] 
EBITTNAV [EBIT I Net asset value] 
EBITTNTAV [EBIT I Net tangible asset value] 
EBITTTD [EBIT I total debt] 
EPS [Earnings per share] 
EQUTTD [Equity and Reserves I total debt] 
EY [Earnings Yield] 
GROWl [(J -POUT) - ROE] 
GROW2 [Retention rate - ROE] 
LCPS [Loan capitall number of shares] 
MA 12 ([Price], + .. [Price]'.12) 112] 
MA 2 ([Price], + [Price]'.I) 12] 
MA 3 ([Price 1, + .. [Price 1'-2) I 31 
MA 6 ([Price], + . . [Price ]'-5) 16] 
MA 8 ([Price], + ... [Price],_?) I 8] 
MTBV [Market I book value] 
MVTRADE [Turnover by Volume]- [Price] 
MVTRADEMV ([Turnover by Volume]- [Price]) I [Market Value] 
NCAPS [Non Current assets I number of shares] 
NCATEQU [Non Current assets I equity and reserves] 
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A.2. Construction of Finn-specific Attributes from DataStream International Data cont .. 
The table shows the construction of the firm-specific attributes using data from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Some attributes are taken directly from DataStream 
International. Characteristics while other are constructed. The definitions of the attributes' components are 
included in .\ppendix A 1. 
PSALES lprice / sales] 
IPTCA [price / current assets] 
IPTNCA [price / non current assets] 
~NICK [Quick ratio] 
RECDAYS [365 / Receivables turnover 
RECTURN [Sales! Receivables] 
~ETEN [retention ratio] 
~I [total return ] 
RNDTSALES [RND ! total sales] 
RNDTTA [RND ! total assets] 
ROCE [(Net Income / Sales)' (Sales! Total Assets)' (Total Assets! Equity and Reserves)] 
~OCOMEQUI [(Net Income - Preference Dividend) / shareholders equity] 
~OCOMEQU2 [(Net Income)! shareholders equity] 
ROE [Return on equity] 
ROTCI [(Net Income + Interest Expense) / total equity] 
~OTC2 [Net Income / total equity] 
SALESPS [sales / share] 
SALESTP [sales / price] 
SCASHPS [cash sales / number of shares] 
SNAV [sales / net asset value] 
SNTAV [sales / Net tangible asset value] 
STCA [sales! current assets] 
STCL [sales / current liabilities] 
STEQUITY [sales! equity] 
STNCA [sales! non current assets] 
STNO EE [sales / number of employees] 
STOCK RATIO [Stock ratio] 
STTD [sales / total debt] 
TAPS [Total assets employed / num ber of shares] 
TATTA [Tangible assets / Total assets] 
TOPS [total debt / number of shares] 
TDTNAV [total debt! net asset value] 
DTNTAV [total debt! Net tangible asset value] 
DTTA [total debt / total assets] 
LCTA [Loan capi tal/assets] 
V ([Turnover by Volume], / [Trading Days],) / [Number of SharesJ.., 
VO [Turnover by Volume] 
VOL TTRADDA YS [Volume trading days] 
Change in attribute calculation 
(e.g. DY_12M) 1([DYlt - [DYlt-d I [DYl t-12l 
(e.g. DY 1M) ([DYl t - [DYl t-1) I [DYl t-1l 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The sufftx of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix A.l and ",\.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
A_TURN_12M Asset Turnover change 12M 
A TURN IBM Asset Turnover change IBM 
A_TURN_24M Asset Turnover change 24M 
A TURN 30M Asset Turnover change 30M 
A_TURN_36M Asset Turnover change 36M 
AMORT INT 12M Amortised intangibles change 12M 
AMORT _I NT IBM Amortised intangibles change IBM 
AMORT INT 24M Amortised intangibles change 24M 
AMORT INT 30M Amortised intangibles change 30M 
AMORT _I NT 36M Amortised intangibles change 36M 
BOR REPAY 12M Borrowings repayable change 12M 
BOR REPAY IBM Borrowings repayable change IBM 
BOR_REPAY_24M Borrowings repayable change 24M 
BOR REPAY 30M Borrowings repayable change 30M 
BOR_REPAY _36M Borrowings repayable change 36M 
BORROW RATIO 12M Borrowing ratio change 12M 
BORROW_RATIO_18M Borrowing ratio change IBM 
BORROW RATIO 24M Borrowing ratio change 24M 
BORROW RATIO 30M Borrowing ratio change 30M 
BORROW_RATIO_36M Borrowing ratio change 36M 
BTMV 12M Book to market value change 12M 
BTMV IBM Book to market value change IBM 
BTMV 1M Book to market value change 24M 
BTMV 24M Book to market value change 30M 
BTMV 30M Book to market value change 36M 
BTMV_36M Book to market value change 36M 
BTMV 3M Book to market value change 3M 
BTMV 6M Book to market value change 6M 
CA 12M Current Assets change 12M 
CA IBM Current Assets change IBM 
CA_24M Current Assets change 24M 
CA 30M Current Assets change 30M 
CA 36M Current Assets change 36M 
CASH EPS 12M Cash Earnings per share change 12M 
CASH EPS IBM Cash Earnings per share change IBM 
CASH EPS 24M Cash Earnings per share change 24M 
CASH EPS 30M Cash Earnings per share change 30M 
CASH EPS 36M Cash Earnings per share change 36M 
CASH - EQUIV_12M Cash and Cash Equivalents change 12M 
CASH EQUIV IBM Cash and Cash Equivalents change IBM 
CASH_EQUIV _24M Cash and Cash Equivalents change 24M 
CASH EQUIV 30M Cash and Cash Equivalents change 30M 
CASH EQUIV 36M Cash and Cash Equivalents change 36M 
CCC 12M Cash conversion Cycle change 12m 
CCC IBM Cash conversion Cycle chan~e 18m 
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A.3. Finn-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of fum-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix }1..1 and "-\.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
CCC 24M Cash conversion Cycle change 24m 
CCC 30M Cash conversion Cycle change 30m 
CCC 36M Cash conversion Cycle change 36m 
CF 12M Cash flow change 12M 
CF IBM Cash flow change IBM 
CF 24M Cash flow change 24M 
CF 30M Cash flow change 30M 
CF 36M Cash flow change 36M 
CF MARG 12M Cash flow margin change 12M 
CF_MARG - IBM Cash flow margin change IBM 
CF MARG 24M Cash flow margin change 24M 
CF MARG 30M Cash flow margin change 30M 
CF MARG 36M Cash flow margin change 36M 
CFO 12M Cash flow from operations change 12M 
CFO IBM Cash flow from operations change IBM 
CFO 24M Cash flow from operations change 24M 
CFO 30M Cash flow from operations change 30M 
CFO 36M Cash flow from operations change 36M 
CH_CASH 12M Changes in cash change 12M 
CH CASH IBM Changes in cash change IBM 
CH CASH 24M Changes in cash change 24M 
CH_CASH 30M Changes in cash change 30M 
CH CASH 36M Changes in cash change 36M 
CL 12M Current liabilities change 12M 
CL IBM Current liabilities change IBM 
CL 24M Current liabilities change 24M 
CL 30M Current liabilities change 30M 
CL 36M Current liabilities change 36M 
CLPS 12M Current liabilities per share change 12M 
CLPS IBM Current liabilities per share change IBM 
CLPS 24M Current liabilities per share change 24M 
CLPS_30M Current liabilities per share change 30M 
CLPS 36M Current liabilities per share change 36M 
COGS 12M Cost of Sales change 12M 
COGS IBM Cost of Sales change IBM 
COGS_24M Cost of Sales change 24M 
COGS_30M Cost of Sales change 30M 
COGS 36M Cost of Sales change 36M 
CREDDAYS 12M Creditors days change 12M 
CREDDAYS IBM Creditors days change IBM 
CREDDAYS 24M Creditors days change 24M 
CREDDA YS 30M Creditors days change 30M 
CREDDAYS 36M Creditors days change 36M 
CREDTURN 12M Creditors turnover change 12M 
CREDTURN IBM Creditors turnover change IBM 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of ftrm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix Aland A .. 2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
CREDTURN 24M Creditors turnover change 24M 
CREDTURN 30M Creditors turnover change 30M 
CREDTURN 36M Creditors turnover change 36M 
CUR RATIO 12M Current ratio change 12M 
CUR RATIO IBM Current ratio change IBM 
CUR RATIO 24M Current ratio change 24M 
CUR RATIO 30M Current ratio change 30M 
CUR RATIO 36M Current ratio change 36M 
DEBT DAYS 12M Debtors days change 12M 
DEBT DAYS IBM Debtors days change IBM 
DEBT DAYS 24M Debtors days change 24M 
DEBT DAYS 30M Debtors days change 30M 
DEBT DAYS 36M Debtors days change 36M 
DEPCN 12M Depreciation change 12M 
DEPCN IBM Depreciation change IBM 
DEPCN 24M Depreciation change 24M 
DEPCN 30M Depreciation change 30M 
DEPCN 36M Depreciation change 36M 
DIV PAID 12M Dividend paid change 12M 
DIV PAID IBM Dividend paid change IBM 
DIV PAID 24M Dividend paid change 24M 
DIV PAID 30M Dividend paid change 30M 
DIV PAID 36M Dividend paid change 36M 
DIVCOVER 12M Dividend cover change 12M 
DIVCOVER IBM Dividend cover change IBM 
DIVCOVER 24M Dividend cover change 24M 
DIVCOVER 30M Dividend cover change 30M 
DIVCOVER 36M Dividend cover change 36M 
DPS 12M Dividend per share change 12M 
DPS IBM Dividend per share change IBM 
DPS 24M Dividend per share change 24M 
DPS 30M Dividend per share change 30M 
DPS 36M Dividend per share change 36M 
DY 12M Dividend Yield change 12M 
DY IBM Dividend Yield change IBM 
DY 1M Dividend Yield change 1 M 
DY 24M Dividend Yield change 24M 
DY 30M Dividend Yield change 30M 
DY 36M Dividend Yield change 36M 
DY 3M Dividend Yield change 3M 
DY 6M Dividend Yield change 6M 
EBIT 12M EBIT change 12M 
EBIT IBM EBIT change IBM 
EBIT 24M EBIT change 24M 
EBIT 30M EBIT change 30M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of fum-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix A.1 and ,\,2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
EBIT 36M EBIT change 36M 
EBITDA_12M EBITDA change 12M 
EBITDA_18M EBITDA change IBM 
EBITDA_24M EBITDA change 24M 
EBITDA_30M EBITDA change 30M 
EBITDA 36M EBITDA change 36M 
EPS 12M Earnings per share change 12M 
EPS IBM Earnings per share change IBM 
EPS 1M Earnings per share change 1 M 
EPS 24M Earnings per share change 24M 
EPS 30M Earnings per share change 30M 
EPS 36M Earnings per share change 36M 
EPS 3M Earnings per share change 3M 
EPS 6M Earnings per share change 6M 
EQU RES 12M Equity and Reserves change 12M 
EQU RES IBM Equity and Reserves change IBM 
EQU RES 24M Equity and Reserves change 24M 
EQU RES 30M Equity and Reserves change 30M 
EQU RES 36M Equity and Reserves change 36M 
EY 12M Earnings Yield change 12M 
EY IBM Earnings Yield change IBM 
EY 1M Earnings Yield change 1 M 
EY 24M Earnings Yield change 24M 
EY 30M Earnings Yield change 30M 
EY 36M Earnings Yield change 36M 
EY 3M Earnings Yield change 3M 
EY 6M Earnings Yield change 6M 
GROW1 12M Growth1 change 12M 
GROW1 IBM Growth1 change IBM 
GROW1 24M Growth1 change 24M 
GROW1 30M Growth1 change 30M 
GROW1 36M Growth1 change 36M 
GROW2 12M Growth2 change 12M 
GROW2 IBM Growth2 change IBM 
GROW224M Growth2 change 24M 
GROW2 30M Growth2 change 30M 
GROW2 36M Growth2 change 36M 
INT EXP 12M Interest expense change 12M 
INT EXP IBM I nterest expense change IBM 
INT EXP 24M Interest expense change 24M 
INT EXP 30M Interest expense change 30M 
INT EXP 36M Interest expense change 36M 
INTANG BS 12M Intangibles on Balance Sheet change 12M 
INTANG BS IBM Intangibles on Balance Sheet change IBM 
INTANG BS 24M Intangibles on Balance Sheet change 24M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffLx of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix A.1 and A.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
I NT ANG BS 30M Intangibles on Balance Sheet change 30M 
INTANG BS 38M Intangibles on Balance Sheet change 38M 
INV_WIP _12M Inventory change 12M 
INV WIP IBM Inventory change IBM 
INV WIP 24M Inventory change 24M 
INV WIP 30M Inventory change 30M 
INV_WIP _38M Inventory change 38M 
INVDAYS 12M Inventory days change 12M 
INVDAYS IBM Inventory days change IBM 
I NVDAYS_24M Inventory days change 24M 
INVDAYS 30M Inventory days change 30M 
INVDAYS 38M Inventory days change 38M 
INVTURN 12M Inventory turnover change 12M 
INVTURN_18M Inventory turnover change IBM 
INVTURN 24M Inventory turnover change 24M 
INVTURN 30M Inventory turnover change 30M 
INVTURN_38M Inventory turnover change 38M 
LNDY 12M Natural log dividend yield change 12M 
LNDY IBM Natural log dividend yield change IBM 
LNDY 1M Natural log dividend yield change 1 M 
LNDY 24M Natural log dividend yield change 24M 
LNDY 3M Natural log dividend yield change 3M 
LNDY 8M Natural log dividend yield change 8M 
LNEY_12M Natural log earnings yield change 12M 
LNEY IBM Natural log earnings yield change IBM 
LNEY 1M Natural log earnings yield change 1 M 
LNEY 24M Natural log earnings yield change 24M 
LNEY 3M Natural log earnings yield change 3M 
LNEY 8M Natural log earnings yield change 8M 
LNMTBV 12M Natural log market to book value change 12M 
LNMTBV IBM Natural log market to book value change IBM 
LNMTBV 1M Natural log market to book value change 1 M 
LNMTBV 24M Natural log market to book value change 24M 
LNMTBV 3M Natural log market to book value change 3M 
LNMTBV 8M Natural log market to book value change 8M 
LNMV 12M Natural log market value change 12M 
LNMV IBM Natural log market value change IBM 
LNMV_1M Natural log market value change 1M 
LNMV 24M Natural log market value change 24M 
LNMV_30M Natural log market value change 30M 
LNMV 38M Natural log market value change 38M 
LNMV 3M Natural log market value change 3M 
LNMV 8M Natural log market value change 8M 
LNNET ASSETS 12M Natural log net assets change 12M 
LNNET ASSETS IBM Natural 10j! net assets change IBM 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of fttm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix ;\ .. 1 and ;\ .. 2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
LNNET ASSETS 24M Natural log net assets change 24M 
LNNET ASSETS 30M Natural log net assets change 30M 
LNNET ASSETS 36M Natural log net assets change 36M 
LNNI ORDSH 12M Natural log net income to ordinary shareholder change 12M 
LNNI ORDSH IBM Natural log net income to ordinary shareholder change IBM 
LNNI ORDSH 24M Natural log net income to ordinary shareholder change 24M 
LNNI ORDSH 30M Natural log net income to ordinary shareholder change 30M 
LNNI ORDSH 36M Natural log net income to ordinary shareholder change 36M 
LNNIAT1 - 12M Natural log net income after tax change 12M 
LNNIAT1 IBM Natural log net income after tax change IBM 
LNNIAT1 24M Natural log net income after tax change 24M 
LNNIAT1 30M Natural log net income after tax change 30M 
LNNIAT1 36M Natural log net income after tax change 36M 
LNP 12M Natural log price change 12M 
LNP IBM Natural log price change IBM 
LNP 1M Natural log price change 1 M 
LNP 24M Natural log price change 24M 
LNP 30M Natural log price change 30M 
LNP 36M Natural log price change 36M 
LNP_3M Natural log price change 3M 
LNP 6M Natural log price change 6M 
LNPE 12M Natural log PE ratio change 12M 
LNPE IBM Natural log PE ratio change IBM 
LNPE 1M Natural log PE ratio change 1 M 
LNPE_24M Natural log PE ratio change 24M 
LNPE 30M Natural log PE ratio change 30M 
LNPE 36M Natural log PE ratio change 36M 
LNPE 3M Natural log PE ratio change 3M 
LNPE 6M Natural log PE ratio change 6M 
LNPEG1 12M Natural log peg ratio change 12M 
LNPEG1 IBM Natural log peg ratio change IBM 
LNPEG1 1M Natural log peg ratio change 1 M 
LNPEG1 24M Natural log peg ratio change 24M 
LNPEG1 3M Natural log peg ratio change 3M 
LNPEG1 6M Natural log peg ratio change 6M 
LNPEG2 12M Natural log peg ratio change 12M 
LNPEG2 IBM Natural log peg ratio change IBM 
LNPEG2 1M Natural log peg ratio change 1 M 
LNPEG2 24M Natural log peg ratio change 24M 
LNPEG2 3M Natural log peg ratio change 3M 
LNPEG2 6M Natural log peg ratio change 6M 
LNPNAV 12M Natural log price to net asset value change 12M 
LNPNAV_18M Natural log price to net asset value change IBM 
LNPNAV 1M Natural log price to net asset value change 1 M 
LNPNAV 24M Natural log price to net asset value change 24M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of fum-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix "\.1 and "\.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
LNPNAV 3M Natural log price to net asset value change 3M 
LNPNAV_6M Natural log price to net asset value change 6M 
LNPNTAV 12M Natural log price to net tangible asset value change 12M 
LNPNTAV IBM Natural log price to net tangible asset value change IBM 
LNPNTAV 24M Natural log price to net tangible asset value change 24M 
LNPNTAV 3M Natural log price to net tangible asset value change 3M 
LNPNTAV 6M Natural log price to net tangible asset value change 6M 
LNPNTAVROE 12M Natural log price to NTAV * ROE change 12M 
LNPNTAVROE_18M Natural log price to NTAV * ROE change IBM 
LNPNTAVROE_24M Natural log price to NTAV * ROE change 24M 
LNPNTAVROE 3M Natural log price to NTAV * ROE change 3M 
LNPNTAVROE 6M Natural log price to NTAV * ROE change 6M 
LNPSALES 12M Natural log price to sales change 12M 
LNPSALES IBM Natural log price to sales change IBM 
LNPSALES_1M Natural log price to sales change 1 M 
LNPSALES 24M Natural log price to sales change 24M 
LNPSALES 3M Natural log price to sales change 3M 
LNPSALES_6M Natural log price to sales change 6M 
LNPTCA 12M Natural log price to current assets 12M 
LNPTCA IBM Natural log price to current assets IBM 
LNPTCA 24M Natural log price to current assets 24M 
LNPTCA_3M Natural log price to current assets 3M 
LNPTCA_6M Natural log price to current assets 6M 
LNRI 12M Natural log total return change 12M 
LNRI IBM Natural log total return change IBM 
LNRI_1M Natural log total return change 1 M 
LNRI 24M Natural log total return change 24M 
LNRI 30M Natural log total return change 30M 
LNRI 36M Natural log total return change 36M 
LNRI_3M Natural log total return change 3M 
LNRI 6M Natural log total return change 6M 
MV 12M Market Value change 12M 
MV IBM Market Value change IBM 
MV 1M Market Value change 1 M 
MV 24M Market Value change 24M 
MV 30M Market Value change 30M 
MV 36M Market Value change 36M 
MV 3M Market Value change 3M 
MV 6M Market Value change 6M 
MVTRADE_12M Market Value traded change 12M 
MVTRADE IBM Market Value traded change IBM 
MVTRADE 1M Market Value traded change 1 M 
MVTRADE 24M Market Value traded change 24M 
MVTRADE 30M Market Value traded change 30M 
MVTRADE 36M Market Value traded change 36M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their coden ames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix Al and ,,\ .. 2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
MVTRADE 3M Market Value traded change 3M 
MVTRADE_6M Market Value traded change 6M 
MVTRADEMV 12M Market Value traded to market value change 12M 
MVTRADEMV IBM Market Value traded to market value change IBM 
MVTRADEMV 1 M Market Value traded to market value change 1 M 
MVTRADEMV 24M Market Value traded to market value change 24M 
MVTRADEMV 30M Market Value traded to market value change 30M 
MVTRADEMV 36M Market Value traded to market value change 36M 
MVTRADEMV 3M Market Value traded to market value change 3M 
MVTRADEMV _6M Market Value traded to market value change 6M 
NAV 12M Net Asset value change 12M 
NAV IBM Net Asset value change IBM 
NAV 24M Net Asset value change 24M 
NAV 30M Net Asset value change 30M 
NAV 36M Net Asset value change 36M 
NAV 3M Net Asset value change 3M 
NAV 6M Net Asset value change 6M 
NET_ASSETS - 12M Net Asset value on Balance Sheet change 12M 
NET ASSETS IBM Net Asset value on Balance Sheet change IBM 
NET ASSETS 24M Net Asset value on Balance Sheet change 24M 
NET ASSETS 30M Net Asset value on Balance Sheet change 30M 
NET ASSETS 36M Net Asset value on Balance Sheet change 36M 
NET DEBT 12M Net Debt change 12M 
NET DEBT IBM Net Debt change IBM 
NET DEBT 24M Net Debt change 24M 
NET DEBT 30M Net Debt change 30M 
NET DEBT 36M Net Debt change 36M 
NETCASHFLOW 12M Net Cash flow change 12M 
NETCASHFLOW IBM Net Cash flow change IBM 
NETCASHFLOW 24M Net Cash flow change 24M 
NETCASHFLOW 30M Net Cash flow change 30M 
NETCASHFLOW 36M Net Cash flow change 36M 
NI ORDSH 12M Net income to ordinary share holders change 12M 
NI ORDSH IBM Net income to ordinary share holders change IBM 
NI ORDSH 24M Net income to ordinary share holders change 24M 
NI ORDSH 30M Net income to ordinary share holders change 30M 
NI ORDSH 36M Net income to ordinary share holders change 36M 
NIAT1 12M Net Income change 12M -
NIAT1 IBM Net Income change IBM 
NIAT1 24M Net Income change 24M 
NIAT1_30M Net Income change 30M 
NIAT1 36M Net Income change 36M 
NIPS 12M Net Income per share change 12M 
NIPS IBM Net Income per share change IBM 
NIPS 24M Net Income per share change 24M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, J\ppendix A.1 and A.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
NIPS 30M Net Income per share change 30M 
NIPS 36M Net Income per share change 36M 
NP MARG 12M Net profit margin change 12M 
NP MARG IBM Net profit margin change IBM 
NP MARG 24M Net profit margin change 24M 
NP MARG 30M Net profit margin change 30M 
NP MARG 36M Net profit margin change 36M 
NPBT 12M Net profit before tax change 12M 
NPBT IBM Net profit before tax change IBM 
NPBT 24M Net profit before tax change 24M 
NPBT 30M Net profit before tax change 30M 
NPBT 36M Net profit before tax change 36M 
NPBTPOFMARG 12M Net Profit before tax margin change 12M 
NPBTPOFMARG IBM Net Profit before tax margin change IBM 
NPBTPOFMARG 24M Net Profit before tax margin change 24M 
NPBTPOFMARG 30M Net Profit before tax margin change 30M 
NPBTPOFMARG 36M Net Profit before tax margin change 36M 
NS 12M Number of shares in issue change 12M 
NS IBM Number of shares in issue change IBM 
NS 1M Number of shares in issue change 1 M 
NS 24M Number of shares in issue change 24M 
NS 30M Number of shares in issue change 30M 
NS 36M Number of shares in issue change 36M 
NS 3M Number of shares in issue change 3M 
NS 6M Number of shares in issue change 6M 
NTA 12M Net Tangible Assets change 12M 
NTA IBM Net Tangible Assets change IBM 
NTA 24M Net Tangible Assets change 24M 
NTA 30M Net Tangible Assets change 30M 
NTA 36M Net Tangible Assets change 36M 
OP PROFIT ADJ 12M Operating profit change 12M 
OP PROFIT ADJ IBM Operating profit change IBM 
OP PROFIT ADJ 24M Operating profit change 24M 
OP PROFIT ADJ 30M Operating profit change 30M 
OP PROFIT ADJ 36M Operating profit change 36M 
OP PROFMARG 12M Operating profit margin change 12M 
OP PROFMARG IBM Operating profit margin change IBM 
OP PROFMARG 24M Operating profit margin change 24M 
OP PROFMARG 30M Operating profit margin change 30M 
OP PROFMARG 36M Operating profit margin change 36M 
OP PROFMARGIN2_12M Operating profit margin change 12M 
OP PROFMARGIN2 IBM Operating profit margin change IBM 
OP PROFMARGIN2 24M Operating profit margin change 24M 
OP PROFMARGIN2 30M Operating profit margin change 30M 
OP PROFMARGIN2 36M Operating profit margin change 36M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of fum-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix A.1 and A.2 for the definitions of the finn-specific attributes. 
OPMTP 12M Operating profit margin change 12M 
OPMTP IBM Operating profit margin change IBM 
OPMTP 24M Operating profit margin change 24M 
OPMTP 30M Operating profit margin change 30M 
OPMTP 36M Operating profit margin change 36M 
P 12M Price change 12M 
P IBM Price change IBM 
P 1M Price change 1 M 
P 24M Price change 24M 
P 30M Price change 30M 
P 36M Price change 36M 
P 3M Price change 3M 
P 6M Price change 6M 
PE 12M Price Earnings ratio change 12M 
PE IBM Price Earnings ratio change IBM 
PE 1M Price Earnings ratio change 1 M 
PE_24M Price Earnings ratio change 24M 
PE 30M Price Earnings ratio change 30M 
PE 36M Price Earnings ratio change 36M 
PE 3M Price Earnings ratio change 3M 
PE 6M Price Earnings ratio change 6M 
PEG1 12M Peg ratio change 12M 
PEG1 IBM Peg ratio change IBM 
PEG1 1M Peg ratio change 1 M 
PEG1 24M Peg ratio change 24M 
PEG1 - 30M Peg ratio change 30M 
PEG1 36M Peg ratio change 36M 
PEG1 3M Peg ratio change 3M 
PEG1 6M Peg ratio change 6M 
PEG2_12M Peg ratio change 12M 
PEG2 IBM Peg ratio change IBM 
PEG2 1M Peg ratio change 1 M 
PEG2 24M Peg ratio change 24M 
PEG2_30M Peg ratio change 30M 
PEG2 36M Peg ratio change 36M 
PEG2_3M Peg ratio change 3M 
PEG2 6M Peg ratio change 6M 
PNAV 12M Price to Net asset value change 12M 
PNAV_18M Price to Net asset value change IBM 
PNAV 1M Price to Net asset value change 1 M 
PNAV 24M Price to Net asset value change 24M 
PNAV_30M Price to Net asset value change 30M 
PNAV 36M Price to Net asset value change 36M 
PNAV 3M Price to Net asset value change 3M 
PNAV 6M Price to Net asset value change 6M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The sufflx of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix 11 .. 1 and A.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
PNAVROE 12M Price to net asset value * ROE change 12M 
PNAVROE IBM Price to net asset value * ROE change IBM 
PNAVROE 24M Price to net asset value * ROE change 24M 
PNAVROE 30M Price to net asset value * ROE change 30M 
PNAVROE 36M Price to net asset value * ROE change 36M 
PNAVROE 3M Price to net asset value * ROE change 3M 
PNAVROE_6M Price to net asset value * ROE change 6M 
PNTAV 12M Price to Net tangible asset value change 12M 
PNTAV IBM Price to Net tangible asset value change IBM 
PNTAV 24M Price to Net tangible asset value change 24M 
PNTAV 30M Price to Net tangible asset value change 30M 
PNTAV 36M Price to Net tangible asset value change 36M 
PNTAVROE 12M Price to Net tangible asset value *ROE change 12M 
PNT AVROE IBM Price to Net tangible asset value *ROE change IBM 
PNTAVROE_24M Price to Net tangible asset value *ROE change 24M 
PNTAVROE 30M Price to Net tangible asset value *ROE change 30M 
PNTAVROE 36M price to Net tangible asset value *ROE change 36M 
PSALES 12M Price change 12M 
PSALES IBM Price change IBM 
PSALES_24M Price change 24M 
PSALES 30M Price change 30M 
PSALES 36M Price change 36M 
PSALES 3M Price change 3M 
PSALES 6M Price change 6M 
QUICK 12M Quick ratio change 12M 
QUICK IBM Quick ratio change IBM 
QUICK 24M Quick ratio change 24M 
QUICK 30M Quick ratio change 30M 
QUICK 36M Quick ratio change 36M 
RECDAYS 12M Receivables days 12M 
RECDAYS IBM Receivables days IBM 
RECDAYS 24M Receivables days 24M 
RECDAYS 30M Receivables days 30M 
RECDAYS 36M Receivables days 36M 
RECTURN 12M Receivables turnover 12M 
RECTURN IBM Receivables turnover IBM 
RECTURN 24M Receivables turnover 24M 
RECTURN 30M Receivables turnover 30M 
RECTURN 36M Receivables turnover 36M 
RETEN 12M Retention ratio 12M 
RETEN IBM Retention ratio IBM 
RETEN 24M Retention ratio 24M 
RETEN 30M Retention ratio 30M 
RETEN 36M Retention ratio 36M 
RETEN 6M Retention ratio 6M 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendix "\.1 and "\.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
RI 12M Momentum 12M 
RI IBM Momentum IBM 
RI 1M Momentum 1M 
RI 24M Momentum 24M 
RI 30M Momentum 30M 
RI 36M Momentum 36M 
RI 3M Momentum 3M 
RI 6M Momentum 6M 
RND IS 12M Research and development on Income Statement 12M 
RND_IS - IBM Research and development on Income Statement IBM 
RND IS 24M Research and development on Income Statement 24M 
RND IS 30M Research and development on Income Statement 30M 
RND IS 36M Research and development on Income Statement 36M 
ROCE_12M Return on Capital Employed 12M 
ROCE IBM Return on Capital Employed IBM 
ROCE 24M Return on Capital Employed 24M 
ROCE 30M Return on Capital Employed 30M 
ROCE 36M Return on Capital Employed 36M 
ROCOMEQU1 12M Return on common equity 212M 
ROCOMEQU1 IBM Return on common equity 3 IBM 
ROCOMEQU1 24M Return on common equity 4 24M 
ROCOMEQU1 30M Return on common equity 5 30M 
ROCOMEQU1 36M Return on common equity 6 36M 
ROCOMEQU2 12M Return on common equity 312M 
ROCOMEQU2 IBM Return on common equity 4 IBM 
ROCOMEQU2 24M Return on common equity 5 24M 
ROCOMEQU2 30M Return on common equity 6 30M 
ROCOMEQU2 36M Return on common equity? 36M 
ROE 12M Return on equity 12M 
ROE IBM Return on equity IBM 
ROE 24M Return on equity 24M 
ROE 30M Return on equity 30M 
ROE 36M Return on equity 36M 
ROTC1 12M Return on total capital2 12M 
ROTC1 IBM Return on total capital3 IBM 
ROTC1 24M Return on total capital4 24M 
ROTC1 30M Return on total capital5 30M 
ROTC1 36M Return on total capital6 36M 
ROTC2 12M Return on total capital3 12M 
ROTC2 IBM Return on total capital4 IBM 
ROTC2 24M Return on total capital5 24M 
ROTC2 30M Return on total capital6 30M 
ROTC2 36M Return on total capital? 36M 
SALESPS 12M Sales per share change 12M 
SALESPS IBM Sales per share cha~e IBM 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, ""\ppendix ""\.1 and :\.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
SALESPS 24M Sales per share change 24M 
SALESPS 30M Sales per share change 30M 
SALESPS 36M Sales per share change 36M 
SALESTP 12M Sales to price change 12M 
SALESTP IBM Sales to price change IBM 
SALESTP 24M Sales to price change 24M 
SALESTP 30M Sales to price change 30M 
SALESTP 36M Sales to price change 36M 
SHARECAP RES 12M Share capital and reserves change 12M 
SHARECAP RES IBM Share capital and reserves change IBM 
SHARECAP RES 24M Share capital and reserves change 24M 
SHARECAP_RES 30M Share capital and reserves change 30M 
SHARECAP RES 36M Share capital and reserves change 36M 
SNAV 12M Sales to net asset value change 12M 
SNAV IBM Sales to net asset value change IBM 
SNAV_24M Sales to net asset value change 24M 
SNAV 30M Sales to net asset value change 30M 
SNAV 36M Sales to net asset value change 36M 
TA EMPLOY 12M Total assets employed change 12M 
TA_EMPLOY _18M Total assets employed change IBM 
TA_EMPLOY _24M Total assets employed change 24M 
TA EMPLOY 30M Total assets employed change 30M 
TA EMPLOY 36M Total assets employed change 36M 
TATTA 12M Tangible assets to Total assets change 12M 
TATTA_18M Tangible assets to Total assets change IBM 
TATTA 24M Tangible assets to Total assets change 24M 
TATTA 30M Tangible assets to Total assets change 30M 
TATTA 36M Tangible assets to Total assets change 36M 
TOPS 12M Total debt per share change 12M 
TOPS IBM Total debt per share change IBM 
TOPS 24M Total debt per share change 24M 
TOPS 30M Total debt per share change 30M 
TOPS 36M Total debt per share change 36M 
TOT_ASSETS - 12M Total assets change 12M 
TOT ASSETS IBM Total assets change IBM 
TOT _ASSETS_24M Total assets change 24M 
TOT ASSETS 30M Total assets change 30M 
TOT_ASSETS 36M Total assets change 36M 
TOT CE 12M Total Common Equity change 12M 
TOT CE IBM Total Common Equity change IBM 
TOT_CE 24M Total Common Equity change 24M 
TOT CE 30M Total Common Equity change 30M 
TOT CE 36M Total Common Equity change 36M 
TOT _CREO_12M Creditors change 12M 
TOT CREO IBM Creditors change IBM 
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A.3. Firm-specific Attributes monthly changes continued .. 
The table shows the list of firm-specific attributes that are monthly changes of some if the attributes listed 
table 4.1 and their codenames used in this thesis. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The suffix of the attribute in the left column refers to the number 
of months percentage change. "_12M" for example depicts to a 12 month change of the original attribute. 
The attributes are either downloaded from DataStream international or constructed using the values of the 
downloaded data .. Refer to Table 4.1, Appendi.x A.1 and A.2 for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
TOT CRED 24M Creditors change 24M 
TOT CRED 30M Creditors change 30M 
TOT CRED 36M Creditors change 36M 
TOT DEBTORS 12M Total debtors change 12M 
TOT DEBTORS IBM Total debtors change IBM 
TOT DEBTORS 24M Total debtors change 24M 
TOT DEBTORS 30M Total debtors change 30M 
TOT DEBTORS 36M Total debtors change 36M 
TOT SALES 12M Total sales change 12M 
TOT SALES IBM Total sales change IBM 
TOT SALES 24M Total sales change 24M 
TOT _SALES_30M Total sales change 30M 
TOT SALES 36M Total sales change 36M 
TOTAL DEBT 12M Total debt change 12M 
TOTAL DEBT IBM Total debt change IBM 
TOTAL DEBT 24M Total debt change 24M 
TOTAL_DEBT _30M Total debt change 30M 
TOTAL DEBT 36M Total debt change 36M 
TV 12M Trading volume ratio change 12M 
TV IBM Trading volume ratio change IBM 
TV 1M Trading volume ratio change 1 M 
TV 24M Trading volume ratio change 24M 
TV 30M Trading volume ratio change 30M 
TV 36M Trading volume ratio change 36M 
TV 3M Trading volume ratio change 3M 
TV 6M Trading volume ratio change 6M 
VO 12M Absolute trading volume change 12M 
VO IBM Absolute trading volume change IBM 
VO 1M Absolute trading volume change 1 M 
VO 24M Absolute trading volume change 24M 
VO 30M Absolute trading volume change 30M 
VO 36M Absolute trading volume change 36M 
VO 3M Absolute trading volume change 3M 
VO 6M Absolute trading volume change 6M 
VOLTTRADDAYS 12M Volume trading days change 12M 
VOLTTRADDAYS IBM Volume trading days change IBM 
VOLTTRADDAYS 1M Volume trading days change 1 M 
VOL TTRADDAYS 24M Volume trading days change 24M 
VOL TTRADDA YS 30M Volume trading days change 30M 
VOL TTRADDA YS 36M Volume trading days change 36M 
VOLTTRADDAYS_3M Volume trading days change 3M 
VOL TTRADDA YS 6M Volume trading days change 6M 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Finn-specific Attributes 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
A_TURN 5.70 1.63 86.38 30507 
AMORT_I NT 40017.09 7959.00 173107.50 9573 
~PC 8.22 6.91 176.75 31091 
APSH 15.68 6.84 323.20 31514 
BETA 0.83 0.78 0.45 41989 
BOR_REPAY 599496.80 41350.00 2429943.00 26245 
BORROW_RATIO 101.22 61.13 171.53 29230 
BTMV 0.72 0.58 0.96 29933 
CA 731792.30 309646.00 1156008.00 27738 
CAP_GEARING 33.97 34.13 24.79 31728 
CAPS 17.42 4.07 378.60 26266 
CASH_EPS 5.33 1.36 121.41 30105 
CASH_EQUIV 274399.70 66851.00 539346.00 28405 
CASHDIVCOVER 7.29 3.28 12.06 18219 
CASHINTCOV 23.45 1.61 1406.59 28288 
CASHNAV 0.26 0.16 0.31 26934 
CASHNTAV 16.38 0.15 924.14 26352 
CASHPS 2.35 0.92 12.24 26934 
CASHTBORREP 37.04 1.10 370.44 26044 
CASHTCA 0.32 0.22 0.30 23422 
CASHTCL 2.75 0.38 8.55 26568 
CASHTCRED 2.75 0.38 8.55 26568 
CASHTLOANCAP 5.43 0.19 50.74 27688 
CASHTNCA 0.46 0.09 1.51 23422 
CASHTTD 11.42 0.14 306.97 28610 
CCC 77.17 62.45 185.69 23556 
CF 339412.30 101041.20 630692.90 30105 
CF_MARG -65.24 12.43 3397.76 30519 
CFMTP -23.04 0.85 1056.66 29175 
CFO 299958.40 90481.00 744353.40 24554 
CFOBORREP 19.94 2.04 139.99 19801 
CFOCASHPS 29.42 1.07 312.40 21567 
CFODIVCOVER 10.08 7.30 14.50 13621 
CFOLOAN_CAP 1.78 0.34 19.22 21059 
CFONAV 0.20 0.20 0.27 23483 
CFONTAV 509.62 0.18 27391.03 23143 
CFOPS 1.90 1.28 3.51 23483 
CFOTCL 0.88 0.69 2.34 21218 
CFOTTD 2.86 0.28 53.58 21859 
CFT 1.81 0.40 17.55 26531 
CFTBOR_REPA Y -0.03 0.00 1.29 24857 
CFTP 0.13 0.11 0.19 30030 
CFTTOT_DEBT 3.07 0.31 76.99 27435 
CH_CASH 29976.26 2996.00 239384.40 24161 
CL 552551.80 203558.00 958595.40 27738 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
LNCFMTP 0.05 -0.06 1.27 26991 
LNCFO 11.69 11.81 1.80 20809 
LNCFTP -2.18 -2.11 0.87 26790 
LNCL 11.94 12.22 1.97 27738 
LNCLPS 0.69 0.97 1.57 26254 
LNCOGS 12.98 13.34 2.18 26610 
LNCREDDAYS 3.93 4.04 0.96 23794 
LNCREDTURN 1.97 1.86 0.96 23794 
LNCUR_RATIO 0.54 0.45 0.82 27543 
LNDEPCN 10.48 10.75 2.19 30371 
LNDIVCOVER 1.16 1.19 0.84 16750 
LNDY 0.59 0.62 0.80 18948 
LNEBIT 11.70 11.74 1.72 26228 
LNEBITDA 12.02 12.08 1.68 26620 
LNEBITPS 0.27 0.44 1.29 24610 
LNEPS -0.46 -0.26 1.24 23673 
LNEY -2.97 -2.84 0.82 23673 
LNINT_EXP 9.97 10.32 2.27 25274 
LNINTANG_BS 11.42 11.43 2.30 17465 
LNINV_WIP 11.23 11.50 1.95 24431 
LNMTBV 0.57 0.54 0.68 29674 
LNMV 6.37 6.58 2.08 34245 
LNNCA 13.20 13.38 1.93 27703 
LNNET_ASSETS 13.06 13.07 1.60 29749 
LNNET_DEBT 11.05 11.09 1.75 24989 
LNNETCASHFLOW 10.27 10.37 1.99 13729 
LNNI_ORDSH 10.94 11.00 1.73 24881 
LNNIAT1 11.05 11.09 1.75 25024 
LNNIAT2 11.06 11.09 1.67 22477 
LNNINAV -2.22 -2.06 0.87 23565 
LNNIPS -0.38 -0.21 1.29 23523 
LNNO_EE 8.36 8.35 1.68 19387 
LNNPMTP -0.76 -0.80 1.38 23856 
LNNS 11.34 11.23 1.17 30127 
LNNTA 13.09 13.10 1.60 31405 
LNOP _PROFIT _ADJ 11.66 11.69 1.68 26782 
LNOPMTP -0.21 -0.26 1.19 25527 
LNP 2.19 2.43 1.23 34189 
LNPCASHPS 2.80 2.51 1.59 26854 
LNPE 2.94 2.81 0.82 23695 
LNPEG1 6.25 6.07 1.33 15680 
LNPEG2 6.25 6.07 1.33 15680 
LNPNAV 0.68 0.62 0.73 29673 
LNPNTAV 0.59 0.58 0.70 29024 
LNPNTAVROE 3.08 3.15 1.30 22189 
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AA. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
LNPREF _CAP 11.40 11.99 2.30 10864 
LNPSALES 0.22 0.09 1.32 28597 
LNPTCA 1.11 1.09 1.05 26174 
LNRECDAYS 4.12 4.15 0.74 26049 
LNRECTURN 1.78 1.75 0.74 26049 
LNRI 6.00 5.88 1.60 34247 
LNSCASHPS 2.56 2.52 1.99 25722 
LNSNAV 0.45 0.55 1.06 28549 
LNSTTD 1.12 1.05 1.30 28343 
LNTA_EMPLOY 13.59 13.69 1.75 31680 
LNTOT_ASSETS 14.11 14.09 2.01 31751 
LNTOT_CE 13.59 13.69 1.75 31680 
LNTOT_CRED 11.35 11.61 1.99 26787 
LNTOT _DEBTORS 11.46 11.82 2.06 27378 
LNTOT _SALES 13.62 13.81 1.97 30566 
LNTOTAL_DEBT 12.63 12.94 2.22 28986 
LOAN_CAP 1030689.00 380483.00 1670018.00 28058 
MA_12 58.59 45.67 53.57 31830 
MA_2 14.83 11.34 13.87 34035 
MA_3 14.81 11.35 13.82 33814 
MA_6 29.52 22.71 27.35 33151 
MA_8 39.26 30.30 36.21 32709 
MA12 58.59 45.67 53.57 31830 
MA2 14.83 11.34 13.87 34035 
MA3 14.81 11.35 13.82 33814 
MA6 29.52 22.71 27.35 33151 
MA8 39.26 30.30 36.21 32709 
MTBV 2.81 1.70 30.59 29933 
MV 2459.24 722.01 4677.79 34256 
MVTRADE 119751.50 23004.66 267625.60 33868 
MVTRADEMV 46.86 32.62 110.57 33868 
NAV 21.08 6.52 440.02 29899 
NCA 2026584.00 645057.00 3333712.00 27738 
NCAPS 55.72 8.85 1385.41 26266 
NCATEQU 1.72 1.38 1.91 27543 
NET_ASSETS 1338208.00 472857.50 2108934.00 29899 
NET_DEBT 146712.80 35903.00 386017.20 31548 
NETCASHFLOW 30417.93 3210.00 241743.60 23947 
NETCASHPS 0.32 0.05 2.75 23531 
NETCASHTEBIT 0.14 0.03 21.13 23091 
NETCASHTNIAT 0.10 0.05 10.39 16850 
NETCASHTTA 0.02 0.00 0.09 23531 
NETCASHTTD -3.27 0.01 170.36 21185 
NI_ORDSH 125110.40 32291.00 352096.20 31642 
NIAT1 146875.50 35903.00 385731.10 31560 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
NIAT2 201252.70 65364.60 354286.60 22477 
NIATTCA 0.04 0.11 1.43 26135 
NIATTCL -0.05 0.17 1.36 26135 
NIATTNAV 0.07 0.10 0.30 29744 
NIATTTD 3.48 0.12 145.13 27132 
NIATTTTA 0.02 0.03 0.10 29744 
NICASHPS 2132066.00 46532.81 19885601.00 26779 
NINAV 0.07 0.10 0.30 29744 
NINTAV 103.53 0.09 6342.22 30081 
NIPS 1.34 0.53 20.18 29732 
NITNO_EE 31.78 13.62 127.30 19147 
NO_EE 12119.30 4234.00 17374.00 19387 
NOSH 95321.20 49544.50 130768.30 34256 
NP_MARG -92.46 4.77 3801.38 30566 
NPBT 219114.90 53656.00 523587.10 31786 
NPBTPOFMARG -91.20 7.59 3803.80 30530 
NPBTPS 2.31 0.81 40.04 29887 
NPBTTNAV 0.12 0.15 0.34 29887 
NPMTP -34.39 0.32 1236.09 29201 
NS 162130.00 75652.00 225145.30 30139 
NTA 1382385.00 485160.00 2206168.00 31537 
OBOS3MMA 0.03 0.03 0.01 33814 
OBOS6MMA 0.00 0.00 0.00 33151 
OP _PROFIT _ADJ 283859.50 82086.00 520230.10 31798 
OP_PROFMARG -93.92 9.77 4319.51 30542 
OP _PROFMARGIN2 -80.20 16.39 3794.50 28746 
OPMTP -31.12 0.64 1342.12 29179 
ORD_DIV_GROSS 50086.08 4000.00 108152.30 28284 
P 15.14 11.35 15.22 34256 
PCASHPS 286.28 12.32 2859.28 26878 
PCASHPSROE 5605.84 108.29 75173.91 25838 
PE 30.99 16.60 63.95 23698 
PEG1 18693.03 416.73 984174.20 16133 
PEG2 18693.03 416.73 984174.20 16133 
PNAV 2.54 1.86 2.40 29812 
PNAVROE 22.28 17.15 134.56 28537 
PNTAV 2572.74 1.79 155523.70 29144 
PNTAV_3M 0.08 0.01 3.43 28478 
PNTAV_6M 0.17 0.02 6.20 27812 
PNTAVROE 22332.05 16.40 1319366.00 27877 
PNTAVROE_3M 0.13 0.00 8.74 27193 
PNTAVROE_6M 0.33 -0.01 14.13 26509 
POUT 0.20 0.13 0.24 32259 
PREF _CAP 109074.50 0.00 263964.10 31625 
PRNG 32.88 27.95 23.12 43978 
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AA. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
PSALES 6.19 1.09 38.62 28612 
PTCA 5.27 2.98 9.02 26186 
PTNCA 3.64 1.27 10.31 26186 
QUICK 1.98 0.96 3.35 27608 
RECDAYS 117.69 63.28 1322.08 26049 
RECTURN 7.60 5.77 6.67 26049 
RETEN 0.80 0.87 0.24 32259 
RI 1412.88 356.90 3473.83 34256 
RNDJS 107667.80 15820.00 350043.60 6722 
RNDTSALES 6.01 0.01 150.37 8685 
RNDTIA 0.04 0.01 0.07 9003 
ROCE 7.28 7.69 25.60 29818 
ROCOMEQU1 0.07 0.10 0.28 31020 
ROCOMEQU2 0.13 0.12 0.10 22468 
ROE 8.45 10.82 23.17 29944 
ROTC1 0.02 0.03 0.10 31513 
ROTC2 0.05 0.04 0.05 22456 
SALESPS 50.01 11.63 1025.84 28917 
SALESTP 208109.30 81937.01 340886.30 29201 
SCASHPS 133.94 12.38 721.18 25734 
SHARECAP_RES 1453073.00 501329.00 2289152.00 31572 
SNAV 2.39 1.72 2.48 28699 
SNTAV 2568.36 1.61 151705.20 27974 
STCA 2.97 2.63 1.96 26308 
STCL 4.32 4.11 2.21 26308 
STEQUITY 2.38 1.69 2.52 30035 
STNCA 1.88 1.08 2.14 26308 
STNO_EE 496.25 276.67 1342.31 18991 
STOCK_RATIO 83.46 53.00 434.13 23371 
STID 15.13 2.87 191.13 28343 
TA_EMPLOY 2569268.00 878746.00 3997905.00 31728 
TAPS 86.46 16.72 1522.78 29887 
TATIA 3.98 2.29 5.42 31477 
TOPS 23.00 4.56 444.15 27239 
TDTNAV 1.03 065 1.62 27239 
TDTNTAV 826.84 0.60 48477.95 27580 
TDTIA 0.27 0.25 0.17 28974 
TLCTA 0.22 0.21 0.16 28046 
TOT_ASSETS 8677473.00 1321394.00 23918975.00 31751 
TOT_CE 2569268.00 878746.00 3997905.00 31728 
TOT_CRED 321571.60 110000.00 538915.70 26787 
TOT_DEBTORS 352069.30 136159.50 625167.20 27378 
TOT_SALES 2959716.00 990142.00 4552569.00 30566 
TOTAL_DEBT 1568042.00 415123.00 3442007.00 28986 
TV 0.00 0.00 0.00 29749 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
VO 6493.05 2081.20 12009.19 33869 
VOLTIRADDAYS 299.88 96.18 554.42 33869 
A_TURN_12M 0.06 0.00 0.73 27828 
A_TURN_18M 0.08 0.00 1.23 26544 
A_TURN_24M 0.10 0.01 1.60 25271 
A_TURN_30M 0.12 0.01 1.68 24040 
A TURN 36M 0.13 0.02 1.71 22810 - -
AMORTJNT_12M 0.66 0.13 3.43 7247 
AMORT_INT_18M 1.25 0.19 7.39 6610 
AMORT _INT _24M 2.00 0.29 10.48 5996 
AMORT _INT _30M 2.72 0.44 12.99 5459 
AMORTJNT_36M 3.54 0.61 15.40 4970 
BOR_REPAY _12M 2.99 0.03 21.65 22984 
BOR_REPAY _18M 3.23 0.04 20.34 21767 
BOR_REPAY _24M 3.57 0.08 20.41 20582 
BOR_REPAY _30M 7.17 0.12 113.32 19421 
BOR_REPAY _36M 9.99 0.16 148.30 18270 
BORROW_RATIO_12M 0.44 -0.05 5.12 26574 
BORROW_RATIO _18M 0.58 -0.04 6.70 24911 
BORROW_RATIO _24M 0.75 -0.04 8.29 23649 
BORROW_RATIO _30M 0.78 -0.05 7.72 22431 
BORROW_RATIO _36M 0.81 -0.05 7.04 21234 
BTMV_12M 0.31 -0.03 12.11 27060 
BTMV_18M 0.39 -0.04 13.79 25733 
BTMV_1M 0.03 -0.01 4.12 29693 
BTMV_24M 0.52 -0.05 19.21 24424 
BTMV_30M 0.67 -0.06 24.56 23121 
BTMV_36M 0.67 -0.06 22.88 21829 
BTMV_3M 0.09 -0.02 6.96 29213 
BTMV_6M 0.17 -0.02 9.23 28493 
CA_12M 0.34 0.09 1.27 25326 
CA_18M 0.54 0.14 2.08 24162 
CA_24M 0.77 0.22 2.86 23002 
CA_30M 1.12 0.28 6.15 21850 
CA_36M 1.49 0.38 9.04 20706 
CASH_EPS_12M 0.09 0.07 2.91 27445 
CASH_EPS_18M 0.10 0.10 4.83 26131 
CASH_EPS_24M 0.12 0.14 6.31 24837 
CASH_EPS_30M 0.23 0.18 6.31 23553 
CASH_EPS_36M 0.35 0.24 6.30 22282 
CASH_EQUIV _12M 2.38 0.10 21.09 24971 
CASH_EQUIV _18M 3.25 0.18 21.07 23739 
CASH_EQUIV _24M 4.19 0.27 21.76 22514 
CASH_EQUIV _30M 5.96 0.37 50.15 21331 
CASH EQUIV 36M 7.74 0.53 68.98 20158 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
CCC_12M 0.04 -0.01 0.42 21257 
CCC_18M 0.04 -0.01 0.46 20240 
CCC 24M 0.04 -0.02 0.47 19238 
CCC 30M 0.05 -0.02 0.57 18295 
CCC_36M 0.05 -0.02 0.67 17346 
CF _12M 0.19 0.11 3.08 27445 
CF _18M 0.28 0.16 4.58 26131 
CF _24M 0.39 0.23 6.96 24837 
CF_30M 0.59 0.30 9.31 23553 
CF_36M 0.72 0.39 10.62 22282 
CF _MARG_12M 0.02 0.00 2.41 27852 
CF_MARG_18M 0.05 0.00 2.84 26568 
CF _MARG_24M 0.07 0.00 3.18 25295 
CF _MARG_30M 0.13 0.00 3.21 24064 
CF _MARG_36M 0.26 0.01 5.10 22834 
CFO 12M 0.37 0.07 8.21 21729 
CFO_18M 0.59 0.13 9.49 20409 
CFO 24M 0.87 0.19 10.75 19097 
CFO_30M 1.13 0.27 12.94 17825 
CFO_36M 1.54 0.33 15.37 16557 
CH_ CASH_12M 0.47 -1.09 43.02 20937 
CH_CASH_18M 0.24 -1.06 47.05 19245 
CH_CASH_24M 0.05 -1.02 50.51 17890 
CH_CASH_30M -0.54 -1.01 44.87 16598 
CH_CASH_36M -1.53 -1.00 32.20 15327 
CL_12M 0.32 0.10 1.07 25326 
CL_18M 0.52 0.15 3.04 24162 
CL_24M 0.74 0.23 4.28 23002 
CL_30M 0.97 0.29 5.37 21850 
CL_36M 1.21 0.37 6.14 20706 
CLPS_12M 0.21 0.05 0.78 23851 
CLPS_18M 0.32 0.08 1.20 22693 
CLPS 24M 0.43 0.13 1.55 21540 
CLPS_30M 0.55 0.16 1.96 20394 
CLPS_36M 0.67 0.20 2.24 19264 
COGS_12M 0.76 0.10 13.48 24071 
COGS_18M 1.18 0.14 17.03 22934 
COGS_24M 1.62 0.21 20.06 21818 
COGS_30M 1.85 0.28 20.42 20744 
COGS_36M 2.05 0.36 19.76 19667 
CREDDAYS_12M 0.06 -0.02 0.84 21447 
CREDDAYS_18M 0.07 -0.02 0.84 20406 
CREDDAYS_24M 0.08 -0.02 0.84 19380 
CREDDAYS_30M 0.12 -0.02 1.44 18429 
CREDDAYS 36M 0.16 -0.03 1.90 17474 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
CREDTURN 12M 0.60 0.02 18.40 21447 -
CREDTURN IBM 0.71 0.02 20.80 20406 
CREDTURN 24M 0.82 0.02 23.23 19380 
CREDTURN 30M 0.72 0.02 18.85 18429 
CREDTURN_36M 0.62 0.03 12.13 17474 
CUR RATIO 12M 0.15 0.00 1.13 25134 - -
CUR RATIO IBM 0.26 0.00 3.20 23970 - -
CUR RATIO 24M 0.38 0.00 4.74 22811 - -
CUR_RATIO_30M 0.69 -0.01 15.94 21659 
CUR RATIO 36M 1.01 -0.01 23.10 20517 - -
DEBT DAYS 12M 0.07 -0.01 1.81 22827 - -
DEBT DAYS IBM 0.09 -0.01 1.95 21682 - -
DEBT DAYS 24M 0.10 -0.01 2.08 20553 - -
DEBT DAYS 30M 0.11 -0.02 2.16 19478 - -
DEBT DAYS 36M 0.12 -0.02 2.33 18424 - -
DEPCN 12M 0.61 0.11 4.53 27775 
DEPCN IBM 1.14 0.16 8.01 26480 
DEPCN 24M 1.63 0.26 10.18 25211 
DEPCN 30M 2.17 0.33 12.60 23945 
DEPCN 36M 2.88 0.44 16.08 22683 
DIV PAID 12M 0.66 0.05 12.18 18660 - -
DIV PAID IBM 0.70 0.09 10.28 17204 - -
DIV PAID 24M 0.66 0.15 7.04 16417 - -
DIV PAID 30M 0.63 0.19 5.71 15658 - -
DIV PAID 36M 0.67 0.23 5.09 14918 - -
DIVCOVER 12M 0.51 0.00 4.58 14130 
DIVCOVER IBM 0.55 0.00 3.24 13277 
DIVCOVER 24M 0.58 0.00 2.98 12500 
DIVCOVER 30M 0.58 0.00 2.72 11786 
DIVCOVER 36M 0.62 0.00 2.92 11175 
DPS 12M 0.10 0.00 0.30 17143 
DPS IBM 0.15 0.00 0.36 16255 
DPS 24M 0.20 0.07 0.42 15409 
DPS 30M 0.26 0.11 0.51 14610 
DPS 36M 0.32 0.14 0.61 13847 
DY 12M 0.01 -0.03 0.42 17529 
DY IBM 0.04 -0.03 0.48 16273 
DY 1M 0.00 0.00 0.12 18862 
DY 24M 0.04 -0.05 0.53 15427 
DY 30M 0.04 -0.06 0.59 14625 
DY 36M 0.04 -0.07 0.63 13866 
DY 3M 0.01 -0.01 0.21 18531 
DY 6M 0.02 -0.02 0.28 18056 
EBIT 12M 1.24 0.08 31.86 28544 
EBIT IBM 0.78 0.12 32.13 27230 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStrcam International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
EBIT_24M 9.03 0.17 606.40 25920 
EBIT_30M 19.82 0.22 907.50 24624 
EBIT_36M -34.28 0.26 2930.28 23349 
EBITDA_12M 0.34 0.11 4.71 27344 
EBITDA_18M 0.43 0.15 8.19 26072 
EBITDA_24M 0.59 0.22 11.87 24804 
EBITDA_30M 0.86 0.27 14.36 23550 
EBITDA_36M 0.67 0.34 27.06 22317 
EPS 12M 0.64 0.12 4.24 19328 
EPS IBM 0.78 0.19 2.99 18039 
EPS 1M 0.04 0.00 0.50 23214 
EPS 24M 0.93 0.26 2.96 16901 
EPS 30M 1.08 0.33 3.21 15917 
EPS_36M 1.26 0.40 3.60 15136 
EPS 3M 0.13 0.00 0.94 22324 
EPS 6M 0.29 0.05 1.73 21193 
EPSF _12M 0.64 0.12 4.24 19328 
EPSF _18M 0.78 0.19 2.99 18039 
EPSF _1M 0.04 0.00 0.50 23214 
EPSF _24M 0.93 0.26 2.96 16901 
EPSF_30M 1.08 0.33 3.21 15917 
EPSF _36M 1.26 0.40 3.60 15136 
EPSF_3M 0.13 0.00 0.94 22324 
EPSF_6M 0.29 0.05 1.73 21193 
EQU_RES_12M 0.23 0.10 0.64 28833 
EQU_RES_18M 0.38 0.15 1.21 27519 
EQU_RES_24M 0.55 0.25 1.68 26209 
EQU_RES_30M 0.73 0.31 2.46 24907 
EQU_RES_36M 0.91 0.40 3.13 23613 
EY 12M 0.30 -0.07 2.82 21551 
EY_18M 0.46 -0.03 2.50 18167 
EY 1M 0.03 0.00 0.51 23232 
EY 24M 0.45 -0.04 2.49 17048 
EY_30M 0.44 -0.05 2.24 16062 
EY_36M 0.45 -0.05 2.29 15307 
EY 3M 0.11 -0.01 0.90 22329 
EY 6M 0.23 -0.01 1.54 21202 
GROW1_12M 0.65 -0.05 12.74 16866 
GROW1_18M 0.34 -0.07 10.30 16026 
GROW1_24M 0.12 -0.09 9.02 15213 
GROW1_30M 0.21 -0.11 11.07 14435 
GROW1_36M 0.31 -0.13 12.23 13685 
GROW2_12M 0.06 -0.06 13.82 17760 
GROW2_18M 0.06 -0.10 10.36 16541 
GROW2 24M -0.05 -0.13 15.43 15441 
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AA. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
GROW2_30M 0.08 -0.15 7.09 14479 
GROW2_36M 0.05 -0.17 11.13 13702 
INT_EXP _12M -5.38 0.00 281.46 25784 
INT_EXP_18M -3.31 -0.01 219.07 24550 
INT _EXP _24M -1.48 -0.03 146.67 23345 
INT_EXP _30M 1.24 -0.03 191.43 22178 
INT _EXP _36M 5.09 0.00 241.90 21045 
INTANG_BS_12M 1.51 0.00 12.72 15244 
INTANG_BS_18M 2.85 0.04 17.07 14053 
INTANG_BS_24M 4.37 0.17 21.41 13068 
INTANG_BS_30M 5.98 0.32 25.29 12144 
INTANG_BS_36M 7.94 0.51 31.04 11246 
INV_WIP _12M 0.20 0.07 0.70 22096 
INV_WIP_18M 0.32 0.10 0.99 21022 
INV_WIP _24M 0.45 0.16 1.24 19964 
INV_WIP _30M 0.91 0.21 12.45 18984 
INV_WIP _36M 1.42 0.27 18.07 18008 
INVDAYS_12M 0.06 -0.02 0.84 21447 
INVDAYS_18M 0.07 -0.02 0.84 20406 
INVDAYS_24M 0.08 -0.02 0.84 19380 
I NVDAYS_30M 0.12 -0.02 1.44 18429 
I NVDAYS_36M 0.16 -0.03 1.90 17474 
INVTURN_12M 0.60 0.02 18.40 21447 
INVTURN_18M 0.71 0.02 20.80 20406 
INVTURN_24M 0.82 0.02 23.23 19380 
INVTURN_30M 0.72 0.02 18.85 18429 
INVTURN_36M 0.62 0.03 12.13 17474 
LNDY_12M -0.11 -0.05 2.40 16989 
LNDY_18M -0.16 -0.07 2.49 16110 
LNDY_1M -0.02 0.00 0.70 18779 
LNDY_24M -0.22 -0.10 2.74 15271 
LNDY_3M -0.04 -0.01 1.25 18376 
LNDY_6M -0.05 -0.03 1.74 17900 
LNEY_12M 0.04 0.00 0.36 19328 
LNEY_18M 0.05 0.01 0.39 18039 
LNEY_1M 0.00 0.00 0.08 23214 
LNEY_24M 0.06 0.01 0.43 16901 
LNEY_3M 0.01 0.00 0.15 22324 
LNEY_6M 0.02 0.00 0.25 21193 
LNMTBV_12M -0.09 -0.04 3.04 26611 
LNMTBV_18M -0.11 -0.08 3.46 25282 
LNMTBV_1M -0.01 0.00 0.94 29429 
LNMTBV_24M -0.11 -0.10 3.80 23974 
LNMTBV_3M -0.02 0.00 1.61 28798 
LNMTBV 6M -0.05 -0.02 2.24 28065 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
LNMV_12M 0.05 0.02 0.92 31600 
LNMV_18M 0.08 0.03 1.05 30287 
LNMV_1M 0.00 0.00 0.14 34021 
LNMV_24M 0.10 0.04 1.11 28985 
LNMV 30M 0.12 0.05 1.31 27691 
LNMV_36M 0.13 0.06 1.41 26406 
LNMV_3M 0.01 0.01 0.29 33576 
LNMV 6M 0.03 0.01 0.51 32912 
LNNET_ASSETS_12M 0.01 0.01 0.03 27028 
LNNET_ASSETS_18M 0.02 0.01 0.04 25719 
LNNET_ASSETS_24M 0.02 0.02 0.04 24415 
LNNET_ASSETS_30M 0.03 0.02 0.05 23125 
LNNET_ASSETS_36M 0.03 0.03 0.05 21861 
LNNI_ORDSH_12M 0.02 0.01 0.10 20480 
LNNI_ORDSH_18M 0.03 0.02 0.11 19281 
LNNI_ORDSH_24M 0.04 0.03 0.12 18145 
LNNI_ORDSH_30M 0.04 0.03 0.13 17150 
LNNI_ORDSH_36M 0.05 0.04 0.13 16219 
LNNIAT1_12M 0.02 0.01 0.09 20687 
LNNIAT1_18M 0.03 0.02 0.10 19513 
LNNIAT1 24M 0.04 0.03 0.11 18398 
LNNIAT1_30M 0.04 0.03 0.12 17398 
LNNIAT1_36M 0.05 0.04 0.12 16467 
LNP _12M 0.02 0.03 1.14 31544 
LNP_18M 0.03 0.04 1.53 30181 
LNP _1M 0.00 0.00 0.29 33907 
LNP _24M 0.05 0.06 1.75 28886 
LNP _30M 0.05 0.07 2.04 27592 
LNP _36M 0.06 0.09 2.39 26314 
LNP _3M 0.01 0.01 0.54 33470 
LNP_6M 0.01 0.02 0.76 32803 
LNPE 12M 0.04 0.00 0.31 19347 
LNPE IBM 0.05 0.01 0.37 18057 
LNPE_1M 0.00 0.00 0.08 23238 
LNPE_24M 0.06 0.02 0.39 16918 
LNPE_30M 0.07 0.02 0.38 15938 
LNPE_36M 0.08 0.02 0.38 15153 
LNPE_3M 0.01 0.00 0.16 22351 
LNPE_6M 0.02 0.00 0.23 21221 
LNPEG1_12M 0.03 0.00 0.23 13145 
LNPEG1_18M 0.03 0.00 0.25 12219 
LNPEG1_1M 0.00 0.00 0.05 15437 
LNPEG1_24M 0.04 0.01 0.25 11490 
LNPEG1_3M 0.01 0.00 0.10 14968 
LNPEG1 6M 0.01 0.00 0.15 14329 
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AA. Descriptive Statistics of the Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
LNPEG2_12M 0.03 0.00 0.23 13145 
LNPEG2_18M 0.03 0.00 0.25 12219 
LNPEG2_1M 0.00 0.00 0.05 15437 
LNPEG2_24M 0.04 0.01 0.25 11490 
LNPEG2_3M 0.01 0.00 0.10 14968 
LNPEG2_6M 0.01 0.00 0.15 14329 
LNPNAV_12M 0.10 -0.05 13.14 26963 
LNPNAV_18M 0.05 -0.08 14.99 25655 
LNPNAV_1M -0.01 0.00 3.11 29445 
LNPNAV_24M -0.04 -0.10 17.71 24357 
LNPNAV_3M 0.00 0.00 5.42 28988 
LNPNAV_6M 0.03 -0.02 7.18 28304 
LNPNTAV_12M -0.47 -0.04 59.45 26315 
LNPNTAV_18M -0.16 -0.07 11.16 25012 
LNPNTAV_24M 0.13 -0.09 36.00 23714 
LNPNTAV_3M 0.01 0.00 7.03 28340 
LNPNTAV_6M -0.10 -0.01 13.16 27657 
LNPNTAVROE_12M 0.00 0.00 5.79 18021 
LNPNTAVROE_18M 0.06 -0.01 5.14 16826 
LNPNTAVROE_24M 0.09 -0.01 8.40 15735 
LNPNTAVROE_3M -0.02 0.00 1.81 21115 
LNPNTAVROE 6M -0.02 0.00 2.97 20047 
LNPSALES_12M -0.04 -0.06 7.38 25926 
LNPSALES IBM -0.04 -0.10 9.39 24659 
LNPSALES_1M 0.00 0.00 3.48 28371 
LNPSALES_24M -0.11 -0.13 12.26 23406 
LNPSALES 3M 0.02 -0.01 3.40 27917 
LNPSALES 6M 0.02 -0.02 5.23 27239 
LNPTCA_12M -0.03 -0.01 15.69 23760 
LNPTCA_18M -0.06 -0.02 22.30 22613 
LNPTCA_24M -0.08 -0.03 21.00 21466 
LNPTCA_3M 0.02 0.01 6.01 25562 
LNPTCA_6M 0.05 0.01 6.57 24951 
LNRI_12M 0.02 0.02 0.13 31602 
LNRI_18M 0.04 0.03 0.15 30281 
LNRI_1M 0.00 0.00 0.03 34018 
LNRI_24M 0.05 0.04 0.18 28979 
LNRI_30M 0.06 0.05 0.21 27685 
LNRI_36M 0.07 0.06 0.23 26403 
LNRI_3M 0.01 0.00 0.06 33576 
LNRI_6M 0.01 0.01 0.10 32914 
MV_12M 0.48 0.15 1.93 31611 
MV IBM 0.84 0.24 3.03 30299 
MV 1M 0.03 0.01 0.39 34035 
MV 24M 1.31 0.34 4.59 28997 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
MV_30M 1.80 0.44 6.08 27703 
MV_36M 2.41 0.55 8.76 26418 
MV_3M 0.09 0.04 0.70 33593 
MV_6M 0.21 0.08 1.16 32930 
MVTRADE_12M 3.87 0.20 47.85 31180 
MVTRADE_18M 7.76 0.36 89.51 29841 
MVTRADE_1M 0.50 -0.01 4.21 33579 
MVTRADE_24M 12.96 0.56 174.71 28546 
MVTRADE_30M 21.28 0.76 279.09 27268 
MVTRADE_36M 32.04 1.01 557.08 26003 
MVTRADE_3M 0.98 0.03 16.21 33123 
MVTRADE_6M 1.99 0.08 59.63 32462 
MVTRADEMV _12M 1.22 0.05 9.34 31180 
MVTRADEMV _18M 1.72 0.10 11.86 29841 
MVTRADEMV _ 1 M 0.45 -0.01 4.64 33579 
MVTRADEMV _24M 2.38 0.17 38.27 28546 
MVTRADEMV_30M 2.99 0.23 34.06 27268 
MVTRADEMV_36M 3.08 0.29 25.03 26003 
MVTRADEMV _3M 0.68 -0.01 9.47 33123 
MVTRADEMV_6M 0.92 0.02 8.23 32462 
NAV 12M 0.12 0.08 0.40 27243 
NAV IBM 0.19 0.11 0.56 25941 
NAV 24M 0.27 0.17 0.70 24649 
NAV 30M 0.35 0.21 0.95 23365 
NAV 36M 0.43 0.26 1.14 22097 
NAV 3M 0.03 0.00 0.17 29230 
NAV_6M 0.06 0.00 0.26 28561 
NET ASSETS 12M 0.21 0.11 0.56 27243 - -
NET ASSETS IBM 0.36 0.16 0.99 25941 - -
NET _ASSETS_24M 0.51 0.25 1.34 24649 
NET _ASSETS_30M 0.67 0.31 1.91 23365 
NET_ASSETS_36M 0.83 0.41 2.36 22097 
NET_DEBT_12M 0.56 0.08 22.02 28784 
NET _DEBT_18M 0.29 0.11 22.57 27464 
NET_DEBT_24M 0.34 0.16 32.92 26165 
NET _DEBT_30M 0.90 0.19 42.50 24870 
NET _DEBT_36M -3.35 0.21 276.54 23580 
NETCASHFLOW_12M 1.58 -1.08 52.49 21134 
NETCASHFLOW_18M 0.29 -1.05 52.51 19557 
NETCASHFLOW_24M -0.90 -1.03 50.36 18274 
NETCASHFLOW_30M -1.07 -1.01 45.19 17002 
NETCASHFLOW_36M -1.82 -1.00 34.72 15746 
NI_ORDSH_12M 0.12 0.08 11.16 28974 
NI_ORDSH_18M -0.03 0.11 18.30 27636 
NI ORDSH 24M 0.10 0.15 33.88 26315 
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AA. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
NI_ORDSH_30M 0.61 0.16 43.29 25007 
NI_ORDSH_36M -3.68 0.19 276.67 23704 
NIAT1_12M 0.56 0.08 22.02 28792 
NIAT1_18M 0.29 0.11 22.57 27466 
NIAT1_24M 0.34 0.16 32.92 26165 
NIAT1_30M 0.90 0.19 42.50 24870 
NIAT1_36M -3.35 0.21 276.54 23580 
NIPS_12M 0.13 0.04 12.37 26968 
NIPS_18M 0.09 0.05 10.66 25660 
NIPS_24M 0.11 0.07 9.69 24381 
NIPS_30M 0.36 0.09 11.46 23105 
NIPS_36M -0.37 0.11 56.10 21844 
NP _MARG_12M -0.11 -0.06 6.55 27899 
NP _MARG_18M -0.18 -0.07 15.16 26615 
NP _MARG_24M -0.27 -0.10 20.80 25342 
NP _MARG_30M -0.28 -0.13 17.79 24111 
NP _MARG_36M -0.08 -0.14 15.05 22881 
NPBT_12M 0.89 0.07 23.74 29118 
NPBT_18M 0.14 0.10 25.87 27804 
NPBT_24M 6.49 0.14 481.17 26494 
NPBT_30M 15.12 0.17 718.36 25192 
NPBT_36M -43.82 0.19 3338.09 23894 
NPBTPOFMARG_12M 0.06 -0.05 5.71 27851 
NPBTPOFMARG_18M -0.06 -0.07 8.07 26567 
NPBTPOFMARG_24M -0.16 -0.09 9.76 25294 
NPBTPOFMARG_30M -0.10 -0.11 8.78 24063 
NPBTPOFMARG_36M -0.06 -0.12 9.74 22833 
NS_12M 0.12 0.02 1.72 27479 
NS_18M 0.16 0.03 1.50 26177 
NS_1M 0.01 0.00 0.47 29916 
NS_24M 0.20 0.05 1.15 24883 
NS_30M 0.24 0.08 1.00 23599 
NS_36M 0.26 0.10 0.78 22328 
NS_3M 0.03 0.00 0.83 29470 
NS_6M 0.06 0.00 1.19 28801 
NTA_12M 1409.80 0.10 84671.24 28885 
NTA_18M 1563.77 0.14 92141.37 27559 
NTA_24M 1913.11 0.24 109499.90 26243 
NTA_30M 2014.14 0.31 112347.90 24929 
NTA_36M 2125.95 0.40 115418.10 23620 
OP _PROFIT _ADJ_12M -0.06 0.11 9.50 29142 
OP _PROFIT _ADJ_18M 0.09 0.14 10.00 27828 
OP _PROFIT _ADJ_24M 0.21 0.21 11.29 26518 
OP _PROFIT _ADJ_30M 0.14 0.25 12.75 25216 
OP PROFIT ADJ 36M 0.04 0.29 14.80 23918 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
OP _PROFMARG_12M -0.07 -0.01 6.99 27875 
OP _PROFMARG_18M 0.00 -0.02 5.18 26591 
OP _PROFMARG_24M 0.03 -0.03 4.80 25318 
OP _PROFMARG_30M 0.06 -0.05 5.65 24087 
OP _PROFMARG_36M 0.10 -0.06 6.52 22857 
OP _PROFMARGIN2_12M 0.15 0.00 3.95 26041 
OP _PROFMARGIN2_18M 0.12 -0.01 3.85 24805 
OP _PROFMARGIN2_24M 0.10 -0.01 4.08 23577 
OP _PROFMARGIN2_30M 0.09 -0.01 4.13 22388 
OP _PROFMARGIN2_36M 0.15 -0.02 5.29 21218 
OPMTP _12M -0.15 -0.15 10.13 26517 
OPMTP_18M -0.08 -0.21 6.46 25239 
OPMTP_24M -0.25 -0.27 9.00 23978 
OPMTP _30M -0.24 -0.31 9.43 22762 
OPMTP _36M -0.19 -0.35 8.12 21551 
P_12M 0.26 0.10 0.77 31611 
P_18M 0.43 0.16 1.14 30299 
P_1M 0.02 0.01 0.14 34035 
P_24M 0.62 0.22 1.60 28997 
P_30M 0.82 0.28 2.18 27703 
P_36M 1.02 0.34 2.80 26418 
P_3M 0.05 0.03 0.29 33593 
P 6M 0.12 0.05 0.47 32930 
PE_12M 0.49 0.01 3.36 19350 
PE_18M 0.71 0.03 6.39 18063 
PE_1M 0.03 0.00 0.60 23244 
PE_24M 0.74 0.04 4.58 16924 
PE_30M 0.77 0.05 3.60 15944 
PE_36M 0.79 0.05 3.77 15158 
PE_3M 0.12 0.01 1.10 22357 
PE_6M 0.25 0.01 1.63 21226 
PEG1_12M 16.70 -0.03 416.57 13732 
PEG1_18M 66.61 -0.03 2875.43 12883 
PEG1_1M 0.06 0.00 3.02 15890 
PEG1_24M 107.39 -0.01 3265.86 12106 
PEG1_30M 89.42 0.00 3842.56 11385 
PEG1_36M 69.09 0.02 2917.43 10793 
PEG1_3M 1.15 0.00 57.58 15417 
PEG1_6M 6.86 -0.01 254.88 14802 
PEG2_12M 16.70 -0.03 416.57 13732 
PEG2_18M 66.61 -0.03 2875.43 12883 
PEG2_1M 0.06 0.00 3.02 15890 
PEG2_24M 107.39 -0.01 3265.86 12106 
PEG2_30M 89.42 0.00 3842.56 11385 
PEG2 36M 69.09 0.02 2917.43 10793 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
fmn-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
PEG2_3M 1.15 0.00 57.58 15417 
PEG2 6M 6.86 -0.01 254.88 14802 
PNAV 12M 0.14 0.01 0.86 27162 
PNAV_18M 0.22 0.02 1.11 25866 
PNAV 1M 0.01 0.00 0.18 29589 
PNAV_24M 0.28 0.02 1.34 24580 
PNAV_30M 0.32 0.03 1.42 23302 
PNAV 36M 0.35 0.03 1.56 22039 
PNAV 3M 0.03 0.01 0.37 29143 
PNAV 6M 0.07 0.01 0.58 28474 
PNAVROE_12M 0.34 -0.16 13.84 25815 
PNAVROE_18M 0.13 -0.19 17.96 24515 
PNAVROE_24M 0.03 -0.23 24.67 23241 
PNAVROE_30M 0.08 -0.26 25.96 21990 
PNAVROE_36M 0.18 -0.28 20.39 20754 
PNAVROE_3M 0.05 0.01 5.88 27850 
PNAVROE_6M 0.13 -0.01 9.01 27163 
PNTAV_12M 0.38 0.03 11.28 26500 
PNTAV_18M 0.45 0.03 11.20 25204 
PNTAV_24M 0.49 0.04 11.25 23918 
PNTAV_30M 0.52 0.04 11.25 22640 
PNTAV_36M 0.66 0.03 16.33 21377 
PNTAVROE_12M 0.72 -0.14 22.38 25161 
PNTAVROE_18M 0.29 -0.17 21.72 23861 
PNTAVROE_24M -0.08 -0.21 23.99 22587 
PNTAVROE_30M -0.23 -0.23 26.85 21336 
PNTAVROE_36M 0.22 -0.27 24.82 20100 
PSALES_12M 0.17 0.03 0.84 25949 
PSALES_18M 0.27 0.05 1.25 24677 
PSALES_24M 0.35 0.05 1.71 23423 
PSALES_30M 0.41 0.06 1.98 22216 
PSALES_36M 0.49 0.06 2.71 21023 
PSALES_3M 0.04 0.01 0.32 27937 
PSALES_6M 0.08 0.02 0.51 27262 
QUICK_12M 0.20 0.01 1.52 25195 
QUICK_18M 0.30 0.00 2.34 24025 
QUICK_24M 0.40 0.00 3.11 22871 
QUICK_30M 0.50 0.00 4.28 21714 
QUICK_36M 0.55 0.00 4.73 20570 
RECDAYS_12M 0.10 -0.01 1.05 23619 
RECDAYS_18M 0.11 -0.02 1.35 22497 
RECDAYS_24M 0.11 -0.02 1.50 21388 
RECDAYS_30M 0.11 -0.02 1.53 20303 
RECDAYS_36M 0.14 -0.02 2.25 19230 
RECTURN 12M 0.16 0.01 1.28 23619 
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AA. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
finn-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the finn-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
RECTURN_18M 0.20 0.02 1.49 22497 
RECTURN_24M 0.25 0.02 1.65 21388 
RECTURN_30M 0.28 0.02 2.02 20303 
RECTURN 36M 0.32 0.02 2.44 19230 
RETEN_12M 0.04 0.00 0.41 29610 
RETEN_18M 0.07 0.00 0.51 28290 
RETEN_24M 0.09 0.00 0.60 26980 
RETEN_30M 0.10 0.00 0.65 25672 
RETEN_36M 0.11 0.00 0.70 24374 
RETEN_6M 0.02 0.00 0.27 30933 
RI_12M 0.28 0.13 0.77 31611 
RI_18M 0.46 0.19 1.14 30299 
RI_1M 0.02 0.01 0.15 34035 
RI_24M 0.66 0.27 1.59 28997 
RI_30M 0.87 0.34 2.18 27703 
RI_36M 1.09 0.43 2.81 26418 
RI_3M 0.06 0.03 0.30 33593 
RI_6M 0.12 0.06 0.47 32930 
RND IS 12M 0.27 0.11 0.77 5594 
RND_IS_18M 0.45 0.18 1.10 5175 
RND_IS_24M 0.63 0.30 1.30 4795 
RND IS 30M 0.83 0.39 1.57 4441 
RND_IS_36M 1.09 0.48 2.01 4113 
ROCE_12M -0.05 -0.08 3.68 27081 
ROCE_18M -0.11 -0.11 4.99 25773 
ROCE_24M -0.15 -0.14 11.74 24477 
ROCE_30M 0.08 -0.16 16.54 23204 
ROCE_36M 0.07 -0.20 17.36 21961 
ROCOMEQU1_12M 0.00 -0.08 16.02 28258 
ROCOMEQU1_18M -0.01 -0.10 13.06 26938 
ROCOMEQU1_24M -0.05 -0.13 8.47 25642 
ROCOMEQU1_30M 0.00 -0.16 8.91 24348 
ROCOMEQU 1_36M 0.24 -0.20 17.05 23063 
ROCOMEQU2_12M 0.46 0.00 3.63 18366 
ROCOMEQU2_18M 0.50 0.00 2.73 17122 
ROCOMEQU2_24M 0.53 -0.01 2.51 16021 
ROCOMEQU2_30M 0.57 -0.02 2.68 15045 
ROCOMEQU2_36M 0.63 -0.02 3.01 14263 
ROE_12M 0.16 -0.09 9.78 27208 
ROE_18M -0.09 -0.13 9.18 25890 
ROE_24M -0.26 -0.17 10.88 24597 
ROE_30M -0.13 -0.19 12.88 23332 
ROE_36M -0.20 -0.24 12.14 22079 
ROTC1_12M 0.00 -0.06 10.73 28737 
ROTC1 IBM -0.02 -0.09 8.90 27429 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics of the Firm-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
ROTC1_24M -0.05 -0.12 6.18 26130 
ROTC1_30M 0.01 -0.15 5.96 24835 
ROTC1_36M -0.08 -0.17 12.73 23549 
ROTC2_12M 0.50 0.02 3.95 18344 
ROTC2_18M 0.55 0.01 2.85 17106 
ROTC2_24M 0.58 0.01 2.63 16006 
ROTC2_30M 0.63 0.00 2.80 15024 
ROTC2_36M 0.69 0.01 3.11 14239 
SALESPS_12M 0.28 0.07 2.84 26233 
SALESPS_18M 0.42 0.10 3.53 24955 
SALESPS_24M 0.57 0.14 4.05 23692 
SALESPS_30M 0.72 0.18 4.47 22479 
SALESPS_36M 0.88 0.22 4.79 21278 
SALESTP _12M 0.57 0.01 12.71 26539 
SALESTP _ IBM 1.45 0.01 55.51 25261 
SALESTP 24M 2.31 0.02 75.58 24000 
SALESTP_30M 2.44 0.04 64.29 22784 
SALESTP _36M 2.24 0.05 44.21 21573 
SHARECAP_RES_12M 0.22 0.10 0.74 28916 
SHARECAP_RES_18M 0.38 0.15 1.25 27584 
SHARECAP_RES_24M 0.55 0.24 1.69 26268 
SHARECAP_RES_30M 0.74 0.30 2.42 24960 
SHARECAP_RES_36M 0.94 0.39 3.07 23660 
SNAV_12M 0.16 -0.01 2.45 26030 
SNAV_18M 0.20 -0.02 2.65 24752 
SNAV_24M 0.24 -0.03 2.71 23492 
SNAV_30M 0.29 -0.03 3.06 22279 
SNAV 36M 0.34 -0.03 3.47 21081 
TA_EMPLOY _12M 0.24 0.09 1.01 29075 
TA_EMPLOY _18M 0.39 0.14 1.32 27767 
TA_EMPLOY _24M 0.55 0.23 1.62 26463 
TA_EMPLOY _30M 0.73 0.29 2.15 25167 
TA_EMPLOY _36M 0.93 0.39 2.66 23879 
TATTA_12M 0.03 -0.01 0.60 28809 
TATTA IBM 0.03 -001 0.64 27495 
TATTA_24M 0.04 -0.01 0.68 26185 
TATTA_30M 0.05 -0.01 0.98 24883 
TATTA_36M 0.07 -0.01 1.22 23589 
TOPS_12M 0.55 0.00 7.15 24439 
TOPS_18M 4.24 0.02 203.64 23171 
TOPS_24M 8.41 0.07 296.02 21928 
TOPS_30M 8.41 0.12 284.59 20698 
TOPS_36M 5.60 0.18 207.25 19491 
TOT_ASSETS_12M 0.22 0.09 0.52 29083 
TOT ASSETS IBM 0.37 0.13 0.80 27769 
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A.4. Descriptive Statistics ofthe Finn-specific Attributes continued .. 
The table displays the averages of the monthly cross-sectional means, medians and standard deviations of the 
firm-specific attributes of the S&P TSX Composite Index constituent shares as at 31 July 2005. The statistics 
are calculated after conducting a winsorisation procedure to crimp outliers. The sample excludes preferences 
shares, investment trusts. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Mean Median Std. Dev. Observations 
TOT _ASSETS_24M 0.52 0.22 1.07 26459 
TOT_ASSETS_30M 0.70 0.29 1.49 25157 
TOT _ASSETS_36M 0.89 0.39 1.92 23863 
TOT_CE_12M 0.24 0.09 1.01 29075 
TOT_CE_18M 0.39 0.14 1.32 27767 
TOT_CE_24M 0.55 0.23 1.62 26463 
TOT _DEBTORS_12M 0.31 0.09 0.99 24953 
TOT _DEBTORS_18M 0.49 0.13 1.72 23801 
TOT _DEBTORS_24M 0.68 0.20 2.23 22653 
TOT _DEBTORS_30M 0.92 0.26 4.73 21502 
TOT _DEBTORS_36M 1.22 0.34 7.23 20368 
TOT_SALES_12M 0.48 0.10 7.19 27899 
TOT_SALES _ IBM 0.76 0.14 9.63 26615 
TOT _SALES_24M 1.05 0.22 11.55 25342 
TOT _SALES_30M 1.36 0.27 12.98 24111 
TOT _SALES_36M 1.67 0.35 14.13 22881 
TOTAL_DEBT_12M 0.63 0.03 7.69 26178 
TOTAL_DEBT _18M 4.27 0.07 197.29 24889 
TOTAL_DEBT_24M 8.37 0.14 286.34 23629 
TOTAL_DEBT _30M 8.67 0.20 282.71 22399 
TOTAL DEBT 36M 6.96 0.28 228.22 21176 - -
TV 12M 1.08 0.05 9.99 27089 
TV_18M 1.53 0.10 12.28 25791 
TV 1M 0.35 -0.01 3.67 29501 
TV_24M 2.05 0.17 38.23 24516 
TV_30M 2.41 0.23 22.71 23242 
TV 36M 2.76 0.29 26.45 21976 
TV 3M 0.58 0.00 12.63 29052 
TV 6M 0.78 0.02 8.56 28392 
Va_12M 1.52 0.11 12.79 31181 
Va_18M 2.36 0.19 16.46 29842 
Va_1M 0.46 -0.01 6.37 33579 
Va_24M 3.86 0.30 69.97 28547 
Va_30M 5.43 0.41 67.27 27269 
Va_36M 6.79 0.53 69.89 26004 
Va_3M 0.77 0.01 16.85 33123 
va 6M 1.04 0.05 11.82 32463 
VOLTTRADDAYS_12M 1.52 0.11 12.79 31181 
VOLTTRADDAYS_18M 2.37 0.19 16.59 29842 
VOLTTRADDAYS_1M 0.45 -0.01 6.17 33579 
VOLTTRADDAYS_24M 3.86 0.30 69.97 28547 
VOLTTRADDAYS_30M 5.48 0.41 69.91 27269 
VOLTTRADDAYS_36M 6.79 0.53 69.89 26004 
VOL TTRADDAYS_3M 0.76 0.01 16.11 33123 
VOL TTRADDA YS 6M 1.04 0.05 11.64 32463 
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B.l. Canadian Stock Exchange S&P Sector and Sub-sector Indexes 
The table displays the Toronto Stock Exchange (fSX) sector and Sub-sector indexes as listed by DataStream 
International. The shortened names of the indices used in this paper are also included. The data were 
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Appendices B: 2 
B.2. Canadian Stock Exchange DataStream Sector and Sub-sector Indexes 
The table displays the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) sector and Sub-sector indexes as listed by DataStream 
International. The shortened names of the indices used in this paper are also included. The data were 
obtained from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. 




























































































Appendices B: 3 
B.3. Canadian Stock Exchange Sector and Sub-sector Indexes 
The table displays the Canadian Stock Exchange (TSX) sector and Sub-sector indexes as listed by DataStream 
International. DataStream International uses hierarchical classification structure for levels one to six. :\Iso 
included is the S&P TSX Composite Index. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream 
International, available at the University of Cape Town. The table below provides a brief summary. 
Level 1 Market Data 
Level 2 Non-Financials 
Non-Financials excluding Resources 
Resources 
Financials 
Level 3 Basic Industries 









Level 4 Comprises up to 39 sub sectors of level three. 
LevelS Comprises up to 11 sub-sectors of level four. 
L.evel 6 sectors are devised by Datastream where It IS bellved that more 
Level 6 detailed descriptions of levels 4 an 5 are appropriate 
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B.4. Canadian Stock Exchange Sector and Sub-sector Indexes 
The table displays the Canadian Stock Exchange (fSX) sector and Sub-sector indexes as listed by DataStream 
International. DataStream International uses hierarchical classification structure for levels one to six. Also 
included is the S&P TSX Composite Index. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream 
International, available at the University of Cape Town. The table below provides a summary of level three 
and four.. 
Level 3 Level 4 
Aerospace & Defense Aerospace Food & Drug Retailers Other Mineral Extractors 
Automobiles & Parts Airlines & Airports Food Processors Paper 
Banks Asset Managers Footwear Personal Products 
Beverages Auto Parts Forestry Pharmaceuticals 
Chemicals Automobiles Furnishings & Floor coverings Photography 
Construction & Building Materials Banks Gambling Property Agencies 
Diversified Industrials Biotechnology Gas Distribution Publishing & Printing 
Electricrty Brewers Gold Mining Rail. Road & Freight 
Electronic & Electrical Equipment 
Healtn Maintenance 
Builders Merchants Organisations Real Estate Development 
Engineering & Machinery Building & Construction Materials Hospital Management Real Estate Inv. Trusts 
Food & Drug Retailers Business Support Services Hotels Re-insurance 
Food Producers & Processors Chemicals Specialrty House Building Restaurants & Pubs 
Forestry & Paper Household Appliances & 
Chemicals, Advanced Materials Housewares Retailers MuHi Department 
HeaHh Chemicals, Commodrty Household Products Retailers, E-Commerce 
Household Goods and Textiles Clothing & Footwear Insurance Brokers Retailers, Hardlines 
nformation Technology, Hardwar Commercial Vehicles Insurance, Non-Life Retailers-Soft Goods 
Insurance Computer Hardware Internet Securrty & Alarm 
Investment Companies Computer Services Investment Banks Semiconductors 
Leisure and Hotels Consumer Electronics Investment Companies ShippinQ & Ports 
Life Assurance Consumer Finance Leisure Equipment Soft Drinks 
Media and Entertainment Defence Leisure Facilities Software 
Mining Delivery Services Life Assurance Steel 
Oil & Gas 
,wy, I '" vUP'" v.v, _~ u 
Media Agencies Subscription Entertainment Networks Warehouses 
~rsonal Care & Household Produ Distillers & Vintners Medical Equipment & Supplies Telecom Equipment 
Pharmaceuticals - Diversified Industrials MininQ Finance Telecom Wireless 
Real Estate Education, Training Mortgage Finance Telecom, Fixed Line 
Retailers, 
11 elevlslon, RadiO and Filmed 
Electrical Equipment Networks Entertainment 
Software & Computer Services Electricrty Non-Ferrous Metals Textiles & Leather 
Specialrty & Other Finance Oil & Gas Exploration & 
Electronic Equipment Production Tobacco 
Steel & Other Metals Enq. Contractors Oil Inteqrated Transaction and Pavroll Services 
Support Sevices Eng. Fabricators Oil Services Tyres & Rubber 
Telecom Services Enq. General Other Construction Vehicle Distribution 
Tobacco Environmental Control Other Financial Water 
Transport Farminq & Fishinq Other HeaHh Care 
Utilrties, Other Floor coverings Other Insurance 
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B.S. Canadian Stock Exchange Sector and Sub-sector Indexes 
The table displays the Canadian Stock Exchange (fSX) sector and Sub-sector indexes as listed by DataStream 
International. DataStream International uses hierarchical classification structure for levels one to six. Also 
included is the S&P TSX Composite Index. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream 
International, available at the University of Cape Town. The table below provides a summary of level six. 
Level 6 
nuu,lI,Y II.CU"'" 11 ,e""",,,. 
Gold M.n.ng Household Appliances & Housewares EnVironmental Control Trusts 
lupen "noeo n eSnnen 
MIn.ng F Inanee Leisure EqUipment Transaction and Payroll Services Companies 
Other M.neral Extractors Textiles & Leather Security & Alarm Offshore Funds 
Oil & Gas Exploration & Production Brewers ~irlines & Airports ~enture Capital Trusts 
Oil Services D.stillers & Vintners Rail. Road & Freight Currency Funds 
Oil Integrated Soft Dnnks Shipping & Ports Investment Trusts. Other 
Chemicals. Commodity Farming & Fishing Food & Drug Retailers Split Capital Investment Trusts 
Chemicals. Advanced Matenals F Dod Processors Telecom. Fixed Line f'-,uthorised Unit Trusts 
Chemicals. Spec.allty Health Maintenance OrganisatIOns Telecom Wireless Insurance & Property Funds 
Builders Merchants Hospital Management Electricity Mutual Funds 
Building & Construction Matenals Medical Equipment & Supplies Gas Distribution Money Market Funds 
House BUilding Other Health Care Water Unclassified 
Other ConstructIOn Household Products Computer Hardware Unquoted equities 
Forestry Personal Products Semiconductors Other Equities 
Paper Biotechnology elecom Equipment Equity Warrants 
Non-F errous Metals Pharmaceuticals Computer Services Other Warrants 
Steel Tobacco Internet Interest Rate Futures 
Aerospace Discount & Super Stores & Wa rehouses Software Fixed Interest Futures 
Defence Retailers. E-Commerce Banks Currency Futures 
DiverSified Industrials Retailers. Hardlines Insurance Brokers Stock Index Futures 
Electrical EqUipment Retailers Multi Department Insurance, Non-Life Commod~Futures 
Electronic EqUipment Retailers-Soft Goods Re-insurance Options 
Commercial Vehicles Gambling Other Insurance Options Wntten 
Eng Contractors Hotels Life Assurance Real Commodities 
Eng Fabricators Leisure Facilities Investment Companies Commodity Unit Trusts 
Eng General Restaurants & Pubs Inv. Trust International Real Property 
!Automobiles TeleVision, RadiO and Filmed Entertainment Real Estate Development Property Unit Trust 
!Auto Parts Subscription Entertainment Networks Property Agencies Suspended Equities 
tTyres & Rubber Networks Real Estate Inv. Trusts Other Investments 
rvehrcle Distribution Media AgenCies Asset Managers BUilding Society Deposit 
Clothing & Footwear Photograi'bL Consumer Finance Local Authonty Deposit 
Footwear PubliShing & Printing Investment Banks Cash 
Furnishings & Floor covenngs BUSiness Support Services Mortgage Finance Discounted Bills 
Floor coverings Delivery Services Other FinanCial Certs of DepOSits 
Consumer Electronics Education, Training Exchange Traded Funds Other LiqUid Assets 
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B.6. Vertical Tree Diagram of Cluster Analysis Results for DataStream Indices 
Yertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of total monthly returns of 18 DataStream 
International sector and sub-sector indexes for the Toronto Stock Exchange (fSX) over the period, 31 
January 1989 to 31 December 2000. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Clusters are extracted based on Ward's linkage rule. The smaller 
the linkage distance, the more "similar" the indices are in nature. Refer to Table 5.3. for the full names of 
the indices. 
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B.7. Vertical Tree Diagram of Cluster Analysis Results for DataStream Indices 
2.0 
Yertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of total monthly returns of 18 DataStream 
International sector and sub-sector indexes for the Toronto Stock Exchange (fSX) over the period, 1 
January 2000 to 31 December 2000. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Clusters are extracted based on Ward's linkage rule. The smaller 
the linkage distance, the more "similar" the indices are in nature. Refer to Table 5.3. for the full names of 
the indices. 
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B.S. Vertical Tree Diagram of Cluster Analysis Results for S&P Indices 
\' ertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of total monthly returns of 15 S&P 
International sector and sub-sector indexes for the Toronto Stock Exchange (fSX) over the period, 31 
January 1989 to 31 December 2000 The necessary data were obtained from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Clusters are extracted based on \X'ard's linkage rule. The smaller 
the linkage distance, the more "similar" the indices are in nature. Refer to Table 5.3. for the full names of 
the indices. 
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B.9. Vertical Tree Diagram of Cluster Analysis Results for S&P Indices 
\' ertical tree diagram showing the hierarchical cluster analysis of total monthly returns of 15 S&P 
International sector and sub-sector indexes for the Toronto Stock Exchange (fSX) over the period, 31 
January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream International, available 
at the University of Cape Town. Clusters are extracted based on \Vard's linkage rule. The smaller the 
linkage distance, the more "similar" the indices are in nature. Refer to Table 5.3. for the full names of the 
indices. 
Cluster Analysis: S&P Indices 
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B.lO. Factor Loadings Plot for S&P Indices 
The factor loadings plot presents the first two derived factors shown as the x and y axis. The plot shows 
the correlations between each index and the factor. The two dimensional plot allows for inspection of the 
dichotomous market structure of the Canadian lvlarket. The factors are derived using varimax rotation. 
The total monthly returns of 15 S&P International sector and sub-sector indexes for the Toronto Stock 
Exchange (ISA) over the period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 make up the data set. The necessary data 
were obtained from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. 
Factor Loadings 
S&P Indices 
Rotation: Varimax normalized 
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B.ll. Factor Loadings Plot for S&P Indices 
The factor loadings table presents shows the correlations between each index and the factor. Correlations 
are inspected and used to indicate which indices are best suited as proxies for the .-\PT model. The factors 
are derived using varimax rotation. The total monthly returns of 15 S&P International sector and sub-
sector indexes for the Toronto Stock Exchange (rsX) over the period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 
make up the data set. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. Highly correlated indices are highlighted. 
Index Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 
BUILDING PRODUCTION 0.50 0.60 0.11 0.46 
ENERGY 0.93 0.25 0.07 0.12 
FOOD_PRODUCERS 0.06 0.28 0.33 0.76 
FOOD DISTRIBUTOR 0.02 0.45 -0.66 0.21 
GENERAL RETAIL 0.77 0.29 -0.07 0.45 
HEALTH CARE 0.08 0.93 0.14 -0.04 
HEAL TH FACILITIES -0.52 0.02 0.78 0.28 
INSURANCE 0.57 0.65 0.06 0.37 
IT -0.16 0.81 -0.26 -0.06 
METALS & MINING 0.32 0.12 0.84 0.13 
REAL ESTATE 0.65 -0.32 -0.33 0.49 
RETAILING -0.14 -0.43 -0.28 0.82 
SOFT DRINKS 0.91 -0.12 0.12 -0.08 
STEEL 0.37 0.11 0.13 0.78 
COMPOSITE INDEX 0.65 0.73 -0.04 0.09 
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B.12. Factor Loadings Plot for DataStream Indices 
The factor loadings plot presents the ftrst two derived factors shown as the x and y axis. The plot shows 
the correlations between each index and the factor. The two dimensional plot allows for inspection of the 
dichotomous market structure of the Canadian l\larket. The factors are derived using varimax rotation. 
The total monthly returns of 18 DataStream International sector and sub-sector indexes for the Toronto 
Stock Exchange (TSX) over the period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 make up the data set. The 
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B.ll. Factor Loadings Plot for DataStream Indices 
1.2 
The factor loadings table presents shows the correlations between each index and the factor. Correlations 
are inspected and used to indicate which indices are best suited as proxies for the .-\PT modeL The factors 
are derived using varimax rotation. The total monthly returns of 18 DataStream International sector and 
sub-sector indexes for the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) over the period, 31 January 1989 to 31 July 
2005 make up the data set. The necessary data were obtained from DataStream International, available at 
the University of Cape Town. Highly correlated indices are highlighted. 
Index Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 
AIRLINES & AIRPORTS 0.42 0.34 0.45 -0.43 
ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS 0.10 0.89 0.26 0.12 
GENERAL INDUSTRIALS 0.19 0.74 0.57 -0.16 
IT -0.12 0.43 0.84 -0.05 
OTHER FINANCIALS 0.87 0.41 0.22 0.03 
MINING 0.37 0.18 -0.06 0.88 
NON-FERROUS METALS 0.67 0.38 0.19 0.46 
OIL INTEGRATED 0.96 0.21 0.14 0.01 
OTHER INSURANCE 0040 0.82 -0.06 0.20 
PAPER 0.23 0.74 0.41 0.21 
PHARMACEUTICALS 0.39 0.73 0.32 -0.09 
RESOURCES 0.94 0.21 0.11 0.21 
RETAILERS 0.96 -0.13 0.04 0.11 
SOFTWARE 0.08 0.53 0.69 0.40 
STEEL 0.76 0.26 0.12 0.21 
ENTERTAINMENT 0.39 0.11 0.80 -0.06 
TELECOM WIRELESS 0.65 0.09 0.69 -0.06 
FINANCIALS 0.88 0.42 0.16 0.01 
MARKET INDEX 0.74 0.52 0.41 0.04 
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B.t4. S&P Single and Multi-index Models tests for the In sample period 
The table displays the mean of R2, R2-adjusted and p-values for the time series regressions across the 
companies. Excess returns for single and multifactor models are calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-
free return from the raw unadjusted share return. The market premium and 1\PT factor excess returns are 
calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-free return from the single-index model's proxy and the APT 
indices raw return. The three month Bankers acceptance rate is used as the risk-free rate and the single-index 
model's proxy is the S&P TSX Composite Index. The "\PT factor indices used are (1) Energy; (2) IT; (3) 
;\fetals & Minerals; and (4) Retailing. 
REGRESSION MEAN MEAN MEAN P VALUE % REGRESSIONs 
R2 ADJUSTED OF REGRESSION SIGNIFICANT AT 
R2 5% 
Single-index Model 0.14 0.12 0.07 0.76 
Multi-index residuals 0.02 0.003 0.45 0.15 
on single-index 
model 
Multi-index model 0.22 0.16 0.09 0.72 
Single-index 0.16 0.08 0.27 0.37 
residuals on Multi-
index model 
B.tS. S&P Single and Multi-index Models tests for the Out sample period 
The table displays the mean of R2, R2-adjusted and p-values for the time series regressions across the 
companies. Excess returns for single and multi factor models are calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-
free return from the raw unadjusted share return. The market premium and ~\PT factor excess returns are 
calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-free return from the single-index model's proxy and the APT 
indices raw return. The three month Bankers acceptance rate is used as the risk-free rate and the single-index 
model's proxy is the S&P TSX Composite Index. The APT factor indices used are (1) Energy; (2) IT; (3) 
Metals & ;\finerals; and (4) Retailing. 
REGRESSION MEAN MEAN MEAN PVALUE % REGRESSIONs 
R2 ADJUSTED R2 OF REGRESSION SIGNIFICANT AT 5% 
Single-index Model 0.09 0.07 0.18 0.51 
Multi-index residuals 0.01 -0.002 0.48 0.04 
on single-index model 
Multi-index model 0.24 0.18 0.09 0.66 
Single-index residuals 0.19 0.12 0.17 0.52 
on Multi-index model 
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B.16. DataStream Single and Multi-index Models tests for the In sample period 
The table displays the mean of R2, R2-adjusted and p-values for the time series regressions across the 
compal11es. Excess returns for single and multi factor models are calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-
free return from the raw unadjusted share return. The market premium and APT factor excess returns are 
calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-free return from the single-index model's proxy and the A.PT 
indices raw return. The three month Bankers acceptance rate is used as the risk-free rate and the single-index 
model's proxy is the DataStream Market Index. The A.PT factor indices used are (1) Oil Integrated; (2) 
Engineering contractors; (3) IT; and (4) l-,fining. 
REGRESSION MEAN MEAN MEAN PVALUE % REGRESSIONs 
R2 ADJUSTED OF REGRESSION SIGNIFICANT AT 
R2 5% 
Single-index Model 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.75 
Multi-index residuals 0.03 0.015 0.37 0.25 
on single-index 
model 
Multi-index model 0.21 0.16 0.10 0.71 
Single-index 0.15 0.08 0.32 0.28 
residuals on Multi-
index model 
B.17. DataStream Single and Multi-index Models tests for the Out sample period 
The table displays the mean of R2, R2-adjusted and p-values for the time series regressions across the 
companies. Excess returns for single and multifactor models are calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-
free return from the raw unadjusted share return. The market premium and A.PT factor excess returns are 
calculated by subtracting the monthly risk-free return from the single-index model's proxy and the APT 
indices raw return. The three month Bankers acceptance rate is used as the risk-free rate and the single-index 
model's pro;"'y is the DataStream Market Index. The A.PT factor indices used are (1) Oil Integrated; (2) 
Engineering Contractors; (3) IT; and (4) l-,fining. 
REGRESSION MEAN MEAN MEAN P VALUE % REGRESSION 
R2 ADJUSTED OF REGRESSION SIGNIFICANT AT 
R2 5% 
Single-index Model 0.09 0.07 0.17 0.52 
Multi-index residuals 0.01 0.00016 0.46 0.05 
on single-index 
model 
Multi-index model 0.21 0.15 0.13 0.55 




C.l. Nonstandardised versus Standardised Attributes Results 
The standardisation procedure yields a cross sectional mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of one for every month for each attribute. This allows for the cross 
sectional regression coefficients to be compared with each other and used for further 
testing. The standardisation methodology follows that of van Rensburg and Robertson 
(2003). 
The standardising of the style characteristics data for the univariate cross-sectional 
regressions does affect the results of the tests. The methodology in this study first 
calculates monthly slopes, and then finds the t-statistic value to test the null 
hypothesis that the mean of these monthly slopes is significantly different from zero. 
The adjusted values to the attribute can create different monthly slopes' values and 
hence varying t-statistics for the standardised and nonstandardised datasets. 
The standardising procedure, however, allows for direct companson between the 
magnitudes of the slopes of the various characteristics and becomes a necessary part 
of the cross sectional regression methodology. 
The standardised and nonstandardised t-statistics for the unadjusted returns sample are 
shown in Appendix C.l.l for evaluation purposes. The attributes show the same 
relationship (positive or inverse) with returns before and after standardisation. 
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C,l. N un_, un,hrui sed versus Stand .. di.eu All,ib uk" C"'",,-,"c ti onal Reg,~s8JO n Re>u hs 
C ,",,,,,n ,H,' ",m "~1>on,1 ,ep,rr.s.Lo" , of fi11lHl",c.if", ,,'~I",Le' rx, ",,.1 monthly «"1ln> ill" o\"" ,11" I'''~'',I 
31,1""u.,)' ,%9 ", "Jul), ~(iS, ate pnf01mcJ ,,,d g,ve Ii" ", .. I;"" '>l'nl" 01 "'RIc'",,-'n ,lope <ocfE.:i,n" 
for ,,,h crul~L",~"ic 110< ,),." """1'''' "0"'"'' 01 toc S&1' l,X Comp"'lIe Imh e""'''''",''L' " ,1 Jl'ly 
~iS, The ill .. we« ",,,,>c,,,J r,rx" D" .S""", )n"" ... oo,,,I, ,y;uj,bj, ar rhc en""""i': "r C.p< To'"'''' '11,,· 
""enge monthl, codiicIC'" f", eo,h >1"il.,,< ._. 'e,,,,,1 t,,, 'ognific>fl"< U'"¥ Snldm'" (1 <;:',8) ,·,,,ci,,,,,- 110< 
"bll' ,how, d;"",' ,t>tt,ttCl fO! I<gte,,,o,,, p",r""""J rx, " .,,,,,I,,,,I1,,,'d 'n<l non "">.la,,:IJ,,,d ,,' uf 
'lltt)"l1", Fegu"" InghhgloLcd 'n<l In Wd '-xli",,, "p,nifl",nce "the 5'/, he! R"r". '0 ','. li" 4.1 In C')"pt" 
h"ll '0' rl>< <I.,(j""i"", or I) ... fi,m"l,<"i fic :ott" Ltlt'" 
, , 
Only 5 allr ibutes are r~ndered insigniJkant under none ~tand'-'rdi8ation, RI 1~.\1, 
EPS_3M, CFor s. Drs 12"'1 and Borrow ratio arc found to be marginally 
insigniticant alier the apr1 ic'llion o j ~\udenb T le~\ on none stand~rdiscd altribulcs. 
C.2, T",~ Di~g'am ofClu.kr" ofr>lonlhly In ,'ample p"yoffs: Cnadju"e<l Retur,," 
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c'4. Tree Diagram of Clusters of IIlonthly Payoff" eMil! risk adjustrd Return, 
-j'he homo,,,,j tree (~'gr"n >ilO";ltlH the lut'r,uduoj dU5tt'r ",,,jpi' of mDolthly co,f!icie~m [0 ",,,dordBed 
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C.6 Si6'1ljfic~nl Aurib" Ics: CAPM ri,k adju.ted Relurns 
U'U.-"""t< '''''''_!eCUU''J,] oelJ'''';'''' or ",,,,,Jmil . .,J fi"" -'p'",I;c ." 'nll,,'e, on C,A l'~! ri,t , dlu"ed monthlr 
retum, da<> over d>< p",iod:\l J""""r,\' l1R'! '0.\1 lui)' 2(J ,.'i, "'" p'''forrnexl ,nd g>'" me to, nmc >cne, of 
"'wmK'" ;Iop" (u'.ffi(, .. "" for e,eh d",,,ctcn>tJc, n" >lUte "mpl' CO",,", of"" S&P TSX CmHp''''''' 
]"d" u",,,,,,,,,,,I,,,, '1 1 .lui)' ~lJS 11 ",dud" rrd,'reolCe ,,b ,m '1)d h" ken , d,m,od fOf ourum mmf ' 
",'",,,,n,,oon P'OCMl1te n lt 'oN" '];'Il.:,~ ,h" o,,~hU I <>. '"" );"("'P'''8'. me",n 'TXH,thl" ],<yoff !p",[t""Cflt}, 
,,,,I wrrd,oon I,uwc<on alt11butc, , nd C.-\'l'Al >djm'ed "'{l"'" f01' , ·"h . 11 ~1\ti'e ,I", ;, '''gn,fi""" ," ,he' S'/ , 
b',1 u,mg "oJ,," [', ,:1 ,)",:- '_1('."_ ~Itril",,,'., :ore' ,,"kcd 1fL d">c",dJtL~ order of 'hm ,bo-oItltC "<II",, of ,l,,, ,_ 
",""',0<. n", lI.!;,'",J "kl h'?,hllgl",J .l1rihu,"" "'C' ro' mmr"'''''_''' pllIl'0"'" ",eI -w, ,hmmed ill SeC""" 
6 15 R,[" '0 T.I,., 4 1 Ul CIl'p'er Fo", f,-" ["" J",fi"Hi"''' or ,he fi"" 'l"",bc ,,"nIMC!, 
Attribute Grouping Mean Payoff 
Appcndicc,> c; g 
C.7 Sib'Tlificant Altrihutc", APT R;,k_auju"cu Return, 
U""·.",,,' """ · ><·",,,.,,,1 "1"""'''''' ur ",,,~I,,d,,"d Iirrn " f'C<1fi< "'no,,"', un J.IYj' ";,k . (1)"",,1 1(",1 
"".,,1,1), '''uno, dar. ,,"',- ,he I"''''xl .11 10m",,), 1%9 ,,, .1l Jul), 2f .. JS. "'. l',,,ro,,,><d ,",d g<"" ri,,· [0 :0 ncoc· 
",ne. of "g<e,,"o<> ,lop< (oelli"en" fo, e,m cl\""""l1"ic. 1be ,hit" <ample co.",," "f 11 .. S&P TSX 
Compo'''c Inde>: ",,,,ntmn"," 31 ,hJy XlJ,. It acludc< 1,«I<"11(e ,hue' .nd h" o."n.d)umd fOj o'.lthe" 
u~ng. ",""""""., pr' ~Td"Tl'_ '11", d,t:o w<'''' <"'0",,"<1 f,om ll<, ,str":om Intern,nnml, ,,,,ub llk :0' the 
Uni.-"",,), or ["I'" Town Th, "I'!, dllpl,)", [h, .11til~ ,,",, ,1" grouplng, mel"' "".,,1,1), p.)""r.- (meff1,~",, ;., 
lnd CO,,,11U001 """', , ''-, ltu;but« lnd .-I.I'T .diu«cd retum, [0' ,"ch "mil",r, II\..I[ i, "g>uf1c.,,[ " ,b, 5'/, 
hd \"';119, Snl(ico''> (j~j , tClt. Attnllutu arc "nkcd ill ,bccndin? o rder of theu ,bw(mc nluc oj the t 
, ' " '''[~". 11" ".he 'zed."d h'ghhgh',d .11tilm'<>, Or< f", ",ml'"""" P'HIH~" Imd -"" d'm",,·d in ""-",,,,, 
('.1 S Refer In T"I,!, 4.1 '" <'),'1'["- F,,,-,, h ,h, J..£"""",, or [h, rmn -'l",,,r,., . "till,,' e, 
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C.S. Significant Attributes: In sample Unadjusted Returns 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised firm-specific attributes on unadjusted returns for 
monthly returns data over the period January 1989 to 31 December 2000 are performed and give rise to a 
time-series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic. The share sample consists of the TSX 
Composite Index constituents at 31 July 2005. It excludes preference shares and has been adjusted for outliers 
using a winsorisation procedure. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The table displays the attribute grouping, mean monthly payoff (coefficient), 
cumulative payoff, standard deviation and IC ratio for each attribute that is significant at the 5% level using 
Student's (1908) t-test. The attributes are ordered by their grouping descending order of the absolute value of 
the t-statistics. Other included attributes italicized for comparison purposes are discussed in Section 6.1. Refer 
to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
PNAV 12M Value 6.81 0.010 0.10 
P Size -5.97 -0.008 -0.06 
NTAV IBM Value 6.07 0.008 0.08 
LNCAPS Size -5.65 -0.009 -0.09 
POUT Growth -5.37 -0.006 -0.05 
NTAV 24M Value 5.15 0.008 0.08 
PNAV IBM Value 4.71 0.008 0.08 
PSALES 6M Value 4.46 0.007 0.07 
P 12M Momentum 4.44 0.009 0.07 
PSALES 3M Value 4.27 0.006 0.06 
PNAV 6M Value 4.26 0.006 0.07 
VO 3M Liquidity 4.14 0.007 0.05 
PNAV 3M Value 3.99 0.006 0.06 
TV 3M Liquidity 3.91 0.004 0.04 
LNMV Size -3.66 -0.008 -0.04 
STID Risk 3.42 0.003 0.03 
CASHPS Size -3.05 -0.022 -0.04 
RI IBM Momentum 2.90 0.006 0.05 
STNCA Value 2.81 0.004 0.04 
BTMV 36M Value 2.83 0.005 0.05 
TLCTA Risk -2.75 -0.003 -0.03 
P 6M Momentum 2.68 0.005 0.04 
CUR RATIO 12M Risk -2.66 -0.003 -0.03 
MV Size -2.65 -0.003 -0.02 
DEBTNTAV Risk -2.59 -0.003 -0.03 
LCPS Size -2.54 -0.023 -0.05 
PTCA Value 2.53 0.004 0.03 
INTCOVER BT Risk 2.51 0.002 0.03 
EBITDA IBM Growth 2.49 0.003 0.03 
CF 24M Growth 2.40 0.003 0.04 
DY 12M Value -2.33 -0.003 -0.03 
CASHTBORREP Risk 2.33 0.002 0.02 
TV Liquidity 2.31 0.003 0.02 
EY 12M Value -2.30 -0.002 -0.02 
BTMV IBM Value 2.29 0.004 0.04 
EPS 3M Growth 2.29 0.002 0.02 
EPS 6M Growth 2.15 0.002 0.02 
CF MARG 24M Growth 2.13 0.002 0.02 
BTMV 6M Value 2.11 0.003 0.03 
DPS IBM Growth 2.08 0.002 0.03 
EY IBM Value -2.04 -0.002 -0.03 
DPS 12M Growth 2.02 0.002 0.03 
BTMV Value 1.95 0.003 0.03 
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C.9 .. Significant Attributes: Out sample Unadjusted Returns 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised fum-specific attributes on unadjusted returns for 
monthly returns data over the period January 2000 to July 2005 are performed and give rise to a time-series 
of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic. The share sample consists of the TSX Composite 
Index constituents at 31 July 2005. It excludes preference shares and has been adjusted for outliers using a 
winsorisation procedure. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University 
of Cape Town. The table displays the attribute grouping, mean monthly payoff (coefficient), cumulative 
payoff, standard deviation and IC ratio for each attribute that is significant at the 5% level using Student's 
(1908) t-test. The attributes are ordered by their grouping descending order of the absolute value of the t-
statistics. Other included attributes italicized for comparison purposes are discussed in Section 6.1. Refer to 
Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping t-statistic Mean Payoff Correlation 
P Size -4.55 -0.012 -0.08 
PNTAV Value -3.94 -0.009 -0.07 
CAPS Size -3.47 -0.006 -0.04 
LNCAPS Size -3.30 -0.010 -0.07 
LNMV Size -3.10 -0.011 -0.07 
LCPS Size -2.69 -0.005 -0.03 
TV 1M Liquidity 2.67 0.004 0.03 
NTAV IBM Value 2.47 0.004 0.04 
EPS Size -2.27 -0.003 -0.03 
CASHPS Size -2.21 -0.003 -0.03 
PNAV 12M Value 1.99 0.005 0.04 
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C.ll. Significant Attributes: In sample CAPM risk adjusted returns 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised firm-specific attributes on CA.Pl\I risk adjusted returns 
for monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 December 2000 are performed and give rise 
to a time-series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic. The share sample consists of the S&P 
TSX Composite Index constituents at 31 July 2005. It excludes preference shares and has been adjusted for 
outliers using a winsorisation procedure. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at 
the University of Cape Town. The table displays the attribute grouping, mean monthly payoff (coefficient), 
cumulative payoff, standard deviation and IC ratio for each attribute that is significant at the 5% level using 
Student's (1908) t-test. The attributes are ordered by their grouping descending order of the absolute value of 
the t-statistics. Other included attributes italicized for comparison purposes are discussed in Section 6.1. Refer 
to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping t-statistic Mean Payoff Correlation 
P Size -6.51 -0.013 -0.06 
POUT Growth -6.37 -0.007 -0.06 
PNAV 12M Value 6.33 0.009 0.09 
NTAV IBM Value 5.07 0.006 0.07 
LNMV Size -4.97 -0.019 -0.07 
NTAV 24M Value 4.52 0.006 0.07 
PSALES 3M Value 3.90 0.005 0.06 
TV 3M Liquidity 3.87 0.004 0.04 
STTD Risk 3.16 0.003 0.03 
CUR RATIO 12M Risk -3.04 -0.003 -0.04 
PNAV Value 2.89 0.005 0.04 
DEBTNTAV Risk -2.79 -0.003 -0.03 
BTMV IBM Value 2.63 0.005 0.04 
STNCA Value 2.60 0.004 0.04 
DPS 12M Growth 2.59 0.003 0.04 
LCPS Size -2.48 -0.022 -0.05 
P 12M Momentum 2.42 0.006 0.06 
DPS IBM Growth 2.38 0.002 0.04 
PTCA Value 2.37 0.004 0.03 
CASHPS Size -2.32 -0.019 -0.04 
CASHTTDRisk 2.21 0.003 0.03 
CASHTBORREP Risk 2.19 0.002 0.02 
BTMV Value 2.14 0.004 0.03 
EPS 6M Growth 2.08 0.002 0.02 
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C.12. Significant Attributes: In sample APT risk adjusted returns 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised fltm-specific attributes on "-\PT risk adjusted returns for 
monthly returns data over the period January 31 1989 to 31 December 2000 are performed and give rise to a 
time-series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic. The share sample consists of the S&P TSX 
Composite Index constituents at 31 July 2005. It excludes preference shares and has been adjusted for outliers 
using a winsorisation procedure. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The table displays the attribute, the grouping, mean monthly payoff (coefficient), 
and correlation for each attribute that is significant at the 5% level using Student's (1908) t-test. The attributes 
are ordered by their grouping descending order of the absolute value of the t-statistics. Other included 
attributes italicized for comparison purposes are discussed in Section 6.1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four 
for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping t-statistic Mean Payoff Correlation 
LNCAPS Size -6.59 -0.009 -0.09 
PNAV 12M Value 6.70 0.009 0.09 
P Size -6.52 -0.012 -0.06 
POUT Growth -6.02 -0.006 -0.05 
PSALES 3M Value 5.02 0.006 0.06 
LNMV Size -4.69 -0.017 -0.06 
NTAV IBM Value 4.49 0.006 0.06 
PSALES 6M Value 4.29 0.006 0.06 
TV 3M Liquidity 4.26 0.004 0.05 
NTAV 24M Value 4.11 0.006 0.06 
PNAV Value 3.13 0.004 0.04 
STTD Risk 3.09 0.003 0.03 
PTCA Value 3.03 0.004 0.04 
STNCA Value 3.02 0.003 0.04 
EPS 6M Growth 2.63 0.003 0.02 
CUR RATIO 12M Risk -2.60 -0.003 -0.03 
DEBTNTAV Risk -2.58 -0.003 -0.03 
CASHPS Size -2.49 -0.019 -0.04 
BTMV IBM Value 2.45 0.004 0.03 
LCPS Size -2.41 -0.021 -0.05 
CASHTBORREP Risk 2.37 0.002 0.02 
EPS 3M Growth 2.33 0.002 0.02 
P 12M Momentum 2.30 0.006 0.05 
TV Liquidity 2.20 0.002 0.02 
DPS 12M Growth 2.17 0.002 0.03 
BTMV Value 2.15 0.003 0.02 
DTL Risk 2.15 0.001 0.02 
APC Value 2.05 0.002 0.02 
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C.13. Significant Attributes: Out sample CAPM Adjusted returns 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised firm-specific attributes on C.\P;\I "\djusted returns for 
monthly returns data over the period 31 January 2001 to 31 July 2005, are performed and give rise to a time-
series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic. The share sample consists of the S&P TSX 
Composite Index constituents at 31 July 2005. It excludes preference shares and has been adjusted for outliers 
using a winsorisation procedure. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The table displays the attribute, the grouping, mean monthly payoff (coefficient), 
and correlation for each attribute that is significant at the 5% level using Student's (1908) t-test. The attributes 
are ordered by their grouping descending order of the absolute value of the t-statistics. Other included 
attributes italicized for comparison purposes are discussed in Section 6.1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four 
for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping t-statistic Mean Payoff Correlation 
CAPS Size -3.45 -0.007 -0.04 
TV 1M Liquidity 3.12 0.006 0.04 
P Size -2.92 -0.016 -0.07 
PNTAV Value -2.27 -0.012 -0.06 
TV 3M Liquidity 1.92 0.004 0.02 
LNMV Size -1.83 -0.022 -0.06 
C.14. Significant Attributes: Out sample APT Adjusted returns 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised firm-specific attributes on APT I\djusted returns for 
monthly returns data over the period 31 January 2001 to 31 July 2005, are performed and give rise to a time-
series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic. The share sample consists of the TSX 
Composite Index constituents at 31 July 2005. It excludes preference shares and has been adjusted for outliers 
using a winsorisation procedure. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The table displays the attribute, the grouping, mean monthly payoff (coefficient), 
and correlation for each attribute that is significant at the 5% level using Student's (1908) t-test. The attributes 
are ordered by their grouping descending order of the absolute value of the t-statistics. Other included 
attributes italicized for comparison purposes are discussed in Section 6.1. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four 
for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping t-statistic Mean Payoff Correlation 
CAPS Size -4.38 -0.008 -0.05 
CASHTCA Value 3.59 0.009 0.06 
TV 1M Liquidity 3.46 0.007 0.04 
P Size -2.57 -0.013 -0.05 
CFOPS Size -2.55 -0.007 -0.03 
APC Value -2.49 -0.003 -0.03 
BTMV IBM Value 2.14 0.008 0.03 
VO 3M Liquidity 2.14 0.005 0.03 
NS 12M Size 2.11 0.005 0.04 
OP PROFMARG Growth -2.03 -0.004 -0.02 
PE 30M Value 2.02 0.003 0.03 
EPS 6M Growth -1.99 -0.003 -0.02 
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C.16. Th~ F '"~ ~"C) "f {;h~njl:<" in M"'''hly I'~y"rf Di,~cL1"" (J mal S~ nl 1'''') 
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Appendices C: 18 
C.21. Results of Multivariate Cross-Sectional Regressions 
Multivariate cross-sectional regressions of the significant standardised univariate attributes on unadjusted total 
monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005, are performed The multivariate 
regressions start with the most significant univariate attribute, and thereafter attributes are added in the 
regressions (in order of univariate significance). The time series of independent variables' slopes are subjected 
to a t tests (using Student's (1908) t-test at the 5% level) and the adjusted r squared of the regression is also 
taken. Variables are removed if the time series of slopes are not significant or if the attribute does not 
improve the adjusted r squared value. The procedure produces a multifactor model in which the attributes, as 
independent variables are univariately and multivariately significant. The results of the regression, as 
conducted in Econometrics Views is shown below. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-
specific attributes. 
Dependent Variable: RAWRETURN 
Method: Least Squares 
Date: 01/10107 Time: 18:32 
Sample (adjusted): 530543752 











S.E. of regression 

















Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
0.000908 21.57044 0 
0.001228 -5.907372 0 
0.001279 -5.340192 0 
0.00102 8.930331 0 
0.001268 3.521281 0.0004 
0.000912 6.433686 0 
0.001277 6.892177 0 
Mean dependent var 0.015557 
S.D. dependentvar 0.102789 
Akaike info criterion -1.730226 
Schwarz criterion -1.726717 
F-statistic 48.14201 
Prob(F-statistic) 0 
C.22. Results of Multivariate Cross-Sectional Regressions 
Multivariate cross-sectional regressions of the signify 
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cant standardised univariate attributes on CAPM risk adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 
January 1989 to 31 July 2005, are performed The multivariate regressions start with the most significant 
univariate attribute, and thereafter attributes are added in the regressions (in order of univariate significance). 
The time series of independent variables' slopes are subjected to a t tests (using Student's (1908) t-test at the 
10% level) and the adjusted r squared of the regression is also taken. Variables are removed if the time series 
of slopes are not significant or if the attribute does not improve the adjusted r squared value. The procedure 
produces a multifactor model in which the attributes, as independent variables are univariately and 
multivariately significant. The results of the regression is shown below. The data were extracted from 
DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for 
the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Dependent Variable: SPALPERR 
Method: Least Squares 
Date: 01/10107 Time: 18:16 
Sample (adjusted): 530543752 










S.E. of regression 
















Std. Error t-Statistic ;)robability 
0.000813 12.99867 0 
0.000773 -8.17093 0 
0.000775 -3.387622 0.0007 
0.000898 7.145371 0 
0.000841 3.326845 0.0009 
0.000775 -2.106745 0.0352 
Mean dependent var 0.008373 
S.D. dependentvar 0.108875 
Akaike info criterion -1.605152 
Schwarz criterion -1.60267 
F-statistic 32.41802 
Prob(F-statistic) 0 
Appendices C: 20 
C.23. Results of Multivariate Cross-Sectional Regressions 
i\Iultivariate cross-sectional regressions of the significant standardised univariate attributes on APT risk 
adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005, are performed The 
multivariate regressions start with the most significant univariate attribute, and thereafter attributes are added 
in the regressions (in order of univariate significance). The time series of independent variables' slopes are 
subjected to a t tests (using Student's (1908) t-test at the 10% level) and the adjusted r squared of the 
regression is also taken. Variables are removed if the time series of slopes are not significant or if the attribute 
does not improve the adjusted r squared value. The procedure produces a multifactor model in which the 
attributes, as independent variables are univariately and multivariately significant. The results of the regression, 
as conducted in Econometrics Views is shown below. The data were extracted from DataStream 
International, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions 
of the firm-specific attributes. 
Dependent Variable: SPMALPERR 
Method: Least Squares 
Date: 01/10/07 Time: 18:29 
Sample (adjusted): 265343752 










S.E. of regression 
















Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
0.000874 12.04199 0 
0.000814 -4.734566 0 
0.000671 -3.118713 0.0018 
0.000948 -3.703674 0.0002 
0.000997 2.48148 0.0131 
0.000659 1.996015 0.0171 
Mean dependent var 0.006226 
S.D. dependentvar 0.074626 
Akaike info criterion -2.356644 
Schwarz criterion -2.353304 
F-statistic 12.95238 
Prob(F-statistic) 0 
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D.S. T -statistics from the simple Dickey-Fuller(unit root) tests 
Displays the t-statistics from the simple Dickey Fuller test on the total payoffs of the unadjusted, CAPl\I risk 
adjusted and i\PT risk adjusted. The maximum number of lags is set to twelve. .-\ series is found to be non-
stationary if the t-statistic for each ~ coefficients lies to the left of the Mackinnone critical value at the 5% 
level. The monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised APT risk 
adjusted total monthly returns data over the 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005 period. The data were extracted 
from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four 
for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. All attributes are found to be significant. At the 5% level. 
Attribute Dickey·Fulier T statistic Attribute Dickey·Fulier T statistic Attribute Dlckey·Fulier T statistic 
P -607 P -555 LNCAPS -6.62 
LNCAPS -649 POUT -4.98 P -5.21 
NTAV_18M -4.60 NTAV_18M -4.76 EPS -5.54 
PNAV_12M -5.52 NTAV_24M -6.01 POUT -549 
EPS -6.74 LNMV -5.59 TV_3M -5.77 
POUT -5.65 TV_3M -6.26 LNMV -5.59 
NTAV_24M -5.73 PNAV_12M -5.18 NTAV_18M -4.37 
LNMV -5.33 BTMV_18M -5.15 TV_1M -5.82 
P 12M -6.89 TV_1M -6.11 BTMV_18M -6.10 
VCUM -6.58 LCPS -547 NTAV_24M -5.00 
MV -5.32 DEBTNTAV -6.00 STTD -5.57 
TV_3M -6.61 DPS_12M -5.14 CFOPS -9.35 
PNAV_18M -5.56 CASHPS -7.20 LCPS -5.37 
PSALES_6M -6.21 CFOPS -8.30 CASHPS -6.52 
CASHPS -5.14 PNTAV -5.34 PNAV_12M -6.64 
INTCOVER_BT -644 DPS_18M -5.01 TDTTA -6.22 
PSALES_3M -7.56 BOR_REPAY _24M -5.64 DPS_12M -5.54 
PNAV_6M -6.01 PSALES_3M -6.21 TV -5.05 
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D.9. Correlation t-statistics of Forecasts and Realised Payoffs 
The correlations t-statistics between the forecast and realised payoffs are calculated for each standardised style 
characteristic for each model. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from lll1.ivariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised CAPl\f risk adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 
to 31 July 2005. Correlations significant at the 5% level are displayed in bold. The greater the correlation the 
better the style-timing model. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
attributes. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. 
The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 1.61 6.93 5.59 3.59 1.87 -0.09 
POUT Size 1.81 7.53 4.76 3.47 2.03 4.31 
NTAV_18M Value 1.77 7.25 5.64 4.06 3.48 -6.05 
NTAV_24M Value 1.83 5.62 5.16 3.63 2.47 -3.59 
LNMV Size 0.64 6.72 4.89 3.45 1.63 11.77 
TV_3M Growth 0.56 5.88 2.54 3.29 2.48 11.46 
PNAV_12M Value 0.47 6.75 4.56 3.74 1.62 -4.02 
BTMV_18M Size 0.43 6.26 3.62 3.06 2.00 -0.08 
TV_1M Momentum 0.63 6.27 4.59 3.83 3.39 14.63 
LCPS Liquidity 4.85 7.85 5.26 3.48 5.84 -0.98 
DEBTNTAV Size 0.97 6.38 4.07 2.58 2.74 0.83 
DPS_12M Liquidity 0.19 6.86 3.84 2.95 3.23 -0.32 
CASHPS Value 1.31 6.22 6.19 2.82 8.96 -2.60 
CFOPS Value 0.81 3.71 3.55 2.75 3.55 -5.35 
PNTAV Size 2.58 7.12 5.04 4.13 2.59 13.37 
DPS_18M Risk 0.22 6.90 3.59 3.20 2.37 -0.84 
BOR_REPAY _24M Value 1.18 6.22 3.74 3.57 2.47 0.25 
PSALES_3M Value -0.83 5.95 4.82 3.18 1.99 0.21 
EPS 3M Value -0.98 5.25 2.98 3.80 2.10 10.12 
Mean 1.05 6.40 4.44 3.40 2.99 2.26 
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D.lO. Correlation t-statistics of Forecasts and Realised Payoffs 
The correlations t-statistics between the forecast and realised payoffs are calculated for each standardised style 
characteristic for each model. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised I1.PT risk adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 
31 July 2005. Correlations significant at the 5% level are displayed in bold. The greater the correlation the 
better the style-timing model. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
attributes. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. 
The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
LNCAPS Size -0.42 5.77 3.72 3.48 2.14 3.72 
P Size 1.01 7.25 5.10 3.02 1.97 5.10 
EPS Value 0.88 6.87 4.35 3.26 2.58 4.35 
POUT Value 1.57 6.89 4.37 2.83 2.21 4.37 
TV_3M Size 0.12 6.43 3.19 2.29 2.52 3.19 
LNMV Growth 0.43 6.72 4.70 3.10 1.65 4.70 
NTAV_18M Value -0.20 7.29 4.74 3.45 2.72 4.74 
TV_1M Size 1.57 6.56 4.34 3.36 3.54 4.34 
BTMV_18M Momentum 2.06 5.79 4.28 3.58 2.13 4.28 
NTAV_24M Liquidity 0.08 6.60 4.73 2.99 2.23 4.73 
STTD Size 0.58 6.62 4.09 3.42 2.89 4.09 
CFOPS Liquidity -0.81 3.33 4.40 3.38 3.81 4.40 
LCPS Value 5.54 7.45 5.15 3.43 5.71 5.15 
CASHPS Value 1.58 7.40 6.54 3.41 9.01 6.54 
PNAV_12M Size -1.63 5.24 4.08 3.38 1.42 4.08 
TDTTA Risk -0.52 6.05 4.04 3.57 2.25 4.04 
DPS 12M Value 0.32 6.35 3.70 2.94 3.31 3.70 
TV Value 0.21 7.30 5.32 3.97 2.06 5.32 
PTCA Value 0.89 5.00 4.15 3.24 2.20 4.15 
Mean 0.70 6.36 4.47 3.27 2.97 4.47 
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D.11. Direction Ratios Comparing Forecast to Realised Payoffs 
Direction ratios display the number of times the payoff directions to each attribute is correctly forecast as a 
percentage of total forecasts. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised CAPlI-I risk adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 
to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape 
Town. The greater the direction ratio the better the style-timing model. The best timing model has been 
highlighted. 
Attribute 1 Grouping 11 MA Model Type 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 0.65 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.74 0.75 
POUT Size 0.57 0.73 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.70 
NTAV_18M Value 0.53 0.64 0.60 0.55 0.59 0.58 
NTAV_24M Value 0.53 0.62 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.57 
LNMV Size 0.60 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.67 0.67 
TV_3M Growth 0.56 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.61 
PNAV_12M Value 0.59 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.62 
BTMV_18M Size 0.57 0.68 0.64 0.61 0.59 0.59 
TV_1M Momentum 0.55 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.63 0.79 
LCPS Liquidity 0.58 0.70 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.63 
DEBTNTAV Size 0.56 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.59 0.57 
DPS_12M Liquidity 0.52 0.64 0.66 0.57 0.57 0.55 
CASHPS Value 0.57 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.69 0.69 
CFOPS Value 0.56 0.70 0.67 0.66 0.65 0.60 
PNTAV Size 0.57 0.68 0.66 0.57 0.60 0.63 
DPS_18M Risk 0.50 0.71 0.57 0.60 0.56 0.52 
BaR_REPAY _24M Value 0.53 0.63 0.63 0.58 0.61 0.38 
PSALES_3M Value 0.49 0.66 0.66 0.62 0.63 0.63 
EPS 3M Value 0.43 0.63 0.54 0.58 0.52 0.55 
Mean 0.55 0.68 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.61 
Standard deviation 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.09 
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D.12. Direction Ratios Comparing Forecast to Realised Payoffs 
Direction ratios display the number of times the payoff directions to each attribute is correctly forecast as a 
percentage of total forecasts. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional 
regressions on standardised APT risk adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 
31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape 
Town. The greater the direction ratio the better the style-timing model. The best timing model has been 
highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping 11MA Model Type 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
LNCAPS Size 0.60 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.70 
P Size 0.58 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.73 
EPS Value 0.56 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.69 0.69 
POUT Value 0.52 0.68 0.69 0.66 0.67 0.69 
TV_3M Size 0.55 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.65 0.62 
LNMV GrowthO.57 0.72 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.68 
NTAV_18M Value 0.57 0.67 0.60 0.59 0.62 0.60 
TV_1M Size 0.52 0.67 0.62 0.63 0.58 0.62 
BTMV_18M Momentum 0.57 0.68 0.58 0.55 0.57 0.58 
NTAV_24M Liquidity 0.58 0.71 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 
STID Size 0.51 0.65 0.60 0.58 0.60 0.60 
CFOPS Liquidity 0.51 0.67 0.63 0.64 0.60 0.63 
LCPS Value 0.57 0.66 0.69 0.67 0.65 0.69 
CASHPS Value 0.56 0.66 0.67 0.57 0.65 0.67 
PNAV_12M Size 0.53 0.71 0.68 0.66 0.67 0.68 
TDTIA Risk 0.51 0.65 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.62 
DPS_12M Value 0.47 0.66 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.63 
TV Value 0.50 0.68 0.64 0.59 0.53 0.64 
PTCA Value 0.55 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.58 
Mean 0.54 0.68 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.65 
Standard deviation 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 
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D.ll. Results ofthe nonparametric Sign Test on Unadjusted Attributes 
Values below 0.05 are significant at the 5% level in the nonparametric Sign Test which tests the null 
hypothesis that the models predict the correct sign less than 50% of the time. The forecasted payoff sign 
directions are tested against the actual payoff sign directions. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from 
univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 
31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The lower the value, the better the style-timing model. Refer to Table 4.1 in 
Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute 1 Grouping 11 MA 
Model Type 
SMA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LNCAPS Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
NTAV_18M Value 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNAV_12M Value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EPS Size 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
POUT Growth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
NTAV_24M Value 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LNMV Size 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
P_12M Momentum 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
VO_3M Liquidity 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MV Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TV_3M Liquidity 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNAV_18M Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PSALES_6M Value 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CASHPS Size 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
INTCOVER_BT Risk 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PSALES_3M Value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNAV_6M Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BTMV_18M Value 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 
LCPS Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DEBTNTAV Risk 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 
TV_1M Liquidity 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RI_18M Momentum 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 
TLCTA Risk 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EPS_3M Growth 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00 
NPBT_18M Growth 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
PTCA Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.06 
P_6M Momentum 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
BTMV Value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CFOPS Size 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
DPS_12M Growth 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 
BORROW_RATIO Risk 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.03 
DPS_18M Growth 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.06 
STCL Risk 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 
Mean 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 
Standard deviation 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 
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D.14. Results ofthe nonparametric Sign Test on CAPM risk adjusted Attributes 
Values below 0.05 are significant at the 5% level in the nonparametric Sign Test which tests the null 
hypothesis that the models predict the correct sign less than 50% of the time. The forecasted payoff sign 
directions are tested against the actual payoff sign directions. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from 
univariate cross~sectional regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 
31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The lower the value, the better the style~timing model. Refer to Table 4.1 in 
Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm~specific attributes. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA SMA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
POUT Size 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
NTAV_18M Value 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 
NTAV_24M Value 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
LNMV Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TV_3M Growth 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNAV_12M Value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BTMV_18M Size 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 
TV_1M Momentum 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LCPS Liquidity 0.01 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 
DEBTNTAV Size 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
DPS_12M Liquidity 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 
CASHPS Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CFOPS Value 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNTAV Size 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
DPS_18M Risk 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.06 
BOR_REPAY _24M Value 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
PSALES_3M Value 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EPS 3M Value 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.02 
Mean 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
Standard deviation 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
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D.1S. Results of the nonparametric Sign Test on APT risk adjusted Attributes 
Values below 0.05 are significant at the 5% level in the nonparametric Sign Test which tests the null 
hypothesis that the models predict the correct sign less than 50% of the time. The forecasted payoff sign 
directions are tested against the actual payoff sign directions. The realised monthly payoffs are derived from 
univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period 
31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. The lower the value, the better the style-timing model. Refer to Table 4.1 in 
Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA SMA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
LNCAPS Size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
P Size 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EPS Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
POUT Value 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TV_3M Size 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LNMV Growth 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
NTAV_18M Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
TV_1M Size 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BTMV_18M Momentum 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 
NTAV 24M Liquidity 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
STTD Size 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CFOPS Liquidity 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LCPS Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CASHPS Value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
PNAV 12M Size 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TDTTA Risk 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DPS_12M Value 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
TV Value 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 
PTCA Value 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Mean 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Standard deviation 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 
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D.16. Sum of Absolute t-statistics for the regression coefficients 
Displays the sum of the absolute t-statistics of the intercept and beta coefficients from regressions performed 
with the payoffs to each attribute as dependent variable and the forecasted values as the independent variable. 
The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised CAPM 
risk adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The best timing model 
has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 6.68 7.19 5.94 4.06 2.65 1.79 
POUT Size 6.18 7.69 4.83 3.56 3.14 7.70 
NTAV_18M Value 5.66 7.43 5.90 4.67 4.06 13.14 
NTAV_24M Value 5.16 5.77 5.19 3.60 2.90 8.30 
LNMV Size 4.55 6.80 5.01 3.75 1.93 18.95 
TV_3M Growth 4.41 6.16 3.25 4.27 3.42 20.16 
PNAV_12M Value 3.49 6.85 4.78 3.94 1.81 8.93 
BTMV_18M Size 3.65 6.86 4.18 3.47 2.08 2.45 
TV_1M Momentum 3.56 6.42 4.58 3.84 5.58 15.04 
LCPS Liquidity 6.89 7.98 5.27 3.70 8.86 3.55 
DEBTNTAV Size 3.51 6.53 4.13 2.77 3.73 1.36 
DPS_12M Liquidity 2.62 7.34 3.85 2.95 5.01 2.39 
CASHPS Value 3.59 6.58 6.57 3.15 13.21 6.91 
CFOPS Value 3.13 4.43 4.53 3.27 5.00 10.36 
PNTAV Size 4.39 7.27 5.10 4.26 2.73 16.76 
DPS_18M Risk 2.20 6.96 3.57 2.83 2.44 3.28 
BOR_REPAY _24M Value 3.53 6.25 3.93 3.98 2.28 2.64 
PSALES_3M Value 2.94 5.98 5.05 3.35 309 0.91 
EPS 3M Value 3.06 5.33 2.97 4.42 3.18 16.32 
Mean 4.17 6.62 4.66 3.68 4.06 8.47 
Standard deviation 1.36 0.86 0.94 0.54 2.77 6.50 
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D.17. Sum of Absolute t-statistics for the regression coefficients 
Displays the sum of the absolute t-statistics of the intercept and beta coefficients from regressions performed 
with the payoffs to each attribute as dependent variable and the forecasted values as the independent variable. 
The realised monthly payoffs are derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised APT risk 
adjusted total monthly returns data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted 
from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. The best timing model has been 
highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA12M A 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
LNCAPS Size 6.72 5.79 3.91 4.05 2.79 3.91 
P Size 6.10 7.27 5.10 3.85 2.89 5.10 
EPS Value 5.76 7.01 4.41 3.71 3.08 4.41 
POUT Value 5.73 6.93 4.45 3.27 3.56 4.45 
TV_3M Size 4.14 6.48 3.75 2.64 3.60 3.75 
LNMV Growth 4.14 6.74 4.71 3.58 2.12 4.71 
NTAV_18M Value 3.62 7.84 5.03 3.68 4.73 5.03 
TV_1M Size 4.54 6.84 4.58 3.84 5.48 4.58 
BTMV_18M Momentum 4.68 6.33 4.32 3.86 2.10 4.32 
NTAV_24M Liquidity 3.24 6.55 5.51 3.89 3.93 5.51 
sno Size 3.39 6.80 4.48 3.44 3.87 4.48 
CFOPS Liquidity 3.77 4.00 5.75 3.85 5.51 5.75 
LCPS Value 7.43 7.68 5.21 3.69 8.65 5.21 
CASHPS Value 3.85 7.49 6.93 3.58 13.34 6.93 
PNAV_12M Size 4.18 5.94 5.27 4.73 1.89 5.27 
TOnA Risk 3.07 6.14 4.36 404 3.53 4.36 
OPS_12M Value 2.38 6.82 3.77 304 5.35 3.77 
TV Value 2.29 7.58 5.89 4.56 2.87 5.89 
PTCA Value 2.68 5.24 4.51 3.46 3.52 4.51 
Mean 4.30 6.60 4.84 3.73 4.36 4.84 
Standard deviation 1.46 0.92 0.80 0.47 2.69 0.80 
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D.tS. Average Theil Inequality Coefficient for Style-timing Models 
Theil (1958) Inequality Coefficients are calculated for each standardised style characteristic for each style-
timing model. The Theil Inequality Coefficient lies between zero and one. The realised monthly payoffs are 
derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised C\P;\1 risk adjusted total monthly returns 
data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The lower the coefficient, the better the style-timing model. Values 
below 0.6 are displayed on bold. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
P Size 0.64 0.52 0.56 0.60 0.64 0.65 
POUT Size 0.67 0.52 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.61 
NTAV_18M Value 0.68 0.52 0.57 0.62 0.65 0.57 
NTAV_24M Value 0.71 0.59 0.61 0.66 0.69 0.66 
LNMV Size 0.74 0.57 0.63 0.67 0.72 0.42 
TV_3M Growth 0.74 0.59 0.70 0.67 0.71 0.43 
PNAV_12M Value 0.79 0.58 0.65 0.68 0.77 0.68 
BTMV_18M Size 0.78 0.58 0.69 0.71 0.76 0.77 
TV_1M Momentum 0.80 0.61 0.66 0.67 0.72 0.36 
LCPS Liquidity 0.67 0.56 0.66 0.74 0.63 0.77 
DEBTNTAV Size 0.81 0.61 0.71 0.78 0.76 0.85 
DPS_12M Liquidity 0.83 0.59 0.72 0.76 0.75 0.84 
CASHPS Value 0.82 0.62 0.63 0.78 0.53 0.71 
CFOPS Value 0.83 0.72 0.73 0.71 0.73 0.66 
PNTAV Size 0.78 0.59 0.67 0.71 0.79 0.40 
DPS_18M Risk 0.85 0.59 0.74 0.77 0.79 0.82 
BaR_REPAY _24M Value 0.81 0.62 0.72 0.71 0.80 0.83 
PSALES_3M Value 0.85 0.64 0.68 0.76 0.81 0.86 
EPS 3M Value 0.85 0.67 0.78 0.74 0.81 0.49 
Mean 0.77 0.59 0.67 0.70 0.72 0.65 
Standard deviation 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.17 
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D.19. Average Theil Inequality Coefficient for Style-timing Models 
Theil (1958) Inequality Coefficients are calculated for each standardised style characteristic for each style-
timing model. The Theil Inequality Coefficient lies between zero and one. The realised monthly payoffs are 
derived from univariate cross-sectional regressions on standardised "\PT risk adjusted total monthly returns 
data over the period 31 January 1989 to 31 July 2005. The data were extracted from DataStream International, 
available at the University of Cape Town. The lower the coefficient, the better the style-timing model. Values 
below 0.6 are displayed on bold. The best timing model has been highlighted. 
Attribute I Grouping I Model Type 1MA 6MA 12MA 18MA Historic Mean AR12 
LNCAPS Size 0.62 0.53 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.59 
P Size 0.66 0.52 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.58 
EPS Value 0.67 0.53 0.61 0.62 0.64 0.61 
POUT Value 0.69 0.55 0.63 0.67 0.68 0.63 
TV_3M Size 0.74 0.58 0.68 0.70 0.70 0.68 
LNMV Growth 0.75 0.57 0.64 0.69 0.74 0.64 
NTAV_18M Value 0.77 0.55 0.64 0.69 0.70 0.64 
TV_1M Size 0.76 0.59 0.66 0.68 0.70 0.66 
BTMV_18M Momentum 0.75 0.61 0.68 0.70 0.75 0.68 
NTAV_24M Liquidity 0.79 0.59 0.64 0.71 0.74 0.64 
STTD Size 0.80 0.59 0.67 0.70 0.74 0.67 
CFOPS Liquidity 0.81 0.72 0.69 0.69 0.71 0.69 
LCPS Value 0.65 0.58 0.66 0.74 0.64 0.66 
CASHPS Value 0.81 0.58 0.61 0.76 0.53 0.61 
PNAV_12M Size 0.81 0.64 0.68 0.72 0.81 0.68 
TDTTA Risk 0.83 0.63 0.71 0.73 0.79 0.71 
DPS_12M Value 0.85 0.62 0.73 0.76 0.76 0.73 
TV Value 0.86 0.59 0.66 0.72 0.81 0.66 
PTCA Value 0.86 0.68 0.72 0.76 0.81 0.72 
Mean 0.76 0.59 0.66 0.70 0.71 0.66 
Standard deviation 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.04 
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E.1. Significant Attributes specific to the Basic Materials sector 
Basic Materials are comprised of resource and basic materials firms. Univariate cross-sectional regressions of 
standardised firm-specific attributes on unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period January 1989 to 
July 2005 are performed and give rise to a time-series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic .. 
The table displays the attributes significant at the 5% level using Student's (1908) t-test. The data were 
extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in 
Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping 
Unadjusted returns CAPM risk adjusted returns APT risk adjusted returns 
T statistic Mean beta T statistic Mean beta T statistic Mean beta 
NTAV IBM Value 5.845 0.009 4.964 0.008 4.775 0.007 
POUT Growth ·5.648 -0.007 ·6.025 -0.008 ·5.179 -0.006 
P Size -5.325 -0008 4.948 -0.013 ·4.403 -0.012 
PNAV 12M Value 5.044 0.008 4.587 0.008 4.409 0.007 
LNCAPS Size 4.793 -0.008 ·4.671 -0009 4.776 -0.008 
NTAV 24M Value 4.041 0.006 3.648 0.006 3.519 0.005 
PSALES 6M Value 3.974 0.006 3.512 0.006 3.702 0.006 
PNAV IBM Value 3.915 0.006 3.092 0.005 3.192 0.005 
MV Size ·3.906 -0004 ·5.242 -0.008 4.632 -0.007 
PSALES 3M Value 3.872 0.005 3.282 0.005 3.978 0.006 
LNMV Size ·3.737 -0008 ·3.802 -0.022 -3.317 -0.018 
EPS Size ·3.720 -0004 -3.382 -0.004 ·2.435 -0.003 
VO 3M Liquidity 3.587 0.007 2.881 0.010 2.852 0.009 
TV Liquidity 3.580 0.004 2.974 0.004 2.419 0.003 
PNAV 6M Value 3.205 0.006 2.749 0.005 3.249 0.006 
TV 3M Liquidity 3.135 0.004 2.984 0.004 3.030 0.004 
NPBT IBM Growth 2.833 0.004 2.884 0.004 2.540 0.003 
EPS 3M Growth 2.565 0.003 2.470 0.003 2.901 0.003 
BORROW RATIO Risk -2.399 -0.004 ·2.728 -0.005 -2.699 -0.004 
LCPS Size ·2.308 -0.270 ·2.076 -0.246 ·2.371 -0.223 
DEBTNTAV Risk -2.291 -0.004 ·2.156 -0004 -2.716 -0.004 
CASHPS Size ·2.275 -0079 -1.259 -0.051 -1.579 -0.061 
INTCOVER BT Risk 2.185 0.003 1.551 0.002 1.606 0.002 
P 12M Momentum 2.168 0.004 0.403 0.001 0.238 0.001 
PTCA Value 2.053 0.003 2.005 0.003 1.904 0.003 
BTMV IBM Value 1.957 0.003 2.201 0.004 1.678 0.003 
TLCTA Risk -1.884 -0.002 -2.302 -0.003 ·2.220 -0.003 
TDTTA Risk -1.647 -0.002 ·2.133 -0003 ·2.019 -0.002 
RI IBM Momentum 1.494 0.003 0.189 0.001 -0017 0.000 
DPS 12M Growth 1.471 0.002 2.383 0.003 1.665 0.002 
BOR REPAY 24M Growth -1.358 -0.002 -1.299 -0001 -1.851 -0.002 
P 6M Momentum 1.341 0.003 0.327 0.001 0.245 0.001 
STCL Risk -1.069 -0001 -1.691 -0002 -0.909 -0.001 
BTMV Value 0.975 0.001 1.289 0.002 1.042 0.001 
DPS IBM Growth 0.629 0.001 1.740 0.002 1.139 0.001 
STTD Risk 0.511 0.001 0.882 0.001 1.339 0.001 
TV 1M Liquidity 0.507 0.001 0.926 0.001 1.279 0.001 
PNTAV Value -0.274 0.000 -0.323 0.000 -0.293 0.000 
CFOPS Size 0.044 0.000 -0.163 -0001 0.144 0.001 
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E.2. Significant Attributes specific to the Cyclicals sector 
Cyclicals are made up with firms from cyclical goods and services, fl11ancials and general industries. Non-
Cyclicals are comprised of Utilities, information technology and non-cyclical goods and services. Univariate 
cross-sectional regressions of standardised firm-specific attributes on unadjusted total monthly returns data 
over the period January 1989 to July 2005 are performed and give rise to a time-series of regression slope 
coefficients for each characteristic .. The table displays the attributes significant at the 5% level using Student's 
(1908) t-test. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape 
Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute Grouping 
Unadjusted returns CAPM risk adjusted returns APT risk adjusted returns 
T statistic Mean beta T statistic Mean beta T statistic Mean beta 
NTAV IBM Value 4.582 0.007 3.452 0.006 3.772 0.006 
POUT Growth -3.968 -0.006 -3.413 -0009 -3.232 -0008 
P Size -4.823 -0.008 -3.614 -0.013 -3.323 -0.012 
PNAV 12M Value 4.044 0.008 0.860 0.004 0.971 0004 
LNCAPS Size -4.954 -0.009 -2.889 -0.008 -3.057 -0.008 
NTAV 24M Value 3.172 0.005 2.509 0.005 2.739 0.005 
PSALES 6M Value 2.620 0.005 -0.119 -0001 -0.224 -0.001 
PNAV IBM Value 2.706 0.006 0,418 0.002 0.337 0.001 
MV Size -2.952 -0.004 -3.253 -0007 -3_065 -0007 
PSALES 3M Value 2.371 0.005 0.827 0.002 0.727 0.002 
LNMV Size -2.733 -0.007 -2.320 -0.019 -2.168 -0.017 
EPS Size ·3.203 -0.004 -3.833 -0004 -4.133 -0.004 
[\/0 3M Liquidity 2.134 0.004 2.073 0.007 2.353 0.008 
[TV Liquidity 1,478 0.002 1.693 0.003 2.464 0.003 
PNAV 6M Value 2.125 0.005 ·0.316 -0.003 -0.068 -0.001 
[TV_3M Liquidity 1.727 0.002 1.868 0.002 2.477 0.003 
NPBT IBM Growth 0.980 0.002 1.250 0.002 1.313 0.002 
EPS 3M Growth 1.749 0.002 1,468 0.002 1.694 0.002 
BORROW RATIO Risk -1.500 -0004 -1.385 -0.011 -1,449 -0.011 
LCPS Size -1.258 -0.112 -1.643 -0.133 -1.637 -0.135 
DEBTNTAV Risk -1.496 -0.002 -1.521 -0004 -1.348 -0.003 
CASHPS Size -1.514 -0.020 0.177 0.003 -1.425 -0.017 
INTCOVER BT Risk 1.959 0.002 1.071 0.001 0.577 0.001 
P 12M Momentum 4.104 0.009 0.718 0.004 0.469 0.003 
PTCA Value 1.008 0.002 0.231 0.001 0.683 0.001 
BTMV IBM Value 1.825 0.006 1.399 0.017 1.442 0.017 
~LCTA Risk -1.497 -0.003 -1.237 -0.008 -1.398 -0009 
~DTIA Risk -1.448 -0.002 -1.432 -0007 -1.636 -0.007 
RI IBM Momentum 1.657 0.004 -0.268 -0.002 -0.332 -0002 
DPS 12M Growth 1.797 0.002 2.340 0.003 1.706 0002 
BOR REPAY 24M Growth -0.818 -0.001 -1.071 -0002 -1.129 -0.002 
P 6M Momentum 1.940 0.005 -0.266 -0002 -0.440 -0003 
STCL Risk -0.803 -0.001 -1.217 -0.007 -1.325 -0.007 
BTMV Value 1.365 0.008 1.126 0.029 1.132 0.028 
DPS IBM Growth 1.557 0.002 1.983 0.003 1.401 0.002 
STID Risk 2.204 0.003 1.982 0.004 2.185 0.004 
[TV_ 1M Liquidity 0.820 0.001 1.178 0.002 2.103 0.003 
PNTAV Value -1018 -0.002 -1.135 -0.006 -0.860 -0.004 
CFOPS Size -1.420 -0004 -1.520 -0.008 -1.546 -0.007 
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E.3. Significant Attributes specific to the Non-Cyclicals sector 
Non-Cyclicals are comprised of Utilities, information technology and non-cyclical goods and services. 
Univariate cross-sectional regressions of standardised firm-specific attributes on unadjusted total monthly 
returns data over the period January 1989 to July 2005 are performed and give rise to a time-series of 
regression slope coefficients for each characteristic .. The table displays the attributes significant at the 5% 
level using Student's (1908) t-test. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the 
University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific 
attributes. 
Attribute Grouping 
Unadjusted returns CAPM risk adjusted returns APT risk adjusted returns 
T statistic Mean beta T statistic Mean beta T statistic Mean beta 
NTAV IBM Value 3.445 0.007 3.113 0.006 2.741 0.006 
POUT Growth -3.458 -0.006 -3.571 -0007 -3.679 -0.007 
P Size -5.820 -0009 -6.440 -0011 -6.251 -0.010 
PNAV 12M Value 4.834 0.012 4.260 0.012 3.688 0.010 
LNCAPS Size -4.328 -0.010 -4.402 -0.010 -4.821 -0.010 
NTAV 24M Value 2.417 0.005 1.899 0.004 1.870 0.004 
PSALES 6M Value 2.834 0.006 2.515 0.006 2.031 0.005 
PNAV IBM Value 4.223 0.010 3.586 0.009 2.661 0.006 
MV Size -2.374 -0.003 -3.070 -0.003 -3.489 -0.004 
PSALES 3M Value 3.459 0.007 3.281 0.007 3.183 0.007 
LNMV Size -2.986 -0.006 -3.730 -0.009 -3.599 -0.009 
EPS Size -3.537 -0.005 -3.216 -0.004 -3.831 -0.005 
IVO 3M Liquidity 1.076 0.002 1.018 0.002 1.315 0.003 
[TV Liquidity 1.212 0.002 1.059 0.002 0.887 0.002 
PNAV 6M Value 3.235 0.008 2.949 0.008 2.553 0.006 
[TV_ 3M Liquidity 1.638 0.003 1.877 0.003 2.145 0.004 
NPBT IBM Growth -0.446 -0.002 -0.620 -0.003 -0.786 -0.004 
EPS 3M Growth -0.452 -0.001 -0.748 -0.001 -0.540 -0.001 
BORROW RATIO Risk 0.668 0.001 0.429 0.001 -0.175 0.000 
LCPS Size -3.293 -0.005 -3.346 -0.005 -4.089 -0.006 
DEBTNTAV Risk -1.320 -0.003 -1.419 -0.003 -1.739 -0.004 
CASHPS Size -4.446 -0.005 -4.161 -0005 -3.497 -0.004 
INTCOVER BT Risk 0.412 0.001 0.320 0.000 -0.251 0.000 
P 12M Momentum 3.708 0.010 3.041 0009 2.955 0.008 
PTCA Value 1.234 0.003 0.971 0.002 1.131 0.002 
BTMV 18MVai ue 1.511 0.004 1.867 0.005 1.962 0.005 
TLCTA Risk -0.403 -0.001 -0.840 -0001 -1.400 -0.002 
ITDTTA Risk 0.123 0.000 -0.138 0.000 -0.601 -0.001 
RI IBM Momentum 2.334 0.006 1.878 0.005 1.918 0.005 
DPS 12M Growth 0.455 0.001 0.609 0.001 0.430 0.001 
BOR REPAY 24M Growth 0.206 0.001 -0.051 0.000 0.244 0.001 
P 6M Momentum 2.267 0.006 1.404 0.004 1.290 0.003 
STCL Risk -1.202 -0.002 -1.280 -0.002 -1.437 -0.002 
BTMV Value 1.091 0.002 1.369 0.003 1.393 0.003 
DPS IBM Growth -0.472 -0001 -0.390 -0.001 -0.733 -0.001 
STTD Risk -0.102 0.000 0.223 0.000 0.843 0.001 
~lM Liquidity 0.312 0.000 0.314 0.001 -0.002 0.000 
PNTAV Value -1.109 -0.002 -1.387 -0.003 -1.518 -0.003 
CFOPS Size -0.840 -0.002 -0.971 -0.003 -1.477 -0.004 
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EA. Significant Attributes specific to three identified sectors 
Basic i'.faterials are comprised of resource and basic materials firms. Cyclicals are made up with firms from 
cyclical goods and services, fmancials and general industries. Non-Cyclicals are comprised of utilities, 
information technology and non-cyclical goods and services. Univariate cross-sectional regressions of 
standardised firm-specific attributes on unadjusted total monthly returns data over the period January 1989 to 
July 2005 are performed and give rise to a time-series of regression slope coefficients for each characteristic .. 
The table displays the attributes significant at the 5% level using Student's (1908) t-test in ascending order of 
significance. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at the University of Cape 
Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Basic materials Cyclicals Non Cyclicals 
Attribute Attribute Attribute 
NTAV IBM NTAV_18M NTAV_18M 
POUT POUT POUT 
P P P 
PNAV_12M LNCAPS PNAV_12M 
LNCAPS NTAV 24M LNCAPS 
NTAV 24M MV PSALES_6M 
PSALES_6M LNMV PNAV_18M 
PNAV_18M EPS MV 
MV VO_3M PSALES_3M 
PSALES_3M TV LNMV 
LNMV PNAV_6M EPS 
EPS TV_3M PNAV 6M 
VO_3M STTD TV_3M 
TV TV_1M LCPS 
PNAV_6M CASHPS 
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Ii. 7. H.,ult, from the Portfolio lrading .1fa tegy using Q uinn le. 
'n", "bk ,h,pl:.y> ,ho "nnml ''''"ug" te'",,, ,nd Sharpe l~tiO for e,rn , ttn o..ltc" hogl~'" ",<I luw,,, ~u,,,'il' 
IX'"ruliu, ""Hg ,\l'T n,1 .dius.ted mo"thly rerum, ']"" ,.m l' "~,.",,,,, t", ,h' o~,,",U)' wdghtcd nurkCl 
1"-,,,rcl.io (henchma'l) >to r;ucubwd ctl 'h" bOlt"'" ,en,- 1k , h",o ""um' '" ,,,"cd mn",hl,. Kmrdl1lg w 
o.eh ,,,wbu<c ."d NO pm tfobo, >oc O'l,,",<1 ".",""'Hng ,I" high'" .. ,d In",est return, qlU"t1k;, of ,hl' 
mctlthl,. d."., E,,,,h "'{HoLh, '~An""""'\ en,,' of 1'/, fn' h~'ing' """ '>elling' "" 'rrU(,j 'u n('WI)' "e~ui ",d 
m:J "mun,l ['0" '-uliu ,h",· \",ih", thot show 1~)ll'I ,nm",1 ,,,au,", ," " luwo< ~,k ,h'n ,h, h" ndumrk 
.te 'H hoH 11" p""fohn' p,m-i.;k ulS'!lilt Ulto thl' ",.bihl)' uf t,,~llng "'I"""" ,,<t"g ,he "f,nifl",,,t !tt]e 
]""",1 .tt~j,ul<> d-:onvcd from thc lltlJqnaW ",." ,,,f Ch . ['tl" 'lX. 11", ,].,. we'" cxt"",,ed ftom D",StI"m 
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E.8, Common .(mbute" fm'" all un:>djustcd and ri,k adjuskd rc[urn •• mplc . 
1]", "bl, dup!>)'. the annual ,,-.,r4" re"nTO fur Ihe' C""""".'" ." Inl,,,e\ loc" I"tt[oli", ,monp, [h" un,d~,,«d, 
C.~I'~Il1>k .d~,,,«1 ,nd ,·\1'1' n,k oJlu,'(,,] ",,,,,,hI)' re'u'''' Th, ,,,,,"ol ,,,,,mp,e ren"", for the C<lually 
w"ght<d ",,,hL 1""[000' ':h<nd"no,k) """ e,lcl1bted on the bmw", row, The ,h"e 'e'u,"' "e >ot"oJ 
""-'Hlhl)' ",<",dlnp, I" etch ""ilrutc and ""0 ponfollQ' 'I' (',e"'ed ,'u""<1""'g the Ingl",,, ,,,J l0",e" quinci\<' 
of the monthly d,,, •. b('.h "'un,h, ,,,,,,,,,i,,,,, ",," o[ 1" , fu, 'bupnp,' """ -.olling' m 'pptied for ""w~· 
ll1<'hhl ,"d ,,,,,ov,,,1 ,l"'e", ,~ LL1ibute, th", .how l"\"h,,r Mlnn.lre'nun,,,, low", n" ,h,n ,he l><f>{'h",,,,k 
.'C' ")"''''0 ,,, bold The p",tfoho, pro;,de U1>.LSht U1IQ the ",h,ht~· ut md,ng ""'e'g>,;' u""g the '4J"uCint 
"yk hOled >ttr.Lb.H<! ckliw:i troll' II" """'oml0 ".,,, ur u,'l"e' .S;x '11." dOlo v..'"'' e:<">ct.,j from 
D."Stto.ll' Into,"""..,,!, "'oil, bk J1 Ihe' L ",ve,,;'~' '" Cope T ""'",. R"f« to Tabk .1.] l!l Ch,p'" I 'om ti." 































Appcndiccs E: 9 
E.9, Atlrihu k' , return , during 'duwn' month , fo' U,e 40', purtfoliu , urt 
'11,,· "I ,,· d"l'by' ,1,.. ,,,,,,",J a""',%,, """m ['" ,he C",ruMIl ""il".""', 1><" p"11foli,,, .n"",!" tllt' lln><i)U.«d 
"lUlle fo! 'do,,"'n' mOlltl", 11l< """at ,wuR' r<lurn, for the cqu.!l)' woghtcd """." portfolio, 
(bcn('hLmrkj ",e "Ko"I,,,,d on thc' I x.~ " on '0'" ' I)"w,,' ",onth , "f,·, 10 "",,,,," , '" "h",h Ih" 1",,,clulU,k 
,1<'(;",",l'<I, "" g''''"c ,,· tum. '0 .. Vmfr,lO ", ,,1>0dn)og;,' j, djoc",."d ~l ~wJ()n 8,L:>nd ,h" ""''''''' d"mTd 
f,,,,,, ,b" u""',,0.,, "'" of Chap'" CU, 11", p.nn><'nc "~NOV"~ ,w r«" dlC nl,il h),pothe,"" t"" the 
populo""", Lnc,n, of the nlOntbly fenlOn, for the m,, "'et md "ttribut,· ,",rtf,,!» "" ~b"i('.l '11,,, d"" ""'c',,, 
l·,,,,,,,,,,1 f",on I )",oSt""", l"'cm"~,,,,, ,I, ",',;I.M. -', ,h,· ]:""'" .. ,,) of C:'I''' '1'",,"'11, Ref" 1o T.ble 4 1 Ul 
Ch'P"'f hm for th" <I"fi"""m of t",· f",,, _,I'''('['< " 'Iil .. "" 
Attribute 
·19.86% 040 
-28 .20% 074 
-21.50% 0,]7 
·28.27·" 0,8C 
-34 ,24'", '"0 
·21.36'", 0,39 
-6.46% 0.10 
-34 36% 0,79 
·22.34'), on 
-30 .67% 0,92 
·31.12% 0,98 
- 36,~6% '" -3445% 0,82 
-36 40'/0 0,72 
·3149% 0,98 
weighted market -31.18'1. 
" 
E,lO. Altribu1c' , rdurn. d uri ng ' up' mon1h , for tJ,~ .j.()'s ponfo li o so n 
'1"('. ,,,1,1< d"ph), ,h" .nnn," " 'eug' ",,"m [or UK ".llm"" . ttnbutc', he" portfoho , "",on~ tho: un.dru",,,1 
" "'1'1< [01 'down' mont]" , Th, ,nnual »""Pf' letum, [Of th(' "'I""UY "''''ghwd mark", fX'''il~'''' 
(b<'"chlm.l) "('. "k\~",,,d "" ,i" i>0""''' n)", 'Up "",nil " ,,,[,,, 'u m","h. ~, wiuch ,be henclullarK 
<kh""",d • I"""'''''' " [um. 'I k I"""[o]io m,d>Odolc'i~Y IS dj'm';>cd ~, S<.'cuon 8,2, ,nd the atniJU1<" dmw:l 
[".n d>= mll,',",;'K tos" of Cbap"'1 Sx The P",ll)(.tnc ."NUV.~ 1<' " " .. " til': ""II hn)<)'"'''' ,i", ,h(, 
pop\lbuoo mom 0' the montbly ["ttlm , (0' , ]~, " ""k", ,,~I . 11";1,,,,,, 1"""ioli0 ,,'" id",,[tc.] 'Ik d"," ",'" 
",,,,,,,1<',1 ('0'" DmS,,, .. ,,, 1" ,,,,,,"[t<·x,,], ",.ul.bIc " rho [;>1i,'C,,;1)' of ('pc Town Reb to 'l'liA' ,j 1 In 
Ch,p'''' hx" f", rh" ,1<l1n"'"." u[ [h" [ml\_' p" "oc ",,,ibote, 
Attli buto 
150.97% O.Co{) 
1 20 .24% C'.C<J 
'fi8.2~o~ O. C<J 
11 ~,77% o C<J 
211, ( 7% 000 
1 fi6 . 75·~ U.C<J 
117 ,0()"f, o C<J 
20MG '~ 000 
7~.(3·~ U.12 
135,&5 '~ o C<J 
10~.30 '~ o 0' 
6~.O3·~ "'" 137.23% 000 
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E.ll. Correlations between Attributes and Attribute Loadings 
The table displays the correlations between the attributes and high minus low (Hl\IL) attribute loadings. The 
attribute loadings or coefficients are calculated by regressing all monthly stock returns on the long short 
portfolio returns. This gives rise to a time series of monthly coefficients. Pearson's Product Moment 
correlation test is carried out using these coefficients and the attributes. The data were extracted from 
DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for 
the definitions of the finn-specific attributes. 
Attribute 
Correlation between Attribute and Factor Loading 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year15 Year 16 
P -0.31 -0.34 -0.36 -0.36 -0.30 -0.26 -0.26 -0.20 -0.18 -0.18 -0.20 -0.23 -0.25 -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 
LNCAPS -0.38 -OA3 -OA6 -OA8 -OA9 -OA7 -0.47 -0.47 -0.46 -0.46 -047 -0.48 -0.48 -0.49 -0.50 -0.51 
NTAV_18M NA -0.09 -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
PNAV_12M NA -0.30 -0.32 -0.29 -0.29 -0.23 -0.18 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.15 -0.15 -0.12 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 
EPS -0.41 -OA8 -OA2 -0.36 -0.36 -0.35 -0.34 -0.32 -0.27 -0.25 -0.25 -0.24 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23 
POUT -0.31 -0.31 -0.34 -0.37 -0.38 -0.39 -OAO -0.41 -0.41 -0.43 -0.43 -0.43 -0.43 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 
NTAV_24M NA NA -0.07 -0.10 -0.12 -0.11 -0.10 -0.11 -0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 
LNMV -0.44 -OA6 -0.51 -0.54 -0.51 -0.49 -0.50 -0.49 -OA9 -OA9 -0.50 -0.49 -0.49 -OA9 -OA8 -OA6 
P 12M NA -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.09 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 
VO_3M 0.02 -0.08 -0.11 -0.08 -007 -0.04 -0.03 -003 -003 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
MV -0.23 -019 -0.21 -0.22 -0.21 -0.22 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23 -0.21 -0.22 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 
TV_3M -0.14 -0.05 -0.07 -0.07 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -003 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
PNAV_18M NA 0.06 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 
PSALES_6M -0.15 -0.10 -0.07 -0.07 -0.13 -0.08 -0.06 -0.07 -0.09 -0.08 -0.07 -0.08 -007 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 
CASHPS -0.22 -0.25 -0.26 -0.27 -0.29 -0.27 -0.28 -0.18 -0.18 -0.16 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 
INTCOVER_BT -0.10 -0.12 -0.13 -0.14 -0.11 -0.09 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 
PSALES_3M -0.14 -0.09 -0.10 -0.05 -0.09 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 
PNAV_6M -OA1 -0.22 -0.14 -0.14 -0.18 -0.12 -0.08 -0.10 -0.11 -0.10 -0.07 -0.09 -0.07 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 
BTMV_18M NA 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LCPS -0.08 -0.10 -0.16 -0.18 -0.20 -0.21 -0.21 -0.22 -0.22 -0.22 -0.22 -0.22 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23 -0.24 
DEBTNTAV -0.23 -0.24 -0.28 -0.21 -0.24 -0.26 -0.27 -0.27 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 000 0.00 0.00 
TV_1M -0.19 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
PNTAV -0.25 -0.26 -0.19 -0.18 -0.17 -0.14 -0.16 -0.19 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
RI IBM NA -0.17 -0.20 -0.07 -0.05 -003 -0.01 -0.05 -008 -0.09 -0.10 -0.12 -0.11 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -
TLCTA -0.36 -0.39 -OA2 -OA3 -0.39 -0.38 -0.38 -0.37 -0.35 -0.33 -0.32 -0.30 -0.30 -0.28 -0.28 -0.27 
EPS_3M 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
NPBT_18M NA -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 -0.04 000 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 
PTCA -0.32 -OAO -0.39 -OA1 -0.43 -OA1 -0.40 -OA3 -0.43 -0.41 -0.37 -0.33 -0.27 -0.21 -0.22 -0.22 
P_6M 0.24 -0.11 -0.08 -0.03 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.07 -0.08 -0.08 -0.07 -0.10 -008 -0.07 -0.07 -006 
BTMV -0.18 -0.26 -0.13 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.14 -0.16 -0.17 -0.18 -0.19 -0.21 -0.15 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 
CFOPS NA -0.50 -0.38 -0.33 -0.31 -0.26 -0.18 -0.11 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 
DPS_12M NA -0.21 -0.18 -0.14 -0.15 -0.16 -0.16 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.13 -0.11 
BORROW_RATIO -0.27 -0.26 -0.31 -0.29 -0.30 -0.31 -0.31 -0.29 -0.30 -0.30 -0.29 -0.28 -0.23 -0.24 -0.24 -0.25 
DPS_18M NA -003 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.13 -0.12 -0.10 
STCL -0.33 -0.33 -0.30 -0.30 -0.26 -0.25 -0.23 -0.22 -0.22 -0.20 -0.21 -0.22 -0.24 -0.25 -0.26 -0.26 
BOR_REPAY _24~ NA NA -0.07 -0.07 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 
TDTIA -0.27 -0.30 -0.35 -0.36 -0.34 -0.34 -0.34 -0.32 -0.31 -0.30 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 
STID -0.22 -0.14 -0.15 -0.17 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -0.16 -0.09 -009 -0.09 -0.09 
TV -0.27 -0.25 -0.21 -0.28 -0.29 -0.29 -0.30 -0.30 -0.28 -0.28 -0.29 -0.30 -0.30 -0.29 -0.23 -0.23 
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E.12. Correlations between Attributes and Attribute Loadings 
The table displays the correlations between the attributes and high minus low (Hl\fL) attribute loadings. The 
attribute loadings or coefficients are calculated by regressing all monthly stock returns on the long short 
quintile portfolio returns. This gives rise to a time series of monthly coefficients. Pearson's Product Moment 
correlation test is carried out using these coefficients and the attributes. The data were extracted from 
DataStream International, available at the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for 
the definitions of the firm-specific attributes. 
Attribute 
Correlation between Attribute and Factor Loading 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 Year 16 
P ·0.18 ·0.26 -0.28 -0.28 -0.26 -0.22 -020 -0.16 -0.15 -0.17 -019 -022 -024 -0.25 -025 -0.25 
lNCAPS -0.39 -043 -0.44 -0.45 -0.46 -0.45 -0.44 -040 -0.38 -038 -0.39 -0.40 -040 -0.42 -043 -044 
NTAV_18M NA -0.16 ·013 -0.16 -0.12 ·0.12 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNAV_12M NA -0.18 -0.19 -0.22 -0.19 -0.15 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 ·015 -013 -013 -0.09 -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 
EPS -0.31 -0.40 -0.36 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.24 -0.21 -020 -020 -0.20 -020 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 
POUT NA -0.10 -013 -0.16 -0.16 -0.17 -0.11 -0.14 -017 -020 -0.23 -0.25 -026 -026 -0.27 -0.28 
NTAV_24M NA NA -0.14 -0.15 -016 -014 -011 -0.12 -013 000 0.00 000 000 0.00 000 000 
lNMV -037 -042 -046 -048 -048 -0.47 -046 -045 -044 -045 -045 -045 -045 -045 -0.44 -043 
P_12M NA -004 -002 -001 -002 -002 -002 -003 -003 -004 -004 -006 -005 -004 ·004 -004 
VO_3M 0.24 -002 -004 -003 -003 -003 -003 -003 -004 -004 -003 ·001 -001 -001 -001 -0.01 
MY -014 -012 -013 -015 -015 -016 -017 -018 -018 -019 -0.19 ·018 -019 -020 -0.20 -021 
TV_3M 0.05 0.04 -001 0.00 -001 -002 -002 -002 -002 -002 -0.02 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNAV_18M NA -012 -0.05 -0.07 -010 -009 -0.07 -007 -005 ·0.07 -0.08 -007 -006 -004 -004 -004 
PSAlES_6M -0.22 0.00 001 -007 -0.05 -002 -0.01 0.00 000 -0.02 -0.02 -004 -004 -0.03 -001 -001 
CASHPS -023 -0.22 -0.23 -0.24 -0.24 -0.20 -0.19 -0.16 -0.16 -015 -0.15 -014 -014 -0.12 -013 -013 
INTCOVER_BT -015 -016 -0.18 -0.20 -0.17 -0.10 -0.06 -0.06 000 0.01 0.00 0.00 000 000 0.00 -001 
PSAlES_3M -004 -0.07 -0.19 -0.13 -0.11 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 -004 -004 
PNAV_6M -0.27 -0.13 -009 -0.09 -0.14 -0.08 -004 -004 -0.05 -0.06 -003 -0.07 -0.05 -0.01 -001 -0.02 
BTMV_18M NA -0.06 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -003 -0.02 -0.03 -003 -0.03 001 001 0.01 0.01 
lCPS -0.13 -015 -0.20 -0.23 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -025 -0.25 -0.25 -024 -0.24 -0.23 -023 -023 -0.23 
DEBTNTAV -029 -0.27 -0.32 -0.33 -0.34 -0.35 -0.34 -0.34 002 001 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
TV_1M -0.21 -0.01 -002 -0.01 -0.01 -001 -0.01 -0.01 -001 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 
PNTAV -009 -0.11 -0.08 -009 -0.09 -009 -0.10 -0.13 -0.01 -001 -001 -001 -001 -0.01 -001 -0.01 
RU8M NA 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -001 -001 -0.01 -001 -0.01 -001 -0.01 
TlCTA -0.28 -0.29 -0.32 -0.31 -0.30 -0.28 -0.28 -0.27 -027 -026 -0.25 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -024 
EPS_3M -0.02 004 0.04 0.04 0.Q4 0.02 0.01 0.02 002 0.02 0.01 002 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
NPBT_18M NA -010 -012 -0.10 -008 -009 -010 -0.10 -010 -006 -001 -001 -001 -0.01 -001 -0.01 
PTCA -0.32 -0.37 -037 -037 -0.35 -0.34 -034 -035 -0.35 -0.35 -032 ·0.30 -024 -0.19 -0.20 -0.20 
P_6M 006 0.04 005 004 0.03 0.03 0.03 -002 -003 -0.04 -0.02 -006 -005 -003 -0.03 -003 
BTMV 0.10 001 -006 -007 -0.06 -0.07 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 -013 -0.17 -019 -012 -010 -009 -009 
CFOPS NA -028 -019 -0.14 -0.16 -0.18 -018 -0.19 -0.18 -017 -018 -019 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -019 
DPS_12M NA -0.19 -014 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -012 -012 -011 -011 -010 -010 -0.08 
BORROW_RATIO -022 -019 -0.23 -0.19 -0.21 -024 -0.25 -0.26 -027 -0.26 -0.26 -0.24 -0.20 -020 -020 -0.21 
DPS_18M NA -008 -007 -0.06 -0.06 -006 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.07 -0.08 ·0.08 -0.09 -0.08 -007 -004 
STCl -0.29 -0.31 -029 -0.23 -0.22 -0.21 -0.19 -0.19 ·0.20 -019 -0.19 -021 -0.22 -024 -0.25 -0.25 
BOR_REPAY_24 NA NA -010 -0.09 -0.08 -007 -0.07 -0.06 -005 -005 -004 -004 -0.04 -004 -004 -004 
TDTIA -025 -0.27 -0.28 -019 -0.20 -0.22 -0.23 -0.23 -0.24 -024 -0.23 -022 -023 -0.24 -0.24 -0.25 
STID -030 -0.26 -0.26 -0.25 -0.17 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -014 -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -009 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 
TV -0.21 -0.24 -0.15 -016 -0.23 -0.24 -0.23 -023 -0.21 -0.21 -023 -0.25 -026 -026 -0.20 -0.21 
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E.13. One way sorts for Attributes and Attribute Loadings for '20 portfolios' 
The table displays the average returns for the highest, lowest and highest minus lowest (Hl\fL) portfolios for 
one way '20 portfolios' sorts conducted on both attributes and attribute loadings. The t~statistics under the 
highest minus lowest portfolio relate to the test of whether the time series of returns of the lowest and the 
highest portfolios are different. The leftmost t~statistic refers to the Hl\IL loading returns while the rightmost 
refers to those of the attribute. The long short portfolio consists of the highest '20 portfolios' returns less the 
lowest one. The share returns are sorted monthly according to the attribute and its loading and two portfolios 
are created containing the highest and lowest returns quintiles of the monthly data. The t~statistics that are 
significant at their 5% level are in bold. The data were extracted from DataStream International, available at 
the University of Cape Town. Refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter Four for the definitions of the firm~specific 
attributes. 
Attribute 
Highest Quintile Return Lowest Quintile Return~ [Highest - Lowest Quintile] Returns 
HML LoadinglAttribute HML Loadin9lAttribute HML Loadin~t-statistic Attribute It-statistic 
P 2.90% 0.18% 1.54% 5.20% 1.36% 1.80 ~5.02% 5.24 
LNCAPS 2.52% 0.25% 1.57% 4.45% 0.95% 1.28 ~4.20% 5.06 
NTAV_18M 2.61% 3.69% 1.88% ~0.42% 0.73% 0.97 4.11% 4.66 
PNAV_12M 1.48% 4.58% 2.55% 0.11% ~1.07% 1.53 4.47% 4.41 
EPS 2.22% 0.84% 1.76% 2.05% 0.45% 0.65 ~1.21% 1.80 
POUT 1.90% 0.41% 1.90% 1.34% 0.00% 0.00 ~0.93% 0.90 
NTAV_24M 2.47% 3.39% 2.36% 0.40% 0.11% 0.14 2.99% 3.36 
LNMV 2.79% 0.94% 1.50% 4.79% 1.28% 1.75 ~3.85% 4.24 
P 12M 2.37% 4.68% 1.70% 1.64% 0.67% 0.93 3.04% 2.73 
VO_3M 1.96% 3.90% 2.28% 1.70% ~0.32% 0.48 2.20% 2.85 
MV 2.75% 0.94% 1.54% 4.83% 1.21% 1.66 ~3.89% 4.31 
TV_3M 2.22% 3.04% 2.15% 1.69% 0.07% 0.11 1.35% 1.98 
PNAV_18M 2.35% 3.69% 1.88% 0.90% 0.47% 0.64 2.79% 2.71 
PSALES_6M 1.94% 3.67% 2.02% 0.51% ~0.07% 0.11 3.15% 3.32 
CASHPS 2.60% 0.41% 1.48% 3.30% 1.12% 1.52 ~2.89% 4.16 
INTCOVER_BT 2.40% 2.25% 1.70% 0.01% 0.70% 0.95 2.24% 2.62 
PSALES_3M 1.69% 3.16% 2.22% 1.30% ~0.53% 0.78 1.86% 2.06 
PNAV_6M 2.02% 3.74% 1.93% 0.57% 0.08% 0.12 3.18% 3.30 
BTMV_18M 1.94% 3.53% 2.38% 1.42% ~0.44% 0.60 2.11% 2.04 
LCPS 2.08% 0.97% 1.56% 3.10% 0.52% 0.73 ~2.13% 2.79 
DEBTNTAV 2.17% 1.11% 1.61% 1.11% 0.56% 0.76 0.01% 0.01 
TV_1M 1.58% 2.09% 2.51% 1.39% ~0.93% 1.35 0.70% 1.09 
PNTAV 2.04% 0.91% 1.89% 2.94% 0.15% 0.19 ~2.03% 2.65 
RU8M 2.77% 3.26% 1.87% 2.97% 0.90% 1.20 0.29% 0.26 
TLCTA 2.11% 1.50% 1.86% 1.65% 0.25% 0.36 ~0.15% 0.20 
EPS_3M 2.08% 2.10% 1.94% 0.51% 0.14% 0.20 1.59% 2.45 
NPBT_18M 2.08% 1.91% 2.20% 1.03% ~0.12% 0.16 0.88% 1.08 
PTCA 1.80% 2.58% 2.02% 1.15% ~0.22% 0.29 1.43% 1.71 
P_6M 2.37% 3.80% 1.64% 2.77% 0.73% 1.02 1.04% 0.93 
BTMV 1.79% 3.75% 2.51% 0.60% ~0.72% 0.94 3.15% 3.86 
CFOPS 1.92% 0.57% 1.57% ~0.18% 0.35% 0.41 0.75% 0.86 
DPS_12M 2.52% 1.83% 1.54% 0.76% 0.98% 1.30 1.07% 1.57 
BORROW_RATI 2.22% 1.18% 1.72% 1.88% 0.50% 0.72 ~0.70% 0.87 
DPS_18M 2.29% 1.25% 2.11% 0.42% 0.18% 0.24 0.83% 1.19 
STCL 1.91% 1.57% 1.81% 2.11% 0.10% 0.15 ~0.53% 0.68 
BOR_REPAY _2 2.18% 1.21% 2.63% 1.03% ~0.46% 0.62 0.18% 0.26 
TDTTA 2.07% 1.61% 1.77% 1.80% 0.30% 0.43 ~0.19% 0.26 
STTD 1.88% 1.90% 2.28% 1.23% ~0.40% 0.52 0.67% 0.92 
TV 2.06% 2.47% 1.75% 1.41% 0.31% 0.43 1.05% 1.48 
